
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 13/10/2015; Application No. : 682262 ;Switzerland 

3345371    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296914]
Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical products for use in industry and science, namely humectants, desiccants and anti-condensation agents; 
chemical products for industry and science, namely products for maintaining relative humidity levels within product 
packaging and within pharmaceutical products, nutritional products, vitamin supplements and diagnostic products and 
within medical and dental product packaging.

4086



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 29/04/2015; Application No. : MI2015C003734 ;Italy 

3352575    28/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298167]
PHARMANUTRA SPA
Via Delle Lenze, 216/B I-56122 PISA (PI) Italy
ALESCO SRL
Via delle Lenze, 216/B I-56122 PISA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical products for industrial use, in particular amino acids, proteins, vitamins, microelements, mineral salts, 
carbohydrates, oils, lipids, fats, inorganic acids, saturated or unsaturated fatty acids, omega-3 and omega-6; chemical 
additives for use in the manufacture and preparation of pharmaceutical preparations, foodstuffs, nutraceuticals, 
supplements and dietary substances for humans and animals; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs, chemical 
materials and chemical preparations based on amino acids, proteins, vitamins, microelements, mineral salts, 
carbohydrates, oils, lipids, fats, inorganic acids, saturated or unsaturated fatty acids, omega-3 e omega-6; chemical 
compounds for the preparation of and manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations, foodstuffs, nutraceuticals, 
supplements and dietary substances for human and animals; raw materials and semi-finished products for the 
formulation and preparation of pharmaceutical preparations, foodstuffs, supplements and dietary substances for humans 
and animals containing in particular amino acids, proteins, vitamins, microelements, mineral salts, carbohydrates, oils, 
lipids, fats, inorganic acids, saturated or unsaturated fatty acids, omega-3 and omega-6.

4087



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 16/09/2015; Application No. : 302015000051861 ;Italy 

3345652    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296909]
FOR.TEX - S.R.L.
Via Livescia, 10/12 FINO MORNASCO (COMO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Printing ink; inks for printing; inks for digital printing; inks for printing on textiles; inks for digital printing on textiles; 
typographic ink; inkjet cartridges, filled; ink for leather; ink for skin-dressing; thermochromic printing inks; ink cartridges, 
filled, for printers; colorants for use in the manufacture of printing ink; ink for inkjet printers; toner cartridges, filled, for 
inkjet printers; paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; 
mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.

4088



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 13/11/2015; Application No. : 4020150083889 ;Republic of Korea 

3351740    17/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298257]
SAMHWA PAINTS IND. CO., LTD.
(Seonggok-dong), 178, Byeolmang-ro, Danwon-gu, Ansan-city Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paints; furniture paints; paint for use in the manufacture of furniture; home paints; architectural paints; paints for 
construction; underseal; flame resistant paints; chemical proof paints; heat resistant paints; coatings all having fire-
retardant properties; fireproof paints; rust protecting paints; anti-rust paints; varnishes; fixatives (varnishes); heat 
insulated paints; thickeners for paints; additives to paints, not being chemical preparations for the manufacture of paints; 
tinting pastes; lacquers; thinners for lacquers; paints for wood working; French polish; coatings for wood as paints; 
paints for floor; paints for floorings; waterproof paints; damp proofing paints; heat radiating paints; soundproofing 
paints; paints for wallpaper; anti-corrosion paints; anti-corrosive paints; powdered paints; powder coatings (paints); 
sterilising paints; bactericidal paints; marine paints; lower hull paints; paints for use in the manufacture of ceramics; 
distempers; watercolours (paints); interior paints; aluminium paints; enamels (varnishes); enamel paints; oil paints; 
automotive paints; paints for cars; paints for use in the manufacture of automobiles; coatings for roofing felt (paints); 
paints for concrete floors; thinners for paints; colorants for use in the manufacture of paint; dyestuffs; pigments; natural 
resins (raw); protective preparations for metals; wood preservatives; wood mordants; mordants for leather.

4089



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 3 
 

3337821    18/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293260]
Me Bath Experience Inc.
9841 Airport Blvd. Suite 520 Los Angeles CA 90045 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bath oils; bath salts; bath soaps; bubble bath; shower and bath gel.

4090



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 25/05/2015; Application No. : 302015000017408 ;Italy 

3339123    24/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1293894]
AGF88 HOLDING Srl 
Via del Palù, 7D I-35018 San Martino di Lupari (PD) IT

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics for beautifying the body; creams and oils for cleansing and beautifying the body; depilatory creams; hair care 
lotions; perfume; masks for cleansing the face; soaps; creams for cleansing the face; cosmetic preparations for cleansing 
the body; cleansing milks; revitalising serum; cosmetics for treating blemishes on the face and body; natural cosmetic 
preparations.

4091



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 01/10/2015; Application No. : 679953 ;Switzerland 

3339709    15/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294693]
Rausch AG Kreuzlingen
Bärenstrasse 12 CH-8280 Kreuzlingen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beauty and body care products; creams for the face and body for cosmetic use; hair lotions, hair care preparations, 
shampoos and conditioners; preparations for baths and showers.

4092



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 01/10/2015; Application No. : 679950 ;Switzerland 

3340466    15/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294195]
Rausch AG Kreuzlingen
Bärenstrasse 12 CH-8280 Kreuzlingen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beauty and body care products; creams for the face and body for cosmetic use; hair lotions, hair care preparations, 
shampoos and conditioners; preparations for baths and showers.

4093



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 29/10/2015; Application No. : 15.00508 ;Monaco 

3348993    25/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297402]
José EISENBERG
24, Avenue Princesse Grace MC-98000 Monte-Carlo Monaco

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; 
soaps, shower gels, bath gels, shower creams, bath creams, shampoos; perfumery, perfumes, scented waters, 
deodorants [perfumery] for cosmetic use; essential oils; cosmetics, cosmetic preparations for slimming, beauty masks, 
skin whitening creams, make-up removing products, oils for cosmetic use; cosmetic skin-tanning preparations; make-up 
products, lipsticks, lip gloss, pencils for cosmetic use, make-up, mascaras, nail polish, make-up powders, make-up 
foundation; hair lotions; hair sprays; dentifrices.

4094



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 3 
 

3351859    02/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298080]
NAILMATIC
320 rue Saint Honoré F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; make-up products; make-up powder; mascara; cosmetic products for eyelashes; cosmetic products for the 
eyebrows; cosmetic products for skin care; cosmetic skin-tanning preparations; pencils for cosmetic use; eyebrow 
pencils; beauty mask; lip make-up in the form of sticks, tubes, bottles with or without ball applicator, jars; lipstick and lip 
coloring stick; lip gloss; matte coat for lips; lip gloss for cosmetic use; lip balms for cosmetic use; lip pomades for 
cosmetic use; lipstick cases; cosmetic kits; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; almond milk for cosmetic use; 
cleansing milk for toilet purposes; lotions for cosmetic use; pomades for cosmetic use; cotton wool for cosmetic use; 
pomades for cosmetic use; cosmetic creams; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic use; make-up removing 
preparations; make-up removing products; wipes impregnated with make-up removing preparations; soaps; hand wash 
products; perfumes in liquid or solid form; essential oils; deodorants [perfumery]; eaux de toilette; deodorant soaps; 
antiperspirant soap; eau de cologne; non-medicated nail preparations; false nails and false eyelashes and adhesives for 
fixing all the aforesaid goods; nail art stickers; abrasive paper and emery paper, all for cosmetic use; preparations for 
nails; nail care products; false nails; nail polish, nail varnish and preparations for removing all the aforesaid goods; oils 
for treating nails and cuticles; nail polish removers; varnish-removing products; cuticle creams; nail hardeners; nail 
polish fixers; nail strengthener; protective base coat; fast-drying nail product; acrylic powders and bonding liquids for 
making, repairing and strengthening artificial nails; kits for making artificial nails comprising acrylic powders, bonding 
liquids, glue removers, brush cleaners; adhesives for nails; shampoos; dry shampoos; hair conditioners; hair 
conditioning products; gels, foams, waxes, balms and aerosol products for hair care and hair styling; hair sprays; 
products for treating, cleaning, coloring, dyeing, bleaching, shining, fixing or reshaping hair; hair straightening 
preparations; hair lotions; hair waving preparations; hair dyes / hair colorants; cosmetic dyes; bath preparations, not for 
medical use; cosmetic preparations for baths; perfuming cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for 
foaming bath water; cosmetic preparations for crackling bath water; cosmetic preparations for effervescing bath water; 
make-up products for the face and/or body for creating temporary tattoos on the skin; decorative transfers for cosmetic 
use; henna ink [cosmetic dye]; inks and papers for cosmetic use for transfer of temporary tattoos on the skin; creams for 
fixing tattoos, creams and gels for transfer of temporary tattoos on the skin.

4095



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 12/03/2014; Application No. : 656454 ;Switzerland 

3336125    10/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1207295]
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

4096



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 31/03/2016; Application No. : 86959644 ;United States of America 

3348979    05/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297421]
Celgene Corporation
86 Morris Avenue Summit NJ 07901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of leukemia, auto inflammatory disease, autoimmune disease, blood 
disease, cancer, multiple sclerosis, ulcerative colitis, arthritis, musculoskeletal and skin diseases; pharmaceutical 
preparations, namely, cytokine inhibitory drugs; pharmaceutical preparations that modulate the immune system.

4097



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/03/2016; Application No. : 86959628 ;United States of America 

3350327    05/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297361]
Celgene Corporation
86 Morris Avenue Summit, NJ 07901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of leukemia, auto inflammatory disease, autoimmune disease, blood 
disease, cancer, multiple sclerosis, ulcerative colitis, arthritis, musculoskeletal and skin diseases; pharmaceutical 
preparations, namely, cytokine inhibitory drugs; pharmaceutical preparations that modulate the immune system.

4098



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000021621 ;Italy 

3339818    23/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294843]
ARTURO SALICE S.P.A.
Via Provinciale Novedratese, 10 I-22060 Novedrate (Co) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal slides for drawers; finish for metal drawers; runners of metal for drawers; sliding elements of metal for 
drawers; runners for metal drawers; sliding channels of metal for drawers; racks [structures] of metal; metal profiles; 
knobs for drawers of metal; handles of metal for drawers; extruded aluminium profiles; semi-finished shaped metal 
profiles; fixing elements of metal; fixing devices of metal; fixing channels of metal; locking [fixing] devices of metal; fixing 
devices of common metal; sliding guides of metal for drawers; sliding guides of metal.

4099



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 10/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000022060 ;Italy 

3339819    23/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294844]
ARTURO SALICE S.P.A.
Via Provinciale Novedratese, 10 I-22060 Novedrate (Co) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Hinges of metal; hinges of metal for doors and windows; spring loaded metal hinges; threaded fasteners of metal; 
metal expanding sleeves for affixing screws; threaded fixing elements of metal; runners of metal for drawers; processed 
and semi-processed materials of metal, not specified for use; metal devices for lifting and pivoting flaps rotating about a 
horizontal axis.

4100



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 10/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000022063 ;Italy 

3343979    23/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295521]
ARTURO SALICE S.P.A.
Via Provinciale Novedratese, 10 I-22060 Novedrate (Co) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Hinges of metal; hinges of metal for doors and windows; spring loaded metal hinges; threaded fasteners of metal; 
metal expanding sleeves for affixing screws; threaded fixing elements of metal; runners of metal for drawers; processed 
and semi-processed materials of metal, not specified for use; metal devices for lifting and pivoting flaps rotating around a 
horizontal axis.

4101



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 7 
 

3328939    04/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1291414]
Meiko Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG
Englerstr. 3 77652 Offenburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial dish washing machines.

4102



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 7 
 

3337689    19/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293925]
Menakker, Andreas
Heilbronner Str. 13 74831 Gundelsheim Germany
Schwietzer, Tino
Heilbronner Str. 13 74831 Gundelsheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vacuum cleaners for the household and industrial sector; vacuum cleaner parts, included in this class; vacuum cleaner 
hoses; vacuum cleaner nozzles; vacuum cleaner brush rollers; vacuum cleaner cables; vacuum cleaner attachments, 
namely furniture brushes and radiator attachments; vacuum cleaner covers; vacuum cleaner plates; vacuum cleaner 
wheels and rims; vacuum cleaner motors and motor parts; vacuum cleaner housing parts; vacuum cleaner adapters; bags
for use in vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner filters; vacuum cleaner accessories for releasing fragrances and/or 
disinfectants; vacuum cleaner accessories, included in this class.

4103



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 7 
 

 

3342939    25/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295475]
TESPE S.R.L.
Via Pizzo Arera, 44 I-24060 CHIUDUNO (Bergamo) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;O-rings; oil seals; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; insulating paper; cotton wool for packing 
(caulking); dielectrics (insulators); insulating felt; fiberglass for insulation; foils of metal for insulating; non-metallic pipe 
couplings; non-metal couplings for use with hoses; pipe gaskets; insulating gloves; gaskets; insulators; slag wool 
(insulator); glass wool for insulation; mineral wool (insulator); insulating materials; soundproofing materials; insulating 
refractory materials; caulking materials; compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; boiler compositions to prevent the 
radiation of heat; adhesive bands other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; self-adhesive tapes, 
other than for medical purposes; insulating tape; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; insulating plaster; bark 
coverings for sound insulation; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber (fibre); fiberglass (fibreglass) fabrics, for insulation; 
insulating fabrics; hoses of textile material.

4104



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 7 
 

3348458    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1217963]
Veyance Technologies, Inc.
703 S. Cleveland-Massillon Rd Fairlawn OH 44333 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Power transmission belts for machines.

4105



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 7 
 

3352615    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298205]
Qingdao Hongyuan Heat Exchanger Co., Ltd.
Shicheng Village, Jiangshan Town, Laixi City, Qingdao Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electromechanical machines for chemical industry; machines for making soda pops.

4106



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 7 
 

3354184    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298728]
Qingdao Haina Chemical Environmental Protection Equipment Food Co., Ltd.
Western, 204 State Road, Chang Wang Road, Jianghan Town, Laixi City, Qingdao Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical fertilizer spreading machines, alkali scrubbers, condensing towers, oil refining coker units, steam condensers 
[parts of machines].

4107



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 7 
 

3354776    26/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298426]
Juan José MARTÍN HERNÁNDEZ
C/Ramon Menendez Pidal, 2, 7°-C E-39006 SANTANDER (CANTABRIA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hangers; suspensions; assemblies and articles for preventing vibrations in apparatus and machines; vibration dampers 
for machines and machinery included in this class.

4108



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 03/09/2013; Application No. : 86054847 ;United States of America 

2779204    03/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1209719]
GUAVUS, INC.
1820 Gateway Drive, Suite 250 San Mateo CA 94404 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for capturing, storage, processing and analysis of real-time streaming data; computer software that 
provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by analyzing real-time streaming data and presenting it 
in an easy-to-understand user interface; computer software for displaying analysis of real-time streaming data in reports, 
charts and graphical forms; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data.

4109



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

2781188    28/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1209501]
Shenzhen SINSCHE Technology Co., Ltd.
3/F, Building C, Huahaotai Industrial Park, Longguan East Road, Longhua Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong 
Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemistry apparatus and instruments; instrument and measuring apparatus for physico-chemical experiment and 
composition analysis; dosage dispensers; surveying apparatus and instruments; counters; meters and components for 
meters; apparatus and instruments for physics; data processing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; measuring 
devices, electric.

4110



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 27/08/2015; Application No. : 1316026 ;Benelux 

3337695    02/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294033]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; computer software for use in voice control 
systems, voice processing systems, speech enhancement systems and speech recognition systems; computer software 
for applications and devices using voice control, voice processing, speech enhancement and speech recognition 
technology.

4111



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 16/09/2015; Application No. : 14564181 ;European Union 

3338774    01/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293984]
EH Europe GmbH
Löwenstrasse 32 CH-8001 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries and battery chargers.

4112



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2015; Application No. : 4020150051371 ;Republic of Korea 

3342825    06/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295371]
TITANPLATFORM CORPORATION
1101, 11th floor, 6th Acehighend Tower, 234, Beotkkotro, Geumcheon-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electrical adapters; car televisions; electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments; television receivers (TV sets); 
set-top boxes; car navigation devices; electronic terminals for highway toll collection; tablet computers; plug adapters; 
remote controls for televisions; apparatus for the recording/transmission/reproduction of sound and images; apparatus 
for the reproduction of sound or images (dongle); apparatus for the reproduction of sound or images (adapters); 
recording and playing devices for sound and image carriers; dongle for television monitors; adapters for television 
monitors.

4113



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/02/2016; Application No. : 86911187 ;United States of America 

3342876    22/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295428]
Pentair Thermal Management LLC
307 Constitution Drive MENLO PARK CA 94025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for the engineering and design of heat tracing systems and heat management systems.

4114



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

3343646    18/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295419]
Capso Vision, Inc.
Suite 250, 18805 Cox Ave. Saratoga CA 95070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer docking stations for use with ingestible diagnostic cameras; computer workstations consisting of central 
processing units, monitors, keyboards, and mice for use with ingestible diagnostic cameras; computer software for 
imaging and image analysis for use with ingestible diagnostic cameras and computer docking stations and workstations.

4115



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/10/2015; Application No. : 1725918 ;Australia 

3343828    04/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295581]
Halgo Pty Ltd
U3, 21 Mears Ave Randwick NSW 2031 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software applications for use in conjunction with optical apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; 
optical apparatus and instruments to interface with mobile phones, computers, tablet computers, computer screens, 
visual display screens.

4116



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/10/2015; Application No. : 014674857 ;European Union 

3343988    18/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295946]
devolo AG
Charlottenburger Allee 60 52068 Aachen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
equipment and instruments for the recording, capture, transmission, processing, storage and reproduction of sound, 
data, information, messages and images; equipment and instruments for sending, receiving and modifying sound, data, 
information, messages and images, in particular for use with computers; data transmission apparatus, in particular for 
data transmission via electric lines, coaxial cables, telephone lines or two-wire circuits; electric and electronic 
entertainment apparatus and equipment (included in this class); electronic apparatus for internet access; peripherals 
adapted for use with computers; data processing apparatus; recorded computer software and data; computer firmware; 
computer software for operating networks; operating-systems software; computer communications software; computer 
software for online, interactive and multimedia purposes; computer software for using the internet; driver software and 
diagnostic software; software; apparatus for the transmission of data.

4117



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 15/07/2015; Application No. : AM 51800/2015 ;Austria 

3346889    28/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297178]
Rohöl-Aufsuchungs Aktiengesellschaft
Schwarzenbergplatz 16 A-1015 WIEN Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers, in particular for use at deep drilling sites 
and sites for the exploration and prospection of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons, deep water and thermal energy; and 
parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

4118



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

3349283    20/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297435]
QINGDAO BENOR MAGNETOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Dougou Village, Jiaoxi Town, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs [downloadable software]; automatic gauges; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; electronic 
starters for remote control signal devices; meters and parts therefore; electric installations for the remote control of 
industrial operations; electric apparatus for commutation; anti-theft warning apparatus.

4119



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

 

3351920    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298123]
Qingdao Huaxiamengli Culture Media Co., Ltd
Xiagezhuang Three Village, Xiagezhuang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; mouse pads; switches, electric; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; wafers [silicon 
slices]; video screens.

4120



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 03/02/2016; Application No. : 684277 ;Switzerland 

3352681    09/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298148]
TracoPower Ltd
Sihlbruggstrasse 111 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric power supply apparatus as well as their parts and accessories included in this class; insulated electrical 
connectors; plug-in connectors.

4121



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2015; Application No. : 86781124 ;United States of America 

3354764    06/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298588]
Schumacher Electric Corporation
801 Business Center Drive Mount Prospect IL 60056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries and battery chargers; batteries for vehicles; battery charge devices; battery chargers; battery jump starters; 
battery testers; power inverters.

4122



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 04/01/2016; Application No. : 86864901 ;United States of America 

3355056    06/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298583]
Power MergerCo, Inc.
3855 SW 153rd Drive Beaverton OR 97003 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity, 
namely, battery chargers, wireless chargers for battery-operated equipment, power supplies, batteries; wireless power 
supply devices, namely, devices that convert electricity into electromagnetic energy, transmit the energy wirelessly, 
receive the electromagnetic energy, and convert the received electromagnetic energy into electricity for the purpose of 
powering electronic devices; wireless battery chargers that charge batteries by converting electromagnetic energy into 
electrical energy; wireless power transmitters, namely, devices that convert electricity into electromagnetic energy, which 
is then transmitted wirelessly; wireless power receivers, namely, devices that receive electromagnetic energy and convert 
that energy into electricity; wireless power transmitting networks, namely, networks consisting of multiple interconnected 
wireless power transmitters and wireless power receivers in the nature of the aforementioned goods; electrical wireless 
power distribution units for electronic devices, namely, electrical power distribution units which incorporate the 
aforementioned wireless power transmitters and wireless power receivers.

4123



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 10 
 

3337692    09/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294003]
Alticor Inc.
7575 Fulton Street East Ada MI 49355 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ultrasound machines to be used only in non-medical settings for cosmetic skin improvement and cosmetic skincare 
purposes and for weight loss and fitness purposes.

4124



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 10 
 

 

3341219    22/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295533]
MANI, Inc.
8-3, Kiyohara Industrial Park, Utsunomiya-shi Tochigi 321-3231 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Acupuncture needles; apparatus for use in medical analysis; arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus; apparatus for 
artificial respiration; artificial skin for surgical purposes; artificial teeth; sets of artificial teeth; blood testing apparatus; 
appliances for washing body cavities; dental burs; cannulae; cases, fitted for medical instruments; cases, fitted for use by 
surgeons and doctors; castrating pincers; catgut; catheters; obstetric apparatus for cattle; clips (surgical); corn knives; 
cutlery (surgical); defibrillators; dental apparatus; dental apparatus, electric; dentures; diagnostic apparatus for medical 
purposes; dialyzers; drainage tubes for medical purposes, electric acupuncture instruments; electrocardiographs; 
electrodes for medical use; enema apparatus for medical purposes; fleams; forceps; galvanic belts for medical purposes; 
galvanic therapeutic appliances; gastroscopes; heart pacemakers; heating cushions (pads), electric, for medical 
purposes; hematimeters; hot air therapeutic apparatus; hot air vibrators for medical purposes; hypodermic syringes, 
inhalers; injectors for medical purposes; instrument cases for use by surgeons and doctors; artificial jaws; knives for 
surgical purposes; lancets; lasers for medical purposes; lenses (intraocular prostheses) for surgical implantation; 
medical apparatus and instruments; medical guidewires; spoons for administering medicine; mirrors for dentists; mirrors 
for surgeons; needles for medical purposes; obstetric apparatus; ophthalmometers; ophthalmoscopes; orthodontic 
appliances; orthopaedic articles; pins for artificial teeth; saws for surgical purposes; scalpels; scissors for surgery; 
tongue scrapers; surgical apparatus and instruments; surgical implants (artificial materials); suture materials; suture 
needles; syringes for injections; syringes for medical purposes; thread (surgical); traction apparatus for medical 
purposes; trocars; armchairs for medical or dental purposes; brushes for cleaning body cavities; apparatus for the 
treatment of deafness; dentists' armchairs; operating tables; urological apparatus and instruments; veterinary apparatus 
and instruments.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2015; Application No. : 86747938 ;United States of America 

3342595    02/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295582]
Strataca Systems, LLC
145 Triple Crown Ct. Milton GA 30004 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical device, namely, pneumatic percussor and devices for removal of water and salt from body.
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Priority claimed from 22/09/2015; Application No. : 86763927 ;United States of America 

3345033    16/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296729]
Polymer Technology Systems, Inc.
7736 Zionsville Road Indianapolis IN 46268 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Blood testing apparatus.
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3346869    04/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297148]
Capso Vision, Inc.
Suite 250, 18805 Cox Ave. Saratoga CA 95070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ingestible diagnostic cameras for medical diagnostic use.
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Priority claimed from 23/11/2015; Application No. : 86829004 ;United States of America 

3349318    05/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297360]
ACUFOCUS, INC.
32 Discovery, Suite 200 Irvine CA 92618 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Intraocular lenses; medical devices to assist with the insertion of intraocular lenses.
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3350336    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297142]
CapsoVision, Inc.
18805 Cox Avenue, Suite 250 Saratoga CA 95070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Collection and retrieval system for ingestible diagnostic cameras.
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3351746    28/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298241]
Med-Tronik GmbH Forschung und Entwicklung medizinisch-biophysikalischer Geräte
Daimlerstr. 2-4 77948 Friesenheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and dental apparatus and instruments.
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3354765    06/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298585]
BOSTON SCIENTIFIC SCIMED, INC.
ONE SCIMED PLACE MAPLE GROVE, MN 55311 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices, namely, catheters, microcatheters.
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3342431    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295123]
ECOLACTIS
Chemin Départemental 996 F-21380 MESSIGNY ET VANTOUX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Heating, steam generating, refrigerating apparatus; sanitary installations; apparatus for recovery heating and sanitary 
water supply; heat accumulators; heat recovery units; hot water heating installations; installations for the cooling or 
heating of sanitary water.
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Priority claimed from 28/01/2016; Application No. : 172794 ;Morocco 

3342865    09/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295782]
INGELEC
323 boulevard Moulay Ismaîl 20300 Casablanca Morocco

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 24/09/2015; Application No. : 1317633 ;Benelux 

3343565    26/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295240]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric cooking appliances and devices for food preparation, for domestic purposes, including electric grills, toasters, 
sandwich makers, toasted sandwich makers, fryers, steamers (for cooking), rice cookers, ovens and microwaves.
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Priority claimed from 18/08/2015; Application No. : 1315541 ;Benelux 

3343574    19/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295197]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for the treatment of air, namely air purifying apparatus, air filtering apparatus, air humidifying apparatus; filters 
for air purifiers, filters for humidifiers.
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Priority claimed from 28/01/2016; Application No. : 172795 ;Morocco 

3344809    09/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295783]
INGELEC
323 boulevard Moulay Ismaîl 20300 Casablanca Morocco

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting apparatus.
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3344991    09/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296135]
Labcold Ltd
Cherrywood, Chineham Park, Basingstoke Hants RG24 8WF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Refrigerators and freezers (including those for the storage of blood, blood components, vaccines and pharmaceuticals).
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3352585    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298189]
Foshan Electrical and Lighting Co., Ltd.
No. 64, North Fenjiang Road, Chancheng District, Foshan Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Incandescent burners; fluorescent lighting tubes; lamps; infrared illuminators; lighting apparatus and installations; 
automobile lights; standard lamps; filaments for electric lamps; chandeliers stands; luminous tubes for lighting; 
spotlights; Chinese lanterns; lighting apparatus for vehicles; diffuse luminaires; germicidal lamps for purifying air; 
electric radiators; curling lamps; disinfectant apparatus; electric cooking utensils; refrigerating appliances and 
installations; air-conditioning and ventilation apparatus and instruments; bath heaters; light-emitting diodes (LED) 
lighting apparatus; lights for vehicles; bicycle lights; lighting installations for vehicles; miners' lamps; electric light bulbs; 
searchlights; aquarium lights; luminous house numbers; safety lamps.
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3354771    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298373]
LIXIL Corporation
2-1-1 Ojima, Koto-ku Tokyo 136-8535 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toilet stool units with automatic washing water; toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; toilet stool units; 
disinfectant dispensers for toilets; toilet bowls with an automatic washing water squirter (integrated type); toilet bowls 
with a washing water squirter; toilet bowls; seats for use with Japanese style toilet bowls; toilet bowls and seats sold as a 
unit; toilets seats for heating, washing and drying body parts; bidets;bidets with using remote controls, sold together as a 
unit; water closets; water closets with using remote controls, sold together as a unit; toilet tanks and structural parts 
therefor; toilet tank assemblies comprised of toilet tank bowls for flushing toilet tanks; toilet; toilets with using remote 
controls, sold together as a unit; tanks, namely, cistern tanks for toilets; toilet tank bowls; fixed spouts for bidets and 
toilets; plumbing fixtures as parts of shower sprayers for use with toilets or shower sprayers for use with bidets; shower 
sprayers for use with toilets; shower sprayers for use with bidets; sinks; urinals; showers; control valves for toilet 
flushing water; water-pipes for sanitary installations; toilet tank balls; toilet basins; toilet stools; hydrants; flapper action 
valves for water control; flush valves; bidet nozzles; heating and cooling apparatus, namely, air-conditioners, electric foot 
heaters and electric heaters for toilets; heating apparatus, electric; cooling apparatus; air-conditioners; electric foot 
heaters; electric heaters for toilets; electric fires; wash-hand bowls (parts of sanitary installations); wash-hand basins 
(parts of sanitary installations); prefabricated bathrooms sold as a unit; tap water faucets; electric lamps and other 
lighting apparatus; LED lamps and other lighting apparatus with LEDs; shower heads; electric hand drying apparatus for 
washrooms; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; washers for water taps; electric water warmer; solar water heaters; 
handles for flushing toilet water operated by remote control; water purifiers for household use; bath tubs; hot water 
supplying apparatus by using gas; hot water supplying apparatus by using oil; floor heating apparatus; household 
electrothermic appliances; waste water treatment tanks [for industrial purposes]; waste water treatment tanks for 
household purposes; septic tanks for industrial purposes; septic tanks for household purposes; non-electric cooking 
heaters [for household purposes]; heating apparatus; shower cubicles; pipe line cocks; range hoods [extractor hoods, for 
household purposes]; bubble baths; bathtub units integral with a bathroom floor; bathtub units integral with a bathroom 
floor and a sink; bath boilers; toilet noise-making machines; toilet bowls with integrated bidet water jets; flush handles for 
toilets; toilets adapted for medical patients; air dryers; air cleaning apparatus; electric night lights; level controlling valves
for tanks; installations for water supply and sanitary purposes; apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes; toilets 
with integrated shower functions, adjustable in position, water temperature and water pressure; toilets with automatic 
opening and shutting device; toilet stool lids with the function to automatic opening and shutting device.
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3343933    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295396]
XINGYUAN TIRE GROUP CO., LTD.
Xishui Industrial Zone, Dongying Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicles tires; car tires; inner tubes for vehicles; tires for vehicles; pneumatic tires; automobile tires; casings for 
pneumatic tires; treads for tractor type vehicles; treads for retreading tires; solid tires for vehicles.
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3344069    03/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296026]
Cooper-Standard Automotive Inc.
39550 Orchard Hill Place Novi MI 48375 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automotive hoses, namely, brake hoses, fuel line hoses, power steering hoses, coolant hoses, non-metal fluid and vapor 
hoses for vehicles; anti-vibration system components for land vehicles namely, engine mounts, dampers, bushings, strut 
mounts and isolators; structural parts for automobiles, namely, air deflectors, spoilers, fascia and trim; shift boots for 
motor vehicles; windshield wiper blades; transmission belts for land vehicles; pedal covers for land vehicles; automotive 
seat belts; boat bumpers; brake air valves for land vehicles; structural parts for land vehicles, namely, automotive door 
and window seals, automotive weather strips and trim components; structural parts for airplanes, namely, floor panels.
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3327129    07/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1290014]
SHISHI XINJIA ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
Baogai Technology Industrial Zone, Shishi City, Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Watches; clocks; wristwatches; clocks and watches, electric; movements for clocks and watches; cases for watches; 
alloys of precious metal; boxes of precious metal; charms.
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Priority claimed from 24/11/2015; Application No. : 4228277 ;France
3343847    18/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295366]
CHAUMET INTERNATIONAL Société Anonyme 
12 place Vendôme F-75001 Paris FR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry; jewelry products; precious stones; diamonds; timepieces and chronometric instruments.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2015; Application No. : 4223124 ;France
3343888    18/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295365]
CHAUMET INTERNATIONAL Société Anonyme 
12 place Vendôme F-75001 Paris FR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry; jewelry products; precious stones; diamonds; timepieces and chronometric instruments.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2015; Application No. : 86754710 ;United States of America
3344861    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295838]
Gusky, David S.
3265 Meridian Parkway, Suite 114 Weston FL 33331 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry.
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3346963    28/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297319]
R. A. Riam Group, Inc
16 West 46th Street, 12th fl New York NY 10036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Diamond; diamond jewelry; diamonds; cut diamonds; jewelry made in whole or significant part of diamonds; rings made in 
whole or significant part of diamonds; sintered diamonds; synthetic diamonds; watches made in whole or significant part 
of diamonds.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2015; Application No. : 86754788 ;United States of America
3354720    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298560]
Gusky, David S.
3265 Meridian Parkway, Suite 114 Weston FL 33331 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2015; Application No. : 86754720 ;United States of America
3355414    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298562]
Gusky, David S.
3265 Meridian Parkway, Suite 114 Weston FL 33331 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry.
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3340820    05/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294552]
NINGBO KEYROAD STATIONERY & GIFT CO., LTD.
No.111 Dingxiang Road, Hi-Tech District, Ningbo City 315040 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Stationery; writing instruments; drawing instruments; adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; stapling 
presses [office requisites]; paper; pictures; hygienic paper; note books; packing paper; files [office requisites]; ink; 
fountain pens; gummed tape [stationery]; square rulers; drawing sets; drawing materials; stamp pads.
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Priority claimed from 09/07/2015; Application No. : 302015000032522 ;Italy
3341539    08/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295543]
GUCCIO GUCCI S.P.A.
Via Tornabuoni, 73/R I-50123 FIRENZE Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks; travelling bags; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness; saddlery; bags; shoulder bags; handbags; Boston bags; waist packs; sling bags for carrying infants; shopping 
bags; duffle bags; tote bags; evening handbags; clutch bags; wallets; purses; leather credit card cases and holders; 
business card cases; travelling cases of leather; shoe bags for travel; briefcases; attaché cases; pouches of leather; 
carrying cases made of leather; school bags and satchels; suitcases; sports bags; bags and holdalls for sports clothing; 
key cases made of leather; backpacks; rucksacks; carry-on bags; vanity cases sold empty; shaving bags sold empty; 
beach bags.
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Priority claimed from 01/03/2016; Application No. : 1755918 ;Australia
3343932    14/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295345]
Posh Office Systems (Hong Kong) Limited
3/F East, Warwick House, Taikoo Place, 979 King's Road, Quarry Bay Hong Kong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Office furniture.
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3335994    08/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293958]
YUZUAK MAKINA ITHALAT IHRACAT SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Karakas Mah. Semt 837, Sokak No:1/A KIRKLARELI Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nozzles for watering hose, nozzles for watering cans, roses for watering cans, sprinklers, watering devices.
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3338492    10/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1250997]
Ball Corporation
10 Longs Peak Drive Broomfield CO 80021 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Glass home canning jars; home canning utensils; namely, funnels, spatulas and lid lifters.
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3339787    16/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294798]
GIFU PLASTIC INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
9-chome 27-banchi, Kanda-machi, Gifu-shi Gifu-ken 500-8721 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic and toilet utensils [other than "electric toothbrushes"]; soap containers; soap dishes; soap holders; lotion 
containers, empty, for household purposes; shaving brush stands; toothbrush holders; industrial packaging containers of 
glass or porcelain; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain with pump dispensers; kitchen utensils and 
containers, not including gas water heaters for household use, non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes, 
kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; dishes; baking dishes; ovenproof 
dishes; serving dishes; microwave-proof dishes; meal trays; oven trays; serving trays; trays for domestic purposes; bowls 
[basins]; portable coldboxes [non-electric]; kitchen containers for rice; food preserving jars of glass; drinking flasks [for 
travellers]; vacuum bottles [insulated flasks]; food preserving containers of plastic; containers for household or kitchen 
use; household containers for foods; heat-insulated containers for beverages; plastic household storage containers for 
cereals; portable plastic containers for household and kitchen use; preserve jars; plastic water bottles sold empty; 
drinking flasks; cookware; ice pails; pepper pots; sugar bowls; colanders; salt shakers; Japanese style cooked rice 
scoops (shamoji); cooking funnels; drinking straws; Japanese style personal dining trays or stands (zen); bottle openers; 
egg cups; tart scoops; napkin holders; napkin rings; hot pads [trivets]; chopsticks; chopstick cases; ladles and dippers 
for kitchen use; cooking sieves and sifters; trays; toothpicks; toothpick holders; condiment racks; kitchen racks for small 
articles; dish stands; dish drying racks; spice racks; pump dispensers for condiments; salad spinners; dish drainers; 
kitchen jars; cutting boards for the kitchen; cleaning tools and washing utensils; washtubs; buckets; garbage pails; trash 
containers for household purposes; wash basins [bowls, not parts of sanitary installations]; stirrers for hot bathtub water 
(yukakibo); bathroom pails; soap dispensers.
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3344792    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295965]
Lankhorst Touwfabrieken B.V.
Prinsengracht 2 NL-8607 AD Sneek

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ropes, cordage, rope products, hawser and cord not included in other classes; cables (not of metal); fibers not included in 
other classes; nets, string, tapes, sails, tarpaulins, sacks not included in other classes.
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3351736    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298202]
Xintai (Fujian) Keji Youxiangongsi
Jinjiangshi Jingjikaifaqu, Wuliyuanqu 362200 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Knitted fabric; fabrics for textile use; fabric for boots and shoes; lining fabric for shoes; upholstery fabrics; textile 
material; elastic woven material; non-woven fabrics and felts; mattress covers; curtains of textile or plastic.
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3352576    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298203]
Xintai (Fujian) Keji Youxiangongsi
Jinjiangshi Jingjikaifaqu, Wuliyuanqu 362200 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Knitted fabric; fabrics for textile use; fabric for boots and shoes; lining fabric for shoes; upholstery fabrics; textile 
material; elastic woven material; non-woven fabrics and felts; mattress covers; curtains of textile or plastic.
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3352634    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298197]
Linyi Baihuayuan Blanket Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Duozhuang Town, Mengyin County, Linyi City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Textile material; fibreglass fabrics for textile use; textile tapestry (curtain); papermaker's felt (towel); towels of textile; bed 
clothes; bed blanket; blanket; table covers; bath sheets or shower curtains.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2015; Application No. : MO2015C000349 ;Italy 

3339800    12/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294784]
MANIFATTURA RIESE S.P.A.
Via S. Lodovico, 6 I-42010 RIO SALICETO (Reggio Emilia) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Ready-made clothing; blouses; waterproof clothing; clothing for sports; dresses; suits; pinafore dresses; 
chemises; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; boas [necklets]; teddies [undergarments]; corsets [underclothing]; boots 
for sports; stockings; socks; shirts; shirt yokes; shirt fronts; bodices [lingerie]; short-sleeve shirts; hats; coats; hoods 
[clothing]; tunics; blousons; belts [clothing]; tights; collars [clothing]; neck bands [parts of clothing]; false collars; 
bathing suits; panties; neckties; detachable collars; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; scarfs; gabardines [clothing]; 
sweatshirts; jackets [clothing]; skirts; gloves [clothing]; garments; garments of leather; garments of imitations of leather; 
jerseys [clothing]; leggings [trousers]; knitwear [clothing]; maillots [jerseys]; sports jerseys; hosiery; sweaters; jumpers; 
muffs [clothing]; cloaks; sports skirts; skorts; trousers; short trousers; parkas; furs [clothing]; pyjamas; bath robes; 
cuffs; ponchos; sandals; saris; sarongs; neck warmers; arm warmers [clothing]; leggings [leg warmers]; shrugs 
[clothing]; shoes; shawls; sashes for wear; overcoats; outerclothing; petticoats; boots; fur stoles; T-shirts; polo shirts; 
bermuda shorts; combinations [clothing]; veils [clothing]; berets; caps with visors; bonnets; dressing gowns; slippers; 
clogs; clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Priority claimed from 17/08/2015; Application No. : UK00003122710 ;United Kingdom 
3344084    16/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295976]
Altro Limited
Works Road, Letchworth Garden City Hertfordshire SG6 1NW United Kingdom
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Materials for covering floors, walls and stairs.
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3343579    16/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295213]
Coppola Industria Alimentare Srl
Via Macello 3/9 I-84085 Mercato San Severino (SA) Italy
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fish, seafood and molluscs; oils and fats; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables and 
fruit-based snack food (including soups and stocks); processed fruits, fungi and vegetables (including nuts and pulses).
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3354174    30/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298646]
SUD ITALIA ALIMENTARI S.r.l.
Strada Provinciale 231 Km. 31,500 Corato Italy
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Meats, fish, preserved fruits and vegetables, jellies, marmalade, milk and products derived from the milk, oils and fats.
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3342652    16/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295155]
Lubland Holdings Ltd.
Quijano & Assocites (BVI) Limited, Quijano Chambers, P.O. Box 3159, Road Town, Tortola
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sponge cakes; waffles; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; cakes; fruit jellies [confectionery]; pastries; peanut 
confectionery; almond confectionery; pies; boiled sweets; sweetmeats [candy]; liquorice [confectionery]; peppermint 
sweets; crackers; candy; marzipan; custard; honey; ice cream; fruit ice creams; muesli; chocolate-based beverages; 
chocolate beverages with milk; pastilles [confectionery]; cookies; almond cakes; fondants [confectionery]; popcorn; 
pralines; gingerbread; petits fours [cakes]; puddings; cake powder; chewing gum; spring rolls; cake dough; 
confectionery; rusks; sandwiches; almond paste; fruit cakes; halvah; chocolate.
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Priority claimed from 30/09/2015; Application No. : 1317955 ;Benelux 
3348890    24/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297415]
Rigo Trading S.A.
Route de Trèves 6 EBBC, Building E L-2633 Senningerberg
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2015; Application No. : 1318029 ;Benelux 
3354170    24/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298900]
Rigo Trading S.A.
Route de Trèves 6 EBBC, Building E L-2633 Senningerberg
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2014; Application No. : 2014-108450 ;Japan 
3339105    05/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1240473]
SUNTORY FLOWERS LIMITED
4-17-5, Shiba, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0014 Japan
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Seedlings, live plants and flowers.
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Priority claimed from 28/10/2015; Application No. : 302015000066273 ;Italy 
3339822    04/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294807]
ORIGINE GROUP SOCIETA' CONSORTILE A RESPONSABILITA' LIMITATA
Via dei Mille, 24 I-40121 BOLOGNA (BO) Italy
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fruit, fresh; unprocessed fruits; fresh vegetables; unprocessed vegetables; unprocessed potatoes; lettuce, fresh; 
unprocessed olives; unprocessed agricultural produce; raw cereals [unprocessed]; fresh pulses; grains [cereals]; peas, 
fresh; truffles, fresh; mushrooms, fresh; malt; fresh soya beans; natural seeds.
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3342426    28/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295050]
Qingdao Dongxing Specialized Cooperatives of Freshwater Fish Farming.
No. 128 of Hetoudian Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shangdong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Live animals; poultry for breeding; fish, live; live sea cucumbers; live shrimps; roe; fresh vegetables; fish meal for 
animals; animal feed; plant seeds.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2015; Application No. : 302015000068829 ;Italy 
3343472    04/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295506]
KIKU Srl-GmbH
Via Lamm, 23/c I-39057 APPIANO/CORNAIANO (Bolzano) Italy
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fruit fresh; fruit trees; seedlings; scions for fruit tree grafting; rootstocks for fruit tree grafting.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 31 
 

3352582    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298204]
Haofeng (Qingdao) Food Co., Ltd.
East Nanpu Road, Yuanshang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Undressed timber; grains; poultry, live; malt for brewing and distilling; hay for use as easter basket grass.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 32 
 

3352618    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298206]
Qingdao Jiangshan Printing Food Co., Ltd.
West of State Road 204, Jiangshan Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beer; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; fruit juices; waters; mineral water; fruit juice drinks (drinks); non-alcoholic beverages; 
sherbets [beverages]; aerated water; fruit drinks (non-alcoholic).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/12/2015; Application No. : 15 4 232 908 ;France 
3329550    11/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1291250]
BELLONNIE ET BOURDILLON SUCCESSEURS
ZI de Genipa F-97224 DUCOS France
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); rums; rum-based cocktails, punches and beverages; ciders; spirits; liqueurs; 
digesters (liqueurs and spirits); wines; eaux-de-vie (brandy); alcoholic fruit extracts; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; 
alcoholic extracts or essences.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2015; Application No. : 15 4 201 419 ;France 

3340463    28/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294397]
MHCS
9 avenue de Champagne F-51200 Epernay France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); ciders; digesters (liqueurs and spirits); wines; spirits; alcoholic extracts or 
essences; wines protected by the appellation of origin "Champagne"; sparkling wines; whisky; vodkas; gins; tequilas; 
rums; brandy; AOC brandy protected by the appellation of origin Cognac.
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3341011    29/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294608]
Sovereign Brands, LLC
81 Greene St., 2nd Floor New York NY 10012 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Distilled spirits; tequila.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2015; Application No. : 014683098 ;European Union 
3343903    22/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295392]
IRISH DISTILLERS LIMITED
Simmonscourt House, Simmonscourt Road - Ballsbridge Dublin 4 Ireland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages except beers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 33 
 

3354472    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298580]
Qingdao Zhongliang Vintage Co., Ltd.
Jiangjiaxu Village, Yuanshang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fruit extracts alcoholic; arrack; cider; wine; wine (beverages); brandy; rice alcohol; alcoholic beverages; yellow wine; 
wine (liqueurs).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 34 
 

3350822    12/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297592]
BEARD VAPE CO.
10812 WASHINGTON BLVD. CULVER CITY CA 90232 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic cigarette liquid (e-liquid) comprised of flavorings in liquid form used to refill electronic cigarette cartridges; 
cartridges and refill cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes.
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Priority claimed from 27/04/2015; Application No. : 86610449 ;United States of America 
3334789    20/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292450]
USConnect, LLC
7901 Thorndike Road Greensboro NC 27409 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Promotional services in relation to vending and food service companies; advertising and promoting the goods and 
services of vending and food service companies; publicity services in the nature of promoting public awareness of 
healthy foods and beverages and promoting the consumption of healthier beverage, snack and food products of others.
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3340262    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1250087]
American Express Marketing & Development Corp.
200 Vesey Street New York NY 10285 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing a website featuring a searchable database by location of merchants with card acceptance for use by 
cardmembers; promoting the goods and services of others, namely, providing special offers to cardmembers at 
participating merchants.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2015; Application No. : 86748586 ;United States of America 
3342794    02/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295319]
Uvited, LLC
P.O. Box 441 Montgomery NY 12549 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail store services featuring dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, herbs, vitamins, body care or aromatherapy 
products; online retail store services featuring dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, herbs, vitamins, body care 
or aromatherapy products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 35 
 

3342942    03/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295277]
Allegis Group, Inc.
7301 Parkway Drive Hanover MD 21076 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business management and consultation; employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking 
services; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for others; professional staffing and recruiting 
services; temporary employment agencies.
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Priority claimed from 07/10/2015; Application No. : 86780397 ;United States of America 
3345376    28/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296936]
VAPRO Supply LLC
4150 Freidrich Ln, Suite J Austin TX 78744 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wholesale distributorships featuring electronic cigarettes and vapor accessories.
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Priority claimed from 22/10/2015; Application No. : 14714786 ;European Union 
3355073    09/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298412]
Samsonite IP Holdings S.a r.l.
13-15 Avenue de la Liberté L-1931 Luxembourg
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail services in relation to luggage; retail services in relation to bags; retail services in relation to umbrellas; 
advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; loyalty, incentive and bonus 
program services; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising 
purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; providing an on-line commercial 
information directory on the internet; provision of commercial information; provision of information and advice to 
consumers regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased; provision of on-line business and commercial 
information; provision of commercial information; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about 
products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; business assistance relating to 
franchising; publicity and sales promotion services; online advertising on a computer network; management advisory 
services related to franchising; search engine marketing services; product marketing; promotion, advertising and 
marketing of on-line websites; providing business information in the field of social media; organisation and conducting of 
product presentations; services with regard to product presentation to the public; organisation, operation and 
supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of customer loyalty 
schemes; business management advisory services relating to franchising.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 15/04/2015; Application No. : M-15-493 ;Latvia 
3343946    30/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295473]
CITADELE BANKA, AS
Republikas laukums 2A LV-1010 Riga Latvia
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance, including insurance brokerage services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; financial and banking services; 
deposit-taking and other repayable fund management services; crediting services, including trade finance and consumer 
lending services; financial leasing and factoring services; payment services, including money transfers and cash 
transaction services including cash withdrawal services through POS terminals and cash deposit and withdrawal services 
through ATMs; services regarding issuing and servicing of payment cards and other means of payment; currency 
exchange services; performance of transactions with a currency or financial instruments or gold investment, including 
money market instruments, financial future and option contracts, currency rate and interest rate instruments, and 
transferable securities for others; fiduciary operations (trust); provision of investment services and non-core investment 
services; capital transfer services; securities issuance and custody services; guarantee services, including issuance of 
guarantee and other binding obligations, which create an obligation to be liable to the creditor for the debts of a third 
person; safekeeping of valuables; rental of safe deposit boxes; consultations to the clients regarding issues of a financial 
nature; electronic services, particularly, the financial settlement services for accounts with a global computer network, 
telephone and fax services and settlement services; fund management services; cash collection services.
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Priority claimed from 14/03/2016; Application No. : 86939330 ;United States of America 
3350482    29/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297264]
NewOak Capital LLC
485 Lexington Avenue 25th Floor New York NY 10017 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial credit scoring services; financial risk assessment services; fiscal valuations and assessments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 36 
 

 

3354205    07/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298453]
Bain & Company Inc.
131 Dartmouth Street Boston MA 02116 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation, and investment of 
funds for others; insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 37 
 

3351899    09/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298119]
Qingdao Zhengnengliang Food Co., Ltd.
No. 52 Xingdian Road, Dianbu Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building construction supervision; construction information; construction consultation; construction project 
management services; construction; construction of commercial and residential buildings; mining extraction; 
upholstering; heating equipment installation and repair.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 41 
 

3329373    14/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1292112]
QUILLÉ Thérèse
38 rue de la Grotte F-88100 SAINT DIÉ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; training.
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Priority claimed from 16/10/2015; Application No. : 014685713 ;European Union 

3344929    07/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296718]
Schmerberg, Ralf
Schlesische Str. 38 10997 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio and video production, and photography; production of music; consultancy on film and music production; television
production; recording of music; photography; photographic composition for others; film editing; photo editing; editing or 
recording of sounds and images; editing of cine-films; film editing (photographic -); production of shows; showing of 
films; rental of motion pictures; provision of non-downloadable films and television programs via pay television; 
provision of non-downloadable films and television programs via pay-per-view television channels; provision of non-
downloadable films and television programs via a video-on-demand service; production of entertainment in the form of 
video tapes; production of entertainment in the form of television programmes; production of entertainment in the form of 
sound recordings; audio, film, video and television recording services; dubbing; preparing subtitles for movies; rental of 
audio-visual recordings; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging of displays for cultural purposes; education 
and instruction; publishing services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 42 
 

3339789    13/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294675]
CENTRE TECHNIQUE DES INDUSTRIES MECANIQUES
52, avenue Felix Louat F-60300 SENLIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Engineering; technical project studies; surveying (engineering work); research and development of new products for 
others; scientific and technical research; evaluations and assessments in the fields of science and technology provided 
by engineers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 20/07/2015; Application No. : UK00003118512 ;United Kingdom 

3340422    06/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295243]
The Cochrane Collaboration
St Albans House, 57-59 Haymarket LONDON SW1Y 4QX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific services; chemical analysis and research; medical research services; scientific research services in the field of 
healthcare; scientific research; clinical trial research; medical research; scientific research in the field of healthcare; 
clinical trial information; professional consulting services in the field of clinical trials and medical research; providing and 
hosting online search engines, including specialist search engines relating to healthcare and scientific research and 
information; computerised analysis of data in the field of scientific research and medical research; product analysis and 
appraisal in the field of healthcare; computerised scientific information services; computerised medical research 
information services; electronic data storage services for others; development, maintenance and updating of 
telecommunications network search engines; hosting of digital content on the internet, including on-line publications and 
blogs; design, creation, maintenance and hosting of websites, webpages and digital content; hosting space on the 
internet for webpages and blogs; designing, hosting and monitoring online chat rooms, forums for discussion, electronic 
bulletin boards and photo galleries; hosting an on-line network environment enabling users to share data and 
information, organise events and engage in social, scientific and commercial discussions; providing temporary use of on-
line non-downloadable software for publishing and sharing digital media and information via global computer and 
communication networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for creating indexes of 
information, indexes of web sites and indexes of other information resources; design and development of computer 
software and databases; updating and maintenance of computer software; rental of computer software; computer 
programming; hosting of podcasts; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 22/12/2014; Application No. : 201415477 ;Norway 

3351852    19/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298076]
DNV GL AS
Veritasveien 1 N-1363 Høvik Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Classification of ships, onshore and offshore installations, as well as components thereof, in accordance with rules given 
by classification societies; certification of ships and onshore and offshore installations, as well as components thereof, 
on behalf of flag states and other national or international bodies, in accordance with applicable regulatory or statutory 
requirements; certification services, namely certification to specified norms and standards for the issuance of 
certificates; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification; 
quantitative or qualitative inspection of goods on behalf of buyers; verification services, namely verification according to 
requirements agreed between service provider and customers on a case by case basis; quality control for others; 
software development, engineering, design, consultancy, maintenance and support; hosting digital portals; hosting 
services, including software as a service and database services; hosting of software, multimedia and interactive 
applications; hosting of multimedia educational content; hosting of e-commerce platforms available online; database 
development services; consultancy in the field of production of energy, hereunder from renewable sources, such as wind, 
solar and wave sources and non-renewable sources, such as fossil energy and nuclear energy; consultancy in the field of 
energy saving and efficiency; consultancy in the field of ship classification; consultancy in the field of technical 
assurance; consultancy in the field of energy advisory; consultancy in the field of management systems certification; 
consultancy in the field of certification of materials and components; consultancy in the field of risk management 
advisory; consultancy in the field of power testing, inspections & certification; consultancy in the field of sustainable 
sourcing; consultancy in the field of offshore classification; consultancy in the field of sustainable energy use; 
consultancy in the field of implementation of compliance requirements; consultancy in the field of marine assurance and 
advisory; consultancy in the field of product assurance; technical consultancy services; test services for certification of 
quality or standards; quality testing of products for certification; consultancy in the field of technical advisory; 
consultancy in the field of turbine engineering support; consultancy in the field of climate change services; consultancy 
in the field of maritime advisory; consultancy in the field of competence certification; design and development of 
computer hardware and software; maintenance and implementation for computer software; services regarding 
improvement and design of computer software; traceability services relating to food and drinks, namely food safety 
testing; material testing; material testing by means of explosives.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 44 
 

3343471    04/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295530]
WORLDGATE TURIZM LOJISTIK VE DIS TIC. LTD. STI.
Merkez Mh., Halaskargazi Cd. No:177 D:6 Sisli - Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beauty care services, veterinary services, animal husbandry, animal breeding, shoeing horses (farrier services), 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services, medical advisory services in the field of personnel health.
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Priority claimed from 16/10/2013; Application No. : FI2013C001310 ;Italy 

2749008    07/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203171]
Salvatore Ferragamo S.p.A.
Via dei Tornabuoni, 2 I-50123 Firenze (FI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Eyeglasses and sunglasses; sports eyewear; lenses, frames, cases, cords and chains for eyeglasses and 
sunglasses.

Cl.14;Watches; wristwatches; diving watches; pocket watches; watch bands and straps; watch chains; watch cases; 
chronographs for use as timepieces and for use as watches; chronometers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/02/2014; Application No. : BL2014C000001 ;Italy 

2760965    27/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1205680]
Thema Optical S.r.l.
Via Risorgimento, 100 I-32040 Domegge di Cadore (BL) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Spectacles, sunglasses, optical spectacles, lenses, contact lenses, frames for sunglasses and optical spectacles; 
cases and sunglass cases and spectacles, containers for contact lenses; accessories for sunglasses and optical glasses, 
spectacle chains.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 25/07/2013; Application No. : 1569589 ;Australia 

2770882    23/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207312]
Thankful Pty Ltd
c/o Daniel Allison & Associates, 35 Market Street SOUTH MELBOURNE VIC 3205 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfume.

Cl.9;Application software; electronic publications (downloadable); computer software; computer programs 
(downloadable software).

Cl.14;Jewellery.

Cl.16;Printed publications; Printed matter; Goods made from paper or cardboard (not included in other classes); books;
photo books; graphic designs; graphic prints; art prints; fine art papers.

Cl.18;Umbrellas; shopping bags; shoulder bags; weekend bags; tote bags.

Cl.24;Table napkins of textile; dinner napkins; fabric place mats; place mats (not of paper); textile place mats; kitchen 
towels (textile); blanket throws; bed blankets; bed blankets made of wool; embroidery fabric; canvas for embroidery; 
stretch canvas for embroidery.

Cl.25;Aprons (clothing); clothing.

Cl.35;Advertising; retailing of goods (by any means); wholesaling of goods (by any means); organisation and 
management of customer loyalty programmes; organisation, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes; 
sales promotions through customer loyalty programmes (for others); sales promotion services; none of the 
aforementioned being directed to the primary delivery of telecommunications or information and computer technologies 
industries and none involving the supply of telecommunications, information and computer goods and services, which 
are in their nature movie tickets or other movie offers, music concert tickets or other music offers or sport event tickets or 
other sport offers.

Cl.42;Graphic art design; graphic design services; visual design; Web site design.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 26/04/2013; Application No. : 1267546 ;Benelux 

2772212    30/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1181856]
AluK S.A.
42-44, avenue de la Gare, L-1610 Luxembourg (Luxembourg)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and alloys thereof; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; railway material of 
metal; non-electric cables and wires of metal; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; metal pipes; safes; ores; 
steel strip; strips of metal materials; steel sheets; sheets of metal materials; unwrought or semi-wrought steel; metal 
reinforcing materials for building; frames of metal (for building); gutters of metal; (metal) door casings; tiles of metal for 
building; framework of metal for building; (metal) roof coverings; floor tiles, of metal; (metal) stair treads (steps); window 
stops (of metal); (metal) door stops; metal chests (trunks); (metal) window frames; (metal) door frames; window frames (of
metal); door frames (of metal); (metal) greenhouse frames; metal fittings for doors; door fittings of metal; door handles of 
metal; door rollers of metal; windows of metal; doors of metal; partitions of metal; fences of metal; metal columns (parts 
of constructions); fittings of metal for building; ceilings of metal; tiles of metal; transportable buildings of metal; metal 
porches (construction); wall linings of metal (building); gates of metal; transport pallets of metal; bins of metal; tool boxes
of metal (empty); metal profile sections, in particular skirting boards and metal moldings; lintels of metal; door handles of 
metal; metal window handles; rods of metal; jambs of metal; rod rings of metal; industrial doors of metal; seals for doors 
and windows of metal; shutters of metal; partitions of metal.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other 
classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; sealing, packing and insulating material; flexible tubes, not of 
metal; non-metal seals for glazing; weatherstripping; sealing strips for doors and windows of buildings; rings of rubber; 
reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; water-tight rings; insulating tapes, insulating ribbons; insulators for cables; 
weatherstripping compositions; synthetic rubber; liquid rubber; clack valves of rubber; pipe gaskets; insulators for 
electric mains; ropes of rubber, cords of rubber; cylinder jointings; bark coverings for sound insulation; packing 
(cushioning, stuffing) materials of rubber or plastics; insulating plaster; foils of metal for insulating; anti-dazzle films for 
windows (tinted films); insulating felt; asbestos felt; fiberglass for insulation; plastic fibers for non-textile use; filtering 
materials (semi-processed foams or plastics); insulating oils; insulators, insulation materials; gaskets; insulating fabrics; 
fiberglass fabrics for insulation; valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber; insulating varnish.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; door casings, not of metal; reinforcing materials not of metal for 
building; folding doors, not of metal; lumber; veneer wood; sawn timber; building timber; manufactured timber; wood, 
semi-worked; moldable wood; wood paneling; bricks; window frames not of metal; door frames, not of metal; window 
cases not of metal; door cases, not of metal; windows not of metal; wall claddings (for building) not of metal; building 
panels not of metal; wall linings (for building) not of metal; gates not of metal; shutters, not of metal; non-metal profile 
sections, in particular non-metal skirting boards and moldings; lintels, not of metal; door handles, not of metal; window 
handles, not of metal; rods not made of metal; jambs not of metal; non-metal rod rings; non-metal industrial doors; non-
metal seals for doors and windows; shutters, not of metal; partitions, not of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods, not included in other classes, of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics; 
curtain rings; sun screens and sun blinds; curtain rails; curtain rods; curtain hooks; curtain tie-backs; bamboo curtains; 
bead curtains for decoration; curtain rollers; pegs [pins], not of metal; door handles, not of metal; screws, not of metal.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; services for retail and wholesale 
sales, in particular of joinery goods, doors and windows, metal and non-metal joinery accessories, profile sections; 
market research and studies; presentation of goods on all communication media for retail sale; business management 
assistance, especially in the field of joinery and building; business management and organization consultancy, especially 
in the field of joinery and building; efficiency expert reports, in particular in the field of joinery and building; commercial 
or industrial management assistance; administrative processing of purchase orders; procurement services for others 
(purchasing goods and services for other businesses); accounting; invoicing; organization of exhibitions for commercial 
or advertising purposes; administrative management of companies active in the field of joinery and building.

Cl.37;Construction; repair of windows, doors, gates, frames, wall tiles, floor tiles, facades, glass roofs, conservatories, 
railings, fences, walls and shutters; installation of windows, doors, gates, frames, wall tiles, floor tiles, facades, glass 
roofs, conservatories, railings, fences, walls and shutters; assembly of windows, doors, gates, frames, wall tiles, floor 
tiles, facades, glass roofs, conservatories, railings, fences, walls and shutters; advice on said matters; carpentry services;
cabinet work (building); installation of doors, windows; window cleaning; construction and repair information; insulation 
services (building); maintenance and restoration of furniture; sanding; facade repair and maintenance.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/08/2013; Application No. : T13/12851Z ;Singapore 

2777225    30/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1208712]
ZUJI TRAVEL PTE. LIMITED
238A Thomson Road, #12-06/07 Novena Square Tower A, Singapore 307684 (Singapore)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Travel reservation; transport reservation; computerised reservation services for travel; travel ticket reservation 
services; airline ticket reservation services; holiday travel reservation services; reservation of seats for travel; reservation 
services for tours; travel arrangement; travel agency services for arranging travel; travel agency services for booking 
travel; booking agency services for car hire; booking of vehicle rental; booking agency services for sightseeing tours; 
booking agency services for travel; booking agency services relating to travel; travel advisory services; tourist agency 
services (travel); arranging of cruises; travel information services; computerised travel information services; information 
services relating to travel; provision of flight information; provision of information relating to airline scheduling; provision 
of information relating to fares; provision of information relating to the transportation of passengers; provision of 
information relating to tourism; provision of tourist travel information.

Cl.43;Accommodation reservation services; agency services for the reservation of accommodation; agency services 
for booking hotel accommodation; agency services for booking temporary accommodation; arrangement of 
accommodation for holiday makers; arranging holiday accommodation; holiday planning (accommodation); booking of 
accommodation for travellers; booking services for accommodation; booking services for hotels; hotel reservation 
services; hotel room reservation services; reservation of temporary accommodation; reservation of tourist 
accommodation; reservation of places at holiday resorts; travel agency services for booking accommodation; 
accommodation finding services for tourists; accommodation finding services for travellers; arrangement of 
accommodation for tourists; tourist agency services for booking accommodation; appraisal of hotel accommodation; 
rating holiday accommodation; provision of information relating to the booking of accommodation; holiday information 
(accommodation); information services relating to the provision of temporary accommodation; provision of information 
relating to hotels; hotel information; providing information, including online, about services for providing food and drink; 
provision of information relating to restaurants; provision of information relating to the availability of accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2013; Application No. : VA 2013 2503 ;Denmark 

2777437    27/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1208288]
Mermaid Care A/S
Hedelund 1 DK-9400 Nørresundby Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical, apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus, instruments and 
tools for mechanical ventilation therapy, life support and patient monitoring purposes and for use in hospitals, homecare 
or critical transportation; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, elements of apparatus, instruments and tools for 
mechanical ventilation therapy, life support and patient monitoring purposes and for use in hospitals, homecare or critical 
transportation (included in this class); apparatus and instruments for estimating the respiratory drive of mechanically 
ventilated patients; apparatus and instruments for apportioning respiratory drive into one, or more, components related to
chemical drive - i.e. the drive due to the chemoreceptor response- and/or muscular drive - i.e. the contraction of 
respiratory muscles, for example the diaphragm.

Cl.37;Repair and installation services, namely, repair installation and maintenance of medical apparatus and 
instruments for mechanical ventilation therapy, life support and patient monitoring purposes.

Cl.42;Design and development of medical apparatus and instruments for mechanical ventilation therapy, life support 
and patient monitoring purposes.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2013; Application No. : 5501 2013 ;Slovakia 

2778917    03/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1208967]
RadioMed a.s.
Námestie 1. mája 15 SK-811 06 Bratislava Slovakia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Communications via computer terminals; provision of on-line forums; provision of access to databases; 
providing telecommunication connections to a global computer network; provision of user access to global computer 
networks; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; radio broadcasting; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; press agencies (news); telecommunications; teleconferencing services; television 
program broadcasting.

Cl.42;Updating of software; appraisal services; installation of software; recovery of computer data; programming for 
computers; computer software consultancy; rental of computer software; conversion of computer programs and data 
(other than physical conversion); conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; technical project 
study; software development (design); computer software maintenance.

Cl.44;Medical clinic services; telemedicine services; veterinary assistance; medical clinic services; health care 
services; rest homes; convalescent homes.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2013; Application No. : 3012529 ;United Kingdom 

2779347    09/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1209103]
Associated Newspapers Limited
Northcliffe House, 2 Derry Street, Kensington London W8 5TT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;On-line electronic publications; electronic publications (downloadable); electronic newspapers; publications 
available on-line through a global computer network; CDs; CD-Roms; DVDs; pre-recorded video tapes and cassettes; 
media storage devices; electronic publications; digital music (downloadable) provided from the Internet; software; 
software applications; computer software and hardware to enable searching of data and connection to databases and the 
Internet.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing, public relations, publicity and promotional services; advertising, marketing, public 
relations and promotional services, all relating to employment and personnel selection; classified advertising; personnel 
management; agency, counselling, recruitment and placing services, all relating to employment and personnel selection; 
market studies and analysis; rental of advertising space, dissemination of advertising matter; advertising mail order; 
provision of advertising space on a website; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet; 
provision of advertisement programmes; provision of commercial information; television, radio and satellite commercials; 
business management and administration; business research; business organisation and management consultancy 
services; compilation and provision of business information, advice and statistics; economic forecasting; opinion polling, 
market surveys; market research; computerised accounting; computerised database management; computerised data 
processing and business management advice and consultancy; information, advisory and consultancy services relating 
to all the aforesaid services; all the aforementioned services also provided on-line from a computer database or from the 
Internet; computerised business information management and retrieval.

Cl.38;Telecommunication; computer inter-communication services; broadcasting by radio, television and satellite; 
broadcasting and transmission of programmes; operation of broadcasting facilities; news agency services; transmission 
of news; transmission of publications; telecommunication of information (including web pages), computer programs and 
any other data; providing access to online information and/or communication services; information and advisory services 
relating to telecommunication services; provision of information about communication and/or broadcasting by electronic 
media; communication services provided by electronic, computer, cable, teleprinter, teleletter and electronic mail means; 
communication services provided on the Internet; interactive communications services provided by means of a computer;
transmission of information; communication by computer terminals; message sending services; providing on-line 
electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages amongst users; providing on-line electronic bulletin board 
services and chat rooms; provision of internet chat rooms; telegraph services; wire services; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; all the aforementioned services also provided on-line from a 
computer database or from the Internet.

Cl.41;Education and entertainment services; publication services; publishing services; publication of printed matter 
and printed publications; publication of newspapers, newsletters; publication of printed and educational material; news 
reporting services; on-line news reporting services; education, entertainment, publishing and publication services; 
electronic publishing services; providing on-line electronic publications [not downloadable]; publication of electronic 
books and journals on-line; publication online of information in a variety of fields, including news, fashion, travel, food 
and drink, television, show business, current affairs, sport, health, finance, science and technology, property and 
motoring; editing services; journalism services; organisation of exhibitions and shows; provision of information relating 
to education, sporting, political, current events, cultural activities, film, theatre, cinema, television, radio, shows, music 
and entertainment; entertainment; sports information services; organisation of competitions, quizzes, games and 
recreational, recreational activities, amusements, cultural activities; production of news programmes for radio or 
television; commissioned writing services; syndication of previously published content for re-use or re-purposing; 
syndication of previously published content for re-publication in other media or sale to the public; syndication of visual 
works for re-publication in other media or sale to the public; publication of material which can be accessed from 
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databases or from the internet; syndication of cuttings (digital and non-digital); information services relating to all the 
aforesaid services; provision of electronic games via the internet; production of shows and radio and television 
programmes; cable television, television and radio entertainment services; providing digital music [not downloadable] 
from the Internet; providing digital music [not downloadable] from MP3 Internet web sites; providing digital music from 
the Internet; provision of music via the internet; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the 
aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services also provided on-line from a computer database or from the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2013; Application No. : VA 2013 2505 ;Denmark 

2780965    27/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1209678]
Mermaid Care A/S
Hedelund 1 DK-9400 Nørresundby Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical, apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus, instruments and 
tools for mechanical ventilation therapy, life support and patient monitoring purposes and for use in hospitals, homecare 
or critical transportation; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, elements of apparatus, instruments and tools for 
mechanical ventilation therapy, life support and patient monitoring purposes and for use in hospitals, homecare or critical 
transportation (included in this class); apparatus and instruments for estimating the respiratory drive of mechanically 
ventilated patients; apparatus and instruments for apportioning respiratory drive into one, or more, components related to
chemical drive - i.e. the drive due to the chemoreceptor response- and/or muscular drive - i.e. the contraction of 
respiratory muscles, for example the diaphragm.

Cl.37;Repair and installation services, namely, repair installation and maintenance of medical apparatus and 
instruments for mechanical ventilation therapy, life support and patient monitoring purposes.

Cl.42;Design and development of medical apparatus and instruments for mechanical ventilation therapy, life support 
and patient monitoring purposes. 
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2784799    15/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1209834]
SWEGON AB
Box 300 SE-535 23 Kvänum Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Acoustic louvrers for silencing of ventilation ducts; sound attenuators/silencers for placement in air ducts.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; air handling units; chillers; heat pumps; indoor climate management system for regulation of 
ventilation and temperature; supply and extract air diffusers; climate beams for cooling and heating of air; cooling and 
heating induction units.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair; installation services.
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3273794    07/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1279497]
FASELIS VERI TEKNOLOJILERI ANONIM SIRKETI
Hacimimi Mahallesi, Kemeralti Caddesi, No:31, Kat:1, Adahan, Karaköy, Beyoglu Istanbul TR 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measurement apparatus, equipment and indicators including those for scientific and laboratory use, laboratory 
equipment and apparatus; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data processing 
apparatus, telecommunication apparatus, sound or image reproducing apparatus, computer peripheral devices; magnetic 
and optic data carriers and computer software and programmes recorded thereto, downloadable and recordable 
electronic publications, encoded magnetic and optic cards; antennas, satellite antennas, amplifiers for antennas, parts of 
the aforementioned goods; ticket dispensers, automatic teller machines (ATM); electronic components used in the 
electronic parts of machines and apparatus; counters and quantity indicators for measuring the quantity of consumption, 
automatic time switches; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, safety vests and life-saving 
apparatus and equipment; eyeglasses, sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, parts and components thereof; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity; electric cables and electrical power 
supplies, batteries, electric accumulators; alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles, electric bells; signalling 
apparatus and instruments, luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use; fire extinguishing apparatus, fire engines, fire 
hose and fire hose nozzles; radar apparatus, sonars, night vision apparatus and instruments; decorative magnets; 
metronomes.

Cl.38;Radio and television broadcasting services; telecommunication services; providing access to the Internet; news 
agencies.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2015; Application No. : 86642685 ;United States of America 

3331156    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1293615]
International Business Machines Corporation
New Orchard Road Armonk, New York 10504 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer software for monitoring the operation and execution of networks, computer programs and 
computer systems; software for connecting disparate computer systems and networks, servers and storage devices; 
computer operating system software; software for connecting computers to each other and for the computer exchange 
via a global network; computer systems for cloud computing; computer systems for implementation of a network with 
computer hardware and software for dynamic providing, virtualization, measuring of use of computer resources; 
computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape units (IT), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer 
keyboards, compact discs (audio-video), optical disks, couplers (IT), floppy disks, magnetic data media; computer 
hardware, namely, video screens, scanners, printers for use with computers, interfaces (IT), readers (IT), software 
(recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors (hardware), computers, computer memories, peripheral 
computer devices, recorded computer programs and software; adapters for computers; computer components; data 
processing equipment; computer equipment for information management and for data management; semi-conductors; 
electronic data media that can be processed by machine; magnetic disks; hard disk drives; tape recorders; calculating 
machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; video game software; video recorders; videotapes; electric cells and 
electric batteries; computer chips; boards for integrated circuits; computer accessories, namely communication servers; 
carrying cases for computers; interface cards for computers; computer cables and computer cable parts; fax modem 
cards for computers; computer accessories, namely, screen filters, computer mouse pads, electric converters, namely, 
digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step voltage switches, pagers, computer control joysticks, computer mice; 
electronic publications, namely books, magazines and manuals containing information on computer technology; 
integrated circuit cards and smart cards, integrated circuit adapters and smart card adapters; readers for integrated 
circuit cards and smart cards; microcomputers; electric power supply apparatus; projectors (projection apparatus); 
remote controllers for computers; inverters, surge protectors and uninterruptible power supply devices; point-of-sale 
terminals; computer operating system software; software for accessing a global computer network; computer database 
management software; document management software; software for locating, recovering and receiving text, electronic 
documents, graphic illustrations and audiovisual information on company-scale internal computer networks and on local, 
wide-area and global computer networks; software for developing and software for designing websites and user manuals, 
in electronic format, sold as a set; documentation and instruction manuals recorded on electronic data media that can be 
operated by machine and relating to computers or computer programs.

Cl.41;Education; entertainment; training; organization and conducting of conferences; seminars; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; production of radio and television programs; sporting and cultural 
activities; educational services, namely conducting of courses, seminars, conferences and workshops in the field of 
computers, information technology, audio and image processing technology, telecommunication and global computer 
networks; training in the field of computer operation and information technology; conducting entertainment exhibitions in 
the form of information technology demonstrations; Entertainment services, namely, online computer game services; 
conducting of entertainment presentations, namely, real-time sporting competitions via a global computer network; and 
holding of recreational presentations, namely providing demonstrations on Web sites featuring museum exhibitions, 
sports events, art gallery exhibitions, concerts, and musical recordings; publishing services for books, newspapers; 
production of shows and films; organization and conducting of conferences, symposiums, congresses; conducting of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; booking of seats for shows, namely, providing demonstrations on 
websites featuring museum exhibitions, sports events, art gallery exhibitions, concerts, and musical recordings; 
publishing services for books, newspapers; production of shows and films; organization and conducting of conferences, 
symposiums, congresses; conducting of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; booking of seats for shows.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer services for information management; data management information services;
cloud computing; computer services for implementation of a network with computer hardware and software for dynamic 
providing, virtualization, measuring of use of computer resources; software design, updating and maintenance; computer 
software and hardware design for third parties, and support services concerning computers provided by computer 
specialists, computing services, namely the creation, design and maintenance of web sites for third parties; analysis of 
computer systems, integration of computer networks and databases, computer programming services for others, all 
relating to commercial interactions on global computer networks; technical support services, namely, repair of operating 
systems and computer programs by computer technicians; design of computer and software interconnection systems, 
namely, electronic interconnection of computers and software; testing of computer programs (software) and hardware 
(quality control and technical control); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; computer 
consulting in connection with computer hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; computer 
system analysis; computer advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific 
and industrial research, namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, 
chemical research, cosmetology research, mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical 
research, scientific research for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 10/12/2015; Application No. : 4232653 ;France 

3333742    11/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292548]
GATTEFOSSÉ SAS
36 chemin de Genas F-69800 SAINT-PRIEST France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in the composition of cosmetic, pharmaceutical, veterinary, food, dietetic products and 
food supplements; plant extracts, active principles and excipients for use in the composition of cosmetic, pharmaceutical,
veterinary, food, dietetic products and food supplements; materials for the pharmaceutical industry, namely 
pharmaceutical excipients based on glycerides and polyglycolized glycerides.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical, veterinary and dietetic products for medical use, namely bases for pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
dietetic products for medical use, plant extracts for bases for pharmaceutical, veterinary and dietetic products for medical 
use, pharmaceutical and veterinary excipients.
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Priority claimed from 20/01/2016; Application No. : 015018963 ;European Union 

3336001    26/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293951]
Koukoi Games Oy
Valtatie 67 FI-90500 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software; computer programs, downloadable software; computer software applications, 
downloadable; computer software, recorded; software applications for smartphones, downloadable; software applications
for mobile devices, downloadable; smartphones; computer hardware; accessories for smartphones and mobile devices.

Cl.16;Booklets; books; calendars; cards; catalogues; comic books; graphic prints; graphic representations; graphic 
reproductions; handbooks (manuals); labels, not of textile; notebooks; paper; printed publications; school supplies 
(stationery); stationery; scrapbooks.

Cl.25;Beach clothes; coats; dresses; footwear; shoes; knitwear (clothing); gloves (clothing); hats; jerseys; overalls; 
scarfs; socks; sandals; pyjamas; shirts; tee-shirts; trousers; underwear.

Cl.28;Apparatus for games; balls for games; building blocks (toys); building games; board games; jigsaw puzzles; 
kites; playing cards; plush toys; portable games with liquid crystal displays; toy figures; toy models.

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; on-line advertising on a computer network.
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3336095    19/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1184866]
HELIYA PAKHSH PERSIA Co.
No.9, Mohajeri St, Ranaee St, Shamshiri St, Azari Sq Tehran Iran

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instrument; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic discs, recording discs; compact discs (audio and video), DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; video telephone, radios, headphones, record players, 3D 
film record player apparatus, satellite signal receiver apparatus and devices, digital TV, signal receiver devices, computer 
games software, cameras, USB flash drives; electric and electronic telecommunication and telephone equipment and 
apparatus, telephone apparatus, telephone receivers, telephone transmitters, radiotelephony sets, radio and mobile 
player for vehicles, acoustic sound alarms, acoustic couplers, amplifiers, alarms, anti-theft warning apparatus, sound 
alarms, remote control apparatus, batteries, batteries for lighting, battery chargers, loudspeakers, cabinets for 
loudspeakers, horns for loudspeakers, magnetic tapes, microphones, chargers for electric batteries, transformers 
(electricity), television apparatus, sound recording apparatus, tape for recording and video apparatus, DVDs; vcd 
machines, video recorders, magnetic disks, floppy disks, compact disks, radios, video monitors, computer hardware, 
computer software, computer game software, word processors, computer peripheral devices, computer keyboards, 
connection data devices and equipments, modems, printers for use with computers, teleprinters, teletypewriters.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes, faucet aerators, electric water heaters, water purifiers for household purposes; refrigeration equipment
and devices, air conditioners, dryers, refrigerators, freezers, gas ovens, electric fans, gas air conditioners, hair driers, 
steam generating apparatus, electric coffee machines, electric kettles, grills, toasters, electric toaster ovens, lights for 
vehicles, lamps, lamp globes, extractor hoods for kitchens, lighters, filters, central heating radiators, bath tubs, burners.

Cl.37;Construction; repair and maintenance; installation services for all abovementioned goods.
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Priority claimed from 28/08/2015; Application No. : 500000014515944 ;European Union 

3337690    03/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293895]
mAG HOLDING VENTURES
Littauerboden 1, CH-6014 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers; software; fire extinguishers.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computers and software.
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Priority claimed from 24/09/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 220 499 ;Germany 

3338487    23/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294067]
Merck KGaA
Frankfurter Strasse 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 045 161 ;Germany 

3338499    06/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293618]
Sihl GmbH
Kreuzauer Strasse 33 52355 Düren Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed matter; pictures; chromolithographs [chromos]; photographs; graphic reproductions; 
paper-plastic-composite material predominantly made of paper for printing, in particular in ink-jet printing processes, in 
particular for use in sublimation printing; paper-composite material predominantly made of paper for printing, in 
particular in ink-jet printing processes, in particular for use in sublimation printing; web-shaped paper, coated and 
laminated, tailored to rolls or sheets for printing in conventional and digital printing processes, in particular in ink-jet 
printing processes, in particular for use in sublimation printing.

Cl.17;Plastic film other than for wrapping; all of the aforementioned films for use in the printing industry; plastic-paper-
composite film predominantly made of plastic, coated to be readily printable (other than for wrapping); web-shaped 
plastic film, coated and laminated, tailored to rolls or sheets for printing in conventional and digital printing processes; all 
of the aforementioned goods in particular for printing in ink-jet printing processes; all of the aforementioned goods in 
particular for sublimation printing.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 103 694 ;Germany 

3338680    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1293627]
Mark Heim
Fockenbrunnen 17/1 72218 Wildberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile alarm systems, in particular smoke detectors, heat detectors, flame detectors, gas detectors, water 
detectors and motion detectors.

Cl.37;Rental of equipment for the construction industry.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2015; Application No. : UK00003135507 ;United Kingdom 

3338744    25/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294779]
Based Upon Ltd
218B Swan Road, Westminster Industrial Estate London SE18 5TT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry and construction; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of surface 
coatings; polymer coatings other than paints; waterproof coatings (chemical, other than paints); artificial resins; synthetic
resins, unprocessed; unprocessed artificial resins for industrial use; unprocessed artificial resins for use in manufacture.

Cl.2;Coatings; paints, varnishes and lacquers for industry, handicrafts and arts; resinous coatings; pigments; colour 
pigments; pigments for protective coatings; pigments for use in the arts and graphic arts industries; surface coatings in 
the nature of paint for the decoration of structures; protective coatings for application in liquid form for use on metals; 
epoxy resins filled with light metal (coatings); water resistant decorative surface coatings (paints); coatings for use in the 
arts and graphic arts industries; acrylic decorative coatings (in the nature of paint); artists' paints; lacquers for use by 
artists; synthetic resin colours; synthetic dyes; synthetic resin paints.

Cl.16;Works of art (painting); photographs; graphic designs; stationery; printed matter; reproductions; books; 
calendars; drawings.

Cl.17;Synthetic resins, semi-processed; artificial resins in extruded form for general industrial use; artificial resins in 
extruded form for use in manufacture.

Cl.19;Works of art of stone, concrete or marble.

Cl.20;Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastics; furniture; outdoor furniture; office furniture; furniture of metal; 
furniture of glass; joints for furniture; tables; desks; chairs; beds; cupboards; cabinets; worktops; wardrobes; fireplace 
screens; display partitions; furniture partitions; wall partitions [furniture]; mirrors; mirror frames; tiles (mirror -); display 
frames; picture frames; bed frames.

Cl.21;Tableware; cookware; small domestic containers; household or kitchen utensils; works of art of porcelain, terra-
cotta or glass.

Cl.37;Construction, installation and maintenance of sculptures, interiors and works of art for public or private display.

Cl.40;Services for the treatment of materials by coating articles with metal and metallic films; surface finishing of 
articles; framing of works of art; custom manufacture of goods.
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Priority claimed from 21/05/2015; Application No. : 2015-047747 ;Japan 

3338765    19/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294686]
Software Cradle Co., Ltd.
3-4-5, Umeda, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-0001 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs; computer software; computers; displays and display units for computers; electronic 
publications (downloadable).

Cl.41;Education and training relating to computer software; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, 
sports and general knowledge; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars, conference, workshops and training 
sessions relating to computers, computer peripherals and computer software; arranging, conducting and organization of 
seminars; providing electronic publications.

Cl.42;Computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; providing 
information and consultancy services relating to computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of 
computer software; rental of computers; providing non-downloadable computer programs; technical advice relating to 
performance, operation and function of computers and computer software; rental of computer software; computer 
processing for thermo-fluid analysis; providing information and consultancy services relating to computer processing for 
thermo-fluid analysis; computer processing for computational fluid dynamics analysis; providing information and 
consultancy services relating to computer processing for computational fluid dynamics analysis; computer aided thermo-
fluid analysis; providing information and consultancy services relating to computer aided thermo-fluid analysis; 
computational fluid dynamics analysis; providing information and consultancy services relating to computational fluid 
dynamics analysis.
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3339113    17/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293693]
Saint-Gobain Abrasives, Inc.
One New Bond Street Worcester MA 016150008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Coated abrasive sheets, discs, and rolls.

Cl.7;Coated abrasive sheets, discs, and rolls, for use with power-operated machinery.

Cl.8;Coated abrasive sheets, discs, and rolls, for use with hand-operated machinery.
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Priority claimed from 05/08/2015; Application No. : 014449896 ;European Union 

3339291    27/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1293177]
Inaverve Limited
c/o ZGRP Limited, Chartered Accountants, 158, Arthur Road Wimbledon, London SW19 8AQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Arranging of commercial and business contacts; arranging business introductions; providing an on-line directory 
of professionals; providing information via an online searchable database featuring business opportunities and business 
and professional queries and answers about businesses and business opportunities; providing business information 
about and making referrals concerning businesses, professionals, products, services, events and activities; database 
management for providing business information and facilitating the sharing of business information intended to enhance 
opportunities for business; service to assist in establishing a network of business contacts; business networking 
services; online business networking services; professional networking services; professional referral services; 
commercial information agency services; business promotion and/or intermediary services for facilitating the exchange 
and sale of services and products of third parties via computer and communication networks; business intermediary 
services allowing connections and exchanges between a variety of businesses and start-up companies; operating an 
electronic marketplace for businesses; business development services; business introduction services, namely providing 
a referral system in which professionals are introduced to each other; compilation and systemization of information into 
computer databases; business information; business advice, assistance, consultancy, analysis, formation, management 
and administration; business information services provided online from a global computer network or the internet; 
advertising, marketing and promotion services for businesses; arranging of contractual services with third parties; 
arranging transactions and commercial contracts; business intermediary and advisory services in the field of selling 
products and rendering services; economic forecasting.

Cl.36;Financial intermediary services; investment services; investment advisory and information services; investment 
identification services; fund management and investment management; financial services; financial services being 
financial analysis, financial management and capital investment services; financing services for companies; financial 
advisory services for companies; provision of finance for companies; financial, funding, fundraising and banking 
services; financial and monetary affairs; financial consultancy, advice and information; financing loans; security 
brokerage; valuation of diamonds, gemstones and other precious stones, jewellery and precious metals; venture capital 
funding services to emerging and start-up companies.

Cl.38;Provision of electronic communication links; electronic transmission of messages, data, information and 
documents; providing access to an interactive platform for the exchange of contact details; providing on-line electronic 
bulletin board services and chat rooms; providing on-line chat rooms for the transmission of messages among computer 
users; chat room services for social networking; forums for social networking; providing telecommunication facilities for 
the creation and updating of personal electronic web pages featuring user-provided content; providing access to computer
databases and electronic databases and on-line databases.
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3339391    20/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294454]
Kibardin, Vadim
Plzenska 101/1270 CZ-150 00 Praha Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; recorded content; information 
technology and audiovisual equipment; devices for treatment using electricity (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making 
devices; computer operating programs, recorded; operating and user instructions stored in digital form for computers 
and computer software, in particular on floppy disks or cd-rom; computer operating software for main frame computers; 
operating system programs; computer software adapted for use in the operation of computers; computer operating 
system software; video games on disc [computer software]; video games [computer games] in the form of computer 
programs recorded on data carriers; downloadable video game programs; downloadable computer game programs; 
downloadable electronic game programs; recorded computer game programs; computer games programs recorded on 
tapes [software]; recorded data files; computer digital maps; recorded tapes; optical disc recordings; data recorded 
electronically; timetables (electronic -); directories [electric or electronic]; computer software; databases (electronic); 
media content (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau -rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regula tions); frames 
for glasses; computer mouses; mouse mats; mouse mats; mouse [computer peripheral]; computers and computer 
hardware; calculators; computerised personal organisers; digitizer pads; wireless computer mice; joysticks; monitors; 
monitors [computer hardware]; screens; computer stylus; computer keyboards; computer whiteboards; computing visual 
display units; speakers for computers; compact disc players for use with computers.

Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; time instruments; alarm clocks; automobile 
clocks; travel clocks; chronographs; chronometric apparatus and instruments; timepieces; dials [clock- and 
watchmaking]; digital watches with automatic timers; digital clocks; digital clocks incorporating radios; digital time 
indicators having temperature displays; digital clocks being electronically controlled; electronically operated movements 
for watches; electronic alarm clocks; clocks and watches, electric; horological instruments having quartz movements; 
timekeeping systems for sports; horological instruments made of gold; timing clocks; clocks incorporating radios; clocks 
for world time zones; clocks incorporating ceramics; pocket watches; clocks and watches; watch springs; watches made 
of precious metals; watches made of gold; watches made of precious metals or coated therewith; watches for nurses; 
watches incorporating a memory function; watches containing a game function; watches containing an electronic game 
function; watches for outdoor use; watches; wall clocks; miniature clocks; mechanical watches with manual winding; 
mechanical watches with automatic winding; mechanical watches; pendulum clocks; mantle clocks; jewellery, clocks and 
watches; stopwatches; table watches; sports watches; pendant watches; industrial clocks.
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3339711    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294668]
MAUVILAC SAS
Rue Frédérick Jackson, CS 61114 F-97829 LE PORT CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry and science; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire-
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; tanning materials; adhesives for use in industry.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; dyestuffs; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other 
classes; goods made of semi-processed plastic; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes not of metal.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; transportable 
buildings not of metal; monuments not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2015; Application No. : 682827 ;Switzerland 

3339771    28/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294703]
Medela Holding AG
Lättichstrasse 4b CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; computer hardware and software; computer peripheral devices; data transmission apparatus; apparatus for 
recording, transmission and reproduction of data, sound or images; magnetic recording media; electronic and optical 
data media; smart cards, compact discs, diskettes, cassettes; magnetic and electronic identification cards; lactometers; 
baby scales.

Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture 
materials; electric apparatus and instruments for medical use; suction and therapeutic apparatus for medical use; suction 
pumps for medical use; collection tanks, pouches and bags for secretions; medical apparatus for compressed air, 
suction, oxygen and other medical gases; diagnostic apparatus for medical use; apparatus for use in medical analysis, 
including apparatus for analyzing mother's milk; obstetric apparatus; suction cups, forceps; incubators for babies; lamps, 
ultra-violet lamps and phototherapy lamps for medical use; breast pumps; nipple shields, feeding bottles; pouches and 
containers for collecting, freezing, preserving, transporting, reheating mother's milk and for breastfeeding, for medical 
use; feeding bottle teats, feeding bottle teats for medical use; apparatus, instruments and means for the absorption of 
food and medicines particularly for premature babies, babies and small children for medical use; nipple protectors, nipple 
formers, nipple shields; babies' pacifiers (teats); pouches and containers for steam cleaning and sterilization, for medical 
use; isothermal bags for medical use; elastic stockings; stockings for varicose veins and support underwear for medical 
use.
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3339772    25/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294598]
B&M Noble Co.
8480 Miralani Drive San Diego CA 92126 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Concrete floors; concrete walls; non-metal doors; non-metal floors; tile flooring, not of metal; wall panels not of 
metal; wooden doors; hardwood flooring; vinyl flooring.

Cl.20;Furniture.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2015; Application No. : 014713721 ;European Union 

3339777    10/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294774]
COC Dienstleistungs GmbH
An den Treptowers 1 12435 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Consumer encoded gift vouchers downloaded from a global computer network.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; market research 
services regarding customer loyalty; providing of discounts on goods and services for others; business promotion of all 
kinds of goods and services of others, by providing information relating to coupons, discounts, vouchers, price 
comparison information, product reviews and links to the retail websites of others via a website; promoting the goods and
services of others, namely, providing information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers and special offers for 
the goods and services of others via a web site and a network of affiliated web sites, via blogs, via on-line social networks 
and via mobile devices; administering a program for enabling participating members to obtain rebates, discounts, cash-
back, coupons, vouchers and special offers in the nature of free shipping, price reductions, free goods or services, 
access to exclusive, limited or improved goods and services, and limited time offers for purchasing the goods and 
services of the participating businesses of others; administrative processing of cash rebates and other rebates for a 
service of participating stores or service providers as part of a customer loyalty program.
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2015; Application No. : 1316167 ;Benelux 

3339826    18/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294846]
B.K. Cookware B.V.
Rotterdamseweg 196 NL-2628 AR Delft

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand operated); forks, spoons, knives.

Cl.21;Household and kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); serving and tableware 
articles not included in other classes; enamelled, galvanized, aluminum, stainless steel, tin, chrome plated, plastic and 
glass utensils and containers for the household or the kitchen; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); 
material for brush-making; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used 
in building), including heat-resistant glass for domestic purposes; glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in 
other classes; cooking and frying pans, non-electric, including enamel, stainless steel and aluminum pots, pans, 
saucepans, pressure cookers, deep fryers, tea kettles, rice steamers, coffee pots; lids, garlic presses, whisks, fruit 
presses, tea infuser, non-electric mixers, non-electric blenders, strainers, non-electric corkscrews, vacuum flasks as well 
as plastic household articles and kitchen utensils, including spatulas, buckets, colanders, bowls, bread boards, cutting 
boards, rolling pins, bakeware, containers for food storage (all aforementioned goods not included in other classes); 
candlesticks, not included in other classes, mugs, vases, tea and coffee sets, plates, teapots, flower pots, jars, salt and 
pepper sets, egg cups, soup bowls, not of precious metal; kitchen mitts; potholders.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; coasters (table linen) and napkins of textile; kitchen 
towels and tea towels; bed covers; table covers; place mats made of textile; all the aforesaid goods in this class of textile 
material.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2015; Application No. : UK00003109567 ;United Kingdom 

3339828    20/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294482]
Yoti Ltd.
3rd Floor, 6 Lloyds Avenue London EC3N 3AX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software and application software for the scanning and downloading of biometric data, bar codes 
and quick response codes onto mobile telephones and personal communications devices; downloadable software and 
application software for biometric systems for the identification and authentication of persons; downloadable electronic 
publications, documents and labels; identification labels [encoded]; identification strips [magnetic]; identification labels 
[magnetic]; biometric identification apparatus; magnetically encoded identification bracelets; apparatus for scanning 
images, codes and documents; computer databases; electronic data processing equipment.

Cl.16;Printed matter and publications; photographs; passport and identification card holders; cases for passports and 
identification cards and tags; paper identification tags; labels of paper textile for bar codes and quick response codes.

Cl.20;Identification plates, not of metal; identification bracelets, not of metal; identification tags, not of metal.

Cl.24;Labels, cases and holders of textiles; labels of textile for bar codes and quick response codes.

Cl.35;Business services; data management services; computerised data management; management and compilation of 
computerised databases; data processing; systemization of information into computer databases; updating and 
maintenance of data in computer databases; computerised data verification; business data analysis; information, advice 
and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Information services relating to finance, provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; information, 
advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Providing access to computer databases; leasing of access time to computer databases; providing access to 
electronic communications networks and electronic databases; transmission and reception [transmission] of database 
information via telecommunication networks; transmission of data and information by computer and electronic 
communication means; information, advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.39;Physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents; arranging for travel visas, passports and travel 
documents for persons traveling abroad; information, advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Publication of material which can be accessed from databases or from the internet; information, advice and 
consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software and application software for the scanning and 
downloading of biometric data, bar codes and quick response codes onto mobile telephones and personal 
communications devices; digitisation of documents [scanning]; database design and development; electronic data 
storage; encryption decryption and authentication of information messages and data; technical data analysis services; 
data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; data security services; development of 
systems for the storage of data; information, advice and consultancy in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Identity verification and validation services; security clearance for preparation of identification cards; security 
services relating to personal identification and verification; security clearance for preparation of identification cards and 
passes, including electronic identification cards and passes; information, advice and consultancy in relation to all the 
aforesaid services.
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3339864    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294859]
RUGIANO INTERIORS DECORATION S.R.L.
Via Per Cascina Amata, 9 I-22066 MARIANO COMENSE (CO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Cupboards; sideboards; desks; office furniture; furniture; seats; easy chairs; armchairs; chests of drawers; 
tables; cushions; mattresses; tea carts; divans; beds; furniture of metal; washstands (furniture); bed bases; mirrors 
(looking glasses).

Cl.25;Clothing.
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Priority claimed from 04/08/2015; Application No. : 86714827 ;United States of America 

3339871    04/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294895]
Icera LLC
P.O. Box 27777 Santa Ana CA 92799 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Toilet seat having electronic controls for raising and lowering toilet seat and having a water nozzle for personal 
cleansing, lavatories, lavatory pedestals, bathtubs, toilet bowls, faucets, shower heads, urinals and bidets.

Cl.20;Cabinets and vanities for bathrooms and kitchens.
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Priority claimed from 27/01/2016; Application No. : 015042328 ;European Union 

3339883    10/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294941]
King.com Limited
Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; downloadable electronic maps; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use 
on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; applications software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, 
tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop 
bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; 
radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000020136 ;Italy 

3340354    03/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294469]
AGUSTAWESTLAND S.p.A.
Piazza Monte Grappa, 4 ROMA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Articles of clothing, T-shirts, jackets, coats, pullovers, waterproof jackets, wind jackets, jackets for pilots of 
aircrafts; jackets for pilots of helicopters, trousers, ties, caps; headgear for pilots of aircrafts, headgear for pilots of 
helicopters; footwear.

Cl.28;Toys; scale model vehicles; scale model aircrafts, scale model helicopters; toy construction block kits; toy 
vehicle construction block kits; toy aircraft construction block kits; toy helicopters construction block kits; airport scale 
model; pilot toys; aviator toys; helicopter pilot toys; puzzles; vehicle puzzles; aircraft puzzles; helicopter puzzles; radio-
controlled toy vehicles; radio-controlled toy aircrafts; radio-controlled toy helicopters; games; board games; war games; 
rescue games; card games; vehicle games; aircraft games; helicopters games; electronic games; video games apparatus; 
vehicles electronic games, aircraft electronic games, helicopters electronic games; vehicles video games, aircrafts video 
games, helicopters video games.
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Priority claimed from 28/07/2015; Application No. : 40201512934T ;Singapore 

3340375    25/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294402]
AREFCUE PTE. LTD.
156A Joo Chiat Road Singapore 427434 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs; computer programs for mobile phones; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
computer software applications, downloadable.

Cl.35;Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; online promotion on a 
computer network; online advertising via a computer communications network; compilation and provision of online 
commercial information directories; business evaluation services; compilation of business information; computerised 
business information retrieval; information services relating to businesses; provision of business information via global 
computer networks; providing information about commercial business and commercial information via the global 
computer network; research services relating to advertising; advertising services.
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2015; Application No. : UK00003111658 ;United Kingdom 

3340401    13/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295639]
Dotcom Retail Limited 
Level 12 Number 5, Exchange Quay Manchester M5 3EF GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Fragrances and perfumery; toiletries and personal care products; soaps, bath preparations, shampoos, 
conditioners; hair care preparations; skin care preparations; cosmetics; sun care and sun tanning preparations; essential 
oils; make-up; make-up removal preparations; artificial eyelashes and eyebrows; adhesives for affixing artificial eyelashes
and eyebrows; artificial nails; adhesives for affixing artificial nails; hair removal and shaving preparations; air fragrancing 
preparations; preparations for cleaning cosmetic brushes.

Cl.35;Retail, online retail, mail order and wholesale services connected with the sale of fragrances and perfumery, 
toiletries and personal care products, soaps, bath preparations, shampoos, conditioners, hair care preparations, skin care 
preparations, cosmetics, sun care and sun tanning preparations, essential oils, make-up, make-up removal preparations, 
artificial eyelashes and eyebrows, adhesives for affixing artificial eyelashes and eyebrows, artificial nails, adhesives for 
affixing artificial nails, abrasive boards for use on nails, hair removal and shaving preparations, air fragrancing 
preparations, preparations for cleaning cosmetic brushes, cosmetic preparations for medical purposes, sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes, medicated preparations for the treatment of the skin and scalp, medicated bath 
preparations, air fresheners, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, dietary and 
nutritional supplements, hygienic and beauty implements, hair styling appliances, curling tongs, curling irons, crimping 
irons, electric rollers for hair, diffusers for hair, body art tools, emery files, eyelash curlers, eyelash separators, flat irons, 
hair cutting and removal implements, hair clippers, cutters, trimmers and scissors, razors, manicure and pedicure tools, 
cuticle nippers, tweezers, nail buffers, clippers, files and scissors, manicure and pedicure sets, cases for manicure and 
pedicure instruments, electrical apparatus and instruments used as an aid to slimming, electrical apparatus and 
instruments for toning and firming the face and body, apparatus and instruments for treating the skin, massage 
apparatus, hairdressing and hair drying appliances, light emitting apparatus and instruments for drying nails, sun tanning 
appliances, jewellery, clocks and watches, gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof, cosmetic 
pencil sharpeners, cosmetic blotting paper, bedding, pillows and cushions, mirrors, hand-held mirrors, make-up mirrors, 
make-up mirrors for travel use, cosmetic and toiletry utensils and applicators, cosmetic brushes and sponges, hair 
brushes and combs, tanning mitts, exfoliating mitts, cosmetic bags, holders, containers, cases, boxes, vanity cases, wash
bags, shaving brushes, sponges, dishes, stands, face cloths and face towels, disposable wash cloths, make-up removal 
cloths, washing mitts, furniture coverings, pillow cases and pillow covers, duvet covers, bed coverings, bed linen, 
blankets, cushion covers, underwear and underclothing, hosiery, lingerie, shapewear, hair ornaments, hair rollers, hair 
fastening articles and false hair; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 29/07/2015; Application No. : 302015000039949 ;Italy 

3340720    28/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294760]
SANPELLEGRINO S.P.A.
Località Ruspino I-24016 SAN PELLEGRINO TERME (BG) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Online magazine, downloadable; online publication of magazine, downloadable; electronic publication in magazine 
format, downloadable; downloadable electronic publication.

Cl.41;Electronic publication of magazines, books, reviews and periodicals; publication of online magazine.
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2015; Application No. : 014057798 ;European Union 

3340735    10/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294266]
COC Dienstleistungs GmbH
An den Treptowers 1 12435 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Consumer encoded gift vouchers downloaded from a global computer network.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; market research 
services relating to customer loyalty; providing of discounts on goods and services for others; business promotion of all 
kinds of goods and services of others, by providing information relating to coupons, discounts, vouchers, price 
comparison information, product reviews and links to the retail websites of others via a website; promoting the goods and
services of others, namely, providing information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers and special offers for 
the goods and services of others via a web site and a network of affiliated web sites, via blogs, via on-line social networks 
and via mobile devices; administering a program for enabling participating members to obtain rebates, discounts, cash-
back, coupons, vouchers and special offers in the nature of free shipping, price reductions, free goods or services, 
access to exclusive, limited or improved goods and services, and limited time offers for purchasing the goods and 
services of the participating businesses of others; providing cash rebates and other rebates for making purchases from 
or applying for a service of participating stores or service providers as part of a customer loyalty program.
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3340754    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294290]
SZ DJI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 
6F, HKUST SZ IER Bldg., No. 9 Yuexing 1st Rd., Hi-Tech Park (South), Nanshan District, Shenzhen 518057 Guangdong CN

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; presentation of goods on communication media, for 
retail purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; providing business information via a 
web site; sales promotion for others; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
personnel management consultancy; systemization of information into computer databases; accounting.

Cl.38;Wireless broadcasting; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing Internet chatrooms; 
transmission of greeting cards online; providing access to databases; transmission of digital files; providing user access 
to a global computer network; message sending; providing online forums.

Cl.41;Instruction services; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging and conducting of 
symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; 
providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-
line music, not downloadable; game services provided on-line from a computer network; games equipment rental.

Cl.42;Research and development of new products for others; industrial design; maintenance of computer software; 
creating and maintaining web sites for others; off-site data backup; providing search engines for the Internet; electronic 
data storage; updating of computer software; computer software design; conversion of data or documents from physical 
to electronic media.

Cl.45;Security consultancy; chaperoning; clothing rental; dating services; marriage agencies; rental of safes; on-line 
social networking services; lost property return; legal research; licensing of computer software [legal services].
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 035 668 ;Germany 

3340761    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294452]
Flecotec AG
Schweighofstraße 3 79410 Badenweiler Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Packaging of paper, packaging materials of paper, containers of paper for packaging; plastic materials for 
packaging; film, bags and pouches of paper or plastic for packaging (as far as included in this class), also such 
incorporating compounds and clutches for connecting and fitting into or with filling or emptying apparatus, in particular 
in chemical, pharmaceutical industry or the food industry.

Cl.17;Goods of plastic (semi-finished), namely tapes and beads for connecting, particularly docking of bags, tubes and 
other at least partially flexible arrangements, as far as included in this class; non-metal tube couplings and junctions for 
pipes; sealing bands.

Cl.20;Plastic packaging containers and plastic components for packaging containers; non-metal closures for 
containers; non-metal valves for containers or non-metal sliders for closing and opening of plastic packaging closures; 
closures, tapes and profile strips (each not of metal) for connecting, particularly docking of bags, tubes and other at least 
partially flexible arrangements, as far as included in this class; containers (not of metal) for transport purposes, also such 
incorporating compounds and clutches for connecting and fitting into or with filling or emptying apparatus, in particular 
in chemical, pharmaceutical industry or the food industry.

Cl.22;Bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk, also such incorporating compounds and clutches for 
connecting and fitting into or with filling or emptying apparatus, in particular in chemical, pharmaceutical industry or the 
food industry.
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3340774    04/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294289]
TP GmbH
Himalajastraße 14a 81825 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; business information, advice on 
organizing and running of businesses, consultancy relating to business management, advisory services relating to 
business management, procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses], business 
consulting, business investigations, compilation of statistics, efficiency experts, economic forecasting, provision of 
information in trade and business affairs, management assistance of industrial or commercial firms, organizational 
consulting in business affairs, arranging contact information in trade and business affairs; advice on human resources.

Cl.36;Insurance; financing services; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; financial analysis.

Cl.41;Education; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; education at academies, arranging and conducting of 
conferences, coaching (training), arranging and conducting of congresses, arranging and conducting of seminars, 
arranging and conducting of workshops [training].

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design related thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; mediation, conciliation services.
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Priority claimed from 26/11/2015; Application No. : 302015000077416 ;Italy 

3340778    14/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294861]
OFFICINE MARIO DORIN S.P.A.
Via Aretina, 388 I-50061 COMPIOBBI-FIESOLE (FI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Compressors for air conditioners; compressors for dehumidifying machines; reciprocating compressors; 
compressors being parts of machines, motors and engines.

Cl.11;Refrigerating apparatus; refrigerating machines; refrigerating appliances and installations; air conditioning units.
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3341101    31/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295507]
APOKS KIMYA ANONIM SIRKETI
Yeni Mahalle, Baltaci Mehmet Pasa Sokak No:l, A Blok, Daire:36 Kartal-Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; manures and soils; 
unprocessed artificial resins and unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing compositions; adhesives not for medical, 
household and stationery purposes.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of 
statistics; rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; 
commercial consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export 
agencies; temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others of a 
variety of goods, namely, chemicals used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry, 
manures and soils, unprocessed artificial resins and unprocessed plastics, fire extinguishing compositions, adhesives 
not for medical, household and stationery purposes, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, 
such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order 
catalogues.
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3341181    06/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294313]
Symrise AG
Mühlenfeldstr. 1 37603 Holzminden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry and science; chemicals used in industry, namely, synthetic scents and flavourings 
for the manufacture of, and for use in, pharmaceutical preparations, cosmetics, foodstuffs, non-alcoholic beverages and 
for use in tobacco; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations, and natural elements; 
compositions for use in food and beverages; chemical products, preparations and substances for use in the beverages 
and food industry.

Cl.30;Aromatic preparations and flavourings for the manufacture of, and for use in, foodstuffs and non-alcoholic 
beverages (except essential oils and essences); flavourings, other than essential oils; flavorings, other than essential 
oils; flavouring for beverages; food flavourings [other than essential oils]; substances imparting smell for addition to 
drink [other than essential oils]; aromatic preparations for addition to drink [other than essential oils]; substances as 
flavourings for adding to foodstuffs and beverages (other than essential oils); aromatic preparations for addition to food 
[other than essential oils]; essences for foods, beverages and flavourings.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and development relating thereto; services of a chemical 
and/or biological laboratory; product development for others; quality control.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 041 945 ;Germany 

3341214    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295157]
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer databases containing information in the field of genomics, cancer research and cancer 
treatments; downloadable software for accessing, organizing, interpreting and analyzing information from databases in 
the fields of genomics, cancer research and cancer treatments; laboratory apparatus for sequencing of genomic DNA; 
computer databases, in particular biomedical computer databases containing information about clinical, molecular, 
scientific and patient specific data, in particular for the integration, interpretation and analysis of cancer genomic 
information, biomarker information; computer software for authorizing access to these biomedical databases, in 
particular application software, interface software, software drives, data communication software and interactive 
computer software.

Cl.42;Electronic data collection for analytical and clinical purposes, in particular the collection and systematic sorting 
of specific molecular, genomic and/or clinical data relating to genomic changes, namely, cancer genomic changes, of an 
individual, namely of a cancer patient; providing scientific information through the collection and analysis of genetic 
information and information regarding the treatment of cancer and other diseases and disorders; electronic data 
collection for analytical purposes, in particular the collection of mathematical and statistical data, clinical data, genomic 
data and data of clinical studies relating to the patients clinical responses to drug treatments and treatment regimes; 
providing scientific advice in the fields of cancer biology, cancer treatment, pharmaceutical side effects, genomics, 
cancer medicine and translational medicine; providing scientific analysis and analysis services in the field of next 
generation sequencing (NGS), namely, the analysis and interpretation of genomic data obtained from cancer patients; 
providing scientific information on patients' genomic changes that contribute to an unique cancer disease; providing 
research information about drug safety and drug compatibility in relation to cancer therapy and the treatment of patients; 
scientific consulting services in the fields of pharmaceuticals and genetics, in particular conducting scientific research in 
drug safety and dosage assessment and drug compatibility studies in the field of cancer treatment therapy for others; 
electronic storage of medical data and information for physicians and healthcare professionals; providing temporary use 
of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing a cloud computing network and providing of information 
about an individual's cancer profile and genomic changes of individuals to enable physicians and healthcare 
professionals to optimize treatment in clinical practice.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2015; Application No. : 4191498 ;France 

3341710    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295313]
REXEL DEVELOPPEMENT SAS Société par actions simplifiée à associé unique
13 boulevard du Fort de Vaux F-75017 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Surveying, inspection, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking, supervision, life-saving and teaching apparatus 
and instruments; apparatus for the recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines; data processing equipment and 
computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus, especially but not limited to alarms; fire alarms, electric alarm bells, alarm 
sirens; antennas; storage batteries and batteries for lighting; electric accumulators; storage battery chargers; electrical 
connectors; electric door bells; electric conductors; equipment for electricity mains (wires, cables); facsimile machines; 
storage batteries and batteries for flashlights; remote control apparatus; loudspeakers; electric cables; electric switches; 
connection boxes (electric); coupling devices (data processing equipment); switches; circuit couplers; chargers for 
electric storage batteries; acoustic conductors; sound conductors; lightning conductors [rods]; electric current and 
alternating current rectifiers; sound alarms; sound transmitting apparatus; electric locks; electric counters; measuring 
instruments; electric switches; change-over switches (electric); static power converters; converters (electric); frequency 
converters; electric theft prevention installations; electric buzzers; automatic time switches; transformers; remote-
controlled electric ignition devices; fire alarm devices and apparatus; smoke detectors; anti-theft alarms; electric 
monitoring apparatus.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam production, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes, in particular but not limited to loading apparatus for furnaces, not for domestic use; drinking water 
filters; central heating elements; electric heating elements; filters for electric coffee machines; blowers (parts of 
temperature control installations); blowers (temperature control); incandescent electric lamps; heating plates [cooking 
hob]; interior lighting for ceilings; hot water heating installations; ice machines and apparatus; ice boxes; electric coffee 
automatons; electric coffee machines; cooking apparatus and installations; refrigerating apparatus and installations; 
refrigerating apparatus for beverages; refrigerating apparatus and machines; refrigerators; electric cookers; welding 
torches; pocket torches, electric; decorative fairy lights; air heaters; luminous door numbers; fluorescent lamps; plate 
warmers; ovens, other than for laboratory use; oven screens; hot air apparatus; hot air ovens; water heaters; electric 
water heaters; ventilation (air-conditioning) installations and apparatus; electric showers.

Cl.35;Sales promotion for others; demonstration of goods; presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail
sale; wholesale and retail sale services, including by means of telecommunication and/or computer networks, for 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, distributing, connecting, transforming, accumulating, regulating, measuring, 
checking or controlling electric current, including electrical conduits and cables; wholesale and retail sale services, 
including by means of telecommunication and/or computer networks, for apparatus and goods for lighting, heating, air 
conditioning, air cooling and for electric household appliances; wholesale and retail sale services, including by means of 
telecommunication and/or computer networks, for manually or electrically operated tools and instruments for cutting, 
cutting out, drilling, measuring, clamping, crimping, unwinding, stripping and drawing wires, sheaths and cables, for 
soldering, sanding and building; wholesale and retail sale services, including by means of telecommunication and/or 
computer networks, for fastening and bolting products and for mechanical or chemical fixing; wholesale and retail sale 
services, including by means of telecommunication and/or computer networks, for goods for dusting, cleaning, wiping, 
galvanizing, lubricating, unjamming, greasing, varnishing, dehumidifying and protecting against humidity, local cooling; 
wholesale and retail sale services, including by means of telecommunication and/or computer networks, for flexible 
tubes, insulating goods and materials; wholesale and retail sale services, including by means of telecommunication 
and/or computer networks, for apparatus and instruments for surveillance and security of persons, property, access 
points and sites; wholesale and retail sale services, also via telecommunication and/or computer networks, for apparatus 
and installations for the remote control of electrical apparatus, apparatus for lighting, apparatus and installations for 
heating or air conditioning, apparatus and installations for home automation, building automation and for the remote 
control of automatically controlled industrial installations; wholesale and retail sale services, including by means of 
telecommunication and/or computer networks, for apparatus for recording, transmitting, reproducing sound, images or 
data including apparatus and instruments for communication; wholesale and retail sale services, including by means of 
telecommunication and/or computer networks for computer hardware including computer peripheral devices, cables and 
connector plugs for computer hardware and installations; business management and organization consultancy; business 
administration; advertising services; consultancy relating to business strategy and consultancy on business 
management and development; professional consultancy and business information; market studies; organization of fairs, 
exhibitions, trade fairs and job fairs for commercial or advertising purposes.
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3341711    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295909]
Stichting Bruynzeel Merkenbeheer
Pieter Ghijsenlaan 30 NL-1506 PW Zaandam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal, including doors, transportable buildings of metal; locksmithing and small items of 
metal hardware.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary installations; sinks.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal including doors, flush-mounted staircases, folding doors, secondary glazing, 
non-metallic partitions for showers and baths, non-metallic frames and doors with rolling insect screens, plastic profiles 
and panels for use as building materials, non-metallic garden and yard fences, non-metallic floors and partitions; 
transportable buildings, not of metal; coated or uncoated plywood as well as buildings made with this material for the 
construction industry.

Cl.20;Furniture, including doors for furniture, cupboards, kitchen and bathroom furniture; rolling or fixed racks, shelves
and shelf units.
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Priority claimed from 10/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 103 275 ;Germany 

3341902    09/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295511]
FELSOMAT GmbH & Co. KG
Gutenbergstraße 13 75203 Königsbach-Stein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools, in particular lathes, gear cutters, milling machines, hobbing machines, combined turning and milling
machines, grinding machines, honing machines, gear honing machines, chamfering and deburring machines, laser 
welding machines, automated assembly machines, automated joining machines; conveying machines, in particular 
automated conveying machines for work pieces and work piece pallets, work piece transport systems, modular 
automation gantries; installations for work piece handling, in particular automated work piece loading systems, industrial 
robots; work piece storing systems, in particular stacking machines for work pieces and work piece pallets, work piece 
buffers; manufacturing systems consisting of machines, in particular production lines, modular manufacturing systems; 
manufacturing cells, consisting of machines; assembly cells, consisting of machines.

Cl.9;Electronic devices for control, operation and monitoring of machine tools, conveying machines, installations for 
work piece handling, work piece storing systems, manufacturing systems, manufacturing cells and assembly cells; 
software for the aforementioned devices.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, repair, retrofitting of machine tools, conveying machines, installations for work piece 
handling, work piece storing systems, manufacturing systems, manufacturing cells and assembly cells and of electronic 
devices for control, operation and monitoring.

Cl.42;Engineering services; technological consultancy in the field of manufacturing; technical consultancy in the field 
of production engineering; technical consultancy in the field of industrial engineering; computer simulating of production 
facilities and processes; development of software for the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2015; Application No. : 679579 ;Switzerland 

3341937    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294359]
Gornergrat Experience AG
Bahnhofstrasse 53 CH-3920 Zermatt Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management, business administration; office functions; provision of business information 
relating to transport, tour operators, leisure companies, hotels, hosting and in the field of entertainment, this information 
being provided by websites or via a computer database.

Cl.39;Transport, transport of persons and goods, storage and packaging of goods, organization and brokerage of tours 
(except reservation of hotels and boarding houses), brokerage of transport, escorting of travelers, booking of seats for 
travel.

Cl.43;Hotel reservations, brokerage and booking of restaurants and other food and drink services, provision of 
information on food and drink services and accommodation in certain towns and regions.
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Priority claimed from 24/08/2015; Application No. : 86734532 ;United States of America 

3342370    24/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294963]
KnuEdge Incorporated 
10350 Science Center Drive, Suite 140 San Diego CA 92121 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software and hardware for speech and vision processing including voice identification and verification; 
semiconductor and microprocessor chips and chip sets for use in data centers and in commercial devices to enable 
memory, multi-way communications and processing capabilities.

Cl.42;Computer programming services and custom design of software and hardware product.
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Priority claimed from 20/08/2015; Application No. : 014491286 ;European Union 

3342381    05/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294906]
ROXTEC AB
Rombvägen 2 SE-371 23 Karlskrona Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Cable and pipe penetration seals made from metal; cotters, made of metal; compression wedges of metal; sealing 
wedges of metal.

Cl.17;Cable and pipe penetration seals made from plastic or rubber; wedges of plastic or rubber; compression wedges 
of plastic or rubber; sealing wedges of plastic or rubber.

Cl.19;Cable and pipe penetration seals, not of metal; wedges, not of metal; compression wedges, not of metal; sealing 
wedges, not of metal.
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3342416    24/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295100]
BRUNO FACCHETTI
Henao, 7, planta 7, Dpto. 5 E-48009 Bilbao (Vizcaya) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable publications in electronic form; applications (software) for mobile devices.

Cl.41;Publication of electronic publications online.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2015; Application No. : 3582769 ;Spain 

3342485    03/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295622]
STRADIVARIUS ESPAÑA, S.A.
Polígono Industrial de Sabón, Avenida de la Diputación s/n. E-15142 ARTEIXO (A Coruña) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants, dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; grease for shoes; leather preserving products (oils and greases).

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; fans, pillows; curtain tie-backs; yellow amber; infant walkers; curtain rings; 
stuffed animals; pegs, not of metal; chests not of metal; cupboards; bedsteads of wood; works of art, of wood, wax, 
plaster or plastic; lecterns; bamboo; benches [furniture]; fishing baskets; work benches; sideboards; trays not of metal; 
curtain rods; chests for toys; dividing screens; embroidery frames; hinges (not of metal); wine cellars (furniture); 
medicine cabinets; busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; costume stands; letter boxes, not of metal or masonry; trestles 
[furniture]; head-rests [furniture]; cases of wood or plastic materials; toy chests; lockers; beds; trolleys [furniture]; 
bedding, except linen; hydrostatic beds, not for medical purposes; bed casters, not of metal; beds for household pets; 
settees; wax figures; reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord; kennels and houses for household pets; filing cabinets; wind 
chimes (decoration); bottle racks; brush mountings; baskets, not of metal; hampers (baskets); closures, not of metal, for 
containers; cushions; pet cushions; mattresses; chests of drawers; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; bamboo 
curtains; cradles; animal horns; divans; desks; statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; racks [furniture]; display 
stands; files [furniture]; meat chests, not of metal; garment covers [storage]; curtain hooks; hooks, not of metal, for 
clothes rails; fittings, not of metal, for beds, furniture, doors and windows; hammocks [easy chairs]; flower-stands; 
signboards of wood or plastics; mannequins; tables, counters [tables]; mobiles [decoration]; furniture of metal; office 
furniture; house numbers, not of metal, non-luminous; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic materials; loading 
pallets, not of metal; fireplace screens; umbrella stands; playpens; flower-pot pedestals; coat hangers; coat hangers; 
non-metallic door knobs; indoor window blinds [shades] [furniture]; animal hooves; door handles, not of metal; standing 
desks; packaging containers of plastic; magazine racks; curtain rails; curtain rollers; writing desks; sleeping bags for 
camping; chairs, armchairs; sofas; spring mattresses; book rests; table tops; display boards; stools; bottle caps; corks; 
sealing caps, not of metal; keyboards for hanging keys; high chairs for babies; easy chairs; stair rods; showcases 
[furniture].

Cl.21;Household and kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes; brush-making materials; cleaning 
material; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except building glass); glassware, porcelain and earthenware 
articles not included in other classes; bottle openers; oil and vinegar cruets; cocktail stirrers; candle extinguishers; non-
electric apparatus for removing make-up; sugar bowls; trays for domestic purposes; baby baths (portable); cloths (for 
floors or kitchen towels for tableware); glassware; tea infusers (balls and clips); candy boxes; bottles; shaving brushes; 
non-electric coffee makers; candy boxes; bread bins; non-electric feeding bottle warmers; shoe horns; candlesticks; 
candlesticks; sherry glasses; table centrepieces; baskets for domestic use; strainers; clothing stretchers; ice pails; tie 
presses; comb cases; ironing board covers; gardening gloves; gloves for domestic use; polishing gloves; shoe trees; 
piggy banks, not of metal; soap holders [cases]; pitchers; bird cages; toilet cases; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, 
earthenware or glass; toothpick holders; carpet beaters; bread baskets; cloths and rags for cleaning; pepper pots; 
clothes-pegs and drying racks for washing; dishes; dusters; shaving brush stands; sponge holders [sponge holders]; 
toilet paper holders; trouser presses; perfume sprayers and vaporizers; graters; crumb trays; coasters, not of paper and 
other than table linen; place-mats (table utensils); boot jacks; salt cellars; clothes horses; coffee sets and tea sets; napkin 
holders; napkin rings; washing boards and ironing boards; bread boards; kitchen chopping boards; cups; teapots; 
flowerpots [containers]; toilet utensils; tableware; drinking glasses; cruet stands; thermally insulated containers for food 
and beverages; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; dental floss; non-electric fruit presses for household use; 
buttonhooks; steel wool for cleaning; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; siphon bottles for carbonated water; 
insulating bottles; nozzles for watering cans; cotton waste for cleaning; garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; glass bulbs 
[receptacles]; poultry rings; cat litter boxes; cages for pets; animal bristle [brushware],; feeding bowls for animals; 
buckets; dish covers; bird baths [other than structures]; indoor aquariums; lunch boxes; cookware sets; non-electric 
beaters; drinking vessels; flasks; jars (carboys); isothermal bags; bottles; containers of glass; irrigation hose nozzles; 
powder puffs; cooling bottles; busts of china, ceramic, terracotta or glass; shoe brushes; stew-pans; pots; pot lids; boxes 
of glass; hand-operated coffee grinders; metal boxes for dispensing paper towels; cookie tins; tea caddies; kettles; 
butter-dish and cheese-dish covers; candle rings; jugs; lazy Susans [table utensils]; ladles; earthenware saucepans; dish 
washing brushes; electric brushes, except parts of machines; rat traps; ceramics for household purposes; beer mugs; 
fitted picnic hampers; closures for pot lids; non-electric cooking utensils; cookery molds; glue-pots; washtubs; fruit 
cups; corkscrews; cosmetic utensils; sieves (household utensils); fiberglass thread, not for textile use; glass for vehicle 
windows [semi-finished products]; painted glassware; cups of paper or plastic; goblets; garbage cans; pot covers not of 
paper; mixing spoons (kitchen utensils); knife rests for the table; basins (bowls); demijohns; dusting apparatus, non-
electric; deodorizing apparatus for personal use; soap dispensers; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; funnels; 
non-electric polishing machines; non-electric shoe polishers; salad bowls; brooms; mops; carpet sweepers; brushes for 
cleaning containers; basins; enameled glass; spatulas (kitchen utensils); spice racks; statues and statuettes statues of 

4248



porcelain, ceramic, terracotta or glass; scouring pads for cleaning; coffee filters, non-electric; filters for household 
purposes; flower holders [flower arranging]; flasks; deep fryers, non-electric; frying pans; scrubbing brushes; dishes 
(tableware); chamois leather for cleaning; decanters; ice cube molds; apparatus for making ices and sorbets; egg cups, 
not of precious metal; signboards of porcelain or glass; liquor sets; furniture dusters; pastry bags; butter dishes; cooking 
pots; mixers, manual [cocktail shakers]; molds [kitchen utensils]; mosaics of glass, not for building; non-electric portable 
coolers; non-electric pressure cookers; potties for children; basins; scoops [tableware]; toothpicks; candlesticks; rolling 
pins; perfume burners; clothes-iron stands; holders for plants [floral arrangements]; saucers; powder compacts; 
currycombs; receptacles for household purposes; watering cans; watering implements; biscuit cutters; dinner sets 
[tableware]; soup tureens; glass stoppers; bowls; buckets made of woven fabrics; indoor terrariums [plant cultivation]; 
towel rails and rings; urns; chopsticks; powdered glass for decoration; glass containers for candles [candle holders]; 
vases.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2015; Application No. : 4020150077285 ;Republic of Korea 

3342877    05/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295305]
WOORIM FMG CO., LTD.
15, Boramae-ro 5-gil, Dongjak-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cameras; wireless (Bluetooth) earphones; Bluetooth earsets; video recording apparatus for motorcycles; wireless 
transmitters and receivers; wireless headsets; Bluetooth transmitting/receiving apparatus; Bluetooth communication 
devices; Bluetooth communication apparatus; remote control apparatus for motorcycle; black box for motorcycle; 
motorcycle helmets; sunglasses; goggles for sports; spectacles (optics); helmets; lenses for sunglasses; cases for 
spectacles and sunglasses; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; helmets for bicycles.

Cl.14;Watchstraps made of leather; master clocks; jewelry watches; cases for watches (presentation); stopwatches; 
parts and fittings for watches; electronic clocks and watches; table clocks; wristwatches; cut diamonds; crystal (jewelry); 
star ruby (jewelry); star sapphire (jewelry); precious metals; ingots of precious metals; earrings; jewellery ornaments for 
personal use; rings (jewelry); necklaces (jewelry); jewel pendants.

Cl.18;Portable cosmetic bags (sold empty); portable cosmetic cases (sold empty); clothing for pets; imitation leather; 
bags; key cases of leather or imitation leather; backpacks; purses; tote bags; handbags; boxes made of leather; leather 
trimmings for furniture; parasols (sun umbrellas); umbrellas; valves of leather; covers for animals; leather leashes; 
leather and imitations of leather; parasols and walking sticks; packaging containers of leather.

Cl.25;Money belts (clothing); footwear; golf wear; training wear; leather jackets; leather jumpers; outerclothing; men's 
suits; jackets (clothing); blue jeans; underclothing; shirts; tee-shirts; winter gloves; stockings; socks; caps (headwear); 
winter face masks (clothing); suspenders (braces).
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 057 612 ;Germany 

3343469    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295477]
BASF SE
Carl-Bosch-Str. 38 Ludwigshafen am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Transmission fluids, hydraulic fluids.

Cl.4;Lubricants, motor oils, mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes (not for fuel), technical oils and fats, 
lubricants for gear and compressor applications, fluids for gear and compressor applications.
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3343485    31/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295524]
Natalena AB
Strandvagen, 7B, 114 56 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Almonds, ground; anchovy; apple purée; bacon; beans, preserved; bouillon concentrates; broth; broth 
concentrates; butter; caviar; charcuterie; cheese; clams, not live; coconut oil; colza oil for food; corn oil; cranberry sauce 
[compote]; crayfish, not live; cream [dairy products]; crustaceans, not live; crystallized fruits; dates; edible fats; edible 
oils; eggs; fish, not live; fish, preserved; fish, tinned [canned (Am.)]; foods prepared from fish; frosted fruits; frozen fruits; 
fruit chips; fruit jellies; fruit peel; fruit pulp; fruit salads; fruit, preserved; fruit, stewed; fruits, tinned [canned (Am.)]; game, 
not live; ginger jam; ham; herrings; jams; jellies for food; kefir [milk beverage]; kephir [milk beverage]; koumiss [kumiss] 
[milk beverage]; kumys [kumyss] [milk beverage]; lentils, preserved; liver; liver pastes; lobsters, not live; maize oil; 
margarine; marmalade; meat; meat extracts; meat jellies; meat, preserved; meat, tinned [canned (Am.)]; milk; milk 
beverages, milk predominating; milk products; mushrooms, preserved; mussels, not live; nuts, prepared; olive oil for 
food; olives, preserved; oysters, not live; palm kernel oil for food; palm oil for food; peanuts, processed; peas, preserved; 
piccalilli; pickles; potato chips; potato crisps; potato flakes; Potato fritters; poultry, not live; powdered eggs; prawns, not 
live; preparations for making bouillon; preparations for making soup; raisins; rape oil for food; salmon; salted fish; salted 
meats; sardines; sauerkraut; sausages; sea-cucumbers, not live; sesame oil; shellfish, not live; shrimps, not live; soups; 
soya beans, preserved, for food; spiny lobsters, not live; suet for food; sunflower oil for food; tofu; tomato purée; tripe; 
truffles, preserved; vegetable juices for cooking; vegetable salads; vegetables, cooked; vegetables, dried; vegetables, 
preserved; vegetables, tinned [canned (Am.)]; seaweed extracts for food; whey; whipped cream; yoghurt; yogurt.

Cl.30;Allspice; aromatic preparations for food; artificial coffee; barley meal; bean meal; biscuits; bread; bread rolls; 
cake paste; cake powder; cakes; candy; capers; caramels [candy]; chewing gum, not for medical purposes; chicory 
[coffee substitute]; chips [cereal products]; chocolate; chocolate-based beverages; chow-chow [condiment]; chutneys 
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[condiments]; cinnamon [spice]; cloves [spice]; cocoa; coffee; coffee-based beverages; condiments; confectionery; 
cookies; corn flakes; corn flour; corn meal; corn, milled; corn, roasted; crackers; crushed barley; curry [spice]; custard; 
dressings for salad; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; farinaceous food pastes; flour 
for food; fondants [confectionery]; frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; ginger [spice]; 
gingerbread; ginger bread; groats for human food; gruel, with a milk base, for food; halvah; honey; husked barley; ice 
cream; ketchup [sauce]; lozenges [confectionery]; macaroni; macaroons [pastry]; maize flakes; maize flour; maize meal; 
maize, milled; maize, roasted; malt biscuits; malt extract for food; malt for human consumption; mayonnaise; meal; meat 
gravies; meat pies; muesli; mustard; mustard meal; natural sweeteners; noodles; nutmegs; oat flakes; oatmeal; 
pancakes; pasta; pastilles [confectionery]; pastries; pastry; pasties; pâtés en croûte; pepper; peppers [seasonings]; petit-
beurre biscuits; pies; pizzas; popcorn; pop corn; potato flour for food; powders for ice cream; powder for edible ices; 
pralines; ravioli; relish [condiment]; ribbon vermicelli; rice; rice cakes; rusks; saffron [seasoning]; sago; sauces 
[condiments]; seasonings; seaweed [condiment]; semolina; soya flour; soya sauce; spaghetti; spices; sugar; sugar 
confectionery; sushi; sweetmeats [candy]; tapioca flour for food; tea; tea-based beverages; tomato sauce; vermicelli 
[noodles]; waffles; wheat flour.

Cl.32;Beer; essences for making beverages; fruit juices; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; ginger ale; ginger beer; 
lemonades; malt beer; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; powders 
for effervescing beverages; preparations for making beverages; syrups for beverages; vegetable juices [beverages].
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2015; Application No. : 2015732526 ;Russian Federation 

3343493    30/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295510]
Rosneft Oil Company
Sofiyskaya nab., 26/1 RU-115035 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Ammonia, including anhydrous ammonia; sulfur; alcohol; chemical products, including chemicals derived from gas
and petroleum processing, for use in industry; anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines; antifreeze; 
solidified gases for industrial purposes; chemical additives for oils; chemical additives to motor fuel; oil dispersants; 
petroleum dispersants; detergent additives to gasoline [petrol]; combusting preparations [chemical additives to motor 
fuel]; fuel-saving preparations.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; fuel oil; lubricating oil; motor oil; benzine; benzene; benzol; industrial wax; wax [raw material], 
including paraffin wax; ozocerite [ozokerite]; oil-gas; liquefied petroleum gas (LPG); fuel gas; liquefied natural gas (LNG); 
gas condensate; gasoline; solidified gases [fuel]; fuel; non-chemical additives to motor fuel; cutting fluids; gas for 
lighting; kerosene; mazut; lubricating grease; coal dust [fuel]; diesel fuel; aviation fuel, including aviation kerosene, tar 
oil; lighting fuel; motor fuel; ethanol [fuel]; petroleum, raw or refined; petroleum products and petroleum based fuel; liquid
fuel, solid fuel and gaseous fuel; naphtha; paraffin; vaporized fuel mixtures; lubricating graphite; ligroin; xylol; oleine; 
petroleum ether; alcohol [fuel]; methylated spirit; fuel with an alcoholic base; stearine; ceresine.

Cl.19;Asphalt; concrete; bitumen; binding material for road repair; bituminous products for building; road coating 
materials; materials for making and coating roads; asphalt paving.

Cl.35;Sales promotion for others; retail and wholesale services for petroleum, gas, liquefied natural gas (LNG), gas and 
petroleum products, including benzine, diesel fuel, aviation fuel, industrial oils and greases, fuel oil, lubricating oil, motor 
oil, paraffin, wax; auctioneering; demonstration of goods.
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Cl.37;Building construction; repair; installation services; extraction of oil, gas, liquefied natural gas (LNG), gas and 
petroleum products, including gas condensate; drilling of deep oil and gas-wells; drilling of oil and gas-wells; 
construction and repair of structures for the extraction of oil and gas; rental of drilling platforms; construction and 
maintenance of oil and gas pipelines, oil derricks; maintenance of oil and gas-wells; plumbing.

Cl.39;Hauling, including tanker truck transport; transport and storage of trash; ferry-boat transport; barge transport; 
boat transport; railway transport; marine transport; river transport; porterage; stevedoring; transport by pipeline; 
wrapping and storage of goods; storage of petroleum, gas and gas and petroleum products, including benzine, diesel 
fuel, aviation fuel.

Cl.40;Processing (treating) of oil and gas; waste treatment [transformation]; destruction of waste and trash; custom 
assembling of materials for others.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; technical research; oil and gas 
prospecting; oil-well testing; analysis for oil-field exploitation; geological prospecting; research in the field of 
environmental protection; oil-field surveys; calibration [measuring]; hosting computer sites [web sites]; examination of oil 
fields.
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3343578    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295246]
Lechler GmbH
Ulmer Str. 128 72555 Metzingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Valves of metal (other than parts of machines); pipework of metal; nozzles of metal for misting, atomising, 
spraying, distributing and/or mixing of liquids and gases; tanks of metal.

Cl.7;Spray nozzles (parts of machines); filters for spray nozzles (parts of machines); hydraulic or pneumatic controls for 
machines, spray lances (parts of machines); valves (parts of machines); pumps being parts of machines; taps (parts of 
machines); frames for machines; valve stands; pump stands; nozzles (parts of machines) for misting, atomising, 
spraying, distributing and/or mixing of liquids and gases.
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3343644    12/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295677]
Franklin Hodge Industries Limited
Redhill Road, Hay Mills, Birmingham B25 8EY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and equipment used for handling, storage, drying and cleaning of grain, cereals, seeds and other bulk 
materials and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); parts of engines and motors; machine 
coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); exhausts and starters (for vehicles); vacuum cleaners; 
electric drills; electric screwdrivers; incubators for eggs.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; air conditioning apparatus; electric kettles; gas and electric cookers; vehicle lights and vehicle air 
conditioning units.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair of machines and equipment used for handling, storage, drying and cleaning of 
grain, cereals, seeds and other bulk materials; installation services; installation, maintenance and repair of computer 
hardware; painting and decorating; cleaning services.
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3343711    25/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1255918]
Richard Brendon
Flat 22 Princes House, 52 Kensington Park Road London W11 3BN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Articles of chinaware, earthenware, stoneware, porcelain, pottery, terracotta and/or ceramics; glassware for 
household purposes, crystal glassware, painted glassware; small domestic utensils and containers; household or kitchen 
utensils and containers; household and domestic utensils and containers or ornaments all made from china, porcelain or 
earthenware; crockery; tableware; ovenware; cooking utensils; containers for food and beverages; basins; bowls; jugs; 
trays, not of metal, for household purposes; coasters; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; 
ornaments of china, crystal, glass or porcelain; figurines; vases, candle sticks and candle holders; brushes and combs; 
bathroom utensils and containers; soap dishes; toothbrush holders; toilet utensils; parts and fittings for any of the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; compilation, input, retrieval and 
systematization of information into computer databases; creating indexes of information, sites and other resources 
available on a global communications network; compilation and management of on-line computer databases and on-line 
searchable databases; organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; retail services, 
including electronic retail services and mail order retail services, connected with the sale of lighting apparatus, lights, 
light and lamp shades, night lights, small items of metal hardware, key rings, key chains, badges, door knobs, cupboard 
and drawer knobs, soap boxes and holders, dispensers for liquid soap, tissue holders, storage boxes; retail services, 
including electronic retail services and mail order retail services, connected with the sale of glassware for household 
purposes, crystal glassware, painted glassware, chinaware, earthenware, stoneware, porcelain, pottery, terracotta, 
ceramics; retail services, including electronic retail services and mail order retail services, connected with the sale of 
small domestic utensils and containers, household or kitchen utensils and containers, crockery, tableware, ovenware, 
cooking utensils, containers for food and beverages, basins, bowls, jugs, non-metallic trays, coasters; retail services, 
including electronic retail services and mail order retail services, connected with the sale of objects d'art, ornaments, 
figurines, vases, candle sticks, candle holders, brushes, combs, bathroom utensils and containers, toothbrush holders, 
toilet utensils, ornaments, signs, works of art and decorative items; gift registry services; information relating to all the 
aforementioned services provided on-line from a computer, a computer database or the Internet; information, advisory 
and consultancy services in relation to any of the aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Design services; art work design; graphic design; design of china, pottery, glass and earthenware; interior design 
services; electronic data storage; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to any of the aforementioned 
services.
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3343727    05/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1221256]
ORGY CO., Ltd (KABUSHIKIGAISYA ORGY)
1218-1, Horiuchi, Hayama-cho, Miura-gun Kanagawa 240-0112 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Bags; leather and imitation leather bags; bags for sports; beach bags; umbrellas; walking sticks; leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; shoes; clothing for sports; boots for sports; footwear.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2015; Application No. : 1311149 ;Benelux 

3343781    27/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295445]
ANTWERP WORLD DIAMOND CENTRE, private stichting
Hoveniersstraat 22 B-2018 ANTWERPEN

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunications, online communication services, news agency services, electronic news transmission 
services.

Cl.41;Services in the field of publishing and news reporting; providing online publications and magazines and news 
reports.

Cl.42;Hosting of digital content.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2015; Application No. : 302015000015622 ;Italy 

3343792    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295458]
NOVARESE S.r.l.
Via Lorenzo Lotto, 1 I-62014 CORRIDONIA (MC) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather; leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; 
skins and hides; leather for shoes; valises; leather suitcases; pullman cases; small suitcases; gladstone bags; trunks 
[luggage]; footlockers; travelling trunks; trunks and travelling bags; haversacks; duffle bags; leather bags, suitcases and 
wallets; bags; leather bags; bags of leather, eco-leather, imitation leather, jewellery bags of textile material [empty], 
including bags, handbags, shoulder bags, overnight bags, key cases, holdalls, gentlemen's handbags, make-up bags sold 
empty, travelling bags, shopping bags, wheeled shopping bags, travelling sets (leatherware); chain mesh purses, not of 
precious metal; chain mesh purses of precious metal; purses [handbags] of precious metal; chain mesh purses, not of 
precious metal; wheeled bags; leather bags and wallets; handbags for ladies; reticules; evening purses [handbags]; 
travelling sets [leatherware]; garment bags for travel made of leather; jewelry bags of textile material [empty]; bags for 
sports clothing; beach bags; barrel bags; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for merchandise packaging; purses; 
small purses [handbags]; purses [handbags], not of precious metal; small clutch purses [handbags]; felt pouches; 
drawstring pouches; small bags for men; gentlemen's handbags; cosmetic bags sold empty; clutch bags; travelling bags 
[leatherware]; leather shopping bags; multi-purpose purses [handbags]; leather purses [handbags]; shingen-bukuro 
[Japanese utility pouches]; flexible bags for garments; hip bags; slings for carrying infants; rucksacks; sports packs; 
hiking rucksacks; small backpacks; rucksacks for mountaineers; vanity cases sold empty; garment carriers for suits, 
shirts and dresses; tie cases for travel; credit card cases of leather; key cases of leather or imitation leather; credit card 
cases and holders [leatherware]; cosmetic cases sold empty; leather cases; travelling cases of leather; key cases of 
leather; coin purses of precious metal; coin holders in the nature of wallets; wrist-mounted money purses; coin purses, 
not of precious metal; pocket wallets; wallets of precious metal; leather wallets; credit card cases [wallets]; card wallets 
[leatherware]; leather briefcases; folding briefcases; business card cases; hat boxes of leather; hat boxes for travel; 
carrying cases for documents; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; shoe bags for travel.

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children of any kind of textile or material, including skirts, trousers, shorts, jeans, 
shirts, blouses, jerseys, sweaters, tee-shirts, vests, suits, tracksuits, coats, overcoats, coats, bomber jackets, jackets, 
wind-resistant jackets, waterproof clothing, parkas, stockings, tights, socks, tights, shawls, sashes for wear, scarves, 
gloves, ties, underwear, nightgowns, nightshirts, pajamas (am.), baby doll pajamas, bath robes and bathing costumes; 
articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies and toddlers; footwear; footwear for men and women; infants' 
footwear; baby shoes; infants' shoes and boots; footwear for men, women and children of textile, leather, imitations of 
leather and any other material, including sandals, bath sandals, bath slippers, boots, riding boots, winter boots, rain 
boots, functional boots and boots for everyday wear, moccasins and slippers, slippers, boots for sports, deck shoes, 
esparto shoes or sandals, dance shoes, work shoes, mountaineering shoes, dress shoes, leisure footwear; riding shoes; 
driving shoes; ballroom dancing shoes; dance slippers; pumps [footwear]; jikatabi [Japanese split-toed work footwear]; 
waraji [Japanese footwear made of rice straw]; athletic footwear; athletic shoes; training shoes; tennis shoes; gymnastic 
shoes; sneakers; volleyball shoes; golf shoes; running shoes; rugby boots; football boots; field hockey shoes; boxing 
shoes; cycling shoes; handball shoes; bowling shoes; basketball sneakers; baseball shoes; anglers' shoes; wooden 
shoes; footwear, not for sports; footwear made of wood; shoe straps; toe caps [parts of footwear]; welts for footwear; 
fittings of metal for footwear; fittings of metal for shoes and boots; non-slipping devices for footwear; insoles for 
footwear; golf spikes; cleats for attachment to sports shoes; studs for football boots; tips for footwear; galoshes; tongues 
or pullstraps for shoes and boots; shoe soles; shoe soles for repair; protective metal fittings for shoes and boots; boot 
uppers; overshoes; hats; tuques; party hats [clothing]; rain hats; bucket caps; bobble hats; ski hats; hats for infants, 
babies, toddlers and children; top hats; headgear for wear; visors [headwear]; visor caps; cap peaks; berets; knot caps; 
nightcaps; knitted caps; caps with visors; golf caps; waistbands [parts of clothing]; leather belts [clothing]; belts made of 
cloth [clothing]; belts made from imitation leather; metal fittings for Japanese-style wooden clogs.

Cl.35;Business administration consultancy; advertising; advertising services provided via the Internet; advertising on 
the Internet for others; help in the management of business affairs or commercial functions of an industrial or commercial 
enterprise; on-line advertising and marketing services; retail or wholesale services, including via the internet, for 
spectacles [optics], eyeglasses for reading, corrective eyeglasses, eyeglasses for children, sunglasses, polarizing 
spectacles, goggles for sports, snow goggles, ski goggles, protective eyewear, goggles for motorcyclists, diving goggles, 
dust goggles, spectacle frames made of plastic, spectacle frames made of metal, spectacle frames made of a combination 
of metal and plastics, frames for sunglasses, eyewear cases, cases for sunglasses and protective eyewear, spectacle 
cases, cases for spectacles and sunglasses, cases for children's eyeglasses, spectacle holders, chains and cords for 
glasses chains and cords for sunglasses, straps for sunglasses, chains for sunglasses, parts and accessories for 
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eyeglasses, spectacle lenses, lenses for sunglasses, side shields for eyeglasses; retail or wholesale services, including 
via the internet, for leather, leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other 
classes, skins and hides, leather for shoes, valises, leather suitcases, pullman cases, small suitcases, gladstone bags, 
trunks [luggage], footlockers, travelling trunks, trunks and travelling bags, haversacks, duffle bags, leather bags, 
suitcases and wallets, bags, leather bags, bags of leather, eco-leather, imitation leather, plastic or textile, including bags, 
handbags, shoulder bags, overnight bags, key cases, holdalls, gentlemen's handbags, make-up bags sold empty, 
travelling bags, shopping bags, wheeled shopping bags, travelling sets (leatherware), chain mesh purses, not of precious 
metal, chain mesh purses of precious metal, purses [handbags] of precious metal, wheeled bags, leather bags and 
wallets, handbags for ladies, reticules, evening purses [handbags], traveling sets [leatherware], garment bags for travel 
made of leather, jewelry bags of textile material [empty], bags for sports clothing, beach bags, barrel bags, bags 
[envelopes, pouches] of leather, for merchandise packaging, purses, small purses [handbags], purses [handbags], not of 
precious metal, small clutch purses [handbags], felt pouches, drawstring pouches, small bags for men, gentlemen's 
handbags, cosmetic bags sold empty, clutch bags, leather shopping bags; retail or wholesale services, including via the 
internet, for multi-purpose purses [handbags], leather purses [handbags], leather bags, suitcases and wallets, shingen-
bukuro [Japanese utility pouches, flexible bags for garments, haversacks, haversacks for shoes, hip bags, slings for 
carrying infants, rucksacks, sports packs, hiking rucksacks, small backpacks, rucksacks for mountaineers, vanity cases 
sold empty; retail or wholesale services, including via the internet, for garment carriers for suits, shirts and dresses, tie 
cases for travel, credit card cases of leather, key cases of leather or imitation leather, credit card cases and holders 
[leatherware], cosmetic cases sold empty, leather cases, travelling cases of leather, key cases of leather, coin purses of 
precious metal, coin holders in the nature of wallets, wrist-mounted money purses, coin purses, not of precious metal, 
pocket wallets, wallets of precious metal, leather wallets, credit card cases [wallets], card wallets [leatherware], leather 
briefcases, folding briefcases, business card cases; retail or wholesale services, including via the internet, for hat boxes 
of leather, hat boxes for travel, carrying cases for documents, pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal 
items, shoe bags for travel; retail or wholesale services, including via the internet, for clothing for men, women and 
children of any kind of textile or material, including skirts, trousers, shorts, jeans, shirts, blouses, jerseys, sweaters, tee-
shirts, vests, suits, tracksuits, coats, overcoats, coats, bomber jackets, jackets, wind-resistant jackets, waterproof 
clothing, parkas, stockings, tights, socks, tights, shawls, sashes for wear, scarves, gloves, ties, underwear, nightgowns, 
nightshirts, pajamas (Am.), baby doll pajamas, bath robes and bathing costumes, articles of clothing, footwear and 
headgear for babies and toddlers, footwear, footwear for men and women, infants' footwear, baby shoes, infants' shoes 
and boots; retail or wholesale services, including via the Internet, for footwear for men, women and children of textile, 
leather, imitations of leather and any other material, including sandals, bath sandals, bath slippers, boots, riding boots, 
winter boots, rain boots, functional boots and boots for everyday wear, moccasins and slippers, slippers, boots for 
sports, deck shoes, esparto shoes or sandals, dance shoes, work shoes, mountaineering shoes, dress shoes, leisure 
footwear; retail or wholesale services, including via the Internet, for riding shoes, driving shoes, ballroom dancing shoes, 
dance slippers, pumps [footwear], jikatabi [Japanese split-toed work footwear], waraji [Japanese footwear made of rice 
straw], athletic footwear, athletic shoes, training shoes, tennis shoes, gymnastic shoes, sneakers, volleyball shoes, golf 
shoes, running shoes, rugby boots, football boots, field hockey shoes, boxing shoes, cycling shoes, handball shoes, 
bowling shoes, basketball sneakers, baseball shoes, anglers' shoes, wooden shoes, footwear, not for sports, footwear 
made of wood; retail or wholesale services, including via the Internet, for shoe straps, toe caps [parts of footwear], welts 
for footwear, fittings of metal for footwear, fittings of metal for shoes and boots, non-slipping devices for footwear, 
insoles for footwear, golf spikes, cleats for attachment to sports shoes, studs for football boots, tips for footwear, 
galoshes, tongues or pullstraps for shoes and boots, shoe soles, shoe soles for repair, protective metal fittings for shoes 
and boots, boot uppers, overshoes; retail or wholesale services, including via the Internet, for hats, tuques, party hats 
[clothing], rain hats, bucket caps, bobble hats, ski hats, hats for infants, babies, toddlers a nd children, top hats, headgear 
for wear, visors [headwear], visor caps, cap peaks, berets, knot caps, nightcaps, knitted caps, caps with visors, golf caps, 
waistbands [parts of clothing], leather belts [clothing], belts made of cloth [clothing], belts made from imitation leather, 
metal fittings for Japanese-style wooden clogs; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about 
products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; marketing services provided via the 
Internet; auctioneering provided on the Internet; business administration; business management advisory services 
relating to franchising; services rendered by a franchisor, namely, assistance in the running or management of industrial 
or commercial enterprises; transcription of communications [office functions].
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Priority claimed from 10/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 103 276 ;Germany 

3343793    09/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295618]
FELSOMAT GmbH & Co. KG
Gutenbergstraße 13 75203 Königsbach-Stein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools, in particular lathes, gear cutters, milling machines, hobbing machines, combined turning and milling
machines, grinding machines, honing machines, gear honing machines, chamfering and deburring machines, laser 
welding machines, automated assembly machines, automated joining machines; conveying machines, in particular 
automated conveying machines for work pieces and work piece pallets, work piece transport systems, modular 
automation gantries; installations for work piece handling, in particular automated work piece loading systems, industrial 
robots; work piece storing systems, in particular stacking machines for work pieces and work piece pallets, work piece 
buffers; manufacturing systems consisting of machines, in particular production lines, modular manufacturing systems; 
manufacturing cells, consisting of machines; assembly cells, consisting of machines.

Cl.9;Electronic devices for control, operation and monitoring of machine tools, conveying machines, installations for 
work piece handling, work piece storing systems, manufacturing systems, manufacturing cells and assembly cells; 
software for the aforementioned devices.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, repair, retrofitting of machine tools, conveying machines, installations for work piece 
handling, work piece storing systems, manufacturing systems, manufacturing cells and assembly cells and of electronic 
devices for control, operation and monitoring.

Cl.42;Engineering services; technological consultancy in the field of manufacturing; technical consultancy in the field 
of production engineering; technical consultancy in the field of industrial engineering; computer simulating of production 
facilities and processes; development of software for the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2015; Application No. : 1311150 ;Benelux 

3343811    27/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295446]
ANTWERP WORLD DIAMOND CENTRE, private stichting
Hoveniersstraat 22 B-2018 ANTWERPEN

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunications, online communication services, news agency services, electronic news transmission 
services.

Cl.41;Services in the field of publishing and news reporting; providing online publications and magazines and news 
reports.

Cl.42;Hosting of digital content.
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Priority claimed from 31/12/2015; Application No. : 2015/110455 ;Turkey 

3343826    08/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295162]
BOGAZIÇI SIGARA VE TÜTÜNCÜLÜK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
E-5 Karayolu Üzeri Evrensekiz Kavsagi Evrensekiz Lüleburgaz KIRKLARELI 039 Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.34;Tobacco, chewing tobacco, cigarettes, cigars; smokers' articles including those made of precious metals: pipes, 
mouthpieces for cigars and cigarettes, ashtrays, tobacco boxes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, cigarette paper, 
tobacco pipes, firestones, lighters for smokers; matches.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; the bringing together, for the 
benefit of others, tobacco, chewing tobacco, cigarettes, cigars, smokers' articles including those made of precious 
metals: pipes, mouthpieces for cigars and cigarettes, ashtrays, tobacco boxes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, 
cigarette paper, tobacco pipes, firestones, lighters for smokers, matches, (excluding the transport thereof), enabling 
customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale 
outlets, through mail order catalogues or by means of electronic media, for example, through web sites or television 
shopping programmes.
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Priority claimed from 16/06/2015; Application No. : 15 4 189 398 ;France 

3343829    16/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295310]
DECATHLON
4 boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images; data processing apparatus; 
protection devices for personal use against accidents, protective helmets for sports, personal stereos, pedometers, heart-
rate monitors.

Cl.14;Timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches, watch cases, watch bands, chronometers.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, goods made of these materials not included in other classes; animal skins; trunks 
and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; sports bags other than those for the 
goods they are made to contain, backpacks, traveling bags.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; boots for sports, walking shoes, socks, non-slipping devices for footwear, soles for 
footwear, inner soles, half soles, heelpieces for footwear, shoes with velco strips, lace-up shoes, shoe bags, sports 
clothing.

Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles (excluding clothing, footwear and mats); treadmills, machines for 
physical exercise, exercisers (expanders), hiking sticks.
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Priority claimed from 14/10/2015; Application No. : 62618/2015 ;Switzerland 

3343851    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295352]
FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L'AUTOMOBILE
Chemin de Blandonnet 2 CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; racing cars, including their components and equipment 
included in this class; motors and engines for land vehicles, diesel and electric motors for land vehicles; electric and 
hybrid automobiles and their component parts and their equipment included in this class; electric racing cars; go-karts, 
electric go-karts; vehicle chassis; transmissions for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; vehicle seats; safety harnesses for 
car racing; safety seats for children, for vehicles; safety seats for cars; safety belts for vehicle seats; tires for passenger 
cars; tires for trucks; tires for buses; tires for racing cars; automobile tires; inner tubes for passenger cars; inner tubes 
for trucks; inner tubes for buses; inner tubes for racing cars; inner tubes for automobiles; wheels and rims for passenger 
cars; wheels and rims for trucks; wheels and rims for buses; wheels and rims for racing cars; wheels and rims for 
automobiles; treads for retreading the tires of the aforesaid vehicles.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; suits and gloves for car racing drivers.

Cl.35;Advertising; dissemination of advertising matter via all media, particularly in the form of thematic messages 
focused on human values; advertising by sponsoring; business management; business administration; office functions; 
advertising, namely, promoting the goods and services of others, by means of contractual agreements, particularly 
partnership (sponsorship) and licensing agreements, enhancing awareness and/or image and/or a surge of sympathy 
derived from that greater exposure and/or the image of cultural and sporting events, in particular racing, and/or the surge 
of sympathy generated by the above; promotion of the goods and services of others by means of what is referred to as 
the initial interest factor leading the public to consider, among a multitude of competitors, goods or services presented to 
the public by means of signs, emblems or messages aimed at capturing its attention; promotion of the goods and 
services of others by means of the so-called image transfer; rental of advertising space of all type and on all media, 
whether digital or not; commercial administration of participation of motor racing stables to motor sport competitions and 
promotion to the public and interested media of support for said teams; business administration consultancy; data input 
and processing services; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, particularly in the field of 
automobiles and motor sports; promotion of sporting events and competitions for use by others; promotion of concerts 
and of cultural events for others; provision of documentation, namely direct mail advertising, distribution of advertising 
material, distribution of samples, reproduction of documents; maintenance of computerized databases; computer file 
management, namely, digital file management comprising a portfolio of images and video footage intended for one use 
under license in traditional advertising and in behavioral promotion (moral advertising); electronic commerce (e-
commerce) services, namely making product information available via telecommunication networks for advertising and 
sales purposes.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; television program broadcasting, broadcasting of televised programs (live or recorded); 
cellular telephone communication; communications by electronic computer terminals, by databases and by 
telecommunication networks connected to the Internet; communications by telephone; cable television; radio 
broadcasting; news agency services; other message transmission services; dissemination of a commercial site on the 
Internet; radio and television broadcasting provided via the Internet; electronic messaging; providing access to computer 
information newsletters and to discussion forums on line; provision of access to chat lines, chat rooms and forums on 
the Internet, including the mobile Internet; transmission of messages and images via computers; telecommunication 
connections to the Internet or to databases; provision of access to digital music websites on the Internet; provision of 
access to MP3 web sites on the Internet; rental of access time to a central database (telecommunications); provision of 
access to search engines; provision of forums on the Internet; provision of access to Internet forums; rental of access 
time to a central server database; rental of access time to a computer database (telecommunication services); electronic 
transmission of data, images, documents and audio and video data, including texts, cards, letters, messages, mail, 
animations and electronic mail, via local or global communication networks, including the Internet, intranets, extranets, 
television, mobile communication networks, cellular networks and satellite networks; electronic transmission of software 
via local or global communication networks, including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication 
networks, cellular networks and satellite networks; provision of access to databases and to local or global 
communication networks, including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication, cellular and 
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satellite networks; transmission and relay of messages, namely electronic transmission of messages; telecommunication 
services for the dissemination of information by mobile telephone, namely, transmission of data to mobile telephones; 
communication by mobile telephone; voice communication transmission and reception services; transmission and 
reception on a value-added network; rental of access time to a database server center; operation of networks for 
transmission of value-added data (multimedia systems, interactive videography, global computer telecommunication 
networks).

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, televised sporting and cultural entertainment; 
organization of motor vehicle races; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; organization of lotteries and competitions; betting and gambling 
services in connection with or relating to sports; entertainment services provided during sporting events or concerning 
sporting events; organization of real or virtual sports competitions, particularly mechanical sports competitions; 
provision of sports infrastructures; provision of motor racing circuits; rental of audio and video equipment, production of 
films, other than advertising films; production of sound and video recordings; presentation and distribution of films and 
of sound and video recordings; rental of sound and video recordings; rental and/or provision via a computer network of 
interactive education and entertainment products, namely interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; 
entertainment, namely presentation of interactive education and entertainment products, namely interactive compact 
discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; coverage of radio broadcast and televised sports events; production of television and 
radio programs and of videotapes; reservation of tickets for sporting events and shows; timing of sports events; 
interactive entertainment; on-line betting services; provision of games on the Internet; information concerning 
entertainment or education, provided on line from a data bank or the Internet; electronic game services provided by 
means of the Internet; provision of electronic publications on line; publication of books, magazines, texts (other than 
advertising texts) and periodicals; writing, editing and publishing of texts (other than advertising texts), including 
regulations, norms and standards relating to car transport or mechanical sports; provision of sporting results; 
information services concerning sports and sporting events; rental of recorded sounds and images; audio production 
services; information services concerning sporting events provided on line from a computer database or the Internet; 
editing and publishing services; publication of statistics regarding sporting results and audience ratings for sporting 
competitions; driving courses; design, conducting and hosting of courses, seminars and all training activities in the field 
of vehicle driving; instruction and training services, namely, designing of a training program, training and proficiency 
relating to driving examination of motor vehicles for the purpose of issuing a certificate of competence or an 
internationally recognized driving license; entertainment information; organization and conducting of award ceremonies 
and gala ceremonies for entertainment purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; testing, analysis and evaluation of products and services of others with a view to their certification; 
quality control testing of products for certification purposes; testing of apparatus and products in the field of automobiles 
for certification, including motor vehicle testing with crash testing; testing services for the certification of quality or 
standards; industrial research, development and testing in the field of motorsports; scientific research in the field of 
motorsports; testing of materials in the field of motorsports; technical project studies in the field of motorsports; expert 
appraisals in the field of motorsports (engineering services); vehicle roadworthiness testing in the field of motorsports; 
quality control in the field of motorsports; technological advice on environmental protection in the field of motorsports; 
vehicle engineering consultancy in the field of motorsports; greenhouse gas emission measuring and analysis; research 
in the field of carbon emission reduction; technical consultant services relating to motor vehicle design and development 
in the field of motor sports; hosting of blogs; providing and hosting electronic platforms for data transmission and 
sharing; provision, via an Internet platform, of interactive computer applications allowing users to rate (personal 
evaluation) performances of an athlete, motor racing driver or interpreter, vote for an athlete, driver, motor racing driver or
interpreter, and posting their comments, and also enabling the consultation of notes, votes and reviews of other users; 
hosting and provision of an Internet platform enabling users to identify and vote for motor racing drivers participating in a 
motor vehicle race.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2015; Application No. : 2015-047272 ;Japan 

3343943    19/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295501]
BRIDGESTONE CORPORATION
1-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-8340 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mining machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; construction machines and apparatus and their parts 
and fittings; loading-unloading machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; agricultural machines and apparatus 
and their parts and fittings; rubber tracks for use with crawlers on mining machinery; rubber tracks for use with crawlers 
on construction machinery; rubber tracks for use with crawlers on loading-unloading machinery; rubber tracks for use 
with crawlers on agricultural machinery; rubber pads to be attached to shoe plates of crawlers on mining, construction, 
loading-uploading and agricultural machinery; belts for conveyors; belt conveyors and their parts and fittings; devices for 
seismic isolation used in buildings.

Cl.12;Automobiles and their parts and fittings; tires for automobiles; vehicle tires; retreaded tires for automobiles; 
retreaded tires for vehicles; inner tubes for automobiles; inner tubes for vehicle tires; wheels and rims for automobiles; 
wheels and rims for vehicle tires; tread rubber for retreading tires for automobiles; tread rubber for retreading tires for 
vehicles; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires; two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles and their parts and 
fittings; tires for two-wheeled motor vehicles; wheels and rims for two-wheeled motor vehicles; inner tubes for two-
wheeled motor vehicles; tires for bicycles; wheels and rims for bicycles; inner tubes for bicycles; tread rubber for 
retreading tires for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles; aircraft and their parts and fittings; tires for aircraft; inner 
tubes for aircraft; tread rubber for retreading tires for aircraft; treads for vehicles [roller belts]; shock absorbers; 
suspensions for vehicles; pneumatic shock absorbers for vehicles; shaft couplings or connectors for vehicles; fenders 
for vessels (boat side protectors); seat cushions for vehicles; rubber pads to be attached to shoe plates of crawlers on 
agricultural tractors.

Cl.17;Gaskets; gaskets of metal; non-metal pipe couplings and joints; joint packings; waterproof packings; insulating 
materials; electrical insulating materials; thermal insulating materials; soundproofing materials; hydraulic hoses, not of 
metal except those belonging to other classes; plastic semi-worked products; plastic sheets; plastic sheets for use as 
interlayers for laminated glass; plastic films, not for wrapping; EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) films for solar batteries; 
urethane foam; thermoplastic elastomers used as materials for buffers of HDD; flexible pipes and tubes of plastic; flexible 
tubes not of metal; flexible rubber tubes; laminated plastic films for use in electronic displays including plasma display 
panels and liquid crystal displays; adhesive-coated plastic sheets for solar cells; rubber; materials of rubber for seismic 
isolation; synthetic rubber; natural rubber; rubber compounds; rubber for retreading and repairing tires; rubber for 
repairing tubes; rubber materials for recapping tires; seals.

Cl.19;Rubber building or constructing materials; building timber; building stone; glass for building; anti-seismic rubber 
bearings; anti-seismic construction materials, not of metal; non-metallic building materials; rubber roofing waterproof 
sheets; rubber roofing waterproof membranes; non-metal bridge construction materials, covered with rubber; non-
metallic minerals for building or construction; building or construction seal materials.
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Cl.35;Retail services or wholesale services for automobiles, tires and parts and fittings for automobiles; retail services 
or wholesale services for bicycles and parts and fittings for bicycles.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of automobiles and their parts; repair and maintenance of tires for automobiles; 
retreading of tires; repair and maintenance of two- wheeled motor vehicles and their parts; repair and maintenance of tires
for two-wheeled motor vehicles; repair and maintenance of bicycles and their parts; repair and maintenance of tires for 
bicycles; repair and maintenance of tires for aircraft; repair and maintenance of aircraft; tire repair and recapping 
services; roofing services; construction services; roofing repair; roof installation; roof maintenance.

Cl.41;Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting 
and organization of seminars; providing electronic publications; reference library services relating to literature and 
documentary records; rental of books; art exhibition services; publication of books; arranging and planning of movies, 
shows, plays or musical performances; movie showing, movie film production, or movie film distribution; presentation of 
live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical performances; production of radio or 
television programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports [not for 
movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; directing of radio and television programs; 
organization, arranging and conducting of sports events; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, 
plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; providing audio or video 
studio services; providing sports facilities; organization, arranging and conducting of auto races; providing facilities for 
movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; photography.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2015; Application No. : AM 52139/2015 ;Austria 

3343945    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295485]
Transknowlogy GmbH
Neue Welt Gasse 21-23 A-1130 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software (apps); e-books, electronic data carriers, video games [computer games] in the form of computer 
programs recorded on data carriers, software programs for video games, computer software, prerecorded data carriers 
for use with computers, digital data for downloading.

Cl.35;Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, arranging commercial 
transactions, for others, via online shops, sales promotion, advisory services relating to sales promotion, commercial 
information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop], advertising for others, promotion [advertising] of travel, 
operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of beauty products, operating online marketplaces for sellers and 
buyers of beverages, operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of foods, operating online marketplaces for 
sellers and buyers of products containing nutritional and dietary supplements, operating online marketplaces for sellers 
and buyers of energy drinks, operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of dietary products, operating online 
marketplaces for sellers and buyers of software, operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of ornaments 
[jewellery, jewelry (am.)], operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of foods and beverages for exercise 
[fitness] training, operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of water filters, operating online marketplaces for 
sellers and buyers of air filters, operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of clothing, operating online 
marketplaces for sellers and buyers of coasters, operating online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of coffee, operating 
online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of tea, personality testing for business purposes.

Cl.38;Providing access to and leasing access time to computer databases, providing access to databases, providing 
access to platforms and portals on the internet, provision of access to an electronic marketplace [portal] on computer 
networks.
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Priority claimed from 15/05/2015; Application No. : 014064141 ;European Union 

3343954    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295166]
ALFASIGMA S.p.A.
Viale Sarca, 223 I-20126 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics, namely non-medicated skin care products; soaps; feminine hygiene cleansing towelettes, oral hygiene 
preparations; shampoo and hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and medical preparations and substances; vaccines; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; pharmaceutical implants; 
pharmaceutical compositions; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; 
pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary use and diagnostic preparations and products for medical purposes; cultures 
of microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; physiological serums for 
medical purposes; nutritional preparations for medical purposes for enteral or parenteral administration; contrast media 
for use in medical imaging.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical diagnostic instruments for the 
analysis of body fluids; medical equipment for taking blood samples; pharmaceutical instruments; needles and threads 
for medical and surgical use; aerosol dispensers for medical purposes; catheters and probes for medical and surgical 
use; medical instruments, containers or devices for administering medication; inhalers for medical use; analysers for 
medical use; orthopedic apparatus and instruments; cardiac stimulators; apparatus, instruments and devices for 
cardiology; eye testing machines and apparatus and ophthalmological instruments.
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Priority claimed from 30/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000029301 ;Italy 

3343960    02/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295466]
MANIFATTURA MARIO COLOMBO & C. S.P.A.
Via Olimpia, 3 I-20900 MONZA (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Luggage; trunks; travelling bags with or without wheels; suitcases with or without wheels; garment bags for 
travel; overnight bags; briefcases; attaché cases; handbags; shoulder bags; clutch bags; tote bags; shopping bags; 
duffel bags; backpacks; waist bags; billfolds; wallets; key cases; coin purses; purses; bags for men's shaving kits, sold 
empty; cosmetic bags sold empty; toiletry cases sold empty; beauty cases sold empty; umbrellas; parasols.

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children namely jackets, sports-type jackets, trousers, jeans, coats, overcoats, 
cloaks, raincoats, waistcoats, duffel coats, anoraks, shirts, blouses, skirts, shorts, bermuda shorts, dresses, suits, T-
shirts, overalls, sweatshirts, knit shirts, polo shirts, sport shirts, sport pants, sport shorts, sweaters, pullovers, cardigans, 
jumpers; socks, sport socks; neckties, bow-ties; belts, sashes; hats, caps, hoods, berets, bonnets, head bands; gloves; 
shawls, scarves, headscarves; pyjamas, night dresses, night shirts, nightgowns; bathrobes; lingerie, briefs, underpants 
and undershirts, boxer shorts, corsets, singlets, brassiere, culottes, bustiers, camisoles, petticoats; bathing suits, bathing
costumes; pareos, cover-ups, sundresses; shoes, sandals, boots, slippers and sports footwear; sports uniforms; ski 
gloves, snowboard gloves.

Cl.28;Golf gloves, baseball gloves, cricket gloves, football gloves; skis, ski poles, snowboards, snow-shoe rackets; 
tennis rackets, tennis balls; golf balls, baseball balls, cricket balls, football balls; crickets bats, baseball bats; golf clubs; 
golf bags with or without wheels; bags for football equipment, bags for tennis rackets, bags for baseball bats, bags for 
cricket bats; bags for skis, bags for snowboards; bags specially adapted for sporting equipment; swimming flippers.
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3343982    25/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295823]
Ampack GmbH
Lechfeldgraben 7 86343 Königsbrunn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for making packaging and/or containers, in particular bottles of plastic and/or other materials; machines 
for decanting bulky and/or flowable media into packaging and/or containers, in particular into bottles and beakers, and for 
the sealing thereof; machines for packaging filled and closed packages and/or containers, in particular bottles, into 
secondary packaging, other than strapping machines and apparatus.

Cl.20;Closures, not of metal, for containers; stoppers for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber; corks and stoppers for 
bottles; bottle racks; stoppers for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber.

Cl.21;Cups for drinking bottles.

Cl.42;Design of mechanical installations for making packaging and/or containers, in particular bottles, for decanting 
bulky and/or flowable media into the aforesaid packaging and/or containers, in particular into bottles, and for the sealing 
thereof, and for packing filled and sealed packaging and/or containers, in particular bottles, into new packaging.
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Priority claimed from 04/08/2015; Application No. : 17582659 ;China 

3343992    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295399]
Pinhole (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd.
Room 1001-008, Building 1, No. 3 Haidian Street, Haidian District 100080 Beijing China
Beijing Kuangshi Technology Co., Ltd.
Room 1001-011, Building 1, No. 3 Haidian Street, Haidian District 100080 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer peripheral devices; data processing apparatus; computer hardware; computer programmes [programs], 
recorded; computer software, recorded; computers; monitoring apparatus, electric; theft prevention installations, electric; 
camcorders; video recorders.

Cl.36;Financial management; financial information; online banking; funds transfer (electronic -); savings bank services; 
credit cards (issuance of -); providing financial information via a web site; insurance underwriting; securities brokerage; 
stocks and bonds brokerage.

Cl.42;Technical research; research and development for others; software design (computer -); computer software 
(updating of -); computer software consultancy; rental of computer software; providing information on computer 
technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data 
storage.

Cl.45;Monitoring of burglar and security alarms; consultancy (security -); security consultancy; personal background 
investigations; dating services; marriage agencies; on-line social networking services; intellectual property (licensing of -
); computer software (licensing of -) [legal services]; consultancy (intellectual property -).
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Priority claimed from 27/11/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 061 365 ;Germany 

3344007    16/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295542]
F.E. Schulte Strathaus GmbH & Co. KG Fördertechnik Dichtungssysteme
Runtestraße 42 59457 Werl Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Conveyor belts for conveyor belt installations, in particular steel cable, steel cord and textile fabric conveyor belts; 
conveyor apparatus and conveyor belts and installations comprising the same; parts for conveyor belt installations, in 
particular guide roller systems, support devices, idle rollers, edge support parts, assembly frames, support frames, track 
guidance systems, dust repelling systems, dust collecting systems, impact systems for conveyor belts, border seals, 
mechanically, electrically, hydraulically and/or pneumatically adjustable conveyor belt cleaners, mechanical, electric, 
hydraulic and/or pneumatic clamping devices for conveyor belt cleaners, cleaning segments for conveyor belt cleaners; 
spare parts for above mentioned goods included in this class; machines and machine tools, in particular machines for 
conveying and/or classifying of material to be conveyed; vibrating conveyors, vibrating screens, vibrating machines, 
sifting machines; unbalanced type vibrating conveyors, magnetic vibrating conveyors, resonance shaking conveyors, 
cast iron transporting conveyors, sand transporting conveyors, slag transporting conveyors, shredder conveyors, scissor
conveyors, dosing troughs, bunker discharger conveyors, crusher release conveyors, point conveyors; casting coolers, 
sand coolers; charging machines; shake-out grids; separating grids; bar-type classifiers; vibratory crushers, in particular 
screen graded lump crushers, combination crushers; elevators, in particular vibration lifts, spiral conveyors; vibrating 
tables; automatic dosing machines; vibrating conveyor tubes; belt conveyors; shutter conveyors, in particular hinge 
apron conveyors; lifting apparatus, tilting apparatus, in particular hydraulic lifting and tilting apparatus; installations for 
the bulk handling of additives and parts therefor, included in this class; foundry machines and installations consisting 
thereof and parts therefor, included in this class; machines for recycling of valuable materials and installations consisting 
thereof and parts therefor, included in this class; swaging machines and installations consisting thereof and parts 
therefor, included in this class; hangers (parts of machines); vibration drives; magnetic vibrators; unbalanced mass 
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drives; linear crank actuators; directed force exciters; spare parts for above mentioned goods included in this class.

Cl.37;Installation, repair, maintenance and cleaning of conveyor belts and conveyor belt installations, of equipment and 
parts of conveyor belts and conveyor belt installations, as well as of machines for conveying, feeding, grading, 
classifying, separating, sifting, dewatering, cooling, drying, or other treatment of material to be conveyed; information and
consultancy relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Engineering services in the field of conveyor belts and conveyor belt installations; engineering services in the 
field of vibratory systems and sifting machines as well as belt and shutter conveyors including project planning, machine 
and installation construction and assembly; engineering services for foundries, steel works, forge, recycling business, 
refuse incinerators, raw material producers and raw material fabricators, basic material producers and basic material 
fabricators, fodder producers and fodder fabricators, food producers and food fabricators, wood-processing industry 
including project planning, machine and installation construction and assembly.
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2015; Application No. : 3564908 ;Spain 

3344031    30/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295327]
MESSI CUCCITTINI, LIONEL ANDRES
Avenida Diagonal, 682 - 9° E-08034 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Fragrances and perfumery, eau de cologne, scented water, essential oils, cosmetics, soaps; shampoos; hair 
conditioners; hair colorants; cosmetic dyes; make-up; lipsticks; hair lotions, deodorants; scented room sprays; scented 
wood; sunscreen preparations, sun creams (cosmetics); dentifrices; cleaning products.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; telephone apparatus; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and 
other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers; covers for laptops; computer peripheral devices; USB flash drives; hardware; fire 
extinguishing apparatus; downloadable electronic publications; spectacles; goggles for sports; cases and covers for 
spectacles; spectacle frames; electronic agendas; protective helmets for sports; encoded access cards; video and audio 
cards; covers and cases for compact discs, digital video discs; mobile telephones; cellular telephones; digital tablets; 
covers and straps for mobile phones and digital tablets; mobile phone cords; software, computer programs, computer 
game software; video game cartridges and electronic video game media; magnets; decorative magnets; carrying cases 
adapted for mobile phones; earphones; headsets for telephones; headsets for listening to music; rechargeable batteries; 
loudspeakers; binoculars (optics); digital photograph frames.
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3344181    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295886]
Ace Cook Kabushiki Kaisha (Ace Cook Co., Ltd.)
12-40, 1-chome, Esaka-Cho, Suita-Shi Osaka-Fu 564-0063 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; prepared mixes consisting primarily of seafood or vegetables 
seasoned with soy sauce for adding to cooked rice; pre-cooked assorted ingredients, consisting primarily of meat, 
seafood or vegetables, for placing on cooked rice in a bowl; processed meat products; processed seafood products; 
processed vegetables and fruits; processed eggs; fried tofu pieces [abura-age]; freeze-dried tofu pieces [kohri-dofu]; jelly 
made from devils' tongue root [konnyaku]; soya milk [milk substitute]; tofu; fermented soybeans [natto]; dried flakes of 
laver for sprinkling on rice in hot water [ochazuke-nori]; furi-kake [dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables or seaweed].

Cl.30;Cereal preparations; cooked noodles; instant risotto; instant rice mixed with assorted ingredients; instant rice in 
cups with addition of vegetables, meat, fish or seafood; Chinese stuffed dumplings [gyoza, cooked]; Chinese steamed 
dumplings [shumai, cooked]; sushi; fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus [takoyaki]; boxed lunches 
consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli; instant rice porridge; pasta sauce; seasonings [other than 
spices]; confectionery; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [Chinese-manjuh]; 
hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot dogs [sandwiches]; meat pies; spices; flour; pre-cooked rice porridge; pre-cooked 
risotto; instant starch sauces or pre-cooked starch sauces.
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3344353    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295708]
HANG LOOSE S.R.L.
Via Luigi Canina, 15 I-15033 CASALE MONFERRATO (AL) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metal, and imitations thereof; jewellery; ornaments, made of or coated with 
precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; trinkets of bronze; key charms coated with precious 
metals; trinkets coated with precious metal; works of art made of precious stones; silver works of art; works of art of 
enamelled silver; works of art of precious metal; works of art of enamelled gold; key rings [trinkets or fobs] of precious 
metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; key fobs of precious metals; fancy keyrings of precious metals; key fobs [rings] coated 
with precious metal.

Cl.35;Wholesaling and retailing of goods in precious metals and their alloys or coated therewith.
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Priority claimed from 09/04/2015; Application No. : 154172079 ;France 

3344365    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295712]
MICROWAVE VISION
17 avenue de Norvège F-91140 VILLEBON SUR YVETTE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for sending, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; 
data processing apparatus, satellites, telecommunication transmitters, high-frequency apparatus, namely 
intercommunication apparatus, software, software packages, telephone apparatus, mobile and fixed-line telephones; 
switches, distribution boards and switchboards for telephone calls, online switches, distribution boards and 
switchboards for on-line telephone calls; display screens, audiovisual apparatus, telecommunication apparatus, 
equipment for input, storage, processing of data or information; media for recording and reproducing sounds, images, 
signals and data; computer hardware connection equipment (modems); connectors to a computer or telephone network; 
messages transmitting hardware, micro-computers terminal connectors for public and private networks; apparatus for 
inputting, counting, collecting, storing, converting, processing, entering, sending and transmitting information, data and 
signals; interfaces, namely, interface software; transmitting and receiving apparatus for radio and television broadcasting 
and for long-distance transmission; digital data transmitting and/or receiving apparatus; antennas, electric and data 
transmission cables; radio relay cables; devices for encoding and decoding images and sound; terminals providing 
access to several media; computer, data communication and telephone terminals, especially for accessing global 
telecommunication networks (the Internet) or private access networks (intranets).

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of telecommunication apparatus, computers, computer peripherals, 
telecommunication and computer terminals, information programs and computer systems; installation, maintenance and 
repair works in the field of telecommunications and computing; implementation (installation) of computer or 
telecommunications networks.
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Cl.38;Telecommunications, secured data transmission services, communication via computer terminals, transmission 
of information via computer communications, transmission and receipt of information via satellites, transmission of 
messages, encoded images and sound; provision of access to a global computer network; connection by 
telecommunications to a global computer network; connection services, namely services for connecting to the Internet or 
to local networks, routing and filtering of Internet addresses; provision of Internet access via portals; rental of 
telecommunication apparatus and installations; telephone communications, videophone; multimedia data transmission 
services; electronic and computer mail and messaging services, transmission of information held in data banks and 
image banks, information dissemination by electronic means, especially for global communication networks (such as the 
Internet) or private or restricted access networks; downloading of data, images and sound; broadcasting and 
transmission of radio and television programs; dissemination of information and programs via radio, cable, radio relay 
channels, satellite; rental of access time to a database server center.

Cl.42;Software rental; software design (development), updating of software, maintenance of computer software; 
technical assistance in operating and supervising computer networks; technical support services in the field of 
telecommunications; programming for computers; expert consultancy services in the field of telecommunications 
equipment; consultancy relating to computers; design (development) of computer systems and telecommunication 
systems; technical advice regarding information technology; supervision (checking, monitoring) of computer networks; 
monitoring of data, signals, images and information processed by computers or by telecommunication apparatus and 
instruments; development, maintenance and updating of search engines for telecommunication networks; design of 
telecommunication networks; design and development of computer systems; recovery of computer data; conversion of 
data or documents from physical to electronic media.
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3344382    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295729]
Ace Cook Kabushiki Kaisha (Ace Cook Co., Ltd.)
12-40, 1-chome, Esaka-Cho, Suita-Shi Osaka-Fu 564-0063 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; prepared mixes consisting primarily of seafood or vegetables 
seasoned with soy sauce for adding to cooked rice; pre-cooked assorted ingredients, consisting primarily of meat, 
seafood or vegetables, for placing on cooked rice in a bowl; processed meat products; processed seafood products; 
processed vegetables and fruits; processed eggs; fried tofu pieces [abura-age]; freeze-dried tofu pieces [kohri-dofu]; jelly 
made from devils' tongue root [konnyaku]; soya milk [milk substitute]; tofu; fermented soybeans [natto]; dried flakes of 
laver for sprinkling on rice in hot water [ochazuke-nori]; furi-kake [dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables or seaweed].

Cl.30;Cereal preparations; cooked noodles; instant risotto; instant rice mixed with assorted ingredients; instant rice in 
cups with addition of vegetables, meat, fish or seafood; Chinese stuffed dumplings [gyoza, cooked]; Chinese steamed 
dumplings [shumai, cooked]; sushi; fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus [takoyaki]; boxed lunches 
consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli; instant rice porridge; pasta sauce; seasonings [other than 
spices]; confectionery; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [Chinese-manjuh]; 
hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot dogs [sandwiches]; meat pies; spices; flour; pre-cooked rice porridge; pre-cooked 
risotto; instant starch sauces or pre-cooked starch sauces.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2015; Application No. : 014713754 ;European Union 

3344505    10/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295715]
COC Dienstleistungs GmbH
An den Treptowers 1 12435 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Consumer encoded gift vouchers downloaded from a global computer network.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing, namely promoting the goods and services of others; customer loyalty services; 
administration of a discount program for enabling participants to obtain discounts on goods and services; promoting the 
goods and services of others by providing a website featuring vouchers or coupons, discounts, price-comparison 
information, product reviews and links to the retail websites of others; promoting the goods and services of others, 
namely by providing information on discounts, coupons, vouchers and special offers for the goods and services of others 
via a website and a network of affiliated websites, via blogs, via on-line social networks and via mobile devices; 
administration of customer loyalty programs for enabling participating members to obtain rebates, discounts, cash-back, 
coupons, vouchers and special offers in the nature of free shipping, price reductions, free goods or services, access to 
exclusive, limited or improved goods and services, and limited time offers for purchasing the goods and services of the 
participating businesses of others; administrative processing of manufacturer's rebates and other rebates for a service of 
participating stores of service providers as part of a customer loyalty program.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2015; Application No. : 681376 ;Switzerland 

3344536    08/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295719]
Glencore International AG
Baarermattstrasse 3 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and lighting fuel; candles and wicks for lighting; coal [fuel]; coke; raw or refined petroleum; diesel oil; methylated 
spirit; mazut; fuels; naphtha; kerosene; biofuels; crude oil; industrial oil products derived from the refining of crude oil; 
fuel from crude oil; sunflower oil for industrial purposes; gas for lighting; gasoline; motor oils; oil-gas; natural and 
synthetic combustible gases; petroleum ether; coal tar oil.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal 
for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of metal; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; pipes of metal; 
safes [strong boxes]; scaffolding; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores; base metals; aluminum 
alloys; zinc; lead; steel; copper; nickel; iron; manganese; chromium; nickel alloys; nickel ingots; nickel ores; nickel-
silver; zinc ingots; zinc ores; cobalt; cobalt ores; ferroalloys; iron ores; copper ores; tin; tin ores; ferrous metals; chrome 
iron; bolts of metal; wire rope; cast iron; tungsten; zirconium; semi-finished articles of aluminum or its alloys; ores of 
metal; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith not included in other 
classes; jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; Gold; platinum; platinum [metal]; palladium; 
rhodium; silver; coins; gemstones; pearls; components and accessories of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printing products (printed matter); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives 
(glues) for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except 
furniture); instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other 
classes); type [numerals and letters]; printing blocks; booklets; books; calendars; cards; index cards (stationery); 
catalogs; charcoal pencils; clipboards [office requisites]; clips for letters; staples for offices; bookbinding cloth; 
composing frames [printing]; copying paper [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; diagrams; drawing pads; drawing pens; 
drawing sets; thumbtacks [drawing pins]; elastic bands for offices; envelopes [stationery]; binders [office requisites]; 
flyers; folders for papers; folders [stationery]; printed forms; pens; geographical maps; handwriting specimens for 
copying; magazines [periodicals]; manuals [handbooks]; marking pens; newsletters; newspapers; notebooks; numbers 
[type]; pads [stationery]; pamphlets; paper; sheets [stationery]; paper-clips; paperweights; pencil leads; pencils; pens 
[office requisites]; periodicals; pictures; postcards; posters; printed publications; printing type; prospectuses; rubber 
erasers; school supplies; song books; stickers; teaching material except apparatus; terrestrial globes; writing 
instruments; notepads; writing cases [sets]; writing materials; writing cases [stationery]; writing or drawing books; letter 
paper; exercise books [blank]; printed award certificates; reference books; dictionaries; indexes; printed reports; 
magazines (periodicals); specialist journals; examination papers; printed lecture notes; work sheets; paper, books, 
booklets, forms, brochures, cards, instructional and teaching material; advertising publications; advertising pamphlets.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; transportable 
buildings not of metal; monuments not of metal; aggregates; agricultural limestone; alabaster; alabaster glass; artificial 
stone; artificial timber; asbestos mortar; bitumen; bituminous building materials; bituminous substances for coatings; 
blast furnace slag; bricks; building materials and building elements, not of metal; building sand; cement; clay; coal tar; 
coatings [building materials]; concrete; lumber; fiber cement; glass (alabaster); glass bricks; glass (building); glass 
powder for construction; granite; duckboards not of metal; gravel; mortar for building; non-metal expansion joints for 
floors and walls; slaked lime for construction; hydraulic cement; lime; lime building materials; lime mortar; limestone; 
marble; mine timber; mortar; natural stone; non-agricultural lime; non-metal castings; rollers; paving blocks, not of metal; 
pitch; tar; quartz; raw chalk; refractory bricks; sand; sandstone; scaffolding, not of metal; road signs and information and 
advertising displays not of metal; silica stone; slate; stone, boulders, clay and non-metallic minerals for building or 
construction; building timber.

Cl.31;Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, not included in other classes; live animals; fresh 
fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt; grains (cereals); wheat; corn; 
barley; raw maize; corn [unprocessed]; unprocessed agricultural products, not included in other classes; cereal grains; 
sugar cane; unprocessed cereals; oil cakes for animals; unprocessed malts and cereals; by-products of the processing of 
cereals for animal consumption; grains (seeds); seeds for planting; oats; rye; oil cake; forage; fresh walnuts; fresh 
mushrooms; mulch (humus layer); starch pulp for animal consumption.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administrative assistance; office functions; professional business 
advisory services and business and organization consulting; business management advisory for companies in the 
agriculture and mining fields; analyses and market studies; economic forecasting; administrative services for data 
processing; market research; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses); 
promotional services; information services for consumers; business assistance, management and administrative 
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services; business analyses; information and research services; business feasibility studies; retail services and 
marketing of chemical products, resins, plastic, adhesives, mineral fuels, natural fuel industrial oils, crude oil, fuels, coal, 
coke, gas, metal powder, common metal, alloys, cables, ores, fossil carbon, precious metals and their alloys, precious 
stones, ropes, chains, raw fibrous textile materials, raw cotton, textiles and fabrics, fabrics for textile use and rayon 
fabric, cereals, agricultural products and semi-worked wood; information, consulting and advisory services relating to the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial management; monetary affairs; real estate services relating to the sale, 
purchase and leasing of real estate; financing; financial analysis and financial consulting; stocks and bonds brokerage; 
preparing and analyzing financial reports; real estate brokers; banking services; fundraising services; financial 
sponsorship; trading, namely brokerage of goods on international markets; information, consulting and advisory services 
relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair; installation of equipment for construction; mining extraction; extraction of oil; gas 
extraction, drilling and pumping; mining extraction; quarrying services; oilfield extraction for the extraction of oil; 
construction; drilling of wells; drilling of deep oil or gas-wells; wrecking services; rental of tools, installations and 
equipment for construction and demolition; cleaning services for maintaining and improving sanitary and environmental 
conditions; machine maintenance services; destructions services for pest control; disinfecting services; advice, 
consulting and information services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.39;Transport (vehicles); packaging and storage of goods; travel organization; transport and storage of goods; 
shipbrokerage; ship chartering; transport brokerage; transport of crude oil; freight (goods transport) and transport of 
cargo; removal services; transportation logistics services; unloading; collection of goods; consignment services; delivery
of goods; transmission of oil or gas through pipelines; cargo delivery services; storage, distribution, transport, shipping 
and delivery of gas, oil and chemicals; advice, consulting and information services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; refining services; refining of crude oil; oil refining services; smelting of metals; 
metallurgical processing; grinding; milling; cereal grain grinding; food grinding; metal treatment services; custom 
assembling of materials; production of energy; Processing and treatment of equipment; rental of temperature control and 
air and water purification apparatus; air filtering; filtering of wastewater and sewage; recycling of waste and waste 
treatment; processing of liquid, chemical material, gas, air; advice, consulting and information services relating to the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; legal consulting provided by legal 
experts, legal assistants and lawyers relating to the safety of commercial and industrial companies, individuals or groups 
of individuals and organizations; research and monitoring services relating to the security of persons and companies; 
arbitration, mediation and dispute resolution; on-line social networking services; computer licensing; computer software 
licensing; consulting relating to the legal aspects of franchising; copyright management; legal services relating to 
copyright protection; licensing of intellectual property; legal research services; games software licensing; computer 
program licensing; computer software licensing; software licensing; patent licensing (legal services); technology 
licensing (legal services); licensing services; copyright management; registration of domain names on a global computer 
network for the identification of users; registration of domain names (legal services).
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3344561    09/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295981]
POK
Cours Antoine Lavoisier F-10400 Nogent-sur-Seine France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Adaptors of metal for pipes; jets of metal; crimp rings; conversion rings; caps of metal (for couplings); end caps of 
metal for pipes; clamps of metal; clamps; flanges of metal; water-pipe valves of metal for firefighting apparatus and 
instruments; keys other than for machines, namely: ratchets, keys for the US, keys for fire hydrants, spanner wrenches, 
hydrant keys, keys for couplings of metal; clappered siamese valves; metal manifolds for pipelines; fastening collars of 
metal for pipes; fastening collars of metal for pipes; collars of metal for fastening pipes; collars of metal for pipes; dry 
risers, wet risers (for buildings); flange connectors of metal for pipes; connectors for pipe ends; elbows of metal: pipe 
carrier elbows, anti-recoil elbows, swivel elbows; couplings other than for machines: couplings for drains; non-return 
valves other than for machines; strainers of metal with valves; strainers of metal without valves; strainers of metal; 
dividers (mechanical connecting parts (manually operated or not) for conveying and distributing fluids with one or more 
outlets), namely: dividers (mechanical connecting parts (manually operated or not) for conveying and distributing fluids 
with one or more outlets) without shutoffs, dividers with valve shutoffs (mechanical connecting parts (manually operated 
or not) for conveying and distributing fluids with one or more outlets), dividers with flywheel valve shutoffs (mechanical 
connecting parts (manually operated or not) for conveying and distributing fluids with one or more outlets), 3-way 
dividers (mechanical connecting parts (manually operated or not) for conveying and distributing fluids with one or more 
outlets), dividers (mechanical connecting parts (manually operated or not) for conveying and distributing fluids with one 
or more outlets) with ball valves, dividers with flywheel valves (mechanical connecting parts (manually operated or not) 
for conveying and distributing fluids with one or more outlets); fixing elements of metal; winding spools, of metal, non-
mechanical, for flexible hoses; hose holders; jet spray nozzles (of metal); metal seals; clamping ferrules; clamping 
collars; pipe muffs of metal, including clamping pipe collars of metal, elbows of metal for pipes; parts and fittings of the 
aforesaid goods; connecting parts of metal for pipes; T-Wyes of metal; adapter couplings of metal; metal pipe couplings; 
cylindrical gas couplings of metal; couplings of metal for fire hydrants and caps; couplings of metal, junctions of metal 
for ventilating; rotating couplings of metal; stream shapers; pressure reducers of metal (convergent); industrial 
containers and reservoirs of metal for storing and transporting solids, liquids, gases or liquefied materials, containers of 
metal, tanks of metal, vats of metal, containers of metal, barrels of metal; reservoirs of metal for water or tanks of metal 
for fire suppression agents (for installation in firefighting apparatus and instruments); taps of metal: taps for nozzles, taps 
for dry or wet risers; reels of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; interconnected pipework of metal for transporting 
water for use in fire extinguishers; pipework of metal; pipes with flanges of metal; pipe mounts; connecting pipes of 
metal; junctions of metal; bolt collars; branching pipes of metal; pipes of metal; valves of metal other than for machines: 
gated valves; butterfly valves; valves with flywheel taps and valves of metal.

Cl.7;Machine coupling and transmission components (except those for land vehicles); washing apparatus; mechanical 
reels for flexible hoses; mechanical reeling apparatus; mechanical reels for flexible hoses; filters, strainers (parts of 
machines, motors or engines); machines for washing fire hoses and pipes; winding machines for holding couplings on 
pipes; crimping machines for flattening crimp rings mounted on pipes using pressure; machines for mixing water with 
another liquid to produce fire suppressants such as fire suppressant foam; suction machines for industrial use; air 
suction machines (parts of machines, motors or engines); drainage pumps, namely, ejectors, turbo-pumps, hydro-
ejecteurs; expanders; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); hydraulic engines and motors, namely: motors 
and engines, pumps, turbo-engines, turbo-pumps; pressure regulators (parts of machines); turbines other than for land 
vehicles; valves (parts of machines); power-operated lifts for nozzles; manually-operated telescopic lifts for nozzles; 
hydraulic actuators.

Cl.9;Apparatus for projecting water (fire suppressants); apparatus and instruments for making foam (fire suppressants); 
scientific, nautical, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving apparatus and instruments; motor fire engines; strainers 
for fire pumps; fire beaters, fire bats; pressure indicator plugs for valves; electronic flowmeters; flowmeters for 
measuring, indicating, recording and controlling the flow of fluids; foam discharge systems (foam generators (firefighting 
materials)); diffusers (nozzle components and fire equipment); diffuser tips (nozzle components and fire equipment), 
reducers; hydro-ejectors; dosage dispensers; fire escapes; transmitters of electronic signals; fire extinguishers; 
measuring instruments, pressure gauges; fire hose nozzles: hand nozzles, wildland nozzles, high pressure nozzles, 
powder nozzles, foam hoses, monitor nozzles, motorized monitor nozzles, remote-controlled motorized monitor nozzles; 
firefighting equipment and apparatus; fire engines; stirrup pumps; portable foam units (firefighting equipment), namely: 
apparatus and instruments for projecting foam (firefighting equipment); apparatus and instruments for the horizontal and 
vertical sweeping of fire hose nozzles (oscillators); fire bats, fire beaters; pressure indicator caps for valves (of metal); fire 
hose; fire extinguishing apparatus, namely, spray nozzles (of metal), water branchpipes, water-foam branchpipes, 
powder-foam branchpipes, powder branchpipes, foam generators.
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Cl.17;Rubber; plastic composite materials; fiberglass-based plastic composite materials; clack valves of rubber; rubber 
stoppers; couplings, not of metal, for fire hoses; gaskets, not of metal, gaskets for pipes; pipes not of metal; plastics in 
extruded form for use in manufacture; watering hoses; flexible pipes not of metal; flexible hoses (smooth inner lining); 
semi-rigid hoses; suction pipes; gaskets.
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3344790    17/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295927]
Ravensburger AG
Robert-Bosch-Str. 1 88214 Ravensburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer games programmes downloaded via the internet [software]; video games [computer games] in the form 
of computer programs recorded on data carriers; computers; games software; peripherals adapted for use with 
computers; interfaces for computers; teaching apparatus; data processing apparatus; recording apparatus; electronic 
units for transmitting audio signals; apparatus for the reproduction of images; sound reproduction apparatus; sound 
transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; playing devices for sound and image carriers; imaging apparatus; 
apparatus for the transmission of images; apparatus for recording images; video processors.

Cl.16;Printed matter; books; bookbinding material; photographs [printed]; stationery; artists' materials; painters' 
brushes; office requisites, except furniture; teaching materials [except apparatus]; writing instruments; paper; cardboard.

Cl.28;Games; electronic games; toys; puzzles.

Cl.41;Educational instruction; entertainment; sporting activities; cultural activities; electronic games services, 
including provision of computer games on-line or by means of a global computer network; electronic games services 
provided from a computer database or by means of the internet; electronic game services and competitions provided by 
means of the internet; game services provided on-line from a computer network; electronic game services provided by 
means of the internet; on-line gaming services; game services provided via the Internet (non-downloadable); electronic 
games services provided via a global computer network; providing information on-line relating to computer games and 
computer enhancements for games; gaming services for entertainment purposes.
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Priority claimed from 17/08/2015; Application No. : 014481337 ;European Union 

3344797    02/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295854]
Lisman Forklifts Group N.V.
Techniekweg 1 NL-3401 MH IJsselstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services relating to vehicles, lifting apparatus and elevating apparatus, construction 
machinery and earthmoving machinery, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, forklift trucks, trucks, aerial work 
platforms and scissor lifts, and components therefor; auctioneering services; all the aforesaid services also provided via 
the Internet.

Cl.36;Financial appraisal services; all the aforesaid services also provided via the Internet.

Cl.37;Leasing of lifting apparatus and elevating apparatus, construction machines and earth-moving machines, aerial 
work platforms and scissor lifts, and parts therefor; all the aforesaid services also provided via the internet.

Cl.39;Leasing of vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, fork lift trucks, trucks, and parts therefor; all 
the aforesaid services also provided via the internet.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2015; Application No. : 013957964 ;European Union 

3344799    16/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295911]
Avicii AB
Linnégatan 38 SE-114 47 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Musical sound recordings and audiovisual recordings featuring music and entertainment; sound recordings and 
audiovisual recordings, featuring motion picture films, television programs, television films, music videos, documentaries 
and animation; sunglasses; cases for sunglasses sold empty; decorative magnets; cell phone cases and covers; electric 
signs; computer mouse pads; laptop cases, storage cases for compact discs, DVDs and computer discs; music 
headphones; music-composition software; downloadable publications.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, trousers, jeans, tops, shorts, skirts, dresses, jackets, coats, rainwear, neckwear, 
sleepwear, underwear, swimwear, suits; bathing drawers; swimsuits; bath robes; bikinis; pant suits; neckerchiefs; 
garters; sportswear; cardigans; short-sleeve shirts; hooded jumpers; overalls; pocket squares; polo neck jumpers; 
pullovers; scarves; ties; beachwear; tank tops; tights; stockings; sweaters; t-shirts; tunics; mitts; footwear namely shoes; 
boots; booties; sandals; slippers; running shoes; ballet slippers; headgear namely hats, caps, visors; headbands; gloves, 
socks, hosiery, belts.

Cl.35;Retail store services featuring musical sound recordings and audiovisual recordings; retail services in relation to 
sunglasses, cases for sunglasses sold empty, decorative magnets, cell phone cases and covers, electric signs, computer 
mouse pads, laptop cases, storage cases for compact discs, DVDs and computer discs, music headphones, music-
composition software, bags, shopping bags, cosmetic bags, overnight bags, gym bags, sport bags, wallets, purses, 
leather straps, clothing, headgear and footwear, energy drinks, soft drinks, sports drinks, isotonic drinks, drinking waters, 
non-alcoholic fruit drinks, beers, alcoholic beverages; business advice services; business management and consultation; 
business promotion; company management (for others); marketing information; promotional marketing.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, live musical and vocal performances by a DJ, solo recording artist or musical 
group; providing non-downloadable pre-recorded musical audio and audiovisual clips, photographs, news, reviews and 
other multimedia articles in connection with a DJ, solo recording artist and musical group via a website; fan club services 
in the nature of entertainment; production of television programs; online magazines in the fields of music and 
entertainment; entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of music; television 
production, theatrical production and motion picture film production; music production and production of lyrics to music; 
arranging of concerts; arranging of music shows and performances; arranging of musical entertainment.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2015; Application No. : 014648182 ;European Union 

3344800    18/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295810]
Carl Freudenberg KG
Höhnerweg 2-4 69469 Weinheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; moisture-impregnated disposable cloths; polishing preparations; cleaning preparations for household 
purposes; household cleaners; cleaning preparations for hard surfaces; cleaning preparations for glass, in particular 
window glass, cleaning preparations for surfaces of metal, including stainless steel, chrome, bronze and copper; cleaning 
preparations for range and stove surfaces; cleaning preparations for counter surfaces; cleaning preparations for cabinet 
surfaces; cleaning preparations for heating and cooking implements and utensils such as silverware, dishes, pots, and 
pans; cleaning preparations for wood; bathroom cleaning preparations, cleaning preparations for stone surfaces, 
including marble surfaces and granite surfaces; cleaning preparations for tile and grout; all-purpose cleaning 
preparations; automotive cleaning preparations; general purpose cleaning and polishing liquids; cleaning preparations 
for carpets; destainers; pet stain removers; mould removing preparations; soap, in particular household soaps, shoe care 
preparations, in particular shoe cream, shoe wax; scouring agents, impregnating agents for household surfaces and/or 
textiles; in particular scouring milk, scouring cream, scouring powder, scale removing preparations, fabric softeners for 
laundry use; preparations for the care, treatment and beautification of fabrics; all of the aforesaid goods being with or 
without a disinfecting and/or deodorising effect or component.

Cl.7;Machines, namely electric floor cleaning apparatus and cleaning robots, electric floor cleaning brushes, parts of 
machines, electric window cleaning apparatus, electric cleaning machines and apparatus for carpets and carpeted 
flooring, electric vacuum cleaners, electric window vacuum cleaners.

Cl.21;Articles for cleaning purposes, especially household cloths, window cloths made of leather and artificial leather, 
dust cloths, cloths for washing dishes, cloths for cleaning surfaces, dusters, scouring cloths, multi-purpose cloths, floor-
cloths, microfiber cloths, sponge cloths, cloths made of nonwovens, cloths made of woven or knitted fabrics, dry 
disposable cloths, scouring pads made of nonwoven material with and without sponge section; cloths, sponges or 
sponge cloths made wholly or principally of generated cellulose, especially for household cleaning purposes or as 
draining mats; steel wool for cleaning, especially steel wool cleaners with and without handles, made of foamed plastic, 
steel wool pads with soap; sponges for household purposes, especially plastic-coated scouring sponges, cleaning 
sponges made of viscose or plastic; household or kitchen utensils, especially manually operated, non-electrical cleaning 
instruments, especially brooms, brushes, dustpans, mops, devices for wringing out mops, toilet brushes, holders for 
toilet brushes, window cleaning devices, water wipers, household gloves made of latex or plastic; disposable gloves for 
household or gardening purposes; gardening gloves and wiping gloves; drying devices for laundry (not heat, not 
electrical), drying racks for clothes and laundry, rotary clothes dryers for clothes and laundry, drying mounts for clothes 
and laundry, clothes-pegs, ironing boards, sleeve boards, ironing board supports, ironing cloths, iron cleaning cloths; 
containers for household or kitchen, especially water buckets, pedal bins, waste bins, sorting containers of plastic for 
laundry; laundry baskets of plastic; non-metallic parts, for hand-operated, non-electrical cleaning instruments, being 
fitted goods, included in this class.
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3344855    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295936]
KRAP INTERNATIONAL S.R.L.
Via Delle Prese, 58 I-36014 Santorso Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, shoes, headgear for wear.

Cl.28;Gymnastic and sporting articles and equipment, in particular tubular structures for swinging, net-like structures, 
platforms, springboards, vaulting horses, balancing platforms, bars and parallel bars, trampolines for jumping, ramps, 
slides, including in the form of handrails, all of the aforesaid goods being for practising the sports of parkour, 
skateboarding, mountain biking, bicycle motocross and rhythmic gymnastics.

Cl.35;Retail sales services, including online, of clothing, footwear, headgear, gymnastic and sporting articles and 
equipment, in particular tubular structures for swinging, net-like structures, platforms, springboards, vaulting horses, 
mattresses and mats for absorbing impacts and falls, balancing platforms, bars and parallel bars, trampolines for 
jumping, ramps, slides, including in the form of handrails, all of the aforesaid goods being for practising the sports of 
parkour, skateboarding, mountain biking, bicycle motocross and rhythmic gymnastics.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, in particular in the field of 
freestyle disciplines, in particular parkour, free running, skateboarding, break dancing, mountain biking, bicycle 
motocross; arranging and conducting sporting and cultural events.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2015; Application No. : 014492615 ;European Union 

3344908    10/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296565]
King.com Limited
Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; downloadable electronic maps; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use 
on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; applications software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, 
tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop 
bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; 
radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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Priority claimed from 05/02/2016; Application No. : 1326268 ;Benelux 

3344931    02/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296716]
Akzo Nobel Chemicals International B.V.
Velperweg 76 NL-6824 BM Arnhem

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the personal care and cosmetics industry.

Cl.3;Cosmetic personal care products.
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Priority claimed from 03/02/2016; Application No. : 015070352 ;European Union 

3344948    05/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296067]
Nando's Limited
St Mary's House, 42 Vicarage Crescent London SW11 3LD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits, vegetables and meat; salads 
including vegetable salads; jellies, jams, milk products and other dairy products; edible oils and fats; preserves, pickles; 
pre-prepared uncooked, semi-cooked and cooked foods, snacks of all being made from/made of meat, fish, poultry, game, 
fruits and vegetables and combinations and products thereof; hamburgers; hotdogs having meat, fish, poultry or 
vegetable fillings.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectionery, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar; chocolate 
sauces, pizza sauces, soya sauces, horseradish sauces, cooking sauces, satay sauces, spicy sauces, canned sauces, 
savoury sauces, pepper sauces, fruit sauces, curry sauces, salad sauces, ready-made sauces for cooking, sauces for 
food, sauces for pasta, sauces containing nuts, sauces for rice, per-peri sauces, sauces for chicken, tomato based 
sauces, sauces for ice cream, sauces for fish (except salad dressings); spices; mayonnaise; pies.

Cl.43;Restaurants, snack bars, cafeterias, road-houses (serving food and beverages), canteens, take-away or fast-food 
outlets; catering, food and beverage serving, restaurants chains, central kitchen (food preparation) services.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2015; Application No. : 677002 ;Switzerland 

3344987    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296094]
Polarmond AG
Lerchenfeldstrasse 5 CH-9014 St. Gallen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Ground mats for camping; outdoor ground mats for camping; air mattresses (not for medical use); air mattresses 
for use when camping; air mattresses for recreational use; inflatable float mattresses or pads for recreational use; floor 
mats (cushions or mattresses); sleeping bags; sleeping bags for outdoor use; sleeping bags for camping, bivouac bags; 
bivouac bags for outdoor use.

Cl.22;Tents, tents for outdoor use, bivouac, bivouac for outdoor use; tarpaulins; tents, not for camping; ground cloths 
for tents, tent flies.

Cl.25;Sports clothing, outdoor wear, leisurewear, bunting bags (clothing).
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Priority claimed from 07/10/2015; Application No. : UK00003130376 ;United Kingdom 

3344988    13/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296109]
Zelite Limited
52 Braemar Drive, SOUTH SHIELDS Tyne and Wear NE347TZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Kitchen knives; blade sharpening instruments; blades for shears; blades [hand tools]; block cutters [hand-operated
tools]; boxes for cutlery [fitted]; bread cutters [hand-operated]; bread knives [hand operated]; bread slicers [hand-
operated]; bread tongs; butcher knives; butchers' knives (non-electric-); can openers [non-electric]; can openers, non-
electric; carving forks; carving knives; carving knives (hand operated-) for household use; ceramic knives; cheese 
slicers; cheese slicers [hand-operated]; cheese slicers [non-electric]; cheese slicers, non-electric; choppers [knives]; 
cleavers; cutlery; cutlery; cutters; cutters [hand operated tools]; cutters (pizza -), non-electric; diamond cutting tools for 
hand-operated tools; filleting knives; fish cleaning knives; fish slicing kitchen knives; forks and spoons; forks [cutlery]; 
fruit knives; hand-operated vegetable shredders; household shears; japanese chopping kitchen knives; kitchen knives; 
kitchen knives (non-electric-); knife bags; knife handles; knife sharpeners; knife sharpeners [hand operated tools]; knife 
sharpeners [hand tools]; knife sheaths; knife sheaths of leather; knife steels; knives; knives for hobby use; knives [hand 
tools]; meat choppers [cleavers]; meat choppers [hand tools]; mincing knives [hand tools]; multi-purpose shears; non-
electric can openers; non-electric garlic choppers; non-electric garlic cutters; non-electric garlic peelers; peeling knives; 
pizza cutters; pizza cutters [non-electric]; pizza cutters, non-electric; pizza slicers; potato peelers [hand implements]; 
potato peelers [knives]; razor knives; scaling knives; scissor blades; scissor holders; scissor sharpeners (hand operated-
); scissors; scissors; scissors for kitchen use; sharpening instruments (hand operated-); sharpening rods; sharpening 
steels; sharpening stones; sharpening wheels for knives and blades; sharpening wheels [hand tools]; shearers [hand 
instruments]; shears; shears [hand operated tools]; sheath knives; sheaths for knives; slaughtering knives; slicers 
(cheese -), non-electric; slicers (egg -), non-electric; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; table forks; table knives; 
tableware [knives, forks and spoons]; thin-bladed kitchen knives; tongs; tongs [hand tools]; vegetable choppers; 
vegetable choppers (hand-operated-); vegetable knives; vegetable peelers [hand operated knives]; vegetable shredders; 
vegetable slicers; vegetable slicers (hand-operated-); whetstone holders; whetstones; whetstones [sharpening stones].

Cl.21;Abrasive discs for kitchen [cleaning] purposes; abrasive instruments for kitchen [cleaning] purposes; abrasive 
pads for kitchen purposes; bakeware; baking dishes; baking utensils; barbecue mitts; basting brushes; basting spoons; 
basting spoons, for kitchen use; bottle openers; bottle openers [hand-operated]; bread boards; brushes for basting meat; 
carving boards; carving boards for kitchen use; cheese boards; chopping boards for kitchen use; coffee grinders; coffee 
grinders, hand-operated; coffee mills (hand operated-); cooking graters; cooking ladles; cooking pans; cooking pans 
[non-electric]; cooking pot sets; cooking pots; cooking pots and pans [non-electric]; cooking strainers; cooking utensils; 
cooking utensils for use with domestic barbecues; cooking utensils, non-electric; cookware; cork screws; corkscrews; 
corkscrews with knives; crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; cutlery holders; cutlery rests; cutlery trays; cutting 
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boards; cutting boards for the kitchen; food basters; food storage containers; garlic presses; garlic presses (hand-
operated-); garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; graters for household purposes; graters [household utensils]; graters [non-
electric household utensils]; hand-operated coffee grinders; hand-operated food grinders; hand-operated food processor; 
juice squeezers; kitchen boards for chopping; kitchen cutting boards; kitchen ladles; kitchen utensils; knife blocks; knife 
rests; lemon squeezers; lemon squeezers [citrus juicers]; meat tenderisers for household purposes; mixing spoons 
[kitchen utensils]; non-electric bottle openers; non-electric coffee drippers for brewing coffee; non-electric coffee 
percolators; non-electric food mixers; non-electric meat grinders; oven gloves; ovenware; pans; pans (frying -); pepper 
grinders; pepper mills; pepper mills, hand-operated; pepper pots; pepper pots [not of precious metal]; pepper shakers; 
presses (garlic -) [kitchen utensils]; salt and pepper mills; salt cellars; salt cellars [shakers]; salt mills; salt shakers; salt 
shakers [not of precious metal]; salt shakers of precious metal; saucepans; serving scoops [household or kitchen 
utensil]; shakers for spices; skewers [cooking implements]; skewers (cooking utensil); skewers for use in cooking; 
skillets; skillets (non-electric-); spatulas [kitchen utensils]; spice grinders (non-electric-); spoons (basting -), for kitchen 
use; stoppers for bottles; tea infusers; tea infusers not of precious metal; tenderizers [kitchen utensils]; turners (kitchen 
utensil); vacuum bottles; vacuum bottles [insulated flasks]; vacuum flasks; vacuum flasks for holding drinks; vacuum 
flasks for holding food; vegetable mashers; vegetable racks; whisks; whisks (non-electric-); whisks, non-electric, for 
household purposes; wine bottle cradles; wine buckets; wine coolers; wine openers; wine tasters [siphons]; wooden 
kitchen use.
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Priority claimed from 05/01/2016; Application No. : 86865332 ;United States of America 

3344992    13/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296134]
FITBIT, INC.
405 Howard Street, Suite 550 San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pedometers; altimeters; scales and personal weighing scales; multifunctional electronic devices for displaying, 
measuring, and uploading to the Internet information including time, date, heart rate, global positioning, direction, 
distance, altitude, speed, steps taken, calories burned, navigational information, changes in heart rate, activity level, 
hours slept, quality of sleep, and silent wake alarm; computer software for wireless data communication for receiving, 
processing, transmitting and displaying information relating to fitness, body fat, body mass index; computer software for 
managing information regarding tracking, compliance and motivation with a health and fitness program.

Cl.44;Provision of information via a website regarding nutrition, dieting, wellness, and health.
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3344997    25/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296056]
asahi vision inc.
3-12-7 Biwajima, Nishi-ku, Nagoya-shi Aichi-ken 451-0053 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Precision measuring apparatus; automatic adjusting or regulating machines and instruments; lensmcters for 
measuring power, power distribution, refractive index, shapes of front and back surfaces and center of contact lenses, 
eyeglasses and optical lenses.

Cl.10;Keratoscopes; tonometers; eye testing machines and apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 03/09/2015; Application No. : 86747070 ;United States of America 

3344999    08/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296133]
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, c/o Trademark Department Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for providing geographic information, interactive geographic maps, images of 
maps and mapped locations; downloadable computer software for viewing and searching for information, photos, 
reviews, ratings of business and organizations.

Cl.39;Providing geographic information, interactive geographic maps, and images of maps and mapped locations, via a 
website.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable computer software for displaying geographic information, interactive 
geographic maps, and images of maps and mapped locations; providing non-downloadable computer software for 
viewing and searching for information, photos, reviews, ratings of business and organizations.
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Priority claimed from 28/10/2015; Application No. : 014745335 ;European Union 

3345003    01/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296066]
Linie Design A/S
Granlyet 7 DK-3540 Lynge Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather.

Cl.27;Floor coverings and artificial ground coverings.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services.
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Priority claimed from 09/07/2015; Application No. : 15 4 195 696 ;France 

3345055    11/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295790]
KEOLIS
20-22 rue Le Peletier F-75009 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; downloadable computer software applications, in particular for the urban transport of passengers, the 
management of multimodal transport tickets, public transport route calculation, traffic information, the purchase and 
validation of public transport tickets online, the management of car parks, the purchase and validation of car park tickets 
online and information for users of car parks; memory, microprocessor, magnetic or chip cards, access control 
apparatus; payment methods with a magnetic code or an electronic chip of paper and/or plastic; access cards, travel 
cards, travel cards on transport networks, magnetic cards and badges enabling a transport user to pass through an 
automatic door, remote recognition terminals, remote recognition terminals for magnetic badges, magnetic cards and 
mobile phones; computer systems for monitoring the activities of a fleet of transport vehicles and drivers thereof; 
computer systems for the provision, in real-time, of information to users of vehicles for transporting persons.

Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions or events for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer 
network; publication of advertising texts; dissemination of advertisements.

Cl.36;Issuing of transport documents (financial affairs); financing of transport documents (financial affairs).

Cl.38;Telecommunications; remote transmission of information for a centralized ticket management system for the 
multimodal public transport of persons; services for displaying information, namely the transmission of information and 
electronic display (telecommunication) of information, namely images and videos, held in data banks stored on 
computers and enabling a journey to be planned before it is carried out on public transport; on-line data transmission 
services via server centers or computer terminals in the field of transport, travel and car parks; electronic messaging; 
communication via computer terminals on the Internet.

Cl.39;Transport; transport of people; transport of persons on-demand, transport of persons with reduced mobility; 
information relating to transport of persons; information relating to compliance with public transport regulations; 
reservations for the transport of persons; organization of transport of persons and transportation networks for persons; 
provision of public transport routes (information on public transport); information on public transport, namely route 
planning for public transport (navigation); assistance in route planning (information on public transport); booking of 
tickets for public transport; parking services, parking space rental, operation and management of parking spaces and 
lots; organization consulting in the fields of transport, travel, car parking; booking of parking spaces by telephone and via 
the Internet; information services relating to car parks and traffic; on-demand provision of vehicles (car-sharing); rental of 
vehicles, especially bicycles; organization services for a vehicle, and especially bicycle, rental network; rental of parking 
spaces for bicycles.

Cl.42;Design, development and updating of computer software, especially software for the management of public 
transport networks, the management of multimodal transport tickets, urban transport of passengers, public transport 
route calculation, traffic information, the purchase and validation of public transport tickets online, the management of 
car parks, the purchase and validation of car park tickets online and information for users of car parks.
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Priority claimed from 22/10/2015; Application No. : 15/4219792 ;France 

3345221    28/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296398]
IMV TECHNOLOGIES
ZI N°1 Est F-61300 SAINT-OUEN-SUR-ITON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Veterinary apparatus and instruments, namely machines for filling and sealing straws for artificial insemination.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of machines for filling and sealing straws for artificial insemination.
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3345361    24/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296898]
PALAMATIC FRANCE
Rue de l'Ecotais F-35530 BRECE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mechanical, electrical and pneumatic steering machinery; grinders [machines]; sieves [machines or parts of 
machines], vibrating sieves [machines or parts of machines]; centrifugal sieves [machines or parts of machines]; pumps 
[machines or parts of machines ]; centrifugal pumps [machines or parts of machines], centrifugal mills [machines], 
centrifugal machines [machines]; big bag chargers [machines], big bag dischargers [machines]; lifting apparatus, 
elevators; bucket elevators; lifting equipment; lifting apparatus and installations pneumatically operated; air pumps 
[machines or parts of machines], pneumatic transfers [machines]; mechanical transfers [machines]; conveyors 
[machines]; pneumatic conveyors [machines]; mechanical conveyors [machines]; panel turners [machines]; loading and 
unloading machines; loading ramps, handling apparatus for loading and unloading; loading sleeves [machines or parts of 
machines]; stackers and destackers of wood or metal plates [machines]; suction machines for industrial use; air suction 
machines [machines]; dust collectors [machines], polygonal dust collectors [machines], cylindrical dust collectors 
[machines]; cyclone dust collectors [machines]; air powered silos for the mechanical handling and storage [machines]; 
bag splitters [machines]; mixing apparatus and equipment (machines); machines for mixing solutions in liquid and paste 
form; ploughshare mixers, paddle mixers, screw mixers; two-shafts mixers; dust mixer-humidifiers; mixing buckets 
(machines or parts of machines); mobile mechanical installations for grinding and pumping; mechanical apparatus for the 
cleaning of tanks and gullies; mixers [machines or parts of machines]; automatic mixers [machines or parts of machines]; 
machines and equipment for wrapping and packaging; conditioners of soft containers, big bags, combined bags 
[machines]; machines and equipment for debottling; dischargers of soft containers, big bags, combined bags; 
compacting machines; containers compactors; compactors for machines; bag compactors; compressors; automatic 
stations for emptying bags; free-flow locks [machines]; lateral flow locks [machines]; mulchers [machines]; bridge-
breakers [machines]; mechanical bridge-breakers [machines]; vibrators for industrial use [machines]; valves (parts of 
machines); hydraulic valves [machines or parts of machines], pneumatic valves [machines or parts of machines], power 
valves [machines or parts of machines], butterfly valves [machines or parts of machines], guillotine valves [machines or 
parts of machines]; sleeve valves [machines or parts of machines]; vibrating bottoms [machines or parts of machines]; 
filtering machines; filters [machines or parts of machines], vent filter [machines or parts of machines]; apparatus for 
degassing of tanks; apparatus for degassing of liquid and pasty masses; filter separators [machines or parts of 
machines]; machines for palletizing and depalletizing; vibrations coolers and dryers [machines]; coaters [machines]; 
tablet presses [machines]; loading machines [machines].

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair services; services of repair, maintenance and servicing of cutting, packaging, wrapping, 
pumping, mixing, compaction, loading and unloading, lifting, industrial suction, waste shredding, draining, filtering, 
palletizing and depalletizing machines; construction services for turnkey industrial technical installations and/or their 
parts intended for industries in the field of chemical, petrochemical, stationery, automation, food processing, animal feed, 
cement factories and quarries, water treatment; services of information, advice and support relating to construction of 
turnkey industrial technical facilities and/or parts thereof; intervention services on existing facilities to modify or expand 
their production ("revamping"); installation, repair and maintenance of packaging, transport, forming bags and heat 
sealers machines; drainage services; services of handling pallets, wood, cardboard, drums and spools, namely, sorting, 
inspection and treatment of pallets, wood, cardboard, drums and spools.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research, advice and development services of engineers in the fields of chemistry, 
petrochemical, stationery, process control, food processing, animal consumption, cement works, quarrying and 
processing of water; processes engineering; engineering in machinery and construction of facilities in the field of 
chemistry, petrochemical, stationery, automation, food processing, animal feed, cement factories and quarries, water 
treatment; technical advice relating to processes; processes studies (engineering work); processes engineering projects 
management, namely, expert works relating to processes development and optimization, processes design service; 
development of industrial processes; technical expertise and technical evaluation of innovative processes, technical 
project studies in the field of the construction of plants, development and modification of manufacturing processes; 
development of machines and plants for the production of food, chemical and pharmaceutical products; development of 
dust collecting and containment systems, systems of filling, bagging and draining of big bags, bags opening systems, 
developing of powder mixing techniques; production (design) of pneumatic suction lines; quality control of 
manufacturing processes; scientific and technological services, namely, control and adjustment of dosing devices 
provided by engineers; research and design services in the field of weighing, measuring, metering, dust collecting, 
containment, mixing, filling big bags, bagging big bags and big bags emptying, compacting, opening and closing of bags, 
extraction of difficult flowing products; handling system design; scientific and technological research services and 
works, namely, development of analysis and control processes and materials processing processes.
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Priority claimed from 12/11/2015; Application No. : 014789671 ;European Union 

3345375    03/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296932]
Procedos AB
Bredastensvägen 168 SE-271 72 Köpingebro Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Training shoes; sweatpants; sweat shirts; clothing for gymnastics; sweat jackets; baseball caps; caps 
[headwear]; sweat shorts.

Cl.28;Gym balls; exercise bars; body-building apparatus; body-building apparatus [exercise]; machines for physical 
exercises; machines incorporating weights for use in physical exercise; sports equipment; sporting articles and 
equipment; children's playthings; toys adapted for educational purposes; toys, games, playthings and novelties.

Cl.41;Exercise classes; physical training services; coaching [training]; health club services [health and fitness 
training]; vocational training services; aerobics training services; exercise [fitness] advisory services; consultancy 
services relating to training; exercise [fitness] training services; providing fitness and exercise facilities; training services 
relating to occupational health; arrangement of conferences for educational purposes; provision of exercise facilities; 
physical education instruction; tuition in physical fitness; self-awareness courses [instruction]; educational services 
relating to physical fitness; conducting of instructional, educational and training courses for young people and adults; 
sporting services; tuition in sports; sporting activities; organisation of sporting events; education, entertainment and 
sports; sporting and cultural activities; education services relating to health; physical education; gambling; arranging of 
games; on-line gaming services; electronic game services and competitions provided by means of the internet; personal 
development training.

Cl.44;Medical services; health screening; medical health assessment services; physical rehabilitation; development of 
individual physical rehabilitation programmes; massage; information relating to massage; health care relating to 
therapeutic massage; information services relating to health care.
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Priority claimed from 29/02/2016; Application No. : 86923593 ;United States of America 

3345437    16/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296995]
McAfee, Inc.
2821 Mission College Blvd. Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational and training services, namely, conducting on-site training classes relating to computer security 
systems and policies, and evaluating and solving computer security problems.

Cl.42;Computer consulting services in the fields of computer security, detection of computer tampering, evaluation, 
assessment and reporting of computer security systems; development and implementation of computer security systems 
and policies; custom design of computer network security systems and networks for others; computer forensics 
investigations.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 681466 ;Switzerland 

3346495    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297016]
Idesk International AG
Zumikerstrasse 18 CH-8702 Zollikon Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Market research conducted using computer databases; data processing services; systematization of information 
in computer databases; statistical evaluation of data in computer databases; compilation and systematization of 
information into computer databases; input and processing of information, particularly compilation and systematization 
of information in computer databases; services in connection with a database, namely collection, organization and 
systematization of data; analysis and evaluation of data in computer databases; update and maintenance of data in 
computer databases; update and maintenance of data in computer databases.

Cl.36;Providing online information about insurance from a computer database or the Internet; providing online 
information about reinsurance from a computer database or the Internet; provision of online information in relation to 
financial, banking, insurance and investment services; insurance and financial information and consultancy services; 
providing information relating to the calculation of the insurance fee; settlement of insurance claims; insurance brokerage
services; insurance services and provision of related information; insurance underwriting; insurance services; insurance 
consultancy; insurance claims adjustment services; insurance claims adjustment and settlement services; insurance 
brokerage; insurance underwriting and conclusion; financial valuation, adjustment, and execution in insurance claims; 
financial evaluation services for insurance, banking and real estate purposes; financial, investment and insurance 
services; financial and insurance services; insurance claims adjustment services; insurance carrier services; insurance 
agency and brokerage services; issuance of insurance advice; issuance of insurance advice; insurance information; 
preparation of financial and insurance reports; consultancy and information services relating to insurance brokerage; 
consultancy and information services relating to insurance brokerage; services provided by consultants in the financial 
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and insurance fields; banking, financial and insurance services; services provided by consultants and information 
relating to insurance; development of individual insurance concepts.

Cl.38;Online information services, namely provision of access to global computer networks, Internet platforms, data 
banks and electronic publications; provision of on-line access to databases; provision of access to databases, provision 
of access to computer networks, Internet platforms, data banks and electronic publications; provision of access to 
databases on the Internet; transmission of data from a data bank.
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Priority claimed from 09/04/2015; Application No. : 154172081 ;France 

3346496    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296811]
NEOMA BUSINESS SCHOOL
1 rue du Marechal Juin F-76130 MONT-SAINT-AIGNAN France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives (glues) for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), 
namely, bags, small bags, films, sheets, envelopes, plastic extensible cling film for palletization; printing type; printing 
blocks; paper, cardboard (unprocessed, semi-processed or for stationery or printing) and goods made of these materials 
(paper, cardboard) not included in other classes, namely, cardboard articles, bags, small bags, envelopes, pouches, for 
packaging, of paper, cardboard tubes; printed matter, newspapers, agendas, posters, books, manuals, advertising 
pamphlets, pamphlets, publications, magazines, journals, periodicals, catalogs, prospectuses, advertising prospectuses, 
albums, atlases; toilet paper, towels namely table napkins of paper, towels of paper, handkerchiefs of paper, paintings 
(pictures) and engravings, bags, small bags and sheets for packaging made of paper or plastic, plastic films for 
packaging, boxes of cardboard or paper, signboards of paper or cardboard, shields (paper seals), labels not of textile, 
flags (of paper), cards, postcards, pictures, images, teaching media in the form of games (books), stationery, writing or 
drawing books, writing pads, drawing pads, indexes, notebooks, drawing pads, pens and pen refills, pen holders; fountain
pens; stickers and transfers, goods of paper, of cardboard namely calendars, agendas, poster-bills, posters; gift wrapping 
paper; paper ribbons; comic books; photoengravings; photograph stands; school supplies; cardboard boxes for use as 
gift boxes; blueprints; tickets; pencils; pens; bookmarks; pencil holders.

Cl.35;Advertising services; business management; business administration; office functions; services provided by a 
franchiser namely assistance in connection with business organization; business management and organization 
consultancy; advertising and business particularly bill-posting; rental of advertising material; advertising spaces and 
billboards; advertising agencies; dissemination of advertisements; advertising mail; demonstration of goods; distribution 
of samples; direct mail advertising (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples, key rings); updating of advertising 
material; document reproduction; computerized file management; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; publication of advertising texts; postal, radio and television advertising; rental of advertising 
space; commercial information and advertising services by electronic means, particularly via global communication 
networks (the Internet) or private access networks (intranet); compilation of commercial or advertising data in a database; 
arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging of telecommunication service subscriptions for others; rental of 
advertising time on all communication media; online advertising on a computer network; presentation for the benefit of 
others (excluding transport and delivery) of food products enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
goods in fast-food restaurants and snack bars; market research and studies, including opinion polls and surveys, as well 
as analysis and preparation of reports relating to the results thereof; opinion polling; sales promotion (for others); sales 
promotion services by means of a customer loyalty service using loyalty cards; discount cards; public relations.

Cl.41;Services for teaching and training, education and entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; correspondence 
courses; editing and publishing of texts, illustrations, books, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, publications 
of all kinds and in all forms, including electronic and digital publications, for audio and/or visual media, multimedia 
carriers, (digital-audio CD-ROMs and interactive discs), multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or still or 
animated images), games and in particular television and audiovisual games and games on compact disks and digital 
audio compact disks, on magnetic media; initial and advanced teaching and education in all general subjects; 
organization of seminars, internships and courses; organization of conferences, forums, congresses and colloquiums; 
editing of radio and television programs, audiovisual and multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or images, 
still or animated, and/or of musical or non musical sounds), for interactive use or non-interactive use; organization of 
competitions, games and information campaigns and professional or amateur events; creation and production of news 
programs, of radio and television entertainment, of audiovisual and multimedia programs (computer editing of texts 
and/or still or animated images, and/or musical or non-musical sounds), for interactive or other use; organization of 
shows; production and rental of films and cassettes including video cassettes, and more generally all sound and/or visual 
media, and multimedia data carriers (interactive disks, digital-audio read-only-memory compact disks); lending of books 
and other publications; game libraries, organization of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; translation 
services; editorial offices; photographic reporting; publication of printed matter for entertainment and teaching purposes; 
higher education services; higher education, academic, linguistic and vocational education and training services; 
electronic publication of books and periodicals on-line; providing electronic publications (non-downloadable); provision 
of electronic publications on line; publication of electronic books and journals on line; electronic desktop publishing; 
publication of texts (other than advertising texts); providing publications from a global computer network or the Internet 
via a browser in particular in the field of entertainment, games and cultural events; entertainment services in the nature of 
musical, video equipment, text and audiovisual equipment relating to entertainment and cultural activities; providing of 
electronic browsable publications downloadable from computer networks; information regarding entertainment and 
cultural activities; translation services; editing of computer media and software for self-learning and self-training.
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Cl.42;Engineering work, professional consultancy and drawing up of plans unrelated to conduct of business, namely 
professional consultancy relating to computers and construction drafting; hosting of sites on the Internet; programming 
for computers; design of sites on the Internet; evaluations, assessments and research in the fields of science and 
technology provided by engineers; design and development of computers and software; research and development of 
new products for others; development (design), installation, maintenance, updating or rental of software; computer 
programming; consultancy relating to computers; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 
conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; engineering work; technical project 
study.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2015; Application No. : 014554521 ;European Union 

3346928    08/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297310]
Ruud Boolman
Elisabeth van Engelandlaan 23 NL-2353 EE Leiderdorp

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools (hydraulic, mechanical or pneumatic) for the use in the water, chemical, petro-
chemical and nuclear industries; compressors (machines), pneumatic machinery; pumps including piston pumps, 
dewatering pumps, construction pumps, centrifugal pumps, self-regulating pumps, vacuum pumps, gear pumps, parts 
and accessories for pumps; pipes, tubes, fittings, filters and hoses for pumps.

Cl.35;Services of a wholesaler, namely import and export of pumps including piston pumps, dewatering pumps, 
construction pumps, centrifugal pumps, self-regulating pumps, vacuum pumps, gear pumps; services of a wholesaler, 
namely import and export of parts and accessories for pumps, pipes, tubes, fittings, filters and hoses for the aforesaid 
pumps; business mediation and consultancy in the import and export of pumps including piston pumps, dewatering 
pumps, construction pumps, centrifugal pumps, self-regulating pumps, vacuum pumps, gear pumps; business mediation 
and consultancy in the import and export of parts and accessories for pumps, namely pipes, tubes, fittings, filters and 
hoses for the above-mentioned pumps; business mediation in the trading of pumps to use their parts and accessories, as 
well as equipment and instruments associated with pumps.

Cl.37;Maintenance, repair, installation of pumps including piston pumps, dewatering pumps, construction pumps, 
centrifugal pumps, self-regulating pumps, vacuum pumps, gear pumps; maintenance, repair, installation of parts and 
accessories for pumps, namely pipes, tubes, fittings, filters and hoses for the above-mentioned pumps; installation, 
maintenance and repair of pumps, using their parts and accessories as well as equipment and instruments associated 
with pumps.
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Priority claimed from 14/10/2015; Application No. : 86788147 ;United States of America 

3346933    08/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297297]
Aston Carter Group Limted
15 Bonhill Street London Ec2A4DN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Employment agency services; employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary and permanent staffing 
needs of businesses; employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; employment 
recruiting consultation; human resources management; personnel management consultancy; personnel placement and 
recruitment.

Cl.41;Education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of employment, personnel 
recruitment, placement and management, and human resource consultancy; education services, namely, providing on-
line conferences, seminars, assessments, tutorials and workshops in the field of employment, personnel recruitment, 
placement and management, and human resource consultancy; educational services, namely, conducting conferences, 
seminars, assessments, tutorials and workshops for employers and employees in the field of employment, personnel 
recruitment, placement, and management, and human resource consultancy.
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3346987    21/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297317]
AgBiome, Inc.
104 T.W. Alexander Drive, Building 18 Research Triangle Park NC 27709 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biotechnologically-formed genes such as those for use in the production and manufacture of agricultural seeds to 
enhance plants' growth and confer pest resistance therefrom, and biotechnologically-formed genes and polynucleic acids 
for alteration of plant traits; fertilizers; biological microorganisms used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, namely, 
biological preparations for the treatment of seeds, crops, and other plants and trees; cultures of microorganisms other 
than for medical and veterinary use; chemical preparations for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, namely, 
chemical preparations for the treatment of seeds; chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except 
fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides.

Cl.5;Biocides, germicides, bactericides, virucides, fungicides, insecticides, pesticides and herbicides.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2016; Application No. : 86940969 ;United States of America 

3347615    22/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297256]
International Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering, Inc.
600 N. Westshore Boulevard, Suite 900 Tampa FL 33609 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed publications, namely, newsletters, journals, guides, guide booklets, books, course books and training 
booklets in the fields of pharmaceuticals, biopharmaceuticals, pharmaceutical engineering and pharmaceutical 
manufacturing.

Cl.35;Association services, namely, promoting the interests of engineers and other technical professionals in the 
global pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical industries; arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of 
the global pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical industries.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, arranging and conducting seminars, educational conferences, courses, webinars, 
symposia and workshops in the fields of pharmaceuticals, biopharmaceuticals, pharmaceutical engineering, 
biotechnology and pharmaceutical manufacturing.
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Priority claimed from 22/01/2016; Application No. : 302016000006514 ;Italy 

3347940    29/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297288]
Excursus S.r.l.
Str. del Lionetto, 6 I-10146 Torino Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; electronic publications (downloadable); computer software for database management; 
databases (electronic).

Cl.35;Business management consulting services in the field of information technology; business management 
assistance services; computerized file management services; database management; collection and systematization of 
information into computer databases; outsourcing services in the field of business analytics; human resources 
management and specialized personnel recruitment services; outsourcing services; outsourcing services in the nature of 
arranging service contracts for others.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; services of provision of access to web pages; provision of electronic bulletin 
boards, internet chatrooms and online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; provision of access 
to electronic databases; transmission of digital information; provision of online forums and connection to social 
networks.

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of computer technology; services of design and development of computer hardware and 
software.
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Priority claimed from 05/03/2015; Application No. : 013797428 ;European Union 

3348874    04/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297383]
WEISS UMWELTTECHNIK GMBH
Greizer Straße 41-49 35447 Reiskirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; air and climate analysis apparatus and devices; temperature analysis 
apparatus and devices; temperature indicating apparatus; thermal shock testing apparatus; ozone testing apparatus; 
corrosion testers; dust and rain testing apparatus; measuring and control devices for air conditioning technology; heat 
flow meters; data processing apparatus and installations, and components therefor, including monitors, printers, 
keyboards, scanners, personal computers; electric power supply apparatus; apparatus for measuring, controlling and 
obtaining physical values, including temperature, pressure, humidity and vibration; special test stands, in particular for 
environment simulation installations; emission test chambers for characterisation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs); 
test systems for stability testing in the pharmaceutical industry; apparatus for testing electromagnetic compatibility; 
electric and/or electronic control and regulating apparatus; heat regulating apparatus; furnaces for laboratory use; testing 
apparatus not for medical purposes; material testing instruments and machines; gas testing instruments; precision 
measuring apparatus; computer programs; electric and/or electronic temperature and humidity regulators and sensors; 
power supply units, data displays (included in this class), apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
information; electrical cabling; parts for scientific apparatus and instruments, included in this class; electric and/or 
electronic control and regulating apparatus; hardware and software for installations, machines and apparatus for 
capturing and siphoning emissions and pollutants; installations for emission and pollutant capture, in particular for 
product, personal and room protection; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and 
simulators; furniture especially made for laboratories; apparatus for transvasing acids and alkaline solutions for 
laboratories; laboratory and safety apparatus for captioning of pollutants and extraction of pollutants for the protection of 
products, persons and rooms; weighing cabinets; weighing apparatus and instruments; laminar flow cabinets, in 
particular for product and personal protection, for mixing, bottling and weighing high-efficiency substances in the 
chemical and pharmaceutical industry; negative and positive pressure cabins for personal, product and environment 
protection, in particular for microbiological laboratories, parenterals plants, solids plants or active substance production; 
wind tunnels; visual monitoring apparatus and instruments; computer software for visual monitoring apparatus and 
instruments, walk-in and moveable vacuum chambers for testing of goods for research, development and production; 
environmental simulation chambers and apparatus for research, development and for use in manufacture; apparatus and 
devices for controlling, regulating and generating cold, heat, air conditioning, light, air mixture, excess pressure and 
negative pressure, vacuum, sound and vibration; chambers for material and equipment testing; chambers for research 
and environmental tests with plants, animals and human beings; apparatus and equipment for simulating cold, heat, 
humidity, climate, light, air composition, air speed, air filtration, corrosion, vacuum, excess pressure, noise and vibration; 
special transporting machines for conveying test objects from one testing room to another.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; air conditioners; cryogenic test and storage chests freezers; refrigerating and freezing apparatus and 
chambers; freezing and refrigerating cells; containers for air conditioning; shed chambers (sealed housing for 
evaporative determination, fuel evaporation chambers); equipment and installations for heat treatment for production, 
research and development purposes; hot cabinets and drying cabinets; ovens with drawers; dryers for continuous drying 
and heating processes, in particular continuous ovens, paternosters, chest ovens, tempering furnaces and baking ovens; 
ovens for heat treatment under inert gas; dry heat sterilizers; clean room sterilisers and dryers; walk-in and moveable 
vacuum dryers; feed systems for testing installations; filters for air conditioning; air filtering installations; air heating 
apparatus; driers (air -); humidifiers; ventilation hoods; air cooling apparatus; air deodorising apparatus; hot air 
apparatus; hot air ovens; heat pumps; heat regenerators; heat accumulators; heat exchangers, not parts of machines; 
evaporators; room air conditioners, in particular in cabinet form, including for air conditioning computer rooms, 
measurement spaces and clean rooms for the food and the pharmaceutical industries, and functional areas in hospitals, 
including operating theatres or intensive care units; room air humidifiers, humidifiers and dehumidifiers; apparatus for 
measuring temperature in cabinet form, for use in stables or swimming pools; special purpose air conditioning apparatus, 
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in particular in box form; ceiling coolers; climatically controlled chests; window-mounting air-conditioners; water re-
cooling towers; chest freezers; apparatus for refrigerating cooling water; drying apparatus and installations; heating 
apparatus, electric; apparatus for heating; heating installations; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; 
fireplaces; apparatus, ovens and microwave ovens for industrial purposes; ovens, other than for laboratory purposes; 
refrigerating cabinets; refrigerating appliances and installations; cold storage rooms; refrigerating appliances and 
installations; air purifying apparatus and machines; air sterilisers; clean chambers (sanitary installations); refrigerating 
appliances and installations; fans (air-conditioning); air conditioning apparatus; apparatus and instruments for generating
clean air; electrically operated air suction apparatus for pollutant capture in treatment, processing and production 
machines and installations; air cleaning and filtering installations for removing pollutants and odours from the air; air-
conditioning and ventilating apparatus; lighting installations; apparatus and installations for the filtration of gaseous 
substances; exhaust air collection hoods; exhaust fans; electrically operated suction apparatus, being a component of 
working boxes, work cabins and workstations; sterile air distributors; clean air boxes fitted with air conditioning for 
weighing operations; air filtering installations; air purifying air filters.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; material testing; updating of computer software; 
maintenance of software; installation of software; software design services; calibration; research in the fields of cold, 
heat, moisture, climate, light, air mixture, excess pressure and negative pressure, vacuum, noise and vibration; 
development of apparatus and equipment for producing cold, heat, moisture, climate, light, air mixture, excess pressure 
and negative pressure, vacuum, noise and vibration.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/08/2015; Application No. : 50212 ;Trinidad and Tobago 

3349133    02/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297399]
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, c/o Trademark Department Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for providing geographic information, interactive geographic maps, and images 
of maps and mapped locations; computer software featuring images of and geospatial information and data about the 
earth's surface, geographic areas, and landmarks for viewing and manipulation; on-line electronic publications 
downloadable in the nature of reports featuring images of and geospatial information and data about the earth's surface, 
geographic areas, and landmarks; satellite navigational systems, namely, global positioning systems; computer software 
for use as an application programming interface (API); computer software for the collection, editing, organizing, 
modifying, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; downloadable image files featuring aerial imagery 
and satellite imagery.

Cl.39;Providing images of and geospatial information and data about the earth's surface, geographic areas, and 
landmarks via a website.

Cl.41;Aerial imagery services; aerial photography services, aerial imagery collection services, namely, aerial imagery 
photography services.

Cl.42;Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for providing online non-
downloadable software for accessing satellite imagery and data for web applications on global computer networks, 
mobile devices and applications; design, development, implementation, updating, and maintenance of computer software 
and databases featuring images of and geospatial information and data about the earth's surface, geographic areas, and 
landmarks; providing temporary use of non downloadable software (SAAS) for viewing and manipulation of images of and 
geospatial information and data about the earth's surface, geographic areas, and landmarks; scientific and technological 
research and development and consultation related thereto in the fields of geospatial information and data, geocoding 
information, geographic information systems, satellite imagery, photogrammetry, mapping; geospatial services, namely, 
making maps and scale drawings from aerial and satellite photographs; research and design of computer systems in the 
field of satellite imagery and the management of satellite data.

Cl.45;Social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 19/01/2016; Application No. : 2016-005267 ;Japan 

3349288    22/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297345]
CELLMER COSMETICS PTE. LTD.
24 Peck Seah Street 04-03, Nehsong Building Singapore 079314 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; toiletries; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; perfume; essential oils; incenses and fragrances.

Cl.14;Precious metals; key holders; jewelry ornaments; cuff links; semi-wrought precious, stones; synthetic semi-
wrought precious stones; watches.

Cl.18;Luggage; bags; attache cases; briefcases; suitcases; trunks; pouches; purses, wallets, billfolds; card cases; 
pass cases; key cases; luggage tags; vanity cases not fitted; umbrellas.

Cl.21;Cosmetic and toilet utensils.

Cl.25;Clothing; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders; waistbands; belts [clothing]; footwear not for sports.

Cl.44;Beautician services, and consultancy and information services related thereto; beauty care and hairdressing 
services, and consultancy and information services related thereto; providing bath houses, and consultancy and 
information services related thereto; providing spa facilities, and consultancy and information services related thereto; 
massage and therapeutic shiatsu massage, and consultancy and information services related thereto; aromatherapy 
services, and consultancy and information services related thereto.
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Priority claimed from 28/07/2015; Application No. : 683217 ;Switzerland 

3349292    22/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297373]
Confiseur Läderach AG
Bleiche 14 CH-8755 Ennenda Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flours and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 
spices; ice for refreshment; all the aforesaid goods are of Swiss origin.

Cl.35;Advertising; company management; business administration; office functions; retail sale; retail sale of cocoa, 
cocoa extracts for food and of beverages, chocolate beverages, chocolate, chocolate pastes and chocolate coatings, 
chocolate bars, chocolate products, chocolate sauces, sugar confectionery, marzipan, marzipan substitutes, chocolates, 
also filled with liquids, particularly wines and spirits, pastry and confectionery, ice cream, ice cream powder, candy, also 
filled with liquids, jams, cookies and biscuits; on-line retail sale; on-line retail sale in connection with cocoa, cocoa 
extracts for food and beverages, chocolate beverages, chocolate, chocolate pastes and chocolate coatings, chocolate 
bars, chocolate products, chocolate sauces, sugar confectionery, marzipan, marzipan substitutes, chocolates, also filled 
with liquids, particularly wines and spirits, pastry and confectionery, ice cream, ice cream powder, candy, also filled with 
liquids, jams, cookies and biscuits; organization of exhibitions for advertising services, organization of exhibitions for 
commercial purposes; business advice relating to franchising.

Cl.43;Restaurant services (providing food and beverages), catering services, self-service restaurants, fast-food 
restaurants and snack bars, cafeterias, coffee shops, bars, tea rooms, preparation of take-away meals and dishes; advice 
relating to food and beverages.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2015; Application No. : 154174156 ;France 

3349298    22/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1276223]
VU LOG
Immeuble le Premium, 1 boulevard Maurice Slama F-06200 NICE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Equipment for data processing and computers; magnetic cards; memory cards or integrated circuit cards; 
interfaces (for computers); recorded computer programs; computer programs (downloadable software); interfaces 
(software); remote control of electrical installations; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters of electrical signals; 
magnetic encoders; distance recording apparatus; satellite navigation apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles; 
navigational instruments for vehicles; vehicle radios; voltage regulators for vehicles; measuring apparatus for road, rail, 
sea and air traffic; apparatus for the sending, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, images or encoded data; 
access control apparatus, particularly via telephone; telecommunication apparatus; satellite positioning systems, 
electronic global positioning systems, electronic instruments and apparatus for navigation and positioning.

Cl.38;Transmission of information by telematic means; electronic messaging services; electronic display services; 
transmission of information on national and international networks (Internet).

Cl.39;Transport; transport information; rental of vehicles for short-distance trips; car sharing; providing of urban self-
service vehicles; personal mass transit service, namely, rental services and self-services, for one or more users, of public 
or private mass transit vehicles, for making trips; physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents.

Cl.42;Design and development of computers and software; technical project studies; development (design), 
installation, maintenance, updating or rental of software; computer programming.
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3350326    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297198]
CapsoVision, Inc.
18805 Cox Avenue, Ste. 250 Saratoga CA 95070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer docking stations for use with ingestible diagnostic cameras; computer workstations consisting of 
central processing units, monitors, keyboards, and mice for use with ingestible diagnostic cameras; computer networking 
hardware for use with ingestible diagnostic cameras; computer software for imaging and image analysis for use with 
ingestible diagnostic cameras and computer docking stations and workstations.

Cl.10;Ingestible diagnostic cameras for medical purposes.

Cl.42;Research and development in the field of ingestible diagnostic cameras for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2015; Application No. : 014287692 ;European Union 

3350575    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297798]
VEBA, textilní závody, a.s.
Prádlácká 89 CZ-550 17 Broumov Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Cotton and blended textiles, woven and knitted fabrics, brocades, voiles, multicolor yarn-dyed, white, unicolor 
and printed fabrics; bath and wellness textiles (except clothing), textile and terry towels, bath towels, bedding, duvet and 
pillow cases, sheets, table cloths (not made of paper).

Cl.25;Outerwear, clothing, underwear, shawls, scarves, dresses, blouses, trousers, shirts, thobes, abayas, bathrobes.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 15 4 187 384 ;France 

3350829    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297583]
BULL SAS
Rue Jean Jaurès F-78340 Les Clayes sous Bois France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific (other than for medical use), surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for input, recording, 
transmission, reproduction of sound or images; electronic cards for image processing; video cameras; interface circuits 
for video cameras; magnetic, optical, digital recording media; transmitting and receiving apparatus for radio and 
television broadcasting and for long-distance transmission; satellites; read-only-memory disks (digital compact discs); 
sound recording disks; data processing equipment; terminals including home terminals; computers including personal 
computers and micro-computers; calculators; devices for microprocessors and microprocessor systems; software; 
computers, micro-computers, computer terminals; control desks; keyboards; display screens; printers; cassettes; 
generators and storage of images, attributes and characters; image synthesizers; entertainment and educational 
apparatus connected to a television set or a computer terminal; radio-paging transmitters and receivers; telephone 
answering machines; software packages, telephone apparatus, mobile telephones and land-line telephones, display units, 
audiovisual apparatus, telecommunication apparatus, equipment for inputting, storing and processing information or 
data; media for recording and reproducing sounds, images, signals and data; computer hardware connection equipment 
(modems).

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications between computer terminals; electronic messaging; computer-assisted 
data transmission; communication services for commercial interaction in the field of global computer networks; rental of 
access time to computer database servers; provision of access for users to computers for business management; rental 
of access time to a site on the Internet.

Cl.42;Programmer's services; design, maintenance and updating of software; design, installation, testing and 
maintenance of software and information security services relating to commercial interaction via the information network 
(programming); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; consulting relating to 
computers; computer system analysis services; advice and assistance relating to Internet use; rental of computers and 
software; duplication of computer programs; scientific and industrial research services, namely research and 
development of new products for others and technical research; Internet website services, namely design of Internet 
sites, hosting of sites on the Internet, setting up Internet sites.
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3350986    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298228]
Interfiber sp. z o.o.
ul. Rzymowskiego 53 PL-02-697 Warszawa Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Vegetable fibre as an additive to charcuterie, milk products, non-fruit jellies.

Cl.30;Cereal fibre as an additive to bread, pastry, confectionery, fruit jellies.
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Priority claimed from 18/12/2015; Application No. : 014941017 ;European Union 

3351665    28/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298067]
Cidron Delfi Intressenter Holding AB
c/o Orc Group AB, Box 7742 SE-103 95 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, including software for integrated trading, brokerage, pricing and risk management and transfer of 
financial information; search engines software for e-commerce; search engines software for the exchange of financial 
information; computer hardware.

Cl.35;Compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; computerized file management; retail 
services relating to computers, computer software and data processing equipment.

Cl.38;Providing access to databases; communications by computer terminals; providing user access to a global 
computer network (service providers); providing user access to computer programs in data networks.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, webinars, classes, workshops and conferences.

Cl.42;Design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software; design and development of computer 
hardware; hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; advice, information and consultancy 
services relating to all the aforesaid services; design and development of search engines for e-commerce and search 
engines for the exchange of financial information.
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3351688    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298048]
Hayden H Shekari
Flat 20 De Montfort Court, 8 Stoneygate Road Leicester LE2 2AB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; cosmetics; perfumery; essential oils; eau de parfum; eau de toilette; cologne; fragrances and fragrance 
products for personal use; massage oils; hair lotions; dentifrices; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin care 
cosmetics; skin care preparations; astringents for cosmetic purposes; preparations for the bath and shower; shower gel; 
bath gels; scented body lotions and creams; scented moisturizing skin cream; moisturisers; body lotions and creams; 
moisturising creams; scented skin soap; body oil; face, lip and cheek make-up; face powder; face glitter; lipstick; lip 
gloss; non-medicated lip balm; lip pencils; perfumed shimmer sticks; eye shadow; eye pencils; mascara; eye make-up; 
eyeliners; eye creams; eye gels; eye balms; highlighting preparations for the hair; masks; cleansers; toners; clarifiers; 
exfoliators; foundation make-up; blusher; solid powder for compacts; make-up remover; fragrance sachets; room 
fragrances; beauty care preparations; beauty care products; beauty creams; beauty tonics for application to the body; 
beauty tonics for application to the face; non-medicated beauty preparations; non-medicated skin care beauty products; 
skin care products for personal use, namely, face, eye and lip moisturisers; face and skin creams; lotions and serums; 
anti-aging treatments; foundation for the face; hair care products; shampoo; hair conditioners; hair gel and hair spray; 
nail care preparations; nail polish; nail strengtheners and nail polish remover; shaving cream; shaving gel; after-shave 
preparations; after-shave lotion; depilatory preparations; personal deodorant; antiperspirants; potpourri; sun tanning 
preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin tanning; artificial tanning preparations.

Cl.9;Spectacles, sunglasses.

Cl.14;Jewellery and imitation jewellery; precious stones; watches and clocks; wrist watch bands; tie clips; cuff links; 
watch straps; tie pins; bracelets; necklaces; rings; bangles.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; bags; shoulder belts; cases of leather or imitation leather; trunks and travelling 
bags; satchels; pouches; rucksacks; shopping bags; beach bags; handbags; briefcases; wallets; key cases; credit card 
cases; purses; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; back packs; hat boxes; animal skins.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing for men, women and children; lingerie; bras; pants; thongs; stockings; tights; suspender 
belts; camisoles; dressing gowns; negligees; corsets; night dresses; sleep shirts; sarongs; shoulder wraps; shorts; 
leggings; footwear; headgear; belts; trousers; shorts; jeans; wristbands; headbands; gloves; jackets; coats; jumpers; 
shirts; t-shirts; sweaters; vests; trousers; skirts; waistcoats; waterproof clothing; hats; bathing costumes; pyjamas; 
undergarments; scarves; socks; suits; dresses; blouses; sun visors; anoraks; articles of clothing for leisurewear for men, 
women and children; articles of clothing for casualwear for men, women and children; articles of clothing for sportswear 
for men, women and children; articles of outer clothing for men, women and children; articles of weatherproof clothing for 
men, women and children; blazers; denims; jerseys; knitwear; parkas; sweatshirts; tops; windcheaters; suits; shoes and 
footwear for men, women and children.
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Priority claimed from 28/07/2015; Application No. : 86707214 ;United States of America 

3351743    22/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298261]
CommVault Systems, Inc. 
1 CommVault Way Tinton Falls NJ 07724 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware; computer peripheral devices; computer software; downloadable computer 
software; mobile software applications; downloadable mobile software applications; cloud computing software; 
downloadable cloud computing software; computers and computer software for information document and data storage, 
back-up and retrieval, namely, to access, retrieve, manage, and recover data stored on magnetic disk, tape, and other 
forms of electronic storage of data; computer software for use in systems management; computer software for use in 
data storage management and storage area networks; computer software and hardware for use in data communications; 
computer software for backing up and restoring computer data; computer software for use in disaster recovery; computer 
software for use in removable storage media management; computer software for use in the field of enterprise data and 
information management; computer software for use in searching enterprise data; computer software for generating 
reports from databases; computer software for use in the central management of computers attached to a computer 
network; computer software for replicating and archiving files from one data store to another; computer software for use 
in developing data analysis applications and data analysis computer software; computer software for monitoring, 
analyzing, reporting and solving performance and data availability issues of application software, databases, network, 
storage, computer hardware, and computer peripherals; computer software for data and storage management namely, to 
back-up, retrieve, recover, replicate, migrate, archive and manage resources; publications in electronic form, on magnetic 
and optical computer-readable media or downloadable via computer, communication networks, and the internet, namely, 
work books, quick reference guides, technical reference manuals, user manuals, and evaluation guides in the field of 
computers, computer software, computer peripherals, and computer networks; computer software for connecting to and 
use of a remote computer network, a remote computer and mobile devices; software for facilitating computer use at 
remote locations and for facilitating communications among mobile users over networks; computer software for cloud 
computing, data sharing, data security, and access, administration and management of computer applications and 
computer hardware, computer application distribution; downloadable computer software for use in data backup, data 
protection, data replication, and disaster recovery; downloadable computer software for use in monitoring computer 
performance, computer configuration, and change management for physical, virtual, cloud, and hybrid computer 
environments; downloadable computer software for data backup, data protection, data replication, disaster recovery and 
performance management in data centers, virtual machines, servers, desktops; downloadable computer software for use 
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in automation and monitoring of physical and virtual computers; and instruction manuals in electronic format, sold as a 
unit with the foregoing goods.

Cl.41;Educational services; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting workshops, seminars, and training 
sessions in the fields of computer software, computer networks, computer data storage, and data storage management 
and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; provision of information and online databases regarding 
workshops, seminars and conferences in the fields of computer software, computer networks, computer data storage, 
and data storage management and distribution of course materials in connection therewith.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services; platform as a service (PAAS) services; infrastructure as a service (IAAS) 
services; application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software 
and web sites; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software; computer programming 
for others; computer consultation; computer support services, namely, provision of technical assistance and technical 
support; computer software design for others; computer software development for others; computer software 
development in the field of mobile applications; developing and managing application software; remote or on-site 
monitoring of computer systems; computer monitoring services which track software performance and processes and 
send out historical reports and alerts, and providing back-up computer programs and facilities; integration of computer 
systems and networks; customization of computer hardware and software for end users; computer services, namely, 
cloud computing; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; consulting services in the field of cloud 
computing; design, deployment and management of wireless networks for others; electronic data storage; temporary 
electronic storage of information and data; technical support, namely, providing computer facilities for the electronic 
storage of digital data; providing a web-based system and on-line portal for others to download information about data 
management software in the nature of software documentation, company-produced informational material and 
information regarding technical issues; technical consulting services in the fields of datacenter architecture, public and 
private cloud computing solutions, and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; technical 
support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and 
management of public and private cloud computing IT and application systems; computer security services, namely, 
enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network 
resources; technical consulting services, namely, providing and managing a data center for others; providing temporary 
use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in data backup, data protection, data replication, and disaster 
recovery; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in monitoring computer 
performance, computer configuration, and change management for physical, virtual, cloud, and hybrid computer 
environments; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for data backup, data protection, 
data replication, disaster recovery and performance management in data centers, virtual machines, servers, desktops, 
and virtualization performance management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for 
use in automation and monitoring of physical and virtual computers; computer security services, namely, enforcing, 
restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud resources based on assigned 
credentials; computer services, namely, integration of private and public cloud computing environments; consulting 
services in the field of cloud computing technology, infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) cloud computing technology, 
software-as-a-service (SAAS) cloud computing technology, and platform-as-a-service (PAAS) cloud computing 
technology; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; application
service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; cloud computing featuring software for 
use in creating web applications, data storage and backup, database management, virtualization, networking, 
collaboration, remote access, remote support, cloud computing, data sharing, data security, and access, administration 
and management of computer applications and computer hardware, and computer application distribution; computer 
services, namely, creating cloud-based indexes of information.
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Priority claimed from 16/07/2015; Application No. : 014367247 ;European Union 

3351744    15/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298247]
Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG
Stiftsbergstraße 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuel for lighters.

Cl.6;Bicycle locks of metal; motorcycle locks of metal.

Cl.7;Fittings for lifting and lowering nets for catching fish being parts of machines.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery, in particular fish cleaning and fish filleting knives for anglers; 
pocket knives; harpoons; cutlery for camping.

Cl.9;Protective clothing for motorcyclists; protective helmets for motor cyclists; protective gloves for motorcyclists; 
sunglasses; nautical apparatus and instruments; divers' articles, included in this class, in particular wetsuits, divers' 
masks, life jackets (inflatable or non-inflatable), diving snorkels, weights, divers' weight belts, breathing apparatus for 
underwater swimming, compressed air cylinders for divers, regulators, depth gauges, manometers, directional 
compasses, thermometers, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for swimmers, clothing, gloves for divers, footwear and 
headgear for diving; hip guards for anglers; underwater cameras; photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; frequency meters; 
global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; spectacles [optics]; sunglasses; snow goggles; swim goggles; protective 
glasses [spectacles]; anti-glare glasses; spectacle frames; lenses for eyeglasses; spectacle cases; helmets for bicycles; 
helmets for skiing and snowboarding; tachometers; depth gauges; climbing helmets; reflecting strips for wear; light 
diodes.

Cl.11;Pocket searchlights; bicycle lights; lighting lamps; snap lights; apparatus for cooking, refrigerating, water supply 
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and sanitary purposes; cool boxes (electric -); barbecues.

Cl.12;Accessories and parts for vehicles of all kinds, in particular for motorcycles and trikes, included in this class; 
accessories for bicycles, in particular bicycle trailers, bags for bicycles, pumps for bicycles, cycles; fittings and parts for 
bicycles in the form of repair kits; inner tubes for bicycles, cycles; boats and boat accessories; small wagons for children;
carts; sleighs [vehicles]; panniers adapted for bicycles and two-wheeled vehicles.

Cl.13;Firearms.

Cl.14;Timepieces.

Cl.17;Insulating matting.

Cl.18;Bags, pouches, sacks, in particular sports bags, carrier bags and shoulder bags; carrier bags and packing bags; 
rucksacks and backpacks, day packs; chest pouches; walking sticks; alpenstocks; trekking poles; saddlery; backpacks; 
kit bags; saddlebags; umbrellas.

Cl.20;Seats and beds for outdoor use, in particular beach chairs and beach loungers, camp chairs and camp beds, field 
cots, camping mattresses, camping furniture, camping tables; sleeping bags for camping; air mattresses for use when 
camping; inflatable cushions; baskets (fishing -), baskets in the context of fishing baskets; seat cushions for anglers; 
sleeping bags; fishing seats; air mattresses.

Cl.21;Drinking bottles and containers; isothermic bags, coolers [non-electric containers], cooling batteries; pots, 
camping pots; bait mixing bowls; tableware for camping, other than knives, forks and spoons; picnic crockery; containers 
for transporting and preserving liquids and foodstuffs.

Cl.22;Tents; tarpaulins; nets; fishing nets, lifting and lowering nets; sun canopies; hammocks; dip nets for fishing; 
transport sacks.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods for the manufacture of and for use as sun canopies and awnings, bath linen; towels of 
textile.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, gloves [clothing], headgear, all the aforesaid goods being solely for the sports sector; boots 
for motorcycling, waterproof clothing, in particular weatherproof clothing for motorcyclists, motorcycle clothing; clothing, 
footwear and headgear for fishing; bath slippers; flip-flops; insoles, including being heated; track and field shoes with 
spikes; golf spikes; gaiters.

Cl.27;Mats, in particular for gymnastics, sports, travelling, trekking and camping purposes.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles (included in this class); balls; badminton racquets; badminton nets;
badminton equipment; squash rackets; squash equipment; tennis rackets; tennis equipment; golf clubs; golf balls; golf 
accessories; table tennis paddles; table tennis equipment; skis; ski accessories; snowshoes; harness (climbers' -); 
climbing equipment; surfing accessories; boxing gloves; striking bags; equipment for boxing; baseball bats; baseball 
gloves; hockey sticks; equipment for hockey; archery implements (sporting articles); bowstrings; archery equipment; 
sports and exercise equipment; trampolines; rods for fishing, fishing equipment, rods for fishing and parts thereto; 
fishing articles, not included in other classes; angling accessories, reels for fishing, lines for fishing, fish hooks, fishing 
weights, floats for fishing; fishing bait (other than live bait); artificial flies; bait [artificial]; bait jars; rod stands; spears for 
fishing rods; landing nets for anglers; decoys for fishing; artificial lures for use in fishing, creels [fishing traps], fishing 
gloves, guns (harpoon -) [sports articles]; poles, in particular for fishing; swimming jackets; containers and bags for 
fishing and fishing accessories; flippers; bags adapted for use with sporting equipment; boules sets; dart boards and 
darts; sporting articles for the beach; stunt kites; swimming floats for recreational use; swim rings; pools (swimming -) 
[play articles]; swimming kick boards; body boards; skateboards; inflatable toys; ice skates; protectors, in particular for 
the back, shoulders, elbows, knees and wrists (sporting articles); tennis equipment, namely tennis bags; badminton 
equipment, namely badminton bags; squash equipment, namely squash bags; golf equipment, namely golf trolleys.

Cl.34;Lighters for smokers; firestones for lighters for smokers.
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Priority claimed from 15/07/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 046 254 ;Germany 

3351797    14/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298281]
LR Health & Beauty Systems GmbH
Kruppstrasse 55 59227 Ahlen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps for human beings or for animals; perfumery and fragrances; deodorants for human beings or for animals; 
preparations for body, hair and beauty care for human beings or for animals; body cleaning preparations for human 
beings or for animals; cleaning pads and cleaning cloths impregnated with toilet preparations for human beings or for 
animals; shampoos for human beings or for animals; cosmetics for human beings or for animals; hair lotions; dental care 
preparations and dentifrices for human beings or animals; oral hygiene preparations for human beings or for animals; 
breath fresheners for human beings or for animals; sunscreen preparations; after-sun skin care preparations; essential 
oils and aromatic extracts; potpourris [fragrances]; cleaning and fragrancing preparations.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; medical and veterinary preparations and articles; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances as well as dietetic beverages adapted for medical or 
veterinary use; food for babies; nutritional supplements for humans and for animals, including nutritional supplements, 
not for medical purposes, based on carbohydrates and/or fibre, partially with added vitamins, minerals and/or trace 
elements, as well as nutritional supplements, not for medical purposes, including being tinned and in the form of ready 
meals consisting of meat, fish, fruits and/or vegetables with a reduced calorie or salt content or increased vitamin, 
mineral and/or trace element content; colostrum supplements; herbs, herbal extracts as well as teas and herbal teas, all 
for medicinal use; vitamin preparations; appetite suppressants for medical purposes; meal replacement powders; salts 
and oils for medical purposes; bath salts and bath preparations for therapeutic or medicinal use; animal washes; 
deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; air purifying preparations.

Cl.8;Hand tools; hand-operated implements; food preparation implements, kitchen knives and cutlery; hygienic, hair 
and beauty implements or skin cleansing implements, all electric or non-electric; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Apps, namely applications for smartphones, tablet PCs, e-readers and other mobile or stationary IT apparatus, 
solely in the field of health and beauty care; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable sound, images and data
(including being data files).

Cl.10;Physical therapy equipment; hearing protection devices; feeding aids; pacifiers; medical and veterinary 
apparatus and instruments; medical furniture and bedding; equipment for moving patients; medical clothing; orthopedic 
aids; mobility aids; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply; air purifying 
apparatus and instruments, water purifying apparatus and instruments; air conditioning apparatus; steam baths, saunas 
and spas [wellness]; filters for household use; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.21;Combs and sponges; brushes for body, hair and beauty care or for skin cleansing; electric and non-electric oral 
care utensils and oral hygiene utensils, including toothbrushes and water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; 
cosmetic and toilet utensils; tableware; cookware and household and kitchen containers; mugs; mixing cups; articles for 
cleaning purposes; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.29;Fruit powder; milk based desserts and dessert foods; dried fruit-based, nut-based, vegetable-based, meat-based 
and/or tofu-based snacks and snack foods; ready cooked meals, included in this class, namely ready cooked meals 
consisting wholly or substantially wholly of meat, bacon, fish, seafood, poultry, game, fruits, vegetables, potatoes or 
eggs; soups and preparations therefor; bouillons; foods, namely colostrum, colostrum goods as well as colostrum 
extracts and preparations made therefrom, also in the form of powder, capsules, pearls or tablets; dietetic foods, not 
adapted for medical purposes, as well as foods used as meal replacements or as daily rations [also calorie-reduced 
and/or carbohydrate-reduced] on the basis of albumen, fats, including being tinned and in the form of ready meals, partly 
with added fatty acids, vitamins, minerals, calcium, trace elements, amino acids and/or amino acid derivatives, either 
alone or in combination, included in this class.

Cl.30;Cereal bars; cereal snacks; muesli; muesli bars; energy bars; herbs, not being intended for medical purposes; 
herb extracts, not being intended for medical purposes; herbal beverages, not being intended for medical purposes; teas 
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and herbal teas, not being intended for medical purposes; herbal preparations for making beverages; desserts and 
dessert foods in the nature of confectionery, bakery products or puddings; cereal-based snacks and snack preparations; 
ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of rice; ready cooked meals consisting wholly or 
substantially wholly of cereal preparations; ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of pasta; ready 
cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of noodles; ready cooked meals consisting wholly or 
substantially wholly of bread; ready cooked meals consisting wholly or substantially wholly of bakery products; prepared 
meals in the form of pizzas; dietetic foods, not adapted for medical purposes, as well as foods used as meals or as meal 
replacements or as daily rations [also calorie-reduced and/or carbohydrate-reduced] being based on carbohydrates 
and/or fibres, including being tinned and in the form of ready meals, partly with added vitamins, minerals, calcium, trace 
elements, amino acids and/or amino acid derivatives, either alone or in combination, included in this class.

Cl.32;Beers; mixed drinks containing beer; mineral waters and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit 
drinks and fruit juices; vegetable juices; tomato juice [beverage]; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non-alcoholic aloe vera 
drinks or juices; smoothies; whey beverages; isotonic beverages; energy drinks; powders and pastilles for effervescing 
beverages; syrups and other preparations and essences for making beverages.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; practical training 
[demonstration]; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of printed matter [including in 
electronic form], excluding for advertising purposes; training in the display of goods; sales personnel training services 
relating to the distribution/sale of goods in direct sales; coaching [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars and of 
workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of conferences, symposiums, exhibitions and competitions; advice, 
consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class.

Cl.42;Research and development services in the fields of cosmetic, of body and beauty care and of health care; 
scientific and technological services; design services; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in 
this class.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; health care, hygienic care and beauty care for animals and for human 
beings; beauty salons; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class; dietary guidance; 
consultancy services relating to cosmetics.
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Priority claimed from 10/06/2015; Application No. : 014229901 ;European Union 

3351847    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298056]
Karhoo Technologies Ltd
42 Sydenham Road London SE26 5QF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and/or applications for use with satellite and/or GPS navigation systems; computer software 
and/or applications for use with route planners, electronic maps and digital dictionaries for navigation and translation 
purposes; electronic global positioning systems; computer software and/or applications for global positioning system 
[GPS] and/or satellite navigation; software for the location and reservation of taxis via mobile phone or mobile devices; 
digital display and information systems, digital screens, visual display screens; telecom communications equipment, 
apparatus and instruments; geographical positioning software to facilitate the dispatch of a taxi; taxi meters; cards 
(magnetic or encoded-); card readers for credit cards.

Cl.39;Taxi services; taxi transport; chauffeur services; taxi booking agency services; transport services including 
transport by car and taxi; planning, arranging and booking of transport services by electronic means; arranging the 
transportation of persons and goods by road; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; providing 
information relating to traffic, traffic congestion and travel; travel arrangements and reservation services; providing 
information regarding transportation services and bookings for transportation services via a website; information and 
advisory services, including such services provided online and on telephone, all related to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2015; Application No. : 14333876 ;European Union 

3351851    07/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298073]
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing services; business 
management and organization consultancy; assistance with regard to commercial and business activities required for 
vehicle fleet management; providing of business information and assistance relating to vehicle fleet management.

Cl.37;Building construction; vehicle repair services (repair); assembly and disassembly of vehicle parts, in particular of 
tyres (installation services); vehicle service stations (repair, maintenance, servicing); vehicle maintenance and repair; tyre 
repair; tyre repair; vulcanization of tires [repair]; vehicle wash; arranging and providing of maintenance services and 
repair services; arranging and providing of breakdown assistance for vehicle [repair services].

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; vehicle towing; arranging and providing of 
breakdown assistance for vehicle [towing].
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3351881    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298098]
Shanghai Ozner Comfort Environment and Science Co., Ltd.
Building 3, No. 60 Guiqiao Road, Pudong District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lamps; cooking apparatus and installations; refrigerating apparatus and machines; ionization apparatus for the 
treatment of air or water; air purifying apparatus and machines; water heaters [apparatus]; water-pipes for sanitary 
installations; fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; water purifying apparatus and machines; pocket warmers.

Cl.21;Cups; cups of paper or plastic; magnetic cups [household or kitchen utensils]; drinking flasks for travelers; 
combs; toothbrushes; toothpicks; cosmetic utensils; vessels of metal for making ices and iced drinks; cleaning 
instruments, hand-operated.

Cl.40;Abrasion; applying finishes to textiles; paper finishing; food and drink preservation; leather working; 
photographic film development; decontamination of hazardous materials; air purification; water treating; production of 
energy.
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3351882    25/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298085]
GRIDBEE COMMUNICATIONS SAS
7 avenue Michel Chevalier, ZI les Bois de Grasse F-06130 GRASSE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric relays; diving suits, gloves or masks; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
protection devices for personal use against accidents; fire extinguishers; spectacles (optics); 3D spectacles; optical 
goods; spectacle cases; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; memory cards or integrated circuit cards; bags 
designed for laptop computers.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information relating to telecommunications; communications by computer terminals or by 
fiber-optic networks; communications by radio or telephone; cellular telephone communication; provision of user access 
to global computer networks; provision of on-line forums; provision of access to databases; electronic bulletin board 
services (telecommunication services); connection by telecommunications to a global computer network; news agencies; 
rental of telecommunication apparatus; radio or television programs (broadcasts); teleconferencing or videoconferencing 
services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks.

Cl.42;Evaluations and assessments in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; scientific and 
technical research; design and development of computers and software; research and development of new products for 
others; technical project studies; architecture; design of interior decor; development (design), installation, maintenance, 
updating or rental of software; computer programming; computer system analysis; design of computer systems; 
consultancy in the design and development of computers; digitization of documents; software as a service (SaaS); cloud 
computing; information technology (IT) consultancy; hosting of servers; vehicle roadworthiness testing; graphic arts 
design services; styling (industrial design); authentication of works of art; energy-related audits; electronic data storage.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2015; Application No. : 86661047 ;United States of America 

3351944    08/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298118]
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View, CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing 
electronic media or information over the Internet and other communications networks; computer software for 
broadcasting, electronic transmission, and streaming of gaming digital media content.

Cl.35;Advertising and promotional services; advertising and promotional services on behalf of others; consultation in 
the field of advertising; promotional services in the form of online entertainment and education; promotional services in 
the form of sharing of multimedia content via the Internet and other communications networks; developing and providing 
marketing programs for advertisers, marketers, partners and content providers; providing business networking services 
where advertisers, marketers, partners and content providers can reach, engage, and interact with online users through a 
website; market research and information; analyzing Internet traffic, providing marketing research, analysis and reporting 
services in the field of online marketing; retail services, including on-line retail services; provision of information, advice 
and consultancy services in relation to all the aforementioned services; retail store services featuring clothing; retail store
services featuring gaming videos, gaming hardware and game software; administration and coordination of recreational 
opportunities for individuals who wish to participate in gaming contests.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; audio, video and multimedia broadcasting via the Internet and other communications 
networks; streaming of games on the Internet; webcasting services; transmission of messages, data and content via the 
Internet and other communications networks; providing forums and chat rooms for the transmission of messages, 
comments and multimedia content among users in the field of general interest via the Internet and other communications 
networks; providing access to journals and blogs for the transmission of messages, comments and multimedia content 
among users in the field of general interest via the Internet and other communications networks; transmission of 
electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio 
content, and information via the Internet and other communications networks; providing community forums for users to 
post, search, watch, share, critique, rate, and comment on, videos and other multimedia content via the Internet and other 
communications networks; providing access to a video sharing portal for entertainment and education purposes; 
providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; provision of information, advice and consultancy 
services in relation to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment services, namely, 
providing online games; entertainment services, namely, live performances by game players; entertainment services, 
namely, organizing and producing gaming and music events; entertainment and educational services featuring electronic 
media, multimedia content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, gaming 
content and related information via the Internet and other communications networks; weblog (blog) services (online 
publication of journals or diaries); publication of blogs featuring information in the field of electronic media, multimedia 
content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, gaming content and 
related information; publishing services; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; online 
digital publishing services; entertainment services, namely, conducting contests; provision of information, advice and 
consultancy services in relation to all of the aforementioned services.
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Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable uploading, capturing, posting, showing, 
editing, playing, streaming, viewing, previewing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing, manipulating, distributing, 
publishing, reproducing, or otherwise providing electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, pictures, images, 
text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, and information via the Internet and other communications networks; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable sharing of multimedia content and comments among 
users; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable content providers to track multimedia content; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable analytics software, namely, software that provides statistics about the 
behavior of viewers of online videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, and other user generated content; 
hosting multimedia content for others; hosting multimedia entertainment and educational content for others; hosting 
computer websites; hosting databases; hosting of software; hosting of weblogs; web portal services (designing or 
hosting); provision of information, advice and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforementioned services.

Cl.45;On-line social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 09/07/2015; Application No. : 2015721178 ;Russian Federation 

3351958    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298125]
IVISER PTE. LTD
105 CECIL STREET 06-01, OCTAGON Singapore 069534 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; 
computerized file management; opinion polling; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice 
shop]; professional business consultancy; marketing; word processing; data search in computer files for others; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; sales promotion for others; rental of advertising time 
on communication media; on-line advertising on a computer network; compilation of statistics; compilation of information
into computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; public relations; business efficiency expert services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; providing internet 
chatrooms; providing access to databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; 
providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; computer aided transmission of messages and images; 
communications by computer terminals; teleconferencing services; telecommunications routing and junction services.

Cl.41;Game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing on-line electronic publications, not 
downloadable; practical training [demonstration]; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; electronic desktop publishing; publication of electronic books and journals 
on-line; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; educational and instruction services; translation; coaching 
[training].
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3352288    18/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298161]
AMBRO-SOL S.R.L.
Via Rodi, 27 I-25124 BRESCIA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals, silicone; tempering and soldering preparations for metal; adhesives used in industry; 
adhesives for industrial purposes; solvents; protective gases for welding; soldering fluxes; gas leak detector spray; spray 
products for detecting soldering faults; transmission oils.

Cl.2;Colours; varnishes, waterproof products, anti-corrosion products; lacquers; anti-rust preparations for preservation,
descaling products; colorants; mordants; anti-rust oils; zinc oxide [pigment]; enamels for painting; enamels [varnishes]; 
glazes [paints, lacquers]; thinners for paints and lacquers; fixatives [varnishes]; anti-rust greases.

Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive products and preparations; products for removing rust; canned 
pressurised air for cleaning and dusting purposes.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants, unlocking products; gear oils; engine oils; anti-adhesives.
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Priority claimed from 18/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 100 814 ;Germany 

3352567    13/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298177]
Rath Aktiengesellschaft
Walfischgasse 14 A-1010 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Ceramic fibers for insulation purposes, in particular aluminum oxide fibers, silicium oxide fibers, zircon oxide 
fibers as well as products manufactured therefrom as far as included in this class, like ceramic wool, refractory 
compositions, in particular on the basis of fireclay, sillimanite, bauxite, corundum, mullite, zircon mullite, chrome 
corundum, spinel, magnesite and silicon carbide; ceramic fiber paper for insulation purposes, in particular on the basis of 
aluminum-silica fibers for building purposes; ceramic fiber yarns and ceramic fiber fabrics made thereof for isolation 
purposes, in particular ceramic fiber strings, ceramic fiber packaging, ceramic fiber strips, ceramic fiber woven fabrics, 
for building purposes; ceramic insulating materials; ceramic fibers as thermal and electric insulating materials, in 
particular insulating cords.

Cl.19;Refractory castables not of metal, in particular dense castables, dense gunning castables, low cement castables, 
ultra-low cement castables, insulating castables, insulating gunning castables, special castables and castable molded 
parts; refractory construction products as far as included in this class, in particular unshaped fireclay materials and 
fireclay mortar, fireclay bricks; construction bricks having a high content of aluminum based on alumina, fireclay, bauxite, 
sillimanite, mullite, corundum; refractory bricks, namely chrome-corundum bricks, zircon oxide bricks, alumina and 
magnesia spinel bricks; acid resisting bricks; mortar including ceramic binder; chemically binding mortar; building 
materials, not of metal, namely vacuum formed products made of ceramic wool, aluminum oxide wool, aluminum silicate 
wool, alkaline earth silicate wool, mineral wool; vacuum formed products made of ceramic wool, aluminum oxide wool, 
aluminum silicate wool, alkaline earth silicate wool, mineral wool with embedded heat elements; slide gate ceramics (raw 
material) for steel casting ladles and casting distributors.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2015; Application No. : EU14172761 ;European Union 

3352568    25/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298191]
LUMIRADX INTERNATIONAL LTD 
3 More London Riverside London SE1 2AQ GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Diagnostic, examination and monitoring equipment; medical diagnostic apparatus; medical diagnostic 
instruments; diagnostic instruments for medical use; electronic apparatus for medical purposes; analytical instruments 
for medical use; apparatus for carrying-out diagnostic tests for medical purposes; apparatus for monitoring vital signs; 
apparatus for use in medical analysis; diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical use; diagnostic measuring apparatus for 
medical use; apparatus for blood analysis; for medical purposes; medical instruments for drug abuse testing; medical 
imaging apparatus; medical apparatus for detecting drugs of abuse; medical apparatus for detecting and measuring the 
level of substances in bodily fluids; and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in the class; diagnostic, 
examination and monitoring equipment; medical diagnostic apparatus; medical diagnostic instruments; diagnostic 
instruments for medical use; electronic apparatus for medical purposes; analytical instruments for medical use; 
apparatus for carrying-out diagnostic tests for medical purposes; apparatus for monitoring vital signs; apparatus for use 
in medical analysis; diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical use; diagnostic measuring apparatus for medical use; 
apparatus for blood analysis; for medical purposes; medical instruments for drug abuse testing; medical imaging 
apparatus; medical apparatus for detecting drugs of abuse; medical apparatus for detecting and measuring the level of 
substances in bodily fluids; and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in the class; none of the above 
including surgical microscopes and their parts.

Cl.44;Healthcare services; medical services; medical diagnostic testing and reporting services; providing medical 
information, consultation and advisory services; consulting services in the field of health; consulting regarding medical 
diagnostic apparatus and instruments; consulting regarding diagnostic preparations; surgical diagnostic services; advice 
relating to the medical needs of elderly people; advisory services relating to medical instruments; advisory services 
relating to medical services; conducting of medical examinations; compilation of medical reports; medical analysis 
services; medical examination of individuals; medical health assessment services; medical screening; medical services 
for the diagnosis of conditions of the human body; medical testing; surgical diagnostic services; and advice, consultancy 
and information on the aforesaid, included in the class.
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3352569    16/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298163]
MAGGI RITA
Podere Avere, N.38, Pievescola I-53031 CASOLE D'ELSA (SI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; clothing for gymnastics; dresses; bath robes; non-slipping 
devices for footwear; clothing; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; bibs, not of paper; caps [headwear], berets; sweat-absorbent 
underwear; boas [necklets]; teddies [undergarments]; braces for clothing [suspenders]; corsets [underclothing]; 
galoshes; skull caps; footwear, boots for sports; stockings; socks; shirts; hats; top hats; paper hats [clothing]; coats; hat 
frames [skeletons]; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; tights; collars [clothing]; detachable collars; camisoles; 
headgear for wear, layettes [clothing]; corselets; beach clothes; neckties; bathing caps; shower caps; headbands 
[clothing]; pocket squares; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; gabardines [clothing]; garters; jackets [clothing]; 
garters; skirts; jumper dresses; aprons [clothing]; girdles; gloves [clothing]; ski gloves; welts for footwear; ready-made 
clothing; paper clothing; knitwear [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; leggings [log warmers]; liveries; hosiery; sweaters; muffs 
[clothing]; maniples; pelerines; mantillas; sleep masks; miters [hats]; boxer shorts; vests; trousers; parkas; pelisses; furs 
[clothing]; shirt yokes; pajamas (Am.); cuffs; ponchos; sweaters; tips for footwear; stocking suspenders; sock 
suspenders; heelpieces for stockings; sandals; bath sandals; saris; sarongs; shoes; esparto shoes or sandals; gymnastic
shoes; beach shoes; sports shoes; shawls; sashes for wear; wimples; overcoats; outerclothing; trouser straps; 
petticoats; slips [undergarments]; boots; fur stoles; pockets for clothing; tee-shirts; togas; footwear uppers; turbans; 
combinations [clothing]; uniforms; veils [clothing]; visors [headwear]; wooden shoes; hoods [clothing]; half-boots.

Cl.41;Teaching; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; academies [education]; animal training; coaching 
[training]; music composition services; conducting fitness classes; religious education; practical training 
[demonstration]; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; entertainment information; education 
information; recreation information; gymnastic instruction; correspondence courses; sign language interpretation; layout 
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services, other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; organization of balls; organization of sports competitions; 
organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or cultural or 
educational purposes; operating lotteries; organization of shows [impresario services]; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and 
conducting of seminars, arranging and conducting of symposiums; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; 
party planning [entertainment]; publication of books; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of 
electronic books and journals on-line; electronic desktop publishing; vocational retraining; mobile library services; health 
club services [health and fitness training]; club services [entertainment or education]; providing recreation facilities; 
language interpreter services; providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; personal trainer services [fitness, 
training]; translation; services of schools [education]; providing of training; entertainment and cultural activities; 
conducting of educational courses; conducting of educational conferences; conducting of training seminars; consultancy 
relating to training, further training and education; educational consultancy; publication and editing of printed matter and 
texts, other than publicity texts; health and fitness training; education, teaching and training; providing information 
relating to continuing education via the Internet; provision of on-line training; provision of training facilities; coaching 
[education and training]; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; organization of exhibitions, conventions and 
conferences for cultural or educational purposes; publication of audio books; publication of catalogs; publication of 
educational and training guides; publication of educational materials; consultancy relating to education and training; 
distance learning services; tutoring; sport camp services; photography; night clubs; arranging and conducting of 
conferences, congresses, concerts, symposiums, seminars, training courses, classes and lectures; arranging and 
conducting of conferences, conventions, educational exhibitions, classes, lectures, seminars and training workshops.
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3352573    09/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298195]
Sudzfun Limited
Salatin House 19 Cedar Rd Sutton SM2 5DA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soap; anti-perspirant soap; cakes of soap; deodorant soap; disinfectant soap; medicated soap; soap for 
brightening textile; soap for foot perspiration; soap free washing emulsions for the body; soap pads; soap powders; soap 
products; soap solutions; soaps; soaps for laundry use; soaps for personal use; soaps for use during shaving; soaps for 
use on the person; soaps for use on the skin; soaps in cake form; soaps in gel form; soaps in liquid form; soaps 
incorporating fancy goods; soaps incorporating toys; soaps with anti-perspirant properties; soapy detergents; soapy 
gels; shower foams; shower gels; shower preparations; shower soap; non-medicated skin balms; skincare preparations; 
toiletries; essential oils; skin care products; cosmetic skin balms; skin balms; cosmetic preparations for skin care; 
cosmetic skincare creams; non-medicated skin care creams; skin care creams, other than for medical use; cosmetic skin 
care lotions; skin care lotions; non-medicated skin care lotions; cosmetic skin care oils; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; non-medicated preparation; hair care products; body care products; perfumery; deodorants; cosmetics; 
creams; lotions for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated lip balms; antiperspirant soap; body powder; toilet water; body 
powder; body moisturiser; cosmetics and beauty care products in the form of creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders; 
face and body cream and lotion; non-medicated creams and lotions, body wash; products for the bath and shower; body 
shampoo and scrubs; hair colourants, hair conditioners, hair dyes, hair lotions or hair styling preparations; cleansing 
agents; skin cleansing preparations; exfoliants for the cleansing of the skin; non-medicated cleansing preparations; 
medicated and non-medicated preparations for cleansing the body; sun-tanning preparations (cosmetics); non-medicated 
massage preparations; bath additives, bath oils or bath salts, not for medical purposes; bath bombs; bath crystals; 
cosmetic preparations for bath; shaving preparations; dentifrices; beauty masks, facial packs, nail care preparations, 
substances for treating nails, nail varnish; false eyelashes; body glue; hand and nail cream; cotton wool; make-up; 
pumice stone; cotton sticks; cotton wool for non-medical purposes; scented wood, potpourri, powder impregnated paper, 
abrasives for personal use; sponges impregnated with toiletries; all included in this class.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers; towels [textile]; towels made 
of textile materials; bath towels; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of towels; bath sheets; bath linen; bathroom 
towels; hand towels; large towels; face towels; beach towels; children's towels; towels [textile] for use in connection with 
babies and toddlers; flannel; flannel [fabric]; textiles made of flannel; face flannels of textile; all included in this class.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; action toys; toy figures; 
action figures and accessories therefor; play model figures; play model figures for sale in kit form; toy military machines; 
toy castles; board games; game equipment sold as a unit for playing board games; backgammon; checkers; chess and 
draughts boards and sets; electronic chess games; dominoes; domino sets; activity sets; roulette sets; model vehicle 
racing sets; racing car games; toy racing sets; toy racing tracks; toy blocks; toy building blocks; toy building bricks; toy 
building blocks capable of interconnection; construction toys; toy construction sets; toy buckets; rubber toys; rubber 
ducks; rubber animal shapes; dolls; accessories for dolls; dolls' clothing; dolls' clothing accessories; cots for dolls; dolls 
feeding bottles; toy houses; dolls houses; dolls' beds; dolls' furniture; toy bears; teddy bears; accessories for teddy 
bears; teddy bears' clothing; teddy bears' clothing accessories; teddy bears' furniture; toy prams; toy pushchairs; toy 
vanity cases; toy jewellery; toy fingernails; toy flowers; toy tableware; toy food; play costumes being children's plaything; 
toy masks; play tents; soft toys; plush toys; toy animals; soft toys in the form of animals; toys relating to magic; 
apparatus for performing magic tricks; cards for use in magic tricks; playing cards; trading cards [card games]; toys in 
the form of telescopes; toys in the form of microscopes; toy binoculars; kaleidoscopes; toy model kits; toy model 
vehicles; toy cars; toy trucks; model cars; model cars for sale in kit form; radio controlled toy model cars; toy boats and 
aeroplanes; toy trains; model train sets; flying discs; kites; spinning toys; spinning tops; toy weapons; toy guns; toy gun 
holsters; water guns; water pistols; toy tools; toy tool sets; balloons; soap bubbles; bath toys; toy musical instruments; 
toy guitars; toy trumpets; xylophones being musical toys; toy horns; toy bicycles; tricycles [playthings]; toy scooters; 
ride-on toys; ride-on vehicles; motorised ride-on vehicles; toy computers (not working); toy cameras; toy telephones (not 
working); toy walkie-talkies; amusement apparatus being coin or counter-operated; video game amusement apparatus not
adapted for use with television receivers; electronic hand-held game units; pinball games machines; artificial Christmas 
trees; ornaments for Christmas trees; Christmas stockings; Christmas crackers; snow globes; portable swimming pools; 
play slides; see-saws; climbing frames; rocking horses; billiard; snooker and pool tables; balls; pool cues and chalk; golf 
clubs; tees; club covers; club grips; play mats for use with toy vehicles; dart mats; golf mats; play mats containing infant 
toys; golf putters; rugby balls; soccer balls; squash balls; squash rackets; squash racket covers; table tennis balls; table 
tennis bats; table tennis tables; table tennis nets; tennis balls; tennis rackets; tennis racket covers; badminton rackets; 
shuttlecocks; baseballs; baseball bats; softballs; softball bats; cricket bats; cricket balls; cricket pads; shin guards; darts;
dart boards; dart flights; basketballs; basketball baskets; volleyballs; volleyball nets; skates; ice skates; roller skates; 
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skateboards; apparatus for gymnastics; trampolines; treadmills for use in physical exercise; stationary exercise bicycles; 
boxing gloves; punch bags; skipping ropes; weight training apparatus; weights for physical exercise; barbells; skittles; 
sledges [playthings]; surfboards; swimming floats for recreational use; swim boards for recreational use; swim fins; parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; all included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2015; Application No. : 684927 ;Switzerland 

3352661    04/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298152]
Sika AG
Zugerstrasse 50 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Liquid and sealing membranes (chemical products) for coating roofs, facades and floors.

Cl.2;Varnishes, coatings (paints), acrylic protective coatings in the form of paint; protective coatings in the form of paint 
included in this class for concrete and metal surfaces.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; waterproof and elastic roof coatings based on acrylic resins.
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Priority claimed from 27/11/2015; Application No. : 685162 ;Switzerland 

3352663    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298150]
Sika AG
Zugerstrasse 50 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Protective acrylic coatings in the form of paints other than for insulation purposes, coatings (paints) used as 
primers, epoxy primers.

Cl.19;Building materials, particularly, ready-to-use acrylic paste, cement, gypsum, mortar for plastering and repairing, 
wall coating, leveling materials.
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3354076    05/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298625]
Dirk de Roos h.o.d.n. Tjebok Health Care
Bruntenhof 6 NL-3512 KZ Utrecht

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soap; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions.

Cl.5;Sanitary preparations for medical use; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
dressings; disinfectants.

Cl.21;Utensils and containers for household or kitchen; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-
making materials; cleaning material; toilet utensils including waterspray dispenser bottle, soap dispensers; handbidets 
and portable washer in the form of a bottle, ie empty spray bottle.
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3354134    07/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298865]
LANXESS Deutschland GmbH
Kennedyplatz 1 50569 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; synthetic 
resins and plastics in raw state in form of powders, granules, pastes, emulsions, liquids; fire extinguishing compositions; 
tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions.

Cl.17;Synthetic rubber in raw state in bundles, powders, granules, emulsions, pastes; synthetic plastic as semi-finished
products in form of foils, plates, rods, profiles, hoses, tubes, blocks; synthetic rubber as semi-finished products in form 
of foils, plates, rods, hoses, tubes, blocks, packing, stopping and insulating materials.
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3354156    06/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298849]
HH Associates Limited 
Grove House, Guildford Road Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9DF GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications and materials relating to marketing and brand management; electronic publications; 
electronic publications and materials downloadable from a computer database or the internet; downloadable webcasts; 
podcasts; electronic files; electronic display apparatus; electronic display boards and panels; electronic devices for 
displaying information.

Cl.16;Printed publications and printed matter relating to marketing and brand management; printed matter; printed 
publications; photographs; books; magazines; newsletters; brochures; booklets; pamphlets; manuals; leaflets; posters; 
stationery; printed advertising and promotional material.

Cl.20;Display stands; portable display stands; exhibition display stands; exhibition boards; display boards; multi 
purpose display stands; display units; parts for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.35;Business management and consultancy services relating to marketing and brand management; business 
services; provision of business and marketing information; marketing and promotional services; advertising services; 
market research; publicity services; sales promotions; product launch services; organisation of events and seminars for 
commercial and advertising purposes; consultancy, advisory and information services all relating to the aforementioned 
services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services relating to marketing and brand management; electronic mail; electronic mail 
services; data transmission by electronic mail; telecommunication services; telecommunication services for the 
distribution of data; advisory and consultancy services relating to telecommunications; data broadcasting services; 
information services relating to broadcasting.

Cl.40;Printing services; providing information relating to printing services; printing of marketing materials; 
photographic reproduction; advisory services relating to the production of printed materials; information, consultancy 
and advisory services, all relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Design services relating to marketing and brand management including post design services of versioning, 
remastering and translation; design services; design research; illustrating services; design of materials for publicity; 
industrial and commercial design services; design, research and development of printed materials and packaging; 
research into and design of new products; advisory services relating to the design of printed materials; website design; 
design, production and maintenance of websites and internet pages; designing multimedia comprising of a combination 
of text, audio, still images, animation and video; information, consultancy and advisory services, all relating to the 
aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2015; Application No. : 014556914 ;European Union 

3354172    08/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298895]
King.com Limited
Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; downloadable electronic maps; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use 
on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; applications software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, 
tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop 
bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; 
radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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Priority claimed from 13/10/2015; Application No. : 014666581 ;European Union 

3354231    15/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298498]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Wittelsbacherplatz 2 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric motors (except for land vehicles), prime movers and driving machines and starting apparatus therefor 
(except for land vehicles); electric generators, turbines; compressors; starters for prime movers and driving machines 
(included in this class); compressors for charging combustion engines (included in this class); apparatus and equipment 
for the generating, control, distribution and transport of compressed air; pumps (included in this class), other than for 
household and kitchen apparatus; machine tools, machines for processing pipes; machines, apparatus and equipment for
cleaning and processing chemicals; steam engine boilers; equipment and machines for the automated handling of tools 
and workpieces; automatic screwing machines.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus, other than laboratory analysis apparatus, apparatus and instruments for laboratory research; 
physical, chemical, optical, photographic, nautical and geodetic apparatus, equipment and instruments; weighing, 
signalling, measuring, metering, recording, monitoring, testing, controlling, regulating and switching apparatus; electric 
switching and control cabinets; plug-in modules, mainly consisting of multi-combination individual parts for holding 
and/or combining circuit boards; temperature controlling apparatus; lasers for technical purposes; electron microscopes; 
remote operating and control apparatus; coin and token-operated apparatus (other than vending machines); electric 
conduits and cables, including auxiliary apparatus for laying cables and conduits, namely strain-relief devices for 
sleeves; conductor rails; electrical conduit and cable fittings; electric installation material (included in this class), in 
particular switches, dimmers, sockets, switch plugs, distribution boxes, aerial socket outlets, loudspeaker cabinets and 
connection boxes, plug-in communication devices; modulators and switches for jalousies; thermometers; hygrometers; 
connector assemblies, fuses, proximity switches, fault current protective switches, relays, contactors, terminals, cable 
sleeves, cable cabinets, fuse boxes, conduit boxes, connection boxes, distribution boxes, switchboards, switch clocks, 
electricity meters; ultrasound and infrared transmitting and receiving apparatus and relay stations therefor, for switching, 
dimmer and touch functions; modules for switches and dimmers; timers; synchros (electric transformers); electric heat 
transformers with electric starting aids for brightness control of fluorescent lamps; ballasts, control and regulating 
apparatus for fluorescent lamps; switchgear and control apparatus for building systems technology; signal appliances; 
intercom systems; distribution, channel and laying systems for electric installation; electric and electronic alarm devices 
and installations including devices and installations for protecting objects including burglar and rape alarms, security 
cameras and installations, entry camera and security installations and video surveillance equipment; electric infra-red 
locking devices; warning and protection devices against water and fire damage; electronic installations for surveillance of 
individuals; devices for identifying individuals; electric and electronic apparatus and installations for process control 
engineering; servicing apparatus and machines for power plant technology, namely pipe testing apparatus, laboratory 
apparatus for the non-destructive testing of materials in power plants, eddy current testing apparatus, ultrasound testing 
apparatus, leak detecting apparatus, manipulators, electric apparatus for detecting and measuring pollutants in the air, in 
the water and in the ground, and for detecting and measuring sound, vibrations, radioactivity and meteorological data; 
apparatus for process engineering, namely flow meters, pressure measuring apparatus, electric regulators, actuators; 
electric and electronic apparatus for use in analytical technology, including operational analysis, chromatography, other 
than for medical chromatography; apparatus and installations for use in weighing; electric couplings; memory-
programmable controls, in particular for machine tools, handling apparatus, robots, assembly machines and machines for 
the treatment of materials; apparatus, parts therefor and installations consisting thereof, for the detection and location of 
leaks in containers holding solid, liquid and gaseous media; apparatus for the nondestructive treatment of materials; 
high-voltage, medium-voltage and low-voltage circuit-breakers and switchgear; high-voltage direct current transmission 
installations; electrical rectifiers and inverters; transducers; arresters; vacuum tubes for switchgear; switch cabinets; 
metering devices for use in relation to electricity, gas, liquids and heat; control engineering apparatus and equipment for 
switchgear and network control engineering; electricity transformers; power cables and lines; electronic power and 
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torque measuring devices; electronic load indicating devices; solar energy collectors for power generation; emergency 
power supply apparatus; chips; batteries, electric; fuel cells; accumulators; sensor; optoelectronic components and 
assemblies consisting thereof (included in this class); optocouplers; resistances, electric; electric condensers; chokes 
(electrical transformers); electromagnetic coils; electric thermistors and posistors; filters (included in this class); printed, 
engraved, cast and integrated circuits; chipcards; smart card readers; testing devices for electrotechnical and electronic 
components and subassemblies; magnets and resonators; electronic tubes; surge arresters; apparatus for recording, 
broadcasting, transmission, reception, reproduction and processing of sounds and/or signals and/or images; 
communications devices and installations thereof; data processing and transmission apparatus; apparatus and 
installations for the transmission of speech, data and images, satellite earth stations; communications cables, 
communications lines and optical waveguides for electric and optical speech, data and image transmission; intercom 
systems; modems; couplers, transceivers, concentrators, power supply (included in this class) and collision detection 
apparatus, and optical racks for use in fibre-glass transmission technology; video recorders; aerials and aerial 
installations; radar apparatus; short-wave transmitter and receiver stations; selector radio apparatus; aeronautical radio 
apparatus; microwave radios; satellite radio equipment; encoding apparatus; thermal imaging equipment; laser distance-
measuring apparatus; inquiry and response apparatus for aircraft identification; equipment for receiving, locating and 
classifying electromagnetic signals; acoustic and optical signalling devices and signalling panels; railway signalling 
apparatus and installations constructed therefrom; electric positioners and parts therefor; electric lines and cables, 
including auxiliary apparatus for laying cables and lines, namely mounting rollers, cable sliding rollers, angle suspension 
gear, drum frames, cable reels, delivery spools; objects made from fibreglass for electrotechnical purposes; software, 
other than software for medical purposes and medical imaging, other than software for the biological, chemical and 
medical industry, other than software for household or kitchen purposes, other than software for human resources and 
payroll management, other than for learning and educational software and translation software, other than software for 
video games, other than software for administering and carrying out electronic payments, other than software for 
developing new product mixes and packaging and contents, other than software for the energy industry, other than 
software for interactive electronic communications and accessing and using databases, other files and computer 
programs, none of the aforesaid goods for household or kitchen purposes, other than scanners.

Cl.11;Apparatus for steam generating, refrigerating; none of the aforesaid goods for household or kitchen purposes.

Cl.12;Land, air and water vehicles, and parts therefor.

Cl.16;Paper cardboard; printed matter, other than printed matter relating to medicine, instructional and teaching 
material, payroll management, human resources, administering and carrying out electronic payments; bookbinding 
material; photographs [printed]; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; typewriters and office 
requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging, 
included in this class; printers' type; printing blocks.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; office functions; electronic services, namely gathering of data, 
information, images, video and audio sequences.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; rental of telecommunications apparatus and installations; electronic services, namely the 
forwarding or dissemination of data, information, images, video and audio sequences.

Cl.42;Research and development, for others, in the field of electrical engineering, electronics, information technology, 
physics, chemistry and mechanical engineering and planning, technical and scientific consultancy, engineering and 
technical watch in the aforesaid fields; construction and design planning and consultancy; development, creation and 
rental of data processing programs, other than for medical purposes and medical imaging, other than for the biological, 
chemical and medical industry, other than for household or kitchen purposes and for human resources, other than for 
payroll management, other than for learning and educational software and translation software, other than for video 
games, other than for administering and carrying out electronic payments, for developing new product mixtures and 
packaging and contents, other than for the energy industry, other than for interactive electronic communications and 
accessing and using databases, other than for recording and transmission of voice, video and text messages, electronic 
information, media files and computer programs; rental of electrical engineering and information technology equipment 
and installations; material testing; technical consultancy with regard to the development and operation of data processing
installations, databases and telecommunications networks; technical planning, development and design of 
telecommunications and data processing services and equipment, telecommunications networks and tools therefor; 
technical planning, consultancy, testing and technical monitoring in the field of the systems integration and product 
integration of telecommunications networks and data processing; electronic data storage.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2015; Application No. : 302015000061858 ;Italy 

3354232    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298540]
LIPOGEMS INTERNATIONAL spa
Viale Bianca Maria, 24 I-20129 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic preparations; lotions, oils, creams and preparations for body care.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; preparations and pharmaceutical substances for skin care; pharmaceutical skin creams; 
pomades; cellular and tissue-regenerative pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment and 
protection of the skin; medical patches; lipo reducing patches; sanitary preparations for medical use; pharmaceuticals 
medicaments; natural medicaments; dietetic substances for medical use; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; 
natural dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements for medical use; dietary nutritional 
supplements; body creams [medicated]; moisturizing creams [pharmaceutical]; medicated skin care creams; officinal 
pomades; officinal creams; curative creams; disinfectants; antiseptic preparations; preparations for skin care; bandages; 
wipes for medical use; protective bandages; sanitary wears; items for medications; medical creams; medical sprays; 
liquid disinfectants and disinfectant gel.

Cl.10;Surgical apparatus and instruments; surgical apparatus and instruments for the cellular and tissue regeneration; 
apparatus and instruments for plastic and cosmetic surgery; apparatus and instruments for plastic and cosmetic surgery 
for the treatment of the adipose tissues.

Cl.41;Provision of training activities, courses, seminars, conferences in the medical and surgical field.

Cl.44;Medical and surgical services; nursing homes; medical clinic services.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2015; Application No. : 014556898 ;European Union 

3354465    08/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298894]
King.com Limited
Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronically recorded data (downloadable); information technology 
and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, global positioning system tracking and location 
devices; downloadable electronic maps; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software for use 
on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; applications software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, 
tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop 
bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers; 
radios incorporating alarm clocks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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Priority claimed from 16/12/2015; Application No. : 4234226 ;France 

3354772    12/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298401]
BRION SISTERS
19 avenue de Ségur F-75007 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, traveling trunks, suitcases, trunks, cases, attache cases for documents, 
briefcases (leather goods), traveling bags, garment bags for travel, shoe bags for travel, traveling sets (leather goods), 
make-up bags, shopping bags, vanity cases, hat boxes of leather, rucksacks, handbags, sports bags, bags for climbers, 
bags for campers, school bags, school satchels, schoolbags, beach bags, wheeled bags, shopping bags, net bags for 
shopping, tool bags sold empty, purses, card holders (wallets), wallets, purses (coin purses), music cases, sling bags for 
carrying infants, waist bags, bags, bags of leather for packaging, bags for bicycles, small bags for packaging, umbrellas, 
umbrella covers, parasols; umbrella sticks; umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, saddlery, collars, leashes or clothing for 
animals, covers for umbrellas or parasols, key cases (leather goods), pouches, handbags, shoulder belts (straps) of 
leather; leather laces, straps, lines, strips, belts and loops; coverings of skins (furs); animal skins.

Cl.25;Clothing, ready-made clothing for men, women and children; knitwear and hosiery; lingerie, underwear, 
underpants; pajamas, dressing gowns, dressing gowns, including bath robes; sweaters, trousers, skirts, dresses, 
cardigans; pullovers; knitwear (clothing); tank tops; vests; jackets, gabardines (clothing); raincoats; coats, blouses, 
sarongs; shirts; short-sleeve shirts; tee-shirts; sweatshirts; shorts; Bermuda shorts; layettes (clothing), scarves, 
neckties, bow ties; scarves, gloves, mittens; hats, headgear; caps; visors (headwear); berets; caps, including bathing 
caps; hosiery; bandanas; headbands [clothing], hair slides [caps]; turbans; ear muffs (clothing); neck warmers; neck 
warmers, mufflers, neck scarves; neckties, pocket squares (clothing); belts (clothing); leather belts [clothing], cloth belts 
[clothing]; suspenders; socks, stockings, tights; footwear (except orthopedic footwear), shoes and slippers, carpet 
slippers; boots, half-boots, sneakers, beach shoes; ski boots; soles for footwear; non-slipping devices for footwear; clogs
(wooden shoes); esparto shoes or sandals; sandals, including bathing sandals; briefs, including bathing trunks, jerseys, 
including swimwear; sportswear (except diving suits); sports shorts; rainwear, fleece fiber clothing, fur clothing; leather 
clothing, imitation leather clothing, polo shirts, pullovers made of cotton, parkas, survestes, jackets, overcoats; trench 
coats; blousons; pelerines; hoods (clothing); pelisses; stuff jackets; ponchos; suits; masquerade costumes; uniforms; 
overalls; aprons (clothing); combinations (clothing).

Cl.35;Advertising services; distribution of advertising material, namely, pamphlets, leaflets, brochures, printed matter; 
dissemination of advertisements; television and radio advertising; distribution of samples; demonstration of goods; 
newspapers subscriptions services for others; advertising by mail order; business consultancy, information or inquiries; 
market studies; opinion polling; services of organization and conducting of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organization of promotional activities for developing customer loyalty; business management; 
business management assistance and consultancy; document reproduction; collection of information into computer 
databases; computerized file management; systematization of data in a central file; sales promotion; business 
information services via radio, television or electronic means, especially via global communication networks (the Internet) 
or private access networks (Intranet); on-line advertising services by radio, television or electronic means, especially via 
global communication networks (Internet) or private access networks (Intranet); commercial information and advice for 
consumers (consumer advice shop); analysis, management and compilation of computerized database of business, 
advertising; services of retail, wholesale, by mail order or by electronic means sale, for example, through Web sites or 
television shopping programs of the following goods: leather and imitations of leather, traveling trunks, valises, trunks, 
cases, attache cases for documents, briefcases [leather goods], traveling bags, garment bags for travel, shoe bags for 
travel, traveling sets [leather goods], make-up bags, shopping bags, vanity cases, hat boxes of leather, rucksacks, 
handbags, sports bags, bags for climbers, bags for campers, school bags, school satchels, school bags, bags, beach 
bags, wheeled shopping bags, net bags for shopping, tool bags sold empty, purses, card holders [wallets], wallets, 
purses [coin purses], music cases, sling bags for carrying infants, bags, waist bags, pouches of leather for packaging, 
cycle bags, pouches for packaging, umbrellas, parasols, umbrella covers, parasols, umbrella sticks, walking sticks, 
whips, harness and saddlery, collars, leashes or clothing for animals, covers for umbrellas or parasols, key cases [leather 
goods], small bags handbags, shoulder belts [straps] of leather, leather laces, straps, lines, thongs, bands and straps of 
leather, coverings of skins [furs], animal skins, clothing, ready-made clothing for men, women and children, knitwear and 
hosiery, lingerie, underwear, underpants, dressing gowns, pajamas, dressing gowns, including bath-robes, jerseys, skirts,
dresses, trousers, pullovers, cardigans, knitwear [clothing], vests, tank tops, jackets, gabardines [clothing], coats, 
raincoats, sarongs, shirts, short-sleeve shirts, t-shirts, sweat-shirts, shorts, bermuda shorts, scarves, layettes, neckties, 
bow ties, scarves, gloves [clothing], headgear, hats, mittens, caps, visors [headgear], caps, berets, including hosiery, 
bathing caps, bandanas, headbands [clothing], caps [headgear], turbans, ear muffs [clothing], neckties, neck warmers, 
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mufflers, neck scarves, ties, pocket squares [clothing], belts [clothing], belts made of leather [clothing], belts of textile 
[clothing], suspenders, socks, stockings, tights, footwear [except orthopedic footwear], shoes and slippers, slippers, 
boots, half-boots, sneakers, beach shoes, ski boots, non-slipping devices for shoes, soles for footwear, clogs [footwear], 
esparto shoes or sandals, sandals, including bath sandals, briefs, including bathing trunks, jerseys, including swimwear, 
clothing for sports, except diving suits, sports shorts, waterproof clothing, fleeces, clothing of fur, clothing of leather, 
imitation leather clothing, polo shirts, pullovers made of cotton, parkas, survestes, jackets, overcoats, trench coats, 
jackets, hoods, cape, capes [clothing], fur coats, stuff jackets, ponchos, masquerade costumes, suits, uniforms, overalls, 
aprons [clothing], over-suits [clothing], printed matter, writing paper and envelopes [stationery], pens, adhesive labels of 
paper, felt-tip pens, colored pencils, drawing rulers, pencil sharpeners, erasers, pen and pencil cases, printed 
publications, magazines, note books, spiral-bound notebooks, sketchbooks, address books, birthday books, telephone 
number books, pads [stationery], hangers and pareo.
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3354774    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298391]
TOZLU TEKSTIL KONFEKSIYON INSAAT TURIZM GIDA TARIM HAYVANCILIK SANAYI VE TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI
Sabanoglu Mh. Atatürk Bulvari No:286/B Tekkeköy TR-55030 Samsun Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, namely, pullovers; skirts; dresses; blouses; jeans; trousers; jackets; coats, raincoats, anoraks; 
sportswear, namely, shirts, shorts, pants and jackets; shirts; T-shirts; sweatshirts; beach clothes, namely, bathing suits 
and beach cover-ups; shorts; knitwear, namely, shirts, shorts, sweaters and scarves; overalls; underclothing; bodices; 
brassieres; camisoles; underpants; dressing gowns; bath robes; bathing suits; pyjamas; gloves (clothing); ski suits; 
headgear, namely, hats, caps, knitted caps, berets; footwear, namely, shoes excluding orthopaedic shoes, slippers, boots,
sandals, beach shoes, sports shoes, lace boots and parts thereof; shoe parts, namely, heelpieces; heels; footwear 
uppers; stockings; belts (clothing); ties; neckties; shawls; scarves; mufflers; neck scarves; sarongs; collars for dresses; 
maniples; muffs; suspenders; braces for clothing; garters; bandanas; headbands.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of 
statistics; rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; 
commercial consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export 
agencies; temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of goods, namely, bleaching and cleaning preparations, detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations 
and for medical purposes, laundry bleach, fabric softeners for laundry use, stain removers, dishwasher detergents, 
perfumery, cosmetics, fragrances, deodorants for personal use and animals, soaps, jewellery, imitation jewellery, gold, 
precious stones and jewellery made thereof, cufflinks, tie pins, statuettes and figurines of precious metal, clocks, watches 
and chronometrical instruments, chronometers and their parts, watch straps, goods made of leather, imitations of leather 
or other materials, designed for carrying items, included in this class, bags, wallets, boxes and trunks made of leather or 
stout leather, keycases, trunks [luggage], suitcases, umbrellas, parasols, sun umbrellas, walking sticks.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2015; Application No. : 014179071 ;European Union 

3354858    28/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298609]
Genano Oy Ab
Kimmeltie 3 FI-02110 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; air cleaning and purification devices; air cleaning and purification units and air cleaning and 
purification systems.

Cl.37;Building, construction; electric appliance, machinery and building repair; HVAC (heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning) maintenance and repair; repair information; installation services; in particular construction, repair and 
installation of air cleaning and purification devices, air cleaning and air purification units, air cleaning and air purification 
systems.

Cl.40;Air purification services; rental of air purification and air cleaning devices.
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Priority claimed from 24/06/2015; Application No. : 014289979 ;European Union 

3354859    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298614]
LucaNet AG
Alexanderplatz 1 10178 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Media content; computer hard- and software; recorded computer software; electronic publications, downloadable; 
computer software applications, downloadable.

Cl.16;Printed matter; handbooks [manuals]; periodicals (magazines).

Cl.35;Data processing; consulting and information concerning accounting; advice relating to the organisation and 
management of business; consultancy relating to auditing; personnel management consulting; professional business 
consulting; business statistical information services; business analysis, research and information services; assessment 
analysis relating to business management; professional business consulting; book-keeping and accounting services; 
updating of business information on a computer; business expertise services; compilation of statistics; analysis of 
business statistics; providing an on-line commercial information directory on the internet; information services relating to 
jobs and career opportunities; collection and systematization of business data; business consultancy and advisory 
services; business administration; processing of data in computer databases (data collection); procurement of contracts 
[for others]; compilation and systematization of information in databanks.

Cl.36;Consultancy services relating to corporate finance; tax returns consultancy [not accounting]; advisory services 
relating to financial planning; financial advice and consultancy services; financial information; financial analysis, financial 
advisory services relating to tax; financial information; providing of information and consultancy in relation to financial 
affairs.

Cl.41;Training; consultancy services relating to training; coaching [training]; conducting of courses (teaching) relating 
to accountancy and financial controlling; provision of training courses; tuition; publication of printed matter; providing 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; personnel training; arranging and conducting of seminars.

Cl.42;Information technology [IT] consultancy; consultancy services relating to quality control; quality assurance 
consultancy; providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer software; information 
technology support services; development of data bases; software development, programming and implementation; it 
consultancy, advisory and information services; quality control and certification; awarding quality seals; software as a 
service [SaaS]; software development; engineering consultancy relating to data-processing; technical data analysis 
services; technological analysis services; technological consultation services; certification (quality control).
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2015; Application No. : 2015740787 ;Russian Federation 

3354904    02/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298661]
AdMe Trademarks Ltd
Salamat House, La Poudriere Lane Victoria, Mahe

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic notice boards; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer game software; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; electronic publications, downloadable; computer software applications, 
downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; compact discs [audio-video].

Cl.35;Advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising space; computerized file 
management; demonstration of goods; opinion polling; marketing studies; business information; commercial information 
and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; marketing research; layout services for advertising purposes; 
marketing; business management of performing artists; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; design of advertising materials; data search 
in computer files for others; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; sales promotion for others; production of advertising
films; dissemination of advertising matter; compilation of information into computer databases; public relations; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; price comparison services; procurement services for others [purchasing 
goods and services for other businesses]; retail and wholesale services.

Cl.41;Entertainment; entertainment information; recreation information; organizing and conducting of sporting and 
cultural events; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; videotape editing; organization of exhibitions for 
cultural or educational purposes; photographic reporting; providing recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of 
seminars; game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing on-line electronic publications, not 
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downloadable; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; practical training [demonstration]; publication of texts, other than publicity 
texts; electronic desktop publishing; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; party planning [entertainment]; 
providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; news reporters services.
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3354913    25/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298622]
COSMO LADY GUANGDONG HOLDINGS LIMITED
Tangwei, Shishixia Hill, Fengdeling Village, Fenggang Town, Dongguan City Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Esthetic massage apparatus; dental apparatus, electric; physiotherapy apparatus; hearing aids for the deaf, 
electric; teats; condoms; artificial breasts; corsets (abdominal-); corsets for medical purposes; suture materials.

Cl.25;Clothing; clothing for babies; bathing suits; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; girdles; clothing for 
weddings.

Cl.35;Display of goods on the communication media for retail purpose; advertising; business management and 
organization consultancy; sales promotion [for others]; purchasing [for others] (purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses); management consultancy (personnel-); relocation services for businesses; secretarial services; accounting; 
rental of vending machines.
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3354984    19/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298810]
Gas Monkey Holdings, LLC
12020 Chandler Blvd. Ste 200 North Hollywood CA 91607 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning and degreasing preparation for automotive use; automobile cleaners; automobile carpet and upholstery 
cleaning preparations and deodorizers; automobile cleaning and polishing preparations; automobile, tire, glass and wheel 
cleaning preparations; washing preparations for automobiles; degreasing preparation for automobiles; disposable wipes 
impregnated with cleaning compounds for use on automotive interiors and exteriors; liquid household cleaner for 
removing oil and grease stains, adhesive residues, gum, paint, tar and the like; all purpose cleaning preparation.

Cl.6;Tools and tool accessory boxes made of metal sold empty and parts and fittings therefor; items made of metal for 
the storage of tools with or without wheels, namely, tool chests sold empty, tool chest and cabinet combination units, 
multiple drawer chest for storage of mechanic tools made of metal; tool and tool accessory trays made of metal sold 
empty and parts and fitting therefor; lockable metal tool boxes; lockable metal tool chests; general purpose storage 
containers and accessories made of metal for storing tools; metal sliding trays for tool chests; metal tool storage add-on 
sets, namely, drawers and dividers therefor; metal parts trays and organizers sold as a component part of chests for use 
with tool chests.

Cl.9;Protective gloves for industrial use; cut resistant gloves; fire resistant gloves; abrasion resistant gloves; protective 
work gloves, namely, welding gloves; welding helmet; welding masks.

Cl.12;Utility carts made of metal, with or without wheels, sold empty for the storage of tools; utility carts not made of 
metal, with or without wheels, sold empty for the storage of tools.

Cl.16;Stickers and transfers.
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Cl.18;All purpose sport bags; all-purpose carrying bags; backpacks; duffel bags; gym bags; key cases; luggage; 
purses; school bags; shoulder bags; tool bags sold empty; tote bags; travel bags; waist packs; wallets.

Cl.20;Tools and tool accessory boxes not made of metal sold empty and parts and fittings therefor; non-metal items for 
the storage of tools with or without wheels, namely, tool chests, tool cabinets, tool chest and cabinet combination units, 
base cabinets, tool caddies, namely, non-metal tool boxes; non-metal wall-mounted tool racks; non-metal free-standing 
tool racks; non-metal multiple drawer chest for storage of tools; tool and tool accessory trays not made of metal sold 
empty and parts and fitting therefor; general purpose storage containers and accessories not of made of metal for tools; 
non-metal sliding trays for tool cabinets and tool chests; non-metal drawer add-on sets, namely, drawers and dividers 
therefor; non-metal parts trays and organizers for tool cabinets and tool chests; non-metal drawer dividers; plastic liners 
for tool storage containers, cabinets and tool chests; work benches; wall mounted tool racks made of metal; tool 
cabinets; base tool cabinets; metal parts trays and organizers sold as a component part of cabinets for use with tool 
cabinets; metal sliding trays for tool cabinets.

Cl.25;Men's, women's and children's clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, jackets, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts; and 
headgear, namely, hats and beanies.
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Priority claimed from 09/11/2015; Application No. : 014779599 ;European Union 

3354985    16/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298362]
Rampf Holding GmbH & Co. KG
Albstraße 37 72661 Grafenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Unprocessed plastics; unprocessed and artificial resins; casting resins for industrial and technical purposes; 
casting resins for abrasion technology, coatings and foam formulation; soft casting resins; one-, two- and three-
component reaction casting resins; electro casting resins; mould release agents for casting resins; chemical release 
agents; ingredients for casting resin systems; reaction compounds of resin for casting; casting resins for furniture and 
interior construction in the form of filled and unfilled systems for producing profiled edges; moulding compounds; 
casting resins inn the form of packing, stopping and insulating materials; casting resins and elastomers for mould 
construction, polyurethane; polyurethane liquid systems; unprocessed chemical preparations for producing polyurethane 
resins; chemical precursors for producing polyurethane foam; polyurethane granules; polyurethane coatings, except 
paints; unprocessed polyurethane resins; epoxy resins; epoxy adhesives; epoxy adhesives for gluing for repair 
purposes; liquid epoxy systems; hardeners for epoxy resins; liquid silicone elastomers; unprocessed silicone resins; 
silicones; silicone liquids; silicone casting resins, polyurea liquid systems; unprocessed polyurea resins, polybutadiene; 
polybutadiene resin adhesives, except for stationery and household purposes; industrial adhesives; hot-melt adhesives; 
thermofusible adhesives, none being for stationery or household purposes; reactive and non-reactive hot-melts; 
chemicals and chemical preparations for producing adhesives; unprocessed synthetic resins for adhesives; chemical 
additives for flow control for adhesives; chemical adhesives based on resins and synthetic resins; adhesives made of 
synthetic resins, polyurethane adhesives, polyols; alternative polyols; polyols based on sustainable raw materials; 
recycled polyols; isocyanates.

Cl.17;Polyurethane foams in the form of semi-finished products; polyurethane foam in the form of blocks, silicone 
rubber compounds; silicone rubber compounds; silicone rubber; silicone foam, recycled compound plastics; carbon fibre 
reinforced plastic; moulding materials, not of metal; moulding materials, not of metal; plastic blanks; semi-finished 
products of plastic in the form of blocks, strips, plates or granules; synthetic resin foams; semi-finished goods of 
synthetic resin; malleable synthetic resins in the form of semi-finished products, resin-based mastics.

Cl.42;Chemical consultancy; research and analysis; chemical laboratory services; chemistry services; conducting of 
technical measurements; technical after-sales-service, in particular process optimization in the areas of sealing, grouting, 
pouring, gluing, coating as well as tool construction and model construction; providing scientific information about 
chemicals; technical consultancy relating to safety; technical evaluation of chemical information, technology; process 
and application evaluation and development; consultancy in the field of polymer systems materials development, 
alternative polyols, chemical recycling of residual substances of polyurethane and polyethylene terephthalate; design of 
chemical installations; design of models; research and development services; development and testing of chemical 
production methods; conducting of quality control tests; materials testing; consultancy in the field of materials testing; 
quality control and assurance and product testing; quality control; conducting of technical tests; engineering research 
and consultancy; services related to construction, calculating, prototype and model building.
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Priority claimed from 30/06/2015; Application No. : 014319412 ;European Union 

3355032    23/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298612]
WEISS UMWELTTECHNIK GMBH
Greizer Straße 41-49 35447 Reiskirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; air and climate analysis apparatus and devices; temperature analysis 
apparatus and devices; temperature indicating apparatus; thermal shock testing apparatus; ozone testing apparatus; 
corrosion testers; dust and rain testing apparatus; measuring and control devices for air conditioning technology; heat 
flow meters; data processing apparatus and installations, and components therefor, including monitors, printers, 
keyboards, scanners, personal computers; electric power supply apparatus; apparatus for measuring, controlling and 
obtaining physical values, including temperature, pressure, humidity and vibration; special test stands, in particular for 
environment simulation installations; emission test chambers for characterisation of volatile organic compounds (vocs); 
test systems for stability testing in the pharmaceutical industry; apparatus for testing electromagnetic compatibility; 
electric and/or electronic control and regulating apparatus; heat regulating apparatus; furnaces for laboratory use; testing 
apparatus not for medical purposes; material testing instruments and machines; gas testing instruments; precision 
measuring apparatus; computer programs; electric and/or electronic temperature and humidity regulators and sensors; 
power supply units, data displays (included in class 9), apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
information; electrical cabling; parts for scientific apparatus and instruments, included in class 9; electric and/or 
electronic control and regulating apparatus; hardware and software for installations, machines and apparatus for 
capturing and siphoning emissions and pollutants; installations for emission and pollutant capture, in particular for 
product, personal and room protection; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and 
simulators; furniture especially made for laboratories; apparatus for transvasing acids and alkaline solutions for 
laboratories; protective working chambers for laboratories and individuals, consisting of worktables, ventilating and 
aerating installations, filter installations, installations for generating positive and negative pressure; weighing cabinets; 
weighing apparatus and instruments; laminar flow cabinets, in particular for product and personal protection, for mixing, 
bottling and weighing high-efficiency substances in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry; negative and positive 
pressure cabins for personal, product and environment protection, in particular for microbiological laboratories, 
parenterals plants, solids plants or active substance production; wind tunnels; control and regulation software for 
heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment and installations; apparatus for measuring temperature in cabinet 
form, for use in stables or swimming pools; environmental simulation chambers and apparatus for research, development 
and for use in manufacture; chambers for material and equipment testing; cryogenic test chambers; chambers for 
research and environmental tests with plants, animals and human beings; apparatus and equipment for simulating cold, 
heat, humidity, climate, light, air composition, air speed, air filtration, corrosion, vacuum, excess pressure, noise and 
vibration; shed chambers (sealed housing for evaporative determination, fuel evaporation chambers); equipment and 
installations for heat treatment for research and development purposes; electrically operated air suction processing and 
production machines and installations.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; air conditioning apparatus; heat treatment installations; apparatus and devices for controlling, 
regulating and generating cold, heat, air conditioning, light, air mixture, excess pressure and negative pressure, vacuum, 
sound and vibration; cryogenic storage chest freezers; refrigerating and freezing apparatus and chambers; freezing and 
refrigerating cells; containers for air conditioning; apparatus and installations for heat treatment for use in manufacture; 
hot cabinets and drying cabinets; drawer ovens; dryers for continuous drying and heating processes, in particular 
continuous ovens, paternosters, chest ovens, tempering furnaces and baking ovens; ovens for heat treatment under inert 
gas; dry heat sterilizers; clean room sterilisers and dryers; vacuum chambers and dryers; feed systems; filters for air 
conditioning; air filtering installations; air heating apparatus; driers (air -); humidifiers; ventilation hoods; air cooling 
apparatus; air deodorising apparatus; hot air apparatus; hot air ovens; heat pumps; heat regenerators; heat 
accumulators; heat exchangers, not parts of machines; evaporators; room air conditioners, in particular in cabinet form, 
including for air conditioning computer rooms, measurement spaces and clean rooms for the food and the 
pharmaceutical industries, and functional areas in hospitals, including operating theatres or intensive care units; room air 
humidifiers, humidifiers and dehumidifiers; special purpose air conditioning apparatus, in particular in box form; ceiling 
coolers; climatically controlled chests; window-mounting air-conditioners; water re-cooling towers; chest freezers; 
apparatus for refrigerating cooling water; drying apparatus and installations; heating apparatus, electric; apparatus for 
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heating; heating installations; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; fireplaces; apparatus, ovens and 
microwave ovens for industrial purposes; ovens, other than for laboratory purposes; refrigerating cabinets; refrigerating 
appliances and installations; cold storage rooms; refrigerating appliances and installations; air purifying apparatus and 
machines; air sterilisers; clean chambers (sanitary installations); refrigerating appliances and installations; temperature-
regulating devices; fans (air-conditioning); air conditioning apparatus; apparatus and instruments for generating clean 
air; air cleaning and filtering installations for removing pollutants and odours from the air; air-conditioning and ventilating 
apparatus; lighting installations; apparatus and installations for the filtration of gaseous substances; exhaust air 
collection hoods; exhaust fans; electrically operated suction apparatus, being a component of working boxes, work 
cabins and workstations; sterile air distributors; special transporting machines for conveying test objects from one 
testing room to another; clean air boxes fitted with air conditioning for weighing operations; air filtering installations; air 
purifying apparatus and machines; air sterilizers for personal use; air filters.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; material testing; updating of computer software; 
maintenance of software; installation of software; software design services; calibration; research in the fields of cold, 
heat, moisture, climate, light, air mixture, excess pressure and negative pressure, vacuum, noise and vibration; 
development of apparatus and equipment for producing cold, heat, moisture, climate, light, air mixture, excess pressure 
and negative pressure, vacuum, noise and vibration.
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Priority claimed from 26/08/2015; Application No. : 15/4205487 ;France 

3355082    17/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298449]
OBERTHUR TECHNOLOGIES
420 rue d'Estienne d'Orves F-92700 COLOMBES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Integrated circuit cards; chip cards; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); memory cards; programmable cards; 
remote programmable cards; electronic cards and badges; magnetic cards; transmitter-receiver cards and badges; cards 
for access to telecommunications and/or computer networks; encoded cards; pre-recorded data cards, computer 
programs, and software; computer programs; software; computer programs and software for use in connection with 
cards; computer programs and software recorded on cards or to be recorded on cards and/or telecommunications 
apparatus; integrated circuits; electronic chips; magnetic and electronic cards and badges, with or without contact, 
intended for use as payment, remote payment, cash cards, including those with dynamic codes for securing all online 
transactions; electronic signature support software, encryption software; encryption keys; electronic apparatus for 
checking the authenticity of cards; computer programs and software for storage, retrieval and secure transmission of 
information or data; computer programs and software for communication between chip-based cards and chip card 
readers and/or computer terminals; computer programs and software for transmitting, displaying and storing 
identification and/or operations and transactions data or information, particularly online; all the aforesaid goods not 
intended for the field of motion simulators or the field of equipment used as part of the projection or viewing of 
audiovisual works, in any sector whatsoever.

Cl.38;Transmission of information, data or software via telephone line, telecommunications and/or computer networks, 
cable, satellite, radio relay; downloading of data or software on cards and badges, including payment cards, remote 
payment, electronic cash, intended for securing transactions by code, particularly online; information concerning the 
aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services not intended for the field of motion simulators or the field of equipment used 
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as part of the projection or viewing of audiovisual works, in any sector whatsoever.

Cl.42;Computer engineering; technical consulting in the field of computers and/or telecommunications, design, 
development, maintenance and updating of software and databases; design, development and updating of cards and 
badges, including payment cards, remote payment, electronic cash, intended for securing all transactions by code, 
particularly online; information concerning the aforesaid services; design, development and updating of cards and card 
readers; lending and leasing of cards and badges, including payment cards, remote payment, electronic cash intended for 
securing all transactions by code, particularly online; the aforesaid services available for consultation or made available 
by means of data transmission or on telecommunication or computer networks; all the aforesaid services not intended for 
the field of motion simulators or the field of equipment used as part of the projection or viewing of audiovisual works, in 
any sector whatsoever.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 104 543 ;Germany 

3355190    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298483]
Wirtgen Group Holding GmbH
Reinhard-Wirtgen-Strasse 2 53578 Windhagen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Filtering media of chemical and non-chemical substances (included in this class); surface coating compositions 
(chemicals), other than paints; adhesives for industrial use; curing preparations (chemical preparations for use in 
industry); antifreeze; fire extinguishing compositions; coolants; chemical solutions and cleaning preparations for cooling 
systems; battery electrolytes; water for batteries (included in this class); hydraulic fluids; chemical additives for fuels, 
combustibles, lubricants and industrial oils; chemicals for purifying exhaust gases in chemical processes; chemicals for 
reducing the emission of pollutants in exhaust gases from internal combustion engines; detergents for use in 
manufacture and industry; urea (organic compound) for industrial use; chemical releasing agents; chemical substances, 
chemical materials and chemical preparations and raw materials (included in this class); industrial salts; unprocessed 
and synthetic resins; putties, fillers and pastes for use in industry; tire sealing compounds; cement for mending damaged 
articles; unprocessed and semi-processed cellulose.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; motor oil; gear oils; lubricants; dust removing preparations; preparations for dust 
absorbing, dust wetting and dust binding; non-chemical additives for fuels, combustibles, lubricants and industrial oils; 
fuels (including motor spirits) and lighting fuels; industrial greases, waxes and fluids; releasing agents in the form of oils 
and greases; non-chemical additives in connection with all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.6;Ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; metal goods, in particular building materials, building elements, 
tanks, silos, containers, transportation articles, storage articles, packaging articles, reservoirs, bins, safety cashboxes, 
pipes, tubes, hoses, cables (non-electric), wires (non-electric), chains (except jewelry), rings (except jewelry), buildings, 
transportable buildings, fences, reinforcement materials, locks, keys, handles, lock bolts, closures, rollers, locking rings, 
locking pins, cotters, bracings, joists, tracks, walls, panels, straps, straps for handling loads, pallets, nuts, screws, bolts, 
dowels, discs of metal, shims, fasteners, fixing parts, plugs, adjustable collars, pipe clamps, hose clamps, bands, bungs, 
lids, hooks (small items of metal hardware), nails, pins (small items of metal hardware), rivets, trellises, number plates, 
shelters, protective strips, protective screens and protective walls; metal structures; metal couplings and connectors for 
pipes, tubes, hoses and cables; wire nets and gauzes; unprocessed and semi-processed materials of metal (not adapted 
for specific use); sheets and plates of metal, in particular sheets and plates for the protection of machine and vehicle 
parts; welding rods; metal signs and signaling panels (non-luminous and non-mechanical); metal cylinders for 
compressed gas or liquids (empty); keys not of metal; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.7;Mechanical equipment for construction, earth moving, crushing, mixing, processing, mining and agriculture; 
pumps, compressors, generators and fans; robots; moving and handling equipment; lifting and hoisting equipment; 
machines for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; engines and powertrains (except for land vehicles); generic 
parts of machines; machine coupling and power transmission components (except for land vehicles); filters (parts of 
machines or engines); filter housings (parts of machines or engines); dispensing machines; sweeping, cleaning, washing 
and rinsing machines; construction machines; mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic and electric construction implements 
(other than hand-operated); mining machines; processing machines; recycling machines, in particular machines for 
recycling road surfaces; demolition machines; agricultural machines; agricultural implements (other than hand-operated); 
road construction machines; canal construction machines; tunnel boring machines; soil working machines; soil 
stabilization machines; milling machines, in particular road milling machines; road finishers; machines for the making, 
application and removal of road surfaces; remixers and repavers (machines for fusing, detaching, processing and 
relaying of road surfacing); heating machines, in particular for replastifying road surfaces; road working machines; 
machines for road repair; machines for processing road surfaces; machines for road demolition; asphalt finishers 
(machines); asphalt paving machines; block paving machines; machines for the finishing and aftertreatment of road 
surfaces; machines for structuring road surfaces; concrete construction machines; slipform pavers (machines); feeders 
(machines); feeding machines; feeding units for machines and industrial installations; surface miner (open-cast mining 
machines); dinting machines (underground mining machines); levellers (machines); separators (machines); abrading 
machines; digging machines; compacting machines; compacting implements; compactors; rollers (construction 
machines); rammers (machines); vibrators (machines); earth moving machines; machines for waste dump construction; 
spreading machines; spraying, sputtering and nebulizing machines; cutting machines; sorting machines (other than for 
money); crushing machines and installations; comminutors for solid materials; crushers; stone and ore working 
machines; sifting machines and installations; sieves (electric); roller screens (machines); reciprocating feeders 
(machines); mixing machines and installations, in particular concrete and asphalt mixing machines and installations; 
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separating machines; agitators; automatic dispensing machines; filtering machines; machines for loading; transporting 
machines; machines for breaking, separating, classifying, washing, drying, agitating, dispensing, filtering, loading and 
transporting of asphalt, bitumen, concrete, stone, raw materials, valuable materials or waste; processing installations for 
breaking, crushing, sifting, separating, classifying, washing, drying, mixing, agitating, dispensing, cleaning, transporting 
and loading of asphalt, bitumen, raw materials or valuable materials; cranes; lifting jacks (machines); machines for the 
making of and working on polymers, bitumen, concrete and asphalt; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; 
agitators for circulating liquid media; conveyors; conveying installations; conveyor belts; conveyor chains; bucket 
conveyors; hopper loaders (machines); winches; lifting platforms; windlasses; pressure transformers; pressure 
intensifiers (machines); parts of machines, namely, tools, tool holders, screeds, bits, chisels, chisel holders, shovels, 
hammers, milling tools, cutting tools, compacting tools, breaking tools, crushing tools, spray heads, spray fittings, 
spraying booms, drums, roller tires, drum housings, magnetic separators, undercarriages, chains being part of 
undercarriages, bogies, heaters for road surfaces, track rollers, bands, belts, belt pulleys, tensioning devices, couplings, 
transmissions, axles, joints, power transmission components, shafts, mufflers, coolers, loading ramps, vibration and 
oscillation drums, vibration and oscillation drives, jets, separators, seals, valves, slide valves, regulators, sun screens, 
vibrators, rollers, track rollers, push rollers, covers, chains, scraper chains, sprockets, cylinders, pistons, piston rods, 
bearings, transmission shafts, driving chains, auger blades, spreading augers, pneumatic distributors, lubricators, body 
parts, drivers cabs, steering stands, mirrors, tanks, bumpers, gutters, tamper bars, pressure bars, guide bars, slide 
blocks, wheelworks, gear wheels, fly wheels, bearing brackets, springs, block and tackle, hydraulic plates, vibratory 
plates (vibrating compactor plates), shock absorbers, brushes, scrapers, screed plates, breaking and crushing bars, 
breaking and crushing plates, breaking and crushing jaws, breaking and crushing cones, hoppers, rotors, clack valves, 
sieves, grilles, braking systems, brakes, brake linings, brake calipers and brake shoes; hand-held tools (other than hand-
operated); tools for machines; power tools; mechanical tools; automatic tools; hydraulic tools (other than hand-operated);
pneumatic tools (other than hand-operated); mechanical equipment for the lifting and lowering of machines and machine 
parts; tubes being fitted parts of machines; mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic control mechanisms; coverings for 
machine parts, in particular for drums and roller tires; adapted tarpaulins for use with machines; adapted coverings for 
use with machines; sparking plugs; starters; assembly presses; jacks (machines); electric, pneumatic and hydraulic 
jacks; welding machines; electric welding apparatus; gas-operated welding apparatus; pneumatic hammers; filters for 
motors; bearing brackets for machines; machine wheels; belts for motors; belt pulleys; driving chains and transmission 
shafts (other than for land vehicles); exhausts; engine or motor mufflers; radiators and radiator caps for motors; 
mechanical discharging hoppers; metal loading ramps (machines); elevators; machine parts, namely alarm systems for 
machines; material winning machines for open-cast and underground mining; electric and electronic devices for the 
lifting or lowering of machines or machine parts; installations for collecting gases, liquids and solids; apparatus and 
installations for removing impurities from gases, liquids and solids; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included 
in this class.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated), in particular for treatment of materials and for construction, repair and 
maintenance; lifting tools; hand-operated pumps for lubricants and industrial oils and greases; hand-operated 
implements for dispensing lubricants and industrial oils and greases; vices; hand-operated jacks; hand-operated reels for 
reeling and unwinding strings and ropes; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Scientific, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), control, regulating, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; electronic control apparatus, units 
and systems; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for capturing, recording, transmission, reception or reproduction of sound, images 
or data; communications equipment; data carriers for bearing pictures, sound and data; calculating machines; data 
processing equipment; computers; computer software and hardware; computer peripherals; fire-extinguishing apparatus; 
recorded data; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; apparatus, 
instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, equipment, enhancers and correctors; safety, security, protection 
and signalling devices and equipment; navigation, guidance, positioning, tracking, targeting and map making devices; 
navigational instruments; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, devices, appliances and controllers; 
instruments, devices and appliances for measuring and indicating the rigidity, compaction degree, load bearing capacity 
and temperature of the ground, in particular of road surfaces and soil; temperature regulators; electric and electronic 
devices and apparatus, as well as equipment composed of such goods, for the purposes of telematics, 
telecommunications and data processing; apparatus, instruments, software and hardware for tracking, monitoring, 
operating, remote controlling and technical testing of products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for 
structural engineering, civil engineering and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines; testing 
and quality control devices; electrical testing instruments; electric and electronic apparatus for evaluating the operation 
of and faults with products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for structural engineering, civil engineering 
and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines; scientific research and laboratory apparatus; 
filtering units for laboratory use; analysing and diagnostic apparatus (not for medical purposes); simulators; dosage 
devices; laser, infra-red and ultrasound devices (not for medical purposes); lasers (not for medical purposes); switches; 
electric control boxes, switch cabinets and control boards; electric control panels; joysticks; sensors; detectors; light 
emitting diodes; horns for signalling; buzzers; luminous signs; optical reflectors; optical mirrors; radio transmitting and 
receiving apparatus; antennas; aerials as communications apparatus; transmitters; optical and electrical receivers; 
signalling apparatus and signalling panels of metal (luminous or mechanical); indicator boards; levelling instruments, 
devices and apparatus; electrostatic separators; remote control apparatus; oil level indicators; components for electrical 
circuits; cables and wires (electricity); electric connection components; electric relays; fuses; terminals (electricity); 
electrical circuits and circuit boards; audio devices and radio receivers; speakers; graphic equalizers; batteries; battery 
chargers; electrical amplifiers; protective and safety clothing for protection against accident or injury; protective shoes; 
protective helmets; eyeglasses, in particular safety glasses for protecting the eyes and sun glasses; exposed films for 
educational purposes; cinematographic films for educational purposes; key cards (encoded); parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Industrial processing installations; chemical processing installations; apparatus and installations for lighting, 
heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply; flues and installations for 
conveying exhaust gases; sanitary installations and appliances; water supply installations; burners, boilers and heaters; 
electrical heating elements; radiators (heating); heating rods; lighting (included in this class); lighting reflectors; 
luminaires; headlights; light bulbs; pocket torches; filters for industrial use; air filters; gas filters; water filters; industrial 
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installations for filtering liquids and gases; regulating and safety accessories for water and gas installations; ventilating 
and air conditioning apparatus and installations; apparatus and installations for purifying air, gas and water; igniters; 
heaters for oils and greases; cookers; installations and apparatus for heating and boiling asphalt and bitumen; melting 
pots for asphalt and bitumen; polymerisation installations; dust removal installations for ventilation purposes; heat 
exchangers; irrigation sprinklers; irrigation spray nozzles; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this 
class.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; tractors; concrete mixing vehicles; tankers; trailers for tankers; transport vehicles; 
truck tractors; load carrying trailers; low-loading vehicles; towing trucks; trucks; trailers for motor land vehicles; tipping 
bodies for vehicles; waggons; steering wheels; wheels; tyres; pneumatic tyres; solid rubber tyres; wheel rims; inner 
tubes for tyres; repair outfit for tyres and inner tubes for tyres; chains for motor vehicles; tracks for vehicles; continuous 
tracks; complete running gears with continuous tracks or rubber tracks for tracked vehicles; track pads for continuous 
tracks; adapted quick-change pads for use with track pads for continuous tracks; powertrains, including engines and 
motors, for land vehicles; coupling and power transmission components for land vehicles; driving chains and 
transmission shafts for land vehicles; body parts for vehicles; radiator grills for vehicles; undercarriages; braking 
systems, brakes, brake calipers, brake shoes and brake linings for vehicles; windscreen wipers; adapted tarpaulins for 
use with vehicles and vehicle trailers; adapted coverings for use with vehicles and vehicle trailers; alarm systems for 
vehicles; mirrors for vehicles; pumps for bicycles; air pumps for tyres; engines and powertrains for land vehicles; vehicle 
parts, namely scrapers for tyres; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys, and imitations thereof; precious stones and pearls, and imitations thereof; 
jewellery; horological and chronometric instruments; jewellery and watch boxes; key rings (trinkets or fobs); statues, 
figurines, ornaments, coins and tokens, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations 
thereof; works of art made of precious metal; key rings of common metal (except jewellery); key rings not of metal (except 
jewellery); parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed matter; paper goods; stationery; writing and stamping implements; ballpoint pens; 
fountain pens; pencils; drawing materials; cases for stationery and drawing materials; pictures; photographs; post cards; 
picture post cards; pop-up greeting cards; greeting cards; decalcomanias; trading cards (other than for games); graphic 
prints; diagrams; blueprints (plans); maps made of paper or flexible plastics; newspapers; periodicals; magazines 
(periodicals); books; booklets; catalogues; reference books; manuals; note books; calendars; albums; book markers; 
stamps; labels (not of textile); decoration and art materials and media; envelopes for stationery use; painters' brushes; 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); works of art and figurines of 
paper or cardboard, and architectural models; coasters of paper or cardboard; filtering materials of paper; bags and 
articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; disposable paper products; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.17;Seals, sealants and fillers; insulation, damping and barrier materials; flexible pipes, tubes, hoses, and fittings 
therefor, including valves; non-metallic pipes, tubes and hoses (not for building purposes); non-metallic couplings and 
connectors for pipes, tubes, hoses and cables; semi-finished plastic goods; plastics in the form of sheets, films, blocks, 
rods and tubes; unprocessed and semi-processed materials (not adapted for a specific use), included in this class, 
namely, polyester, mineral fibers, flexible plastic films (other than for packaging), semi-processed plastics, plastic fibers 
(not for use in textiles), recycled plastics, elastomers, synthetic and composite materials, namely, carbon fibers, cellulose 
acetate, glass fibers and glass wool, fibers impregnated with synthetic resins; finished or semi-finished products 
(adapted for a specific use), included in this class, namely, ebonite moulds, moulds of rubber for use in the production of 
path edgings, semi-finished rubber in the form of mouldings, semi-processed injection moulding plastics, shock-
absorbing materials, packing materials, vibration dampers, anti-dazzle films for windows (tinted), rubber covers for 
electrical components, rubber covers for switches, plastic masking films (other than for packaging), drum coverings of 
rubber (semi-finished products), sealing rings, cylinder jointings, spacer brackets of rubber (except fasteners for pipes), 
washers of rubber (except for water taps and except fasteners for pipes), sealing membranes and semi-processed 
synthetic filtering materials, adhesive tapes, strips, bands and films, clutch linings and brake linings, tyre restoration and 
repair materials, marker tapes, protective rubber articles, protective asbestos screens, rubber bands, rubber rings, rubber 
handles, rubber rests and plastic stoppers; non-metallic joints for pipes, tubes, hoses and cables; figurines made of 
rubber; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; backpacks; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; saddlery; parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.20;Tanks (not of metal nor of masonry), in particular for the storage of gases, liquids and solids; reservoirs, and 
closures and holders therefor; containers (not of metal); ladders and movable steps (not of metal); non-metallic displays, 
stands and signage (included in this class) (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of 
the Common Regulations); non-metallic goods, namely, locks, plastic handles, valves, fasteners, screw threaded fixing 
parts, clips, and connectors, shelves, grab handles, chain links, hooks, fixings, pipe clamps, hose clamps, plastic clips for
cables, molds, holders for pennants, number plates, supports, arm rests, spools, flaps, tracks, protectors, stiffening 
materials (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations), rings, 
rods, plastic shims, spacer rings, locking rings, nuts (fasteners), screws, dowels, bolts, rivets, nails, bungs, coil springs, 
stacking adapters, staves, poles, suction pads, overhead tracks, tags, tensioner pulleys, parts of tents, statues, figurines, 
works of art and ornaments and decorations, included in this class; furniture; crates and pallets (not of metal); clothes 
hangers; non-metallic couplings and joints (except for pipes, tubes, hoses and cables) (terms too vague in the opinion of 
the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); non-metallic trays (except for domestic purposes); 
fixed non-metallic towel dispensers; statues and works of art of rubber; lock bolts not of metal; parts and fittings for all 
the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.21;Glassware, porcelain and earthenware, not included in other classes; cleaning instruments and articles for 
cleaning purposes; brooms; buckets; pitchers; funnels; steel wool; brushes (not for painting purposes); gardening 
articles, namely, sprinkling devices, nozzles for sprinkling devices, watering cans, watering can sprinklers, lawn 
sprinklers and nozzles for hose pipes; statues, figurines, plaques and works of art, included in this class; unprocessed 
and semi-processed glass (not adapted for specific use); household and kitchen utensils; bottle openers; combs and 
sponges; tableware, cookware and containers; cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles; shoe horns; non-
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metallic trays for domestic purposes; non-metallic holders for paper towels for domestic purposes; parts and fittings for 
all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.28;Model vehicles and machines (scaled down); model vehicles and machines (playthings); toys, games, playthings 
and novelties; sporting articles and equipment; festive decorations (included in this class) (terms too vague in the opinion
of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations) and artificial Christmas trees; model vehicles and 
machines made of common metal (except playthings); model vehicles and machines made of precious metal (except 
playthings); model vehicles and machines made of plastic, gypsum or wood (except playthings); model vehicles and 
machines made of stone, glass or porcelain (except playthings); parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in 
this class.

Cl.34;Smokers' articles, in particular lighters; ashtrays; matches; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included 
in this class.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; advertising; dissemination of advertisements; rental of 
advertising space; marketing and sales promotion services; business administration consultancy; business and 
organisational consultancy; business information services; product demonstrations and product presentation services, 
also via the internet; conducting and organization of fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; commercial trading 
and consumer information services, namely auctioneering services, organizing of business contacts, collective buying 
services, evaluations relating to commercial matters, business agency services, import and export services, negotiation 
and intermediation services, ordering services, price comparison services, acquisition services for third parties, 
subscription services; business analysis, research and information services; data processing (office functions); 
electronic collecting of data; compilation and systematization of data and information in electronic databases; quality 
management, namely process optimisation through organisational planning; compilation of statistics; cost-benefit 
analysis; cost price analysis; business studies concerning capacity utilisation; business project management; 
organisational project management and organisational management of vehicle and machine fleets, and related 
organisational and business consultancy; operating an information, complaints and emergency hotline, also online, 
namely taking, collecting and forwarding customer requests or customer complaints by telephone or electronic means; 
import-export agencies services; organisational scheduling of the operating time and location of products of mechanical 
and electrical engineering, products for structural engineering, civil engineering and mining, industrial installations, 
vehicles, apparatus and machines; business relocation services; sponsorship search; retail and wholesale services, also 
via the internet, in relation to filtering media, adhesives for industrial use, antifreeze, fire extinguishing compositions, 
cooling preparations, electrolytes and water for batteries, hydraulic fluids, chemical additives for fuels, combustibles, 
lubricants and industrial oils, detergents for use in manufacture and industry, urea (organic compound), chemical 
substances, chemical materials, chemical preparations, natural elements, industrial salts, unprocessed and synthetic 
resins, putties for use in industry, fillers for use in industry, pastes for use in industry, tire sealing compounds, cement 
for mending damaged articles, industrial oils and greases, motor oil, gear oil, lubricants, dust removing preparations, 
preparations for dust absorbing, dust wetting and dust binding, non-chemical additives for fuels, combustibles, lubricants
and industrial oils, fuels (including motor spirits), lighting fuels, industrial greases, waxes and fluids, releasing agents in 
the form of oils and greases, ironmongery, small items of metal hardware, metal goods, silos, metal structures, couplings 
and connectors for pipes, tubes, hoses and cables, wire nets and gauzes, unprocessed and semi-processed materials of 
metal (not adapted for specific use), sheets and plates, sheets and plates for the protection of machine and vehicle parts, 
welding rods, metal signs and signaling panels (non-luminous and non-mechanical), metal cylinders for compressed gas 
or liquids (empty), model vehicles and machines (ornaments) made of common metal, mechanical equipment for 
construction, earthmoving, crushing, mixing, processing, mining and agriculture, pumps, compressors, generators, fans, 
robots, moving and handling equipment, lifting and hoisting equipment, machines for treatment of materials and for 
manufacturing, engines, powertrains, generic machine parts, machine coupling and power transmission components 
(except for land vehicles), filters and filter housings (parts of machines or engines), dispensing machines, sweeping, 
cleaning, washing and rinsing machines, construction machines, mechanical, pneumatic and electric construction 
implements (other than hand-operated), winning machines, mining machines, processing machines, recycling machines, 
machines for recycling road surfaces, demolition machines, agricultural machines, agricultural implements (other than 
hand-operated), road construction machines, canal construction machines, tunnel boring machines, soil working 
machines, soil stabilization machines, milling machines, road milling machines, road finishers, machines for the making, 
application and removal of road surfaces, remixers and repavers (machines for fusing, detaching, processing and 
relaying of road surfacing), heating machines, heating machines for replastifying road surfaces, road working machines, 
machines for road repair, machines for processing road surfaces, machines for road demolition, asphalt finishers, asphalt 
paving machines, block paving machines, machines for the finishing and aftertreatment of road surfaces, machines for 
structuring road surfaces, concrete construction machines, slipform pavers, feeders, feeding machines, feeding units for 
machines and industrial installations, surface miner (open-cast mining machines), levellers (machines), separators 
(machines), abrading machines, digging machines, compacting machines, compacting implements, compactors, rollers 
(construction machines), rammers (machines), vibrators (machines), earth moving machines, machines for waste dump 
construction, spreading machines, spraying, sputtering and nebulizing machines, cutting machines, sorting machines 
(other than for money), crushing machines and installations, comminutors for solid materials, crushers, stone and ore 
working machines, sifting machines and installations, sieves (electric), roller screens (machines), reciprocating feeders 
(machines), mixing machines and installations, concrete and asphalt mixing machines and installations, machines for 
breaking, separating, classifying, washing, agitating, dispensing, filtering, loading and transporting, processing 
installations for breaking, crushing, sifting, separating, classifying, mixing, agitating, dispensing, cleaning, transporting 
and loading of asphalt, bitumen, raw materials or valuable materials, cranes, lifting jacks (machines), machines for the 
making of and working on polymers, bitumen, concrete and asphalt, dust removing installations for cleaning purposes, 
agitators for circulating liquid media, conveyors, conveying installations, conveyor belts, conveyor chains, bucket 
conveyors, hopper loaders (machines), winches, lifting platforms, windlasses, pressure transformers, pressure 
intensifiers, parts of machines, namely, tools, tool holders, screeds, bits, chisels, chisel holders, shovels, hammers, 
milling tools, cutting tools, compacting tools, breaking tools, crushing tools, spray heads, spray fittings, spraying booms, 
drums, roller tires, drum housings, magnetic separators, undercarriages, chains being part of undercarriages, bogies, 
heaters for road surfaces, track rollers, bands, belts, belt pulleys, tensioning devices, couplings, transmissions, axles, 
joints, power transmission components, shafts, mufflers, coolers, loading ramps, levelling systems, vibration and 
oscillation systems and drives, jets, separators, seals, valves, slide valves, regulators, sun screens, vibrators, rollers, 
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track rollers, push rollers, covers, chains, scraper chains, sprockets, cylinders, pistons, piston rods, bearings, 
transmission shafts, driving chains, auger blades, spreading augers, pneumatic distributors, lubricators, alarm systems, 
body parts, drivers cabs, steering stands, mirrors, tanks, bumpers, gutters, tamper bars, pressure bars, guide bars, slide 
blocks, wheelworks, gear wheels, fly wheels, bearing brackets, springs, block and tackle, hydraulic plates, vibratory 
plates (vibrating compactor plates), shock absorbers, brushes, scrapers, screed plates, breaking and crushing bars, 
breaking and crushing plates, breaking and crushing jaws, breaking and crushing cones, hoppers, rotors, clack valves, 
sieves, grilles, braking systems, brakes, brake linings, brake calipers and brake shoes, hand-held tools (other than hand-
operated), tools for machines, power tools, mechanical tools, automatic tools, pneumatic tools, mechanical equipment for 
the lifting and lowering of machines and machine parts, tubes being fitted parts of machines, mechanical and pneumatic 
control mechanisms, coverings for machine parts, adapted tarpaulins for use with machines, adapted coverings for use 
with machines, sparking plugs, starters, assembly presses, jacks (machines), electric and hydraulic jacks, welding 
machines, welding apparatus, pneumatic hammers, filters for motors, bearing brackets for machines, machine wheels, 
belts for motors, belt pulleys, driving chains and transmission shafts (other than for land vehicles), exhausts, mufflers, 
radiators for motors, radiator caps for motors, mechanical discharging hoppers, metal loading ramps (machines), 
elevators, hand tools and implements (hand-operated), lifting tools, hand-operated pumps for lubricants and industrial 
oils and greases, drums for reeling and unwinding strings and ropes, vices, hand-operated jacks, scientific, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), control, regulating, life-
saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, electronic control apparatus, units and systems, apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus and 
instruments for capturing, recording, transmission, reception or reproduction of sound, images or data, communications 
equipment, data carriers for bearing sound, pictures and data, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers, computer software and hardware, computer peripherals, fire-extinguishing apparatus, recorded data, 
information technology and audiovisual equipment, magnets, magnetizers, demagnetizers, apparatus, instruments and 
cables for electricity, optical devices, optical equipment, optical enhancers, optical correctors, safety, security, protection 
and signalling devices and equipment, navigation, guidance, positioning, tracking, targeting and map making devices, 
navigational instruments, measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, devices, appliances and controllers, 
temperature regulators, electric and electronic devices and apparatus, as well as equipment composed of such goods, for 
the purposes of telematics, telecommunications and data processing, apparatus, instruments, software and hardware for 
tracking, monitoring, operating, remote controlling and technical testing of products of mechanical and electrical 
engineering, products for structural engineering, civil engineering and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus 
and machines, testing and quality control devices, electrical testing instruments, electric and electronic apparatus for 
evaluating the operation of and faults with products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for structural 
engineering, civil engineering and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines, scientific research 
and laboratory apparatus, filtering units for laboratory use, analysing and diagnostic apparatus (not for medical 
purposes), simulators, dosage devices, laser, infrared and ultrasound devices (not for medical purposes), lasers (not for 
medical purposes), switches, electric control boxes, switch cabinets and control boards, electric control panels, joysticks,
sensors, detectors, light emitting diodes, horns for signalling, buzzers, luminous signs, optical reflectors, optical minors, 
radio transmitting and receiving apparatus, antennas, aerials as communications apparatus, transmitters, optical and 
electrical receivers, signalling apparatus and signalling panels of metal (luminous or mechanical), indicator boards, 
levelling instruments, devices and apparatus, electrostatic separators, remote control apparatus, electric and electronic 
devices for the lifting or lowering of machines or machine parts, oil level indicators, components for electrical circuits, 
cables (electricity), wires (electricity), electric connection components, electric relays, fuses, terminals (electricity), 
electrical circuits and circuit boards, audio devices, radio receivers, speakers, graphic equalizers, batteries, battery 
chargers, electrical amplifiers, protective and safety clothing for protection against accident or injury, protective shoes, 
protective helmets, eyeglasses, films for educational purposes, key cards (encoded), industrial processing installations, 
chemical processing installations, apparatus and installations for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, 
refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply, flues and installations for conveying exhaust gases, sanitary 
installations and appliances, water supply installations, burners, boilers, heaters, electrical heating elements, radiators 
(heating), heating rods, lighting, lighting reflectors, light bulbs, filters for industrial use, air filters, gas filters, water filters, 
industrial installations for filtering liquids and gases, installations for collecting gases, liquids and solids, apparatus and 
installations for removing impurities from gases, liquids and solids, regulating and safety accessories for water and gas 
installations, ventilating and air conditioning apparatus and installations, apparatus and installations for purifying air, gas 
and water, igniters, heaters for oils and greases, cookers, installations and apparatus for heating and boiling asphalt and 
bitumen, melting pots for asphalt and bitumen, polymerisation installations, dust removal installations for ventilation 
purposes, heat exchangers, irrigation sprinklers, irrigation spray nozzles, vehicles, conveyances, trailers for motor land 
vehicles, tipping bodies for vehicles, wagons, steering wheels, wheels, tyres, wheel rims, inner tubes for tyres, repair 
outfit for tyres and inner tubes for tyres, chains for motor vehicles, tracks for vehicles, continuous hacks, complete 
running gear units with continuous tracks or rubber tracks for tracked vehicles, track pads for continuous tracks, quick-
change pads for track pads for continuous tracks, powertrains (including engines and motors) for land vehicles, coupling 
and power transmission components for land vehicles, driving chains and transmission shafts for land vehicles, body 
parts for vehicles, radiator grills for vehicles, undercarriages, braking systems, brakes, brake calipers, brake shoes, brake 
linings, scrapers for tyres, windscreen wipers, adapted tarpaulins for use with vehicles and vehicle trailers, adapted 
coverings for use with vehicles and vehicle trailers, alarm systems for vehicles, mirrors for vehicles, air pumps for tyres, 
precious metals and their alloys, and imitations thereof, precious stones and pearls, and imitations thereof, model 
vehicles and machines (ornaments) made of precious metal, jewellery, horological and chronometric instruments, 
jewellery and watch boxes, key rings (trinkets or fobs), statues, figurines, ornaments, coins and tokens, made of or coated
with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof, works of art made of precious metal, paper, 
cardboard, printed matter, paper goods, stationery, writing and stamping implements, drawing materials, cases for 
stationery and drawing materials, decoration and art materials and media, office requisites (except furniture), instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus), works of art and figurines of paper or cardboard, architectural models, coasters 
of paper or cardboard, bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics, chaplets, 
seals, sealants, fillers, insulation, damping and barrier materials, flexible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefor 
(including valves), non-metallic pipes, tubes and hoses (not for building purposes), non-metallic couplings and 
connectors for pipes, tubes, hoses and cables, semi-finished plastic goods, plastics in the form of sheets, films, blocks, 
rods and tubes, unprocessed and semi-processed materials (not adapted for a specific use), namely, polyester, mineral 
fibers, plastics, elastomers, synthetic materials, composite materials, cellulose, fibers impregnated with synthetic resins, 
finished or semi-finished products (adapted for a specific use), namely, moulds, shock-absorbing materials, packaging 
materials, vibration dampers, statues, works of art, coverings, envelopes, armatures, connectors, spacers (except 
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fasteners for pipes), semi-processed synthetic filtering materials, adhesive tapes, strips, bands and films, clutch linings, 
brake linings, tyre restoration and repair materials, marker tapes, protective rubber articles, protective asbestos screens, 
rubber bands, rubber rings, rubber handles, rubber rests and plastic stoppers, luggage, bags, wallets, carriers, umbrellas, 
parasols, walking sticks, saddlery, tanks (not of metal nor of masonry), in particular for the storage of gases, liquids and 
solids, model vehicles and machines (ornaments) made of plastic, gypsum or wood, reservoirs, and closures and holders 
therefor, containers (not of metal), ladders, movable steps, displays, stands, signage, non-metallic goods, namely, locks, 
keys, key rings, plastic handles, lock bolts, valves, fasteners, screw threaded fixing parts, clips, couplings, connectors, 
shelves, flaps, grab handles, tracks, joints, chain links, hooks, fixings, pipe clamps, hose clamps, plastic clips for cables, 
molds, shapers, holders for pennants, number plates, protectors, supports, arm rests, spools, stiffening materials, rings, 
rods, plastic shims, spacer rings, locking rings, nuts (fasteners), screws, dowels, bolts, rivets, nails, bungs, coil springs, 
stacking adapters, staves, poles, masts, suction pads, overhead tracks, tags, tensioner pulleys, parts of tents, holders for 
paper towels and trays, statues, figurines, works of art, ornaments, decorations, furniture, furnishings, crates and pallets 
(not of metal), glassware, porcelain, earthenware, cleaning instruments, cleaning articles, brooms, buckets, pitchers, 
funnels, steel wool, brushes (not for painting purposes), gardening articles, model vehicles and machines (ornaments) 
made of stone, glass or porcelain, statues, figurines, plaques and works of art, unprocessed and semi-processed 
glassware (not adapted for specific use), household and kitchen utensils, bottle openers, combs and sponges, tableware, 
cookware, containers, cosmetic and toilet utensils, bathroom articles, shoe horns, clothes hangers, clothing, footwear, 
headgear, model vehicles and machines (scaled down), model vehicles and machines (playthings), toys, games, 
playthings, curios, sporting articles and equipment, festive decorations, artificial Christmas trees, smokers' articles, 
lighters, ashtrays, matches, as well as parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; hire, rental and leasing of goods 
associated with the provision of all the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and information services 
relating to all the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.36;Insurance services; real estate services; pawnbrokerage; financial, monetary and banking services; fundraising 
and sponsorship; financial management services and real estate management services; finance services; financial 
consultancy, appraisals and valuations; financial analyses; financing and funding services; arranging of financing and 
funding; lease-purchase financing services; hire-purchase financing services; arranging of lease-purchase and hire-
purchase agreements; arranging of lease-purchases and hire-purchases; consultancy with regard to financing, funding, 
leasing and hire-purchase financing and hire-purchase financing; bonding, warranty and guarantee services; hire, rental 
and leasing of goods associated with the provision of all the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and 
information services relating to all the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.37;Construction; construction supervision; construction consultancy; hire, rental and leasing of construction 
machines; building, construction and demolition; mining services; earth moving services; road construction; canal 
construction; waste dump construction; structural engineering; installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance services 
with respect to computer hardware, products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for structural 
engineering, civil engineering and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines, and parts thereof; 
installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance services with respect to structures, in particular buildings, canals and 
roads; installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance of metal structures; rustproofing; application of surface coatings, in 
particular protective coatings; repair of cabinets; hire, rental and leasing of goods associated with the provision of all the 
aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; technical consultancy with regard to construction; civil engineering construction.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; communications services for the exchange of data in electronic form; 
communication via digital transmission, radio, computer, internet, satellite, telematics and cable; telematics services 
(included in this class); providing access to electronic databases and electronic communications networks; leasing 
access time to electronic databases and electronic communications networks; leasing access time for enabling the use of 
non-downloadable on-line software; providing electronic access to position data and satellite correction signals; hire, 
rental and leasing of goods associated with the provision of all the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy 
and information services relating to all the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.41;Education; instruction; organising, arranging and conducting courses, workshops and seminars; training, in 
particular concerning safety at work and the operation, usage, repair and maintenance of vehicles, apparatus and 
machines, and parts thereof; instruction services relating to driving; provision of club education services; entertainment; 
organising and conducting lotteries, competitions and contests; provision of fan club services in the nature of 
entertainment, education, sporting activities and cultural activities; provision of club entertainment services; sporting and 
cultural activities; publishing and reporting; production of films for educational purposes; arranging of competitions; hire,
rental and leasing of goods associated with the provision of all the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy 
and information services relating to all the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research; industrial analysis and research services; technical planning 
and consultancy; technical project planning; construction planning; IT services, namely development, programming, 
installation, implementation, updating, maintenance and repair of computer software, development of computer hardware, 
hosting services, software as a service [SaaS], rental of software, rental of computer hardware and facilities, IT 
consultancy, advisory and information services, IT security, protection and restoration services, data duplication and 
conversion services, data coding services (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of 
the Common Regulations), computer analysis and diagnostics, research and development and implementation of 
computers and computer systems, computer programming, computer project management services, data mining, 
computer services (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations),
technological services relating to computers, computer network services, data migration services, technological services, 
namely generating, recording and analysing of position data and satellite correction signals, updating of websites for 
third parties and monitoring of computer systems by remote access; testing, authentication and quality control; technical 
consultancy with regard to products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for structural engineering, civil 
engineering and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines, and parts thereof (terms too vague in 
the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); technological consultancy relating to 
the performance of vehicles, apparatus and machines, and parts thereof; design services; engineering services; research 
in the fields of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and construction; geological research and prospecting; 
product research and development; development of industrial processes; development of new products and technologies 
for third parties; development of products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for structural engineering, 
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civil engineering and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines, and parts thereof; construction 
planning and design; safety testing and technical testing (also by remote access) of computer hardware, computer 
software, products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for structural engineering, civil engineering and 
mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines, and parts thereof; troubleshooting and fault diagnosis 
regarding computer hardware, computer software, products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for 
structural engineering, civil engineering and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines, and parts 
thereof; remote controlling, remote monitoring, remote maintenance and electronic tracking of computer hardware, 
computer software, products of mechanical and electrical engineering, products for structural engineering, civil 
engineering and mining, industrial installations, vehicles, apparatus and machines, and parts thereof; measurement 
services; preparation of technical surveys; weather forecast services; technical development of models and concepts to 
be implemented for the operation, production and logistics of commercial enterprises; planning and development of 
construction projects and projects for the processing, crushing and mixing of gases, liquids or solids; laboratory 
services; chemistry services; physicist services; architectural services; technical drawing; urban planning; technical 
construction planning; technical project management; technical testing services; technological services, namely 
generating and analysing of data concerning construction processes and processes of processing, crushing and mixing 
of gases, liquids or solids; technical assessment of data concerning construction processes and processes of 
processing, crushing and mixing of gases, liquids or solids; electronic recording of data; civil engineering; hire, rental 
and leasing of goods associated with the provision of all the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and 
information services relating to all the aforesaid services, included in this class.
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3355193    16/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298466]
Shenzhen Pakpobox Technology Co., Ltd.
East Side of 1/F, A Building, West Side of Shongbai Road, North Side of Jihe Highway Overpass, Shiyan Street, Bao'an District 
Shenzhen, Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Buildings, transportable, of metal; safes [strong boxes]; letter boxes of metal; containers of metal [storage, 
transport]; tin cans; chests of metal for food; chests of metal.

Cl.20;Lockers.

Cl.39;Transportation logistics; storage of goods; parcel delivery; sightseeing [tourism]; transport; delivery of goods by 
mail order; car parking; storage information; courier services [messages or merchandise]; rental of storage containers.
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Priority claimed from 15/06/2015; Application No. : 15 4 189 160 ;France 

3355399    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298369]
GUO PEI
68 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery products; perfumes; eaux de toilette; extracts of perfumes; deodorants (perfumery); natural perfumery 
products; essential oils for personal use; oils for cosmetic use; soaps; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; skin cleaning 
products; creams, gels and lotions for removing make-up; cosmetics; anti wrinkle creams, anti wrinkle gels, anti wrinkle 
serums; beauty masks; cosmetic preparations for slimming; cosmetic skin-tanning preparations; sun protection creams 
and lotions; self-tanning creams and gels; after-sun creams and gels; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; 
cosmetic preparations for baths; bath and shower gels; bath foams; creams, gels and lotions for face and skin care for 
cosmetic use; nourishing creams; make-up products; mascara; pencils for cosmetic use; eye shadows; blushers; nail 
polish (varnish); nail polish; lipsticks; lip glosses; lip and nail balms; hair lotions; shampoos; shaving products; after-
shave balms; after-shave lotions; moisturizing after-shave creams; shaving soaps; moisturizing creams (cosmetics).

Cl.9;Eyeglasses, sunglasses, goggles for sports; spectacle frames, spectacle cases; containers for contact lenses; 
cases, bags, briefcases and covers for portable electronic apparatus, tablet computers, mobile telephones and MP3 
players; cases, bags, briefcases and covers for portable electronic apparatus, tablet computers, mobile telephones and 
MP3 players; downloadable electronic publications on the theme of fashion and beauty; magnetic loyalty cards.

Cl.14;Jewelry, jewelry articles; precious stones; precious metals and their alloys, bracelets (jewelry), brooches 
(jewelry), necklaces (jewelry), chains (jewelry), medals, pendants, earrings, rings, charms, tie pins; cuff links; key rings; 
jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; boxes, cases and presentation cases for timepieces and jewelry; 
timepieces, chronometric instruments, watches, watch bands; statues or figurines (statuettes) of precious metals.

Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; artists' materials; 
paintbrushes; writing instruments; pens, felt-tip pens, color pencils; pen holders; pencil holders; cheque-book holders, 
passport holders; desk mats; instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); posters; advertisement boards of 
paper or cardboard; stapling presses (stationery); albums, almanacs; drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; 
newspapers; memo blocks (stationery); boxes of cardboard or paper; writing or drawing books; calendars; notebooks; 
cards; greeting cards; catalogs; folders for papers; patterns for making clothes; paper cutters (office requisites); patterns 
for dressmaking; announcement cards (stationery); sheets (stationery); books; bookmarks; bookends; booklets; 
embroidery patterns; tablecloths of paper; paper bows (stationery); stencil cases; prospectuses; publications; magazines 
(periodicals); table linen of paper; table mats of paper; table napkins of paper; engravings or lithographic works of art; 
paintings (pictures), framed or unframed; aquarelles.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, animal skins; handbags, school bags, backpacks, wheel bags, beach bags, school 
bags; vanity cases (empty); trunks and suitcases; bags (leather goods); traveling bags; boxes of leather and imitation 
leather; attaché cases; empty cases for make-up; attaché cases; traveling sets (leather goods); briefcases (leather 
goods); key cases (leather goods); pouches and cases of leather or imitation of leather; toiletry and make-up bags 
(unfitted); wallets, purses (not of precious metal), briefcases, card cases; bags or small bags (envelopes, pouches) of 
leather for packaging; bands of leather, collars or clothing for animals; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery.

Cl.24;Fabrics and textile products; bed and table covers; fabrics for textile use; elastic fabrics; velvet; bath linen (for 
toilet use); household linen; bath linen (except clothing); bed linen; table linen not of paper; sheets, quilts, eiderdowns; 
tablecloths not of paper; bed blankets; face cloths and washing mitts of textile; table runners; pillowcases, table napkins 
of textile, covers for cushions.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; clothing of leather or imitation of leather; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); gloves 
(clothing); scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; underwear; clothing for men, women and children, 
namely, dresses, evening dresses, shirts, trousers, skirts, blouses, jackets, coats, suits, uniforms; bathing suits, bathing 
trunks; shawls, sashes for wear; caps (bonnets); footwear, namely, shoes, boots, half-boots, sandals, pumps; 
suspenders; briefs; caps; hats; tights; underwear [lingerie]; vests; gaiters; raincoats; overcoats; parkas; dressing gowns; 
pullovers; pajamas; tee-shirts.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers; 
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haberdashery (except thread and yarn); lace trimmings; wigs; fastenings or clasps for clothing; hair ornaments; clothing 
and shoe fasteners; fastenings for clothing; ornamental novelty badges; barrettes (hair-slides); buckles (clothing 
accessories); shoe buckles; broaches (clothing accessories); belt clasps; clasps for bags.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; direct mail advertising (leaflets, 
prospectuses, printed matter, samples); newspaper subscription services (for others); presentation of goods on all 
communication media, for retail sale; retail services in connection with the following goods: cosmetics, perfumery, 
eyeglasses, sunglasses, jewelry, watches, printed matter, stationery, writing instruments, leather goods, textiles and 
textile goods, clothing, footwear, headgear, lace and embroidery.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; cultural activities; publication of books; providing non-downloadable 
electronic publications related to beauty and/or luxury and/or fashion; organization of competitions (education or 
entertainment); arranging and conducting of seminars, colloquiums, conferences or congresses, fashion shows and 
photographic reporting for educational, cultural and artistic purposes; organization and conducting of exhibitions for 
cultural or educational purposes; practical training [demonstration] of goods; party planning [entertainment]; organization
of entertainment events; production of audiovisual recordings.
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Priority claimed from 21/07/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 046 730 ;Germany 

3355400    12/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298386]
KRÜSS GmbH, Wissenschaftliche Laborgeräte
Borsteler Chaussee 85 22453 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; coin-
operated mechanisms; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; 
fire extinguishers; computer software, in particular for control of measuring apparatus and analyzers for collection, 
processing and analysis of measuring data as well as for information and process management as well as for marketing 
and switching; laboratory apparatus and instruments; laboratory analyzers for research; fine mechanical optical 
apparatus for cell fusion and cell permeability.

Cl.35;Advertising, business management, business administration, clerical services, retailing and wholesaling also via 
internet relating to software laboratory apparatus and analyzers; business consulting and advisory services relating to 
laboratory apparatus and analyzers, software as well as integration of apparatus and information systems.

Cl.41;Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities, training and workshops relating 
to IT and software.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, scientific and technological 
services and research and design relating thereto, design and development of computer hardware and software, design of
computer software in particular for control of measuring apparatus and analyzers for collection, processing and analysis 
of measuring data as well as for information and process management as well as for marketing and switching, server 
hosting, in particular for data, documents and tasks, software development, hosting websites on the internet.
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Priority claimed from 24/11/2015; Application No. : 30201500076155 ;Italy 

3355403    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298821]
ZECA S.P.A.
Strada della Chiara, 25 I-10080 FELETTO (TORINO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mechanical reels; mechanical hose reels; mechanical reels for flexible hoses; mechanical reels for electric cables; 
mechanical metal reels equipped with cables for hanging or handling loads; mechanical air hose reels; spring driven 
reels.

Cl.11;Lamps; portable lamps; portable lamps with rechargeable batteries; apparatus for ventilating consisting of an 
apparatus for suctioning exhaust gases of motor vehicles for the purpose of avoiding gas diffusion in enclosed spaces.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 014221956 ;European Union 

3355405    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298488]
Karhoo Technologies Ltd
42 Sydenham Road London SE26 5QF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and/or applications for use with satellite and/or GPS navigation systems; computer software 
and/or applications for use with route planners, electronic maps and digital dictionaries for navigation and translation 
purposes; electronic global positioning systems; computer software and/or applications for global positioning system 
[GPS] and/or satellite navigation; software for the location and reservation of taxis via mobile phone or mobile devices; 
digital display and information systems, digital screens, visual display screens; telecom communications equipment, 
apparatus and instruments; geographical positioning software to facilitate the dispatch of a taxi; taxi meters; cards 
(magnetic or encoded-); card readers for credit cards.

Cl.39;Taxi services; taxi transport; chauffeur services; taxi booking agency services; transport services including 
transport by car and taxi; planning, arranging and booking of transport services by electronic means; arranging the 
transportation of persons and goods by road; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; providing 
information relating to traffic, traffic congestion and travel; travel arrangements and reservation services; providing 
information regarding transportation services and bookings for transportation via a website; information and advisory 
services, including such services provided online and on telephone, all related to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2015; Application No. : 3564978 ;Spain 

3355408    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298491]
ALBERTO LAUDER RUIZ
Mar Egeo, 12 - Majadahonda E-28220 MADRID Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Natural gas, fuel gas, gas for lighting, coal gas, oil gas, gas oil, gasoline, vaporized fuel mixtures, gas mixtures; 
electric energy, electricity, solar powered electricity generators; industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, 
wetting and binding compositions; illuminant materials; candles and wicks for lighting.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity and gas; alarms for the detection of inflammable gases, 
combustion gas and waste gas analyzers; gas testing apparatus; apparatus for analyzing and detecting gases; gas 
meters; gasometers; solar panels for generating electricity, transformers, limiters, electricity inverters; apparatus and 
instruments for accumulating and storage of electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling and regulating 
electricity; solar cells for electricity generation; electricity metering devices; instruments for measuring electricity; data 
processing equipment, computers; software; fire extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water distribution 
and sanitary appliances; gas boilers and electric boilers, regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus and 
conductors, apparatus for gas decontamination, cleansing, purifying and recovery, gas condensers, gas and electric 
radiators; gas generators, gas lamps; electric lighting apparatus, gas burners; gas and electric cookers; ovens; stoves; 
heating radiators.

Cl.35;Administrative and/or business consultancy services relating to the management of energy and installations for 
the production and distribution of gas, electricity and any other kind of energy; services providing customer support and 
advice and assistance in drawing up the documentation required for contracting and carrying products and services for 
third parties; assistance in business management and consultancy on business organization and management in the 
fields of environmental protection, new energy sources, preservation of natural resources and sustainable development; 
business expertise in the field of environmental protection, new energies, preservation of natural resources and 
sustainable development; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes on environmental 
protection, new energies, the preservation of natural resources and on sustainable development; advisory services, 
consulting and assistance in connection with all the above activities, including services provided online from a computer 
database, via global telecommunication networks or other electronic networks; advertising services, sales promotion for 
others and commercial representation services; wholesale and retail sale in stores and via global computer networks of 
natural gas and all types of gas and gas mixtures, diesel oil, gasoline, electricity, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity and gas, apparatus for lighting, 
heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply, sanitary appliances, gas boilers, 
electric boilers, regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus and conductors, apparatus for decontaminating, 
cleansing, purifying and recovering gas, gas condensers, gas and electric radiators, gas generators, gas lamps, electric 
lighting apparatus, gas burners, gas cookers, electric cookers, ovens, stoves and heating radiators.

Cl.37;Construction services, especially the construction, installation, repair and maintenance of gas distribution 
networks and pipelines and all types of energy; assembly, installation, repair and maintenance services for gas 
equipment, pipelines, boilers, accessories and gas and electricity installations, apparatus for heating, air conditioning, 
ventilating and refrigerating; underground pipes construction services; management (supervision) of works and building 
projects; solar energy installation services; underwater repairs and installation services; construction of structures for 
the storage of natural gas and crude oil; construction of structures for the production and transport of natural gas and 
crude oil; drilling services for the extraction of oil and gas; repair services for gas supply systems; mining and oil and gas 
extraction services; underground construction services relating to gas networks and supply lines.

Cl.39;Transport, storage and distribution of gas, electricity, water and all types of energy, as well as distribution, 
storage, supply and transport services for all types of components for gas and electric installations.

Cl.40;Energy production services, in particular gas and electricity; gas processing services, purification and refining 
services for gases, oils, diesel oil, steam, hot water and for solar, wind and biomass energy; waste and waste gas 
recycling services; processing and treatment of waste by mechanical and chemical processes and waste classification; 
mechanical and chemical transformation services of all kinds of fluids; water treatment.

Cl.41;Education and training services; entertainment services; sports and cultural activities; publishing services; 
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arranging and conducting conferences, exhibitions, seminars and workshops.

Cl.42;Technical studies, projects, evaluations, estimates and reports (unrelated to business management) relating to 
the use of gas, electricity and all types of energy, as well as relating to the design of installations for the production of for 
gas, electricity and all types of energy; energy optimization studies; software development and consultancy in relation to 
the field of energy; engineering services; engineering services relating to the production of electrical energy and natural 
gas; design of oil and gas pipelines; technical consultancy relating to public works; land surveying services; air analysis 
services in building site environments; quality control services for finished buildings; development of computer programs
recorded on data media (software) adapted for use in construction; drafting technical construction project studies; 
geophysical exploration services for the oil, gas and mining industries; conducting feasibility studies relative to gas 
exploitation; design and development of photovoltaic systems, consulting and auditing in energy related matters, 
research in the field of energy; technological consultancy services in the field of alternative energy generation; 
environmental and geological expertise services; underground civil engineering services.
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Priority claimed from 16/07/2014; Application No. : 013090618 ;European Union 

3415469    18/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1314338]
Freudenberg SE
Hoehnerweg 2-4 69469 Weinheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry and science, unprocessed artificial resins and unprocessed plastics used in industry; 
adhesives used in industry; adhesive compositions of polyurethane; thermoplastic compounds; thermoplastic elastomer 
resins and thermoplastic concentrates in liquid form for use in industry; chemicals for treatment of surfaces; chemicals 
for electroplating, passivating, phosphating and sealing; corrosive preparations; none of the aforesaid goods containing 
fire extinguishing compositions, foam prevention and defoaming agents and preparations; chemicals based on oils, 
greases and waxes, in particular chemicals based on oils, greases and waxes being mould-release agents for moulds of 
plastics or of metals or being for release agents for welding of metal; solvents; chemical additives for oils; antifreeze; 
brake fluid; isostatic coatings of polytetrafluoroethylene; coatings for support rollers; chemicals in liquid and paste form 
for finishing (impregnating, coating, refining) of textiles; chemical compositions for use on different surfaces, including 
on tiles, grout, textiles, fabrics, upholstery, carpets, clothing, outer clothing and footwear, to repel or remove dirt, stains 
and moisture, in particular impregnating agents for household surfaces and/or textiles; chemical cleaning preparations 
for use in industrial processes, in particular in the food and food processing industries; chemicals in the form of 
detergency enhancers; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs, namely raw materials for smoothing and 
preserving prepared foodstuffs, in particular confectionery; glazes and release agents for foodstuffs in the form of 
emulsions and dispersions; mixtures for manufacturing elastomers or rubbers, in particular mixtures for manufacturing 
elastomers or rubbers for use at low temperatures, mixtures for manufacturing elastomers or rubbers for binding to 
metals; mixtures for manufacturing elastomers or rubbers for binding to metals and for use at low temperatures; self-
lubricating, unprocessed artificial resins and plastics for improving sliding properties, in particular in the form of 
powders, liquids or pastes.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; anti-corrosive preparations; preparations for preventing the deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; 
lacquers, in particular sliding lacquers; coatings for protection against rust and/or corrosion.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; in particular soaps for household use; cleaning preparations; moisture-impregnated disposable 
cloths, steelwool pads with soap; cleaning preparations for household use; cleaning preparations for hard surfaces; 
cleaning preparations for glass, in particular window glass; cleaning preparations for surfaces of metal, including 
stainless steel, chromium, bronze and copper; cleaning preparations for range and stove surfaces; cleaning preparations 
for counter surfaces; cleaning preparations for cabinet surfaces; cleaning preparations for eating and cooking 
implements, including cutlery, dishes, pots and pans; cleaning preparations for wood; bathroom cleaning preparations, 
cleaning preparations for stone surfaces, including marble surfaces and granite surfaces; cleaning preparations for tiles 
and grouting mortar; all-purpose cleaning preparations; cleaning preparations for motor vehicles; general-purpose 
cleaning and polishing liquids; cleaning preparations for carpets and carpeting; stain removers; pet stain removers; 
mould-removing preparations; shoe care preparations, in particular shoe cream, shoe wax; scouring agents, in particular 
scouring milk, scouring cream, scouring powder; scale-removing preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; 
preparations for the care, treatment and beautification of fabrics; all of the aforesaid goods being either with or without 
deodorising properties or components; paint strippers.

Cl.4;Industrial oils, in particular lubricating oils; industrial greases, in particular lubricating greases; lubricants, in 
particular lubricants in the form of sliding lacquers; additives for lubricants; self-lubricating artificial resins and plastics 
for improving sliding properties in the form of powders, liquids or pastes being friction-reducing coating preparations; 
dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; plasters, materials for 
dressings; covering materials and medical applicators; wound dressings; wound dressing pads; compresses and 
compress covers; foam materials for treatment and management of wounds; medical textiles for wound care, wound 
compresses and substitute skin (patches); medical textiles being adhesion barriers on wounds and for closing wounds; 
medical textiles for haemostasis; medical textiles with regenerative properties being carriers of cells for bone, cartilage, 
skin and tendon regeneration; sanitary preparations and disinfectants; insecticides and deodorising preparations.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for 
railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and 
tubes of metal; safes; ores; pipes and tubes; connecting parts; connectors, fittings and flanges of metal for pipes and 
tubes; parts and spare parts for all of the aforesaid goods, including all of these goods in particular for use in the oil and 
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gas industry.

Cl.7;Metalworking, woodworking and plastic processing machines, machines used in the chemical industry, agriculture 
and mining, and for the beverage industry; textile machines; construction machines, packaging machines and machine 
tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land 
vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; hydraulic accumulators for storing and providing pressure; 
hydraulic reservoirs, in particular diaphragm accumulators, piston accumulators, pressure accumulators, accumulators 
for axle suspension, wheel suspension and/or cab suspension; couplings; belts for machines; rollers for printing 
machines; diaphragms for pumps and valves; anti-friction bearings for machines; ball-bearings, roller bearings and plain 
bearings being parts of machines; bearings, in particular self-lubricating bearings; fitted parts made of self-lubricating 
artificial resins and plastics for improving sliding properties, namely self-lubricating bearings; bearings for transmission 
shafts; journal boxes (parts of machines); seals being parts of engines; components of metal for use in the gas and oil 
industry, in particular scrapers of metal, pressure test seals, components for wireline and downhole tools and shutter 
valves; seals of metal, in particular for use in the oil and gas industry, in particular flange seals, including spiral-wound 
seals and serrated seals; rod wipers and piston guide rings used in hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders; guide and oil-
removing elements for hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders; guide elements for hydraulic and pneumatic applications, in 
particular guide rings and bearing rings for protection of cylinder rods and pistons; intake manifolds for land, air and 
water vehicles; engine parts for air and water vehicles, namely shaft couplings, transmission shafts, driving gear 
elements, journals (parts of machines), machine belts; bellows; expansion bellows, in particular rubber expansion 
bellows, expansion bellows of thermoplastic elastomers; elastic bearings for machines being sound and vibration 
absorption parts; pneumatic springs and spring struts with bellows of elastomeric material for supporting vibrating parts 
of vehicles and machines; elastic springs for sound, vibration and shock absorption, being parts of machines; multilayer 
springs for sound, vibration and shock absorption, being parts of machines; valves for machines, motors and engines; 
moulded semi-finished parts (not included in other classes) and finished goods of vulcanised perfluoroelastomers in the 
form of diaphragms for hydraulics, pneumatics and mechanical engineering; bearings, in particular hydraulic bearings, 
spherical bearings, conical bearings, machine bearings, flat bearings, wedge-shaped bearings, round bearings, 
instrument bearings, support bearings, barrel roller bearings, framework support bearings, axle guide bearings, hydraulic 
axle guide bearings, double U bearings, V bearings, MO bearings, M bearings, O-shaped bearings; bushings, in particular 
hydraulic bushings; springs, in particular multilayered springs, conical springs, chevron springs, roller springs, auxiliary 
springs; spring inserts; spring bases; rolling support systems (parts of machines); buffers (parts of machines); 
transverse and longitudinal buffers; wedge bundles (parts of machines); electric floor cleaning apparatus, cleaning 
robots; electric floor cleaning brushes, parts of machines, electric cleaning apparatus for hard surfaces, in particular 
electric window cleaning apparatus, suction apparatus for cleaning windows; electric cleaning machines and apparatus 
for carpets and carpeting; filters being parts of machines, motors or engines; roller covers and calender covers of non-
woven fabrics, cuttings and sheets of non-woven fabrics for this purpose and non-woven fabrics being semi-finished 
materials; inserts comprising non-woven fabrics for gas, air and liquid filtration installations and equipment, pre-
fabricated filters of non-woven fabrics for this purpose; engine parts for sound and vibration absorption; engine parts for 
land vehicles, namely shaft couplings, transmission shafts, journals (parts of machines), drive belts; vacuum cleaner 
bags of non-woven fabrics, paper or non-woven/paper laminates; pump diaphragms.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; dosage dispensers; lubricant dispensers, namely automated lubricant 
dispensers; filters being fitted parts for office equipment, namely for laser printers, document shredders, fax machines 
and copiers; filters being fitted parts for outlet air from office equipment, namely from laser printers, document shredders, 
fax machines and copiers; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity; plug-in connectors; connectors, in particular electric connectors; sheaths for electric cables; 
fuel cells and parts therefor; printed circuits; junction sleeves for electric cables; covers for electric outlets; sensor 
housings; connector housings; electronics housings, magnet armatures; magnetic encoders; seals for sensors; solenoid-
controlled valves; inserts comprising non-woven fabrics for metrological and scientific installations and equipment, pre-
fabricated filters of non-woven fabrics therefor and non-woven fabrics of semi-finished materials; battery separators of 
non-woven fabrics, non-woven fabrics being semi-finished materials for making battery separators, non-woven fabrics for 
use in batteries; respirators and respiratory masks, in particular of non-woven fabrics, for use in industry; protective 
clothing of non-woven fabrics; cases and liners of non-woven fabrics for electromagnetic data carriers and floppy disks; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, in 
particular flat cables, flat conductors, circuit boards, mechatronic systems; mechatronic systems for tapping of electric 
potentials between battery cells connected in series or in parallel, for determining the temperature and/or conditions in 
battery systems and/or for high-current connections between battery cells; mechatronic systems for detecting seat 
occupancy and/or for detecting fixtures in vehicle interiors; flat conductors for use as antennae structures; cable 
assemblies with or without integrated electronic components; cable assemblies consisting of round cables and/or flat 
conductors; cable assemblies for connecting to electric equipment, in particular for connecting to electric equipment in 
vehicles, ships or aircraft; connections for antennae structures in the windscreen region of vehicles; connections for 
antennae structures in the windscreen region of vehicles being designed exclusively as a flat conductor or as a 
combination of flat and round cables; connections for heating systems in the windscreen region of vehicles being 
designed exclusively as a flat conductor or as a combination of flat and round cables; grounding strips; capacitor films; 
sensors for detecting different ambient media, for detecting the kind of ambient media, for detecting the state of the 
ambient media, for detecting pressure, temperature, electric currents, electric voltages, moisture, distances and/or 
mechanical deflections; membrane keyboards; mechanical and/or electric switching elements; electric wiring and 
sensors, in particular for wiring solar cells; sensor and/or sensor wiring systems; protective gloves for use in industry; 
clothing for protection against injury; accumulator and separator diaphragms, regulating and switching diaphragms.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic 
articles; suture materials; components for electric medical equipment; hoses of silicone and thermoplastics, silicone 
plugs and silicone sealing clamps for transfer of fluids for use in the pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical and medical 
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industries; prostheses, in particular voice prostheses; trocars; surgical and wound treating equipment; surgical adapters, 
in particular fistula adapters; textile surgical implants; textile surgical implants fitted with regenerative cells for 
regeneration of organs and body tissue, including the aforesaid goods of non-woven fabrics or comprising non-woven 
fabrics; surgical textiles for supporting vascular prostheses and organs; textiles for coating prostheses; textile surgical 
implants being substitutes for tissue and for strengthening tissue; respiratory masks of non-woven fabrics for medical 
use, inserts comprising non-woven fabrics for respirators and masks for the medical purposes; textiles, in particular non-
woven fabrics for medical purposes; surgical gowns, surgical drapes, surgical face masks, plaster supports, supports for 
first-aid dressings, gauze substitutes, padded bandages (bandages for use under plaster casts); none of the aforesaid 
goods being for use in the pharmacy trade.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; apparatus for lighting, in particular apparatus for lighting for vehicles; components for apparatus for 
lighting for vehicles, in particular flat conductors, optics and/or complete lighting modules fitted with light-emitting 
diodes; apparatus for lighting with light-emitting diodes; interior or exterior lighting for vehicles, ships, aircraft, buildings; 
lighting of furniture; lighting for control panels; flat cables or flat conductors with integrated lighting devices, in particular 
with LEDs; flat cables or flat conductors with electronic components for interior or exterior lighting of vehicles, ships, 
aircraft, buildings, for lighting of furniture or for lighting for control panels; film heaters or large-area flat conductors, 
used in particular for heating exterior mirrors, steering wheels, seats, batteries, passenger compartments, sensor 
systems, trim parts and units; components for heating installations for vehicles, in particular film heaters; filter inserts, 
namely filter elements for use in an existing arrangement, filter inserts, in particular filter inserts with a filtration media of 
paper or non-woven fabrics; filter inserts for filters being parts of domestic or industrial installations; filter inserts for air 
purification installations and apparatus, including for the medical industry, in particular for dust separation and air 
purification for industrial installations and equipment and for household equipment, pre-fabricated filter inserts of non-
woven fabrics therefor; filter inserts for cleaning air supply and exhaust air and being parts for air conditioning apparatus;
filter inserts for air purifiers, in particular for air purifiers for rooms; filter inserts for ventilation installations, in particular 
for mobile ventilation installations; filter inserts for ventilation installations for office equipment, in particular for purifying 
the inlet air of computers; filter inserts for stationary and mobile ventilation installations for rooms, in particular for 
offices, conference rooms, entrance halls, exhibition halls and hotel rooms; filter inserts with a fixed frame or being 
cartridges, in particular filter inserts of non-woven fabrics, in particular for air filtration in air conditioning installations 
and fresh air blowers for motor vehicles; textile filter fabrics for repelling pollen and dust and for ventilation, being sheet 
material and in a fixed frame for building apertures; filter inserts for gas, air and liquid filtration installations and 
equipment, in particular pre-fabricated filter inserts of non-woven fabrics therefor; non-woven fabrics for reinforcing semi-
permeable membranes for microfiltration and ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis; filter inserts for milk, beverage and 
drinking water filtration installations and equipment, in particular pre-fabricated filter inserts of non-woven fabrics 
therefor, and non-woven fabrics therefor being semi-finished materials; inserts comprising non-woven fabrics for air 
purification installations and equipment for the medical industry, pre-fabricated filters of non-woven fabrics therefor.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; drive belts; clamp rollers, being parts of land vehicles; 
machines for gas distribution and valve actuation; parts of land, air and water vehicles, namely shock absorbers, shock 
absorber springs, suspension springs, pneumatic springs; body shells of polytetrafluoroethylene; transport trolleys, in 
particular transport trolleys for cleaning materials and equipment; guide rods, in particular wheelset guides; trailing links; 
pneumatic springs; pneumatic spring systems; non-woven fabrics for automobile construction; in particular fitted parts of
interior trim of non-woven fabrics for passenger compartments of land, air and water vehicles; sound and heat-absorbent 
insulating materials of non-woven fabrics in the form of moulded parts or surface structures, being linings for luggage 
compartments and engine compartments and being linings for passenger compartments of land, air and water vehicles.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.15;Musical instruments.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks; rubbish bags of plastic or paper; filters being fitted parts for office equipment, in particular for laser 
printers and document shredders; semi-finished materials of paper or paper laminates for vacuum cleaner bags.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other 
classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not 
of metal; seals of poly-tetrafluoroethylene, elastomers, rubber or highly elastic and thermoplastic plastics or 
thermoplastic elastomers, including combined with metals or other plastics, in particular lip seals for movable parts of 
machines; shaft seals; radial shaft seals; retaining rings; cassette seals; combination seals; valve stem seals; O-ring 
seals; support seals; composite seals; fibre seals; butterfly valve seals; sealing plugs designed as composite parts of 
metals and elastomers; seals for shock absorbers and gas pressure springs; valve-spindle seals; sealing rings; O-rings; 
flat seals; profile seals; O-ring seals; axle seals; seal plates; sealing strips; sealing frames [parts of seals]; seals (not of 
metal), namely oil seals, liquid seals, insulating seals, reinforced seals, piston seals and rod seals, in particular cup seals, 
packing seals and sealing rings, rod wiper seals; buffer seals; wiper rings, all of the aforesaid goods being for sealing 
against oil, grease or air in hydraulic and pneumatic applications; seals for hydraulic braking systems; seals for hydraulic 
and pneumatic cylinders; moulded parts, including boards, panels and flaps, profiles, discs and washers of elastic, 
rubbery plastics, including in particular combined with metals and other plastics; screw seal rings, in particular USIT 
rings; plug-in pieces; rotary pressure seals; profile seals; moulded parts of polytetrafluoroethylene; solid silicone parts, 
namely jet formers for showers, seals, diaphragms, housing parts, injection-moulded parts; injection-moulded parts of 
liquid silicone for machine elements; liquid silicone seals; plastics in the form of sheets, blocks, balls, rods and pipes; 
grooved rings, including in particular grooved rings of polytetrafluoroethylene; static and dynamic seals; static cylinder 
cover seals; V-packings being chevron multilayer packing seals for sealing static piston and centrifugal applications, in 
which male and female adapters are used in order to make up a V-set; stuffing box packings; micro-parts of plastic or 
elastomeric material (semi-finished goods); elastomers and plastics for use in the gas and oil industry; seals, not of 
metal, for use in the gas and oil industry, in particular packers, production packers, service packers, mechanical packers; 
BOP (blow-out prevention) seals; rubberised chain wheels; packaging materials for moulded seals; panels of graphite-
based materials for use as sealing rings, packing seals and for heat insulation; slide ring packings; slide ring seals; seal 
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support rings for sealing against oil, grease or air in hydraulic and pneumatic applications; absorption elements, in 
particular for pneumatic applications; sound-absorbing multilayer panels and moulded parts of foam and/or plastics for 
vehicle cabs, for the building industry and for industrial machines; elastomers, in particular elastomers for use at low 
temperatures; rubber, in particular rubber for use at low temperatures; insulating and sealing parts having rubber-metal 
compounds, in particular insulating and sealing parts having rubber-metal compounds and being for use at low 
temperatures; articles of rubber for vibration isolation; vibration-control components; moulded semi-finished parts (not 
included in other classes) and finished goods of vulcanised perfluoroelastomers in the form of seals and O-rings for use 
in hydraulics, pneumatics and mechanical engineering; perfluoroelastomers being films, panels and rods (semi-finished 
goods); materials for absorbing and insulating against sound, heat, cold, water and vapour, the aforesaid goods being in 
particular in the form of roll materials, sheets, die-cuts and cuttings being semi-finished materials, in particular of non-
woven fabrics; insulating materials of non-woven fabrics for electric equipment and installations, and for the cable 
industry in the form of sheets, bands, cuttings and being semi-finished materials; insulating materials of non-woven 
fabrics for heat, cold and soundproofing installations and equipment in the form of sheets, cuttings and being semi-
finished materials; packaging materials of non-woven fabrics in sheet form and pre-fabricated as casings, envelopes and 
covers; insulating gloves; including the aforesaid goods with flame-retardant properties; self-lubricating artificial resins 
and plastics for improving sliding properties in the form of panels, blocks and rods being semi-finished goods and being 
substitutes for bearing metals; water-tight rings of metal.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; semi-worked leather with an imitation leather surface; 
semi-worked leather with an embossed imitation leather surface film, in particular a film of polyurethane.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic), in particular natural and artificial stone, cement, lime, mortar, plaster, gravel; 
non-metallic rigid pipes for building, in particular of sandstone and cement, asphalt, pitch and/or bitumen; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; building materials for ceilings and sealing of house roofs, in particular 
roof insulation felts consisting predominantly of asphalt, pitch and/or bitumen; materials for road construction, in 
particular asphalt, pitch and bitumen; bituminous surfacing; protective dust covers of non-woven fabrics for the building 
industry and for mining; tarpaulins and cuttings of non-woven fabrics for ground consolidation and being drainage 
material for structural engineering, civil engineering, road construction and mining; tarpaulins and cuttings of non-woven 
fabrics for ground consolidation, drainage and irrigation for agricultural and horticultural applications; geotextiles.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; covers of non-woven fabrics for upholstered furniture, beds, loungers, 
cushions and mattresses; carrier materials and cover materials and wrappings of non-woven fabrics for inner springs and 
foam parts for mattresses; partitions; kitchen stools; sitting/standing aids; laundry airing devices, namely clothes 
hangers; window blinds of non-woven fabrics.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-
making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in 
building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; articles for cleaning purposes, in particular 
household cloths, window cloths of leather and artificial leather, dishcloths, wipes, dusters, polishing cloths, scouring 
cloths, all-purpose cloths, floor cloths, microfibre cloths, sponge cloths, cloths of non-woven fabrics, cloths of woven or 
knitted fabrics, dry scouring pads of non-woven fabrics with and without a sponge part; wipes with antibacterial 
properties; steelwool for cleaning, in particular steelwool cleaners with and without a foam handle; steelwool pads; 
sponges for household purposes, in particular plastic-coated scouring sponges, cleaning sponges of viscose or plastic; 
household or kitchen utensils, in particular hand-operated, non-electric, mechanical cleaning apparatus, brooms, 
brushes, mops, devices for wringing out mops, window cleaning apparatus, toilet brushes, toilet brush holders, window 
cleaning systems, namely consisting of hand-operated window cleaning apparatus, water scrapers, dustpans, gloves for 
light industrial use, household gloves for kitchen use, for cleaning and washing, for maintenance or household purposes, 
in particular of latex or plastic; gardening gloves; gloves for preparing of foodstuffs and beverages; gloves for 
hairdressing; gloves for polishing; disposable gloves for household and gardening purposes; laundry airing devices, 
namely clothes racks for drying, drying racks, rotary washing lines, drying holders, clothes-pegs, ironing boards, sleeve 
boards, ironing board covers, ironing cloths (shaped ironing board covers), iron cleaning cloths; household or kitchen 
containers, in particular buckets, pedal bins, rubbish bins; fittings, not of metal, for hand-operated, non-electric, 
mechanical cleaning apparatus, namely arms, handles, connecting parts, links, couplings, not of metal, being fitted 
goods; spray bottles for cleaning liquids; non-woven fabrics being cleaning media for electromagnetic data carriers and 
magnetic heads; sorting containers of plastic for laundry; laundry baskets of plastic.

Cl.22;Ropes; string; nets; tents; awnings, tarpaulins; sails; sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding and
stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials; clothes lines.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads, for textile use.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers; filtering materials of textile; 
non-woven fabrics for use for semi-finished materials of non-woven fabrics for making quilt covers, mattresses and for 
use in the furniture industry, in particular as filling material; non-woven fabrics, in particular coated non-woven fabrics, 
non-woven fabrics containing active carbon, non-woven fabrics for shielding against electromagnetic waves, high-energy 
radiation, biological and chemical agents, all of the aforesaid non-woven fabrics being in the form of roll materials, 
sheets, die-cuts and cuttings being semi-finished materials, non-woven fabrics being semi-finished materials for 
respirators and respiratory masks for medical and industrial use; non-woven fabrics being semi-finished materials for 
insertion in plastic objects for reinforcement and for attaching markings and inscriptions; household textiles and 
decorative materials of non-woven fabrics; textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; velour needle-
punched non-woven fabrics being semi-finished goods; textiles being semi-finished goods in the form of rolls, bands, 
sheets and die-cut sheets; fabrics, in particular industrial fabrics, in particular in the form of roll materials; woven fabrics, 
knitted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, crocheted fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics or combinations thereof, in 
particular for industrial use, including in the form of roll materials; textile laminates; textile laminates consisting of a 
plurality of layers bonded to one another, in particular flat layers, of fabrics and optionally other materials, including foils, 
films, membranes, foams, leather; including all of these laminates in the form of roll materials; including the aforesaid 
laminates for use as decorative layers; fabrics with heat-sealable properties, including in the form of roll materials or 
adhesive tape; textile interlinings, in particular woven and knitted interlinings and interlinings of non-woven fabrics, 
including in the form of roll materials; collar inserts, in particular woven collar inserts, in particular consisting of 
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polyester, cotton and/or a mixture of polyester and cotton; linings and material between linings; horsehair fabrics and 
reinforcement fabrics; linen padding; pre-fabricated padding; biaxially stretchable fabrics; biaxially stretchable woven 
fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably needle-
consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof, in particular for relining and 
strengthening of surface materials; biaxially stretchable relining and strengthening materials; non-woven fabrics being 
interior linings for artificial leather and leather goods of all kinds; all of the aforesaid goods having flame-retardant and/or 
antistatic properties, in particular with integrated electrically conductive threads; fabrics, in particular woven fabrics, 
knitted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, crocheted fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics or combinations thereof, for 
making clothing; including all of the aforesaid fabrics in the form of roll materials; flame-retardant fabrics, in particular of 
flame-retardant fibres; flame-retardant woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed 
fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations
thereof; flame-retardant textile composites of woven fabric with needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-
woven fabrics; including all of the aforesaid flame-retardant goods in the form of roll materials; water- and oil-repellent 
fabrics, including impregnated with chemicals; water- and oil-repellent woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, 
non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-
woven fabrics, or combinations thereof, including impregnated with chemicals; fabrics with antistatic properties; woven 
fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably needle-
consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof with antistatic properties; fabrics 
with integrated electrically conductive threads; woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, 
meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or 
combinations thereof with integrated electrically conductive threads; fabrics, including multilayer fabrics, in particular 
woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably 
needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof, for work clothing, in 
particular for clothing for doctors and surgical gowns; multilayer composite materials of fabrics and, in particular 
adhesive, fastening materials for work clothing, in particular for clothing for doctors and surgical gowns; textile laminates 
consisting of a plurality of layers bonded to one another, in particular flat layers, of fabrics and optionally other materials, 
including foils, films, membranes, for clothing for doctors and surgical gowns; fabrics, including multilayer fabrics, in 
particular woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics, 
preferably needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof, for use in 
operating theatres; multilayer composite materials of fabrics and, in particular adhesive, fastening materials for use in 
operating theatres; textile laminates consisting of a plurality of layers bonded to one another, in particular flat layers, of 
fabrics and optionally other materials, including foils, films, membranes, for use in operating theatres; fabrics, including 
multilayer fabrics, in particular woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-
woven fabrics, preferably needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof, for 
protective work clothing; multilayer composite materials of fabrics and, in particular adhesive, fastening materials for 
protective work clothing; textile laminates consisting of a plurality of layers bonded to one another, in particular flat 
layers, of fabrics and optionally other materials, including foils, films, membranes, for protective work clothing; non-
woven fabrics being components of leisure wear and sportswear, namely outer fabrics and linings for jackets, trousers, 
coats, suits, combinations (clothing), shirts, gloves and padding and stuffing for clothing and headgear; textile linings 
and padding material for footwear or combinations thereof; multilayer ballistic composite materials of fabrics and, in 
particular adhesive, fastening materials; ballistic textile laminates consisting of a plurality of layers bonded to one 
another, in particular flat layers, of fabrics and optionally other materials, including foils, films, membranes; penetration-
resistant fabrics; penetration-resistant woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed 
fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations
thereof; multilayer penetration-resistant fabrics; multilayer penetration-resistant composite materials of fabrics and, in 
particular adhesive, fastening materials; penetration-resistant textile laminates consisting of a plurality of layers bonded 
to one another, in particular flat layers, of fabrics and optionally other materials, including foils, films, membranes; velour 
fabrics; including all of the aforesaid goods with at least one self-adhesive or hook-and-loop surface; multilayer 
composite materials of fabrics and, in particular adhesive, fastening materials, with at least one self-adhesive or hook-
and-loop surface; including all of the aforesaid goods in the form of tape materials; velour tape, in particular self-
adhesive; knitted loop velour tape, in particular self-adhesive; decorative fabrics; fabrics with or of effect yarns, in 
particular effect yarns of fibrous leather materials and/or TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers) and/or paper; 
knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, woven fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably 
needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof, all being made of or with 
effect yarns, in particular effect yarns of fibrous leather materials and/or TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers); 
decorative knitted fabrics, decorative crocheted fabrics, decorative woven fabrics, decorative non-crimp fabrics, 
decorative meshed fabrics, decorative non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof; base fabrics having at least one 
incorporated decorative thread, contrasting with the base fabric in terms of colour and/or structure and/or material; 
fabrics, in particular knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, woven fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics or combinations 
thereof, of leather materials, in particular of fibrous leather materials and/or leather thongs; fabrics, in particular woven 
fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven fabrics, preferably needle-
consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof, with an imitation leather surface; 
fabrics, in particular woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, crocheted fabrics, non-crimp fabrics, meshed fabrics, non-woven 
fabrics, preferably needle-consolidated or otherwise consolidated non-woven fabrics, or combinations thereof, with an 
embossed imitation leather surface film; non-woven fabrics with an embossed imitation leather surface film of 
polyurethane; including all of the aforesaid goods in the form of roll materials; felt, including in the form of roll materials; 
table linen (not of paper) and bed linen; porous non-woven fabrics being exclusively for industrial purposes; filter 
materials and filter mats of non-woven fabrics, including impregnated with adhesive; non-woven fabrics for cosmetic use; 
non-woven fabrics being light diffusing elements or sun screens; non-woven fabrics comprising cluster fibres; non-
woven fabrics comprising microfibres or nanofibres, non-woven fabrics of microfibres or nanofibres or multilayer 
systems with aforesaid goods being included in this class; non-woven fabrics being semi-finished materials; semi-
finished materials of non-woven fabrics or non-woven laminates for vacuum cleaner bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear, in particular shoes and shoe components; headgear; sportswear; clothing (including knitted 
and crocheted clothing), essential parts of clothing (included in this class); tailored and ready-to-use interlining parts 
(pre-fabricated); textile stiffening inserts, pre-fabricated inserts, collar inserts being parts of clothing; underwear; corsets; 
neckties; braces for clothing (suspenders); gloves (clothing); penetration-resistant textile soles for footwear; penetration-
resistant textile insoles for footwear; armpit supports; armpit pads being clothing inserts (pre-fabricated); babies' pants; 
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tailored interlinings for creative and craftwork; tailored interlinings of non-woven fabrics for creative and craftwork.

Cl.26;Lace and embroideries; ribbons and braid; buttons; hooks and eyes; pins and needles; artificial flowers.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-
textile); car mats for foot wells and interior trim; all being in particular of non-woven fabrics.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 
spices; ice.

Cl.31;Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits 
and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.34;Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, electronic data processing, in 
particular systemisation of information into computer databases, compilation of information into computer databases, 
computerised file management, organisational project management in the field of electronic data processing, professional
business and organisational consultancy in the field of computerised processes regarding the organisation and 
management of companies; EDP consultancy.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

Cl.37;Building construction; monitoring of maintenance intervals for filter installations; filter technology services, 
namely installation, disassembly, maintenance of filter installations and filter installation parts.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; arranging and rental of access time for databases; providing access to computer programs 
on data networks.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; removal, storage of used filter installations and 
filter installation parts; location tracking of goods using computer programs.

Cl.40;Disposal of used filter installations and filter installation parts, namely the destruction and incineration thereof.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training, in particular in relation to the training of interns, trainees and students within a 
company; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; filter technology services, namely training in relation to the 
configuration and operation of filter installations; arranging and conducting of IT training courses relating to the 
operation, maintenance and management of databases and computer software systems, including in particular in the field 
of cloud computing.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design; industrial analysis and research services; design 
and development of computer hardware and software; scientific and technological services; technological consultancy; 
technological services, namely increasing the efficiency of production installations, processes and staff, optimisation of 
energy efficiency of lubricant applications, support for lubricant management, servicing using lubricants, maintenance 
using lubricants, implementation, achieving and preserving of savings, in particular in production installations, 
consultancy in relation to achieving improvements in productivity through optimisation recommendations based on 
tribological analyses of lubricant applications or based on test bench studies, extending the service life of wear parts, in 
particular in the large drive and chain sector; filter technology services, namely technical consultancy in relation to the 
selection and fields of use for filter installations and filter installation parts; consultancy in relation to the design of 
homepages and Internet websites, rental and maintenance of electronic memory space for others, software development, 
updating of computer software, design of computer software, rental of computer software, computer programming, 
computer hardware and software consultancy, implementation of computer programs on networks, installation of 
computer programs, configuration of computer networks using software, conversion of computer programs and data, 
installation, maintenance and care of computer software, including in particular in the field of cloud computing, providing 
computer programs on data networks, technical project management in the EDP sector; consultancy in relation to 
telecommunications technology; scientific and technological services and research, in particular development and design 
of electric circuits and sensors, including related mechatronic and/or optical components, chemical laboratories; 
conducting chemical analyses in the field of electroplating for others; chemical process technology analyses and quality 
control and quality assurance relating to electroplating baths and processes; monitoring of and consultancy regarding 
electroplating operations; conducting of technical and scientific investigations and tests in the field of electroplating; 
conducting of corrosion protection tests, including in particular in accordance with standards (DIN, ISO, ASTM); 
conducting of environmental compatibility testing; rental of control and regulation software and hardware for 
electroplating electroplating; filter technology services, namely monitoring and testing of filter installations and filter 
installation parts.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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Cl.45;Legal services, for others; security services for the protection of property and individuals; licensing of computer 
software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

869613 869613 - (1770-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- INSULATORS, INSULATORS 
FOR BUSWAY JOINT CONNECTIONS, INSULATORS FOR ELECTRIC MAINS, 
INSULATING MATERIALS, ELECTRICAL INSULATION, THERMAL INSULATION, ALL 
BEING GOODS FALLING IN CLASS 17 

 
1846107 1846107 - (1777-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 5 Floor Kirti Mahal, 19 

Rajendra Place, New Delhi -110125 
1983187 1983187 - (1780-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- CONCORDE HOUSE 10-

12 LONDON ROAD MAIDSTONE KENT ME16 8QF UNITED KINGDOM 
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 09:- Scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring. signalling, checking 
(supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instrument; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin operated 
apparatus; cash registers; calculating machines, data processing equipment and 
computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus. 

 
3098392 3098392 - (1777-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A LIMITED LIABILITY 

COMPANY 
ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE 

3480184 3480184 - (1788-0) The goods are amended to read as Skin emollients; skin 
moisturizers and toners; liquid body soap; soap; sunscreen; skin and body gels for 
cosmetic purposes; non-medicated skin treatment preparations; non-medicated facial 
treatment preparations; cosmetics; essential oils for personal use; skin and body 
lotions; skin and body creams; skin and body gels; sun protection creams; cosmetic 
cleansing cream; cosmetic cleansing foam; cosmetic masks; lip balm; personal soaps; 
shaving soaps; after shave; shaving cream; shaving gel. 

 
 

4397



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
12733 5 01/03/2017
12733 5 01/03/2017
12757 5 01/03/2017
12757 5 01/03/2017
13528 29 17/03/2017
13771 17 25/03/2017
14046 5 05/04/2017
14050 5 05/04/2017
14051 5 05/04/2017
14054 5 05/04/2017
14594 29 16/04/2017
14595 30 16/04/2017
14773 34 20/04/2017
16131 34 14/05/2017
16598 34 27/05/2017
85027 3 24/08/2017
85331 34 30/08/2017
85332 34 30/08/2017
142850 19 17/03/2017
143447 6 04/05/2017
143448 7 04/05/2017
143449 8 04/05/2017
143898 5 08/06/2017
144805 3 16/08/2017
145018 34 31/08/2017
184843 30 30/04/2017
185987 5 18/07/2017
186685 5 30/08/2017
203633 12 17/07/2010
227482 5 02/03/2017
229965 29 08/07/2017
230069 5 13/07/2017
230324 32 22/07/2017
230325 32 22/07/2017
230326 32 22/07/2017
239072 29 25/11/2008
271515 7 22/04/2016
276045 9 04/11/2016
278765 7 07/03/2017
278956 9 17/03/2017
 
 

 

4398



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
279745 3 25/04/2017
280524 1 30/05/2017
280841 9 15/06/2017
281056 11 23/06/2017
281057 11 23/06/2017
281058 11 23/06/2017
281505 25 17/07/2017
281506 25 17/07/2017
281675 5 26/07/2017
282034 7 08/08/2017
334865 34 23/03/2016
334929 34 27/03/2016
335597 7 14/04/2016
336638 7 18/05/2016
336639 9 18/05/2016
338424 3 12/07/2016
338425 1 12/07/2016
344176 30 26/12/2016
344508 29 03/01/2017
344511 30 03/01/2017
344745 5 12/01/2017
346760 34 06/03/2017
346843 3 08/03/2017
346973 24 12/03/2017
346991 34 12/03/2017
347101 4 16/03/2017
347168 24 17/03/2017
347328 32 23/03/2017
347329 2 23/03/2017
348368 9 20/04/2017
349205 5 16/05/2017
350344 5 14/06/2017
350345 5 14/06/2017
350347 5 14/06/2017
350405 5 15/06/2017
350406 5 15/06/2017
351148 30 09/07/2017
351149 2 09/07/2017
351150 1 09/07/2017
 
 

 

4399



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
352065 3 02/08/2017
352103 11 04/08/2017
352123 11 06/08/2017
352124 9 06/08/2017
352126 11 06/08/2017
352459 9 17/08/2017
352513 9 18/08/2017
352514 11 18/08/2017
352888 7 29/08/2017
401532 33 16/02/2014
401536 33 16/02/2014
434724 24 29/02/2016
434725 24 29/02/2016
434726 24 28/02/2016
448257 5 15/01/2007
449747 9 17/02/2017
449858 9 19/02/2017
450632 14 06/03/2017
450653 9 06/03/2016
450676 34 06/03/2017
450758 7 07/03/2017
450759 9 07/03/2017
450760 11 07/03/2017
450761 6 07/03/2017
451108 3 14/03/2017
451584 3 27/03/2017
451714 1 31/03/2017
452067 7 04/04/2017
452606 7 16/04/2017
452764 17 17/04/2017
452765 17 17/04/2017
454606 24 26/05/2017
455062 5 05/06/2017
455064 5 05/06/2017
455164 25 06/06/2017
455260 7 10/06/2017
455261 20 10/06/2017
455304 1 10/06/2017
455877 5 23/06/2017
 
 

 

4400



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
456156 3 30/06/2017
456355 5 03/07/2017
456356 5 03/07/2017
456358 5 03/07/2017
456359 5 03/07/2017
457612 34 28/07/2017
458549 5 14/08/2017
458844 3 21/08/2017
458845 3 21/08/2017
459135 16 26/08/2017
472160 16 12/05/2017
472163 16 12/05/2017
472995 34 02/06/2017
531276 16 11/06/2017
578631 25 05/08/2016
582093 21 29/09/2016
582094 21 29/09/2016
590495 30 10/02/2017
591664 5 01/03/2017
592234 34 09/03/2017
592763 3 16/03/2017
592782 31 16/03/2017
592784 31 16/03/2017
592785 31 16/03/2017
594183 5 08/04/2017
594185 3 08/04/2017
594188 1 08/04/2017
594405 7 12/04/2017
594567 9 13/04/2017
594763 14 16/04/2017
595656 31 27/04/2017
596694 3 10/05/2017
596827 24 12/05/2017
596828 14 12/05/2017
596829 16 12/05/2017
596835 16 12/05/2017
596837 25 12/05/2017
596838 28 12/05/2017
596839 24 12/05/2017
 
 

 

4401



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
596840 14 12/05/2017
596845 24 12/05/2017
596849 25 12/05/2017
596850 28 12/05/2017
596853 24 12/05/2017
597340 29 14/05/2017
597830 30 24/05/2017
598144 5 26/05/2017
598241 28 28/05/2017
598273 7 28/05/2017
598622 25 03/06/2017
598796 5 07/06/2017
599541 3 16/06/2017
599773 5 18/06/2017
600031 1 23/06/2007
602003 21 19/07/2017
602920 9 30/07/2017
603144 34 02/08/2017
604040 6 13/08/2017
604321 6 17/08/2017
605117 3 25/08/2017
605119 3 25/08/2017
605122 3 25/08/2017
605123 3 25/08/2017
605124 3 25/08/2017
605126 3 25/08/2017
605387 30 27/08/2017
605388 30 27/08/2017
710774 9 10/04/2016
710774 9 10/04/2016
716940 14 06/09/2016
731747 5 28/01/2017
732576 5 04/02/2017
737055 13 10/03/2017
737059 13 10/03/2017
737060 13 10/03/2017
737202 5 11/03/2017
737244 16 12/03/2017
737249 21 12/03/2017
 
 

 

4402



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
737252 24 12/03/2017
737253 25 12/03/2017
737255 27 12/03/2017
737259 31 12/03/2017
737260 32 12/03/2017
737262 34 12/03/2017
737294 17 12/03/2017
737404 1 13/03/2017
737405 1 13/03/2017
737406 1 13/03/2017
737439 5 13/03/2017
737445 30 13/03/2017
737449 29 13/03/2017
737452 30 13/03/2017
737453 29 13/03/2017
737454 30 13/03/2017
737455 29 13/03/2017
737456 30 13/03/2017
737461 31 14/03/2017
737462 34 14/03/2017
738133 5 25/03/2017
738134 5 25/03/2017
738135 5 25/03/2017
738451 17 31/03/2017
738966 10 07/04/2017
739273 6 10/12/2016
739535 12 16/04/2017
739969 1 25/04/2017
742053 5 16/04/2017
746830 21 05/05/2017
746978 34 14/03/2017
747090 30 30/06/2017
747908 3 11/03/2017
747919 12 11/03/2017
748341 29 14/03/2017
748401 16 14/03/2017
748705 3 17/03/2017
748840 1 18/03/2017
749639 9 25/03/2017
 
 

 

4403



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
750766 1 26/05/2017
750767 1 26/05/2017
750788 3 26/05/2017
752255 5 25/03/2017
752256 5 25/03/2017
754181 5 02/04/2017
754186 3 02/04/2007 11:45:00
754338 30 07/03/2017
754395 22 07/04/2017
754396 24 07/04/2017
754481 12 11/03/2017
754904 6 01/04/2017
754941 9 22/04/2017
755032 16 03/06/2017
755107 5 14/08/2017
755405 16 29/04/2017
755833 3 10/06/2017
756829 16 07/04/2017
757190 32 11/06/2017
757191 32 11/06/2017
757338 12 22/07/2017
757446 32 13/06/2017
757447 32 13/06/2017
757448 32 13/06/2017
758864 30 11/04/2017
759254 34 27/08/2017
759255 34 27/08/2017
759256 34 27/08/2017
759655 7 25/04/2017
759656 11 25/04/2017
759700 9 09/05/2017
759940 5 09/05/2017
759941 5 09/05/2017
760733 10 06/06/2017
760735 10 16/05/2017
760786 5 01/09/2017
761071 5 27/08/2017
761072 5 27/08/2017
761073 5 27/08/2017
 
 

 

4404



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
761077 5 27/08/2017
761079 5 27/08/2017
761080 5 27/08/2017
761081 5 27/08/2017
761082 5 27/08/2017
761083 5 27/08/2017
761084 5 27/08/2017
761086 5 27/08/2017
761090 5 27/08/2017
761091 5 27/08/2017
761100 5 27/08/2017
761101 5 27/08/2017
761103 5 27/08/2017
761104 5 27/08/2017
761119 5 27/08/2017
761125 5 27/08/2017
761126 5 27/08/2017
761127 5 27/08/2017
761128 5 27/08/2017
762054 29 28/08/2017
762245 7 11/06/2017
762348 9 11/06/2017
762382 28 11/06/2017
762435 5 21/07/2017
762439 5 21/07/2017
762440 11 21/07/2017
762722 5 17/06/2017
762724 5 17/06/2017
763080 3 19/06/2017
763083 29 19/06/2017
763672 32 01/07/2017
763867 16 02/07/2017
763868 17 02/07/2017
763954 10 07/07/2017
763955 10 07/07/2017
763962 5 07/07/2017
764433 34 09/07/2017
764579 7 09/07/2017
764832 8 14/07/2017
 
 

 

4405



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
765036 9 14/07/2017
765037 14 14/07/2017
765038 16 14/07/2017
765039 21 14/07/2017
765040 24 14/07/2017
765041 18 14/07/2017
765042 25 14/07/2017
765043 28 14/07/2017
765044 29 14/07/2017
765045 30 14/07/2017
765047 3 14/07/2017
765769 5 04/08/2017
765770 5 04/08/2017
765947 1 17/07/2017
766126 8 11/08/2017
766554 29 19/08/2017
766957 9 20/08/2017
767035 25 26/08/2017
767051 25 26/08/2017
767166 16 29/08/2017
767204 19 29/08/2017
767407 5 26/08/2017
767413 5 26/08/2017
767450 25 27/08/2017
767454 24 27/08/2017
768311 16 29/08/2017
768312 16 29/08/2017
773562 9 26/05/2017
773563 9 26/05/2017
913042 25 27/03/2010
913043 24 27/03/2010
927342 5 25/05/2017
928295 26 30/05/2017
969123 3 08/11/2010
1014719 7 06/06/2011
1023563 1 05/07/2011 14:05:36
1031215 5 26/07/2011 15:59:12
1170338 25 29/01/2013
1170912 3 31/01/2013
 
 

 

4406



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1170947 5 31/01/2013
1171030 5 31/01/2013
1171076 9 31/01/2013
1171077 9 31/01/2013
1172321 16 05/02/2013
1173235 5 10/02/2013
1173238 5 10/02/2013
1173240 5 10/02/2013
1173241 5 10/02/2013
1173242 5 10/02/2013
1173245 5 10/02/2013
1173246 5 10/02/2013
1173258 5 10/02/2013
1173259 5 10/02/2013
1173260 5 10/02/2013
1173261 5 10/02/2013
1173262 5 10/02/2013
1173266 5 10/02/2013
1173269 5 10/02/2013
1173276 5 10/02/2013
1173282 5 10/02/2013
1173473 5 10/02/2013
1173474 5 10/02/2013
1173475 5 10/02/2013
1173476 5 10/02/2013
1173477 5 10/02/2013
1173478 5 10/02/2013
1173479 5 10/02/2013
1173481 5 10/02/2013
1174137 5 11/02/2013
1174138 5 11/02/2013
1174292 3 13/02/2013
1174293 8 13/02/2013
1174294 9 13/02/2013
1174297 18 13/02/2013
1174299 21 13/02/2013
1174301 27 13/02/2013
1174302 28 13/02/2013
1174304 30 13/02/2013
 
 

 

4407



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1174387 5 13/02/2013
1174391 5 13/02/2013
1174393 5 13/02/2013
1175038 5 14/02/2013
1175046 5 14/02/2013
1175189 14 14/02/2013
1175802 5 18/02/2013
1175804 5 18/02/2013
1175805 5 18/02/2013
1176800 24 21/02/2013
1177026 16 21/02/2013
1177027 16 21/02/2013
1178762 9 27/02/2013
1179104 5 28/02/2013
1180035 25 04/03/2013
1180037 5 04/03/2013
1180038 5 04/03/2013
1180415 17 05/03/2013
1180756 5 06/03/2013
1181383 5 07/03/2013
1182032 29 11/03/2013
1182326 30 11/03/2013
1182327 30 11/03/2013
1182837 5 13/03/2013
1183000 30 13/03/2013
1183007 30 13/03/2013
1184065 33 20/03/2013
1185157 31 24/03/2013
1187306 30 28/03/2013
1211408 5 30/06/2013
1217240 5 24/07/2013
1257027 9 23/12/2013 14:33:00
1265066 9 05/02/2014
1265067 7 05/02/2014
1273929 5 19/03/2014
1274213 5 22/03/2014
1274214 5 22/03/2014
1275557 5 29/03/2014
1275558 5 29/03/2014
 
 

 

4408



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1275559 5 29/03/2014
1275824 5 31/03/2014
1332436 31 17/01/2015 12:15:00
1332506 42 17/01/2015
1335414 42 31/01/2015
1336557 10 04/02/2015
1338587 40 15/02/2015
1338588 41 15/02/2015
1338589 42 15/02/2015
1339886 3 21/02/2015
1339887 3 21/02/2015
1343361 29 09/03/2015
1343371 29 09/03/2015
1343372 29 09/03/2015
1344063 35 11/03/2015
1344064 36 11/03/2015
1344068 42 11/03/2015
1345724 9 18/03/2015
1348427 24 01/04/2015
1348428 24 01/04/2015
1349561 37 07/04/2015
1350834 24 13/04/2015
1350835 24 13/04/2015
1350837 24 13/04/2015
1350838 24 13/04/2015
1350899 35 15/04/2015 10:46:00
1353982 21 29/04/2015
1354653 30 03/05/2015
1356642 41 11/05/2015
1357332 15 16/05/2015
1375222 99 03/08/2015
1383704 9 12/09/2015
1426170 5 02/03/2016
1434675 8 23/03/2016
1436321 99 21/03/2016
1448066 29 25/04/2016
1449900 99 21/04/2016
1457016 42 05/06/2016
1457545 10 06/06/2016
 
 

 

4409



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1458432 9 30/05/2016
1462702 3 20/06/2016
1462843 99 20/06/2016
1468364 30 10/07/2016
1469045 3 11/07/2016
1470492 35 17/07/2016
1474973 5 01/08/2016
1475527 33 02/08/2016 16:01:00
1475528 33 02/08/2016 16:01:00
1475529 33 02/08/2016 16:01:00
1475533 33 02/08/2016 16:01:00
1478158 40 11/08/2016
1481517 35 24/08/2016
1485939 9 11/09/2016 14:28:00
1488824 5 20/09/2016
1488990 5 20/09/2016
1493076 25 04/10/2016
1501476 11 06/11/2016
1505739 10 20/11/2016
1505872 30 20/11/2016
1511761 5 11/12/2016
1512306 3 12/12/2016
1512307 9 12/12/2016
1512308 14 12/12/2016
1512309 18 12/12/2016
1512310 25 12/12/2016
1512315 35 12/12/2016
1515707 99 21/12/2016
1517678 99 05/01/2017
1519820 7 04/01/2017
1522506 3 08/01/2017
1524022 12 16/01/2017
1530793 42 14/02/2017
1531261 14 15/02/2017
1531921 41 19/02/2017
1533022 25 21/02/2017
1533071 5 21/02/2017
1533312 17 22/02/2017
1533313 17 22/02/2017
 
 

 

4410



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1533934 5 23/02/2017
1534361 40 26/02/2017
1535327 18 28/02/2017
1535637 5 01/03/2017
1535813 42 01/03/2017
1536088 5 01/03/2017
1536185 11 02/03/2017
1536212 29 02/03/2017
1536404 17 02/03/2017
1536405 6 02/03/2017
1536406 11 02/03/2017
1536407 6 02/03/2017
1536409 11 02/03/2017
1536410 11 02/03/2017
1537020 1 05/03/2017
1537166 9 05/03/2017
1537200 42 06/03/2017
1537253 42 06/03/2017
1537312 31 06/03/2017
1537316 42 06/03/2017
1537412 25 06/03/2017
1537413 36 06/03/2017
1537470 2 06/03/2017
1537507 99 06/03/2017
1537555 35 07/03/2017
1537620 41 07/03/2017
1537632 24 07/03/2017
1537633 14 07/03/2017
1537664 35 07/03/2017
1537665 37 07/03/2017
1537666 42 07/03/2017
1537927 25 08/03/2017
1537988 30 08/03/2017
1538084 32 08/03/2017
1538135 30 08/03/2017
1538219 33 08/03/2017
1538264 12 09/03/2017
1538272 30 09/03/2017
1538286 30 09/03/2017
 
 

 

4411



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1538291 30 09/03/2017
1538384 14 09/03/2017
1538453 35 09/03/2017
1538454 42 09/03/2017
1538478 18 09/03/2017
1538479 19 09/03/2017
1538480 19 09/03/2017
1538481 42 09/03/2017
1538483 37 09/03/2017
1538535 17 09/03/2017
1538542 3 09/03/2017
1538598 5 09/03/2017
1538653 28 09/03/2017
1538687 24 09/03/2017
1538698 5 09/03/2017
1538709 35 09/03/2017
1538710 42 09/03/2017
1538760 30 09/03/2017
1538845 25 12/03/2017
1538852 5 12/03/2017
1538854 5 12/03/2017
1538855 5 12/03/2017
1538856 5 12/03/2017
1538864 30 12/03/2017
1538869 42 12/03/2017
1538878 31 12/03/2017
1538921 5 12/03/2017
1538932 42 12/03/2017
1538934 42 12/03/2017
1538946 7 12/03/2017
1539011 44 12/03/2017
1539187 31 12/03/2017
1539283 5 12/03/2017
1539388 37 12/03/2017
1539398 31 12/03/2017
1539399 31 12/03/2017
1539420 5 13/03/2017
1539543 16 13/03/2017
1539544 36 13/03/2017
 
 

 

4412



Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1539545 16 13/03/2017
1539546 36 13/03/2017
1539566 9 13/03/2017
1539631 21 13/03/2017
1539632 7 13/03/2017
1539633 11 13/03/2017
1539635 5 13/03/2017
1539708 3 13/03/2017
1539710 24 13/03/2017
1539822 5 14/03/2017
1539823 35 14/03/2017
1539903 6 14/03/2017
1539909 6 14/03/2017
1539965 1 14/03/2017
1539967 2 14/03/2017
1539969 6 14/03/2017
1539971 1 14/03/2017
1539972 2 14/03/2017
1539973 6 14/03/2017
1539974 6 14/03/2017
1539975 6 14/03/2017
1539979 14 14/03/2017
1540019 6 14/03/2017
1540046 99 14/03/2017
1540047 99 14/03/2017
1540071 42 14/03/2017
1540166 9 14/03/2017
1540170 35 14/03/2017
1540284 39 15/03/2017
1540343 38 15/03/2017
1540369 25 15/03/2017
1540375 19 15/03/2017
1540376 17 15/03/2017
1540408 99 15/03/2017
1540510 16 15/03/2017
1540511 36 15/03/2017
1540512 37 15/03/2017
1540513 16 15/03/2017
1540514 36 15/03/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1540515 37 15/03/2017
1540516 42 15/03/2017
1540519 19 15/03/2017
1540523 35 15/03/2017
1540551 41 15/03/2017
1540581 42 16/03/2017
1540585 36 16/03/2017
1540606 42 16/03/2017
1540670 9 16/03/2017
1540675 9 16/03/2017
1540727 16 16/03/2017
1540731 4 16/03/2017
1540755 35 16/03/2017
1540778 99 16/03/2017
1540779 99 16/03/2017
1540780 99 16/03/2017
1540781 99 16/03/2017
1540920 41 16/03/2017
1540921 41 16/03/2017
1540925 41 16/03/2017
1540927 41 16/03/2017
1541067 42 19/03/2017
1541081 99 19/03/2017
1541154 5 19/03/2017
1541164 99 19/03/2017
1541188 5 19/03/2017
1541189 5 19/03/2017
1541234 5 19/03/2017
1541235 5 19/03/2017
1541236 5 19/03/2017
1541338 19 20/03/2017
1541388 12 20/03/2017
1541597 33 20/03/2017
1541613 3 20/03/2017
1541623 5 20/03/2017
1541644 5 20/03/2017
1541645 5 20/03/2017
1541711 18 20/03/2027
1541711 18 20/03/2027
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1541755 9 20/03/2017
1541771 9 20/03/2017
1541838 25 21/03/2017
1542057 1 21/03/2017
1542136 35 21/03/2017
1542137 36 21/03/2017
1542138 38 21/03/2017
1542139 42 21/03/2017
1542162 9 21/03/2017
1542179 99 21/03/2017
1542283 99 22/03/2017
1542295 99 21/03/2017
1542341 9 22/03/2017
1542396 30 21/03/2017
1542461 36 22/03/2017
1542498 12 22/03/2017
1542499 7 22/03/2017
1542672 25 22/03/2017
1542745 9 22/03/2017
1542835 7 23/03/2017
1542841 12 23/03/2017
1542842 37 23/03/2017
1542946 24 23/03/2017
1543048 12 23/03/2017
1543213 11 26/03/2017
1543288 3 26/03/2017
1543620 41 26/03/2017
1543682 99 26/03/2017
1543748 5 26/03/2017
1543749 5 26/03/2017
1543998 36 27/03/2017
1543999 36 27/03/2017
1544000 36 27/03/2017
1544001 36 27/03/2017
1544011 42 27/03/2017
1544313 25 28/03/2017
1544314 25 28/03/2017
1544394 99 28/03/2017
1544757 30 29/03/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1544766 42 29/03/2017
1544768 99 29/03/2017
1544778 5 29/03/2017
1544779 31 29/03/2017
1544894 11 29/03/2017
1545032 12 30/03/2017
1545296 34 30/03/2017
1545361 42 02/04/2017
1545362 17 02/04/2017
1545969 28 02/04/2017
1546063 99 03/04/2017
1546064 99 03/04/2017
1546091 19 03/04/2017
1546217 1 03/04/2017
1546218 2 03/04/2017
1546219 3 03/04/2017
1546220 4 03/04/2017
1546221 5 03/04/2017
1546222 6 03/04/2017
1546223 7 03/04/2017
1546224 8 03/04/2017
1546225 9 03/04/2017
1546226 10 03/04/2017
1546227 11 03/04/2017
1546228 12 03/04/2017
1546229 13 03/04/2017
1546230 14 03/04/2017
1546231 15 03/04/2017
1546232 16 03/04/2017
1546233 17 03/04/2017
1546234 18 03/04/2017
1546237 21 03/04/2017
1546238 22 03/04/2027
1546238 22 03/04/2027
1546239 23 03/04/2017
1546240 24 03/04/2017
1546241 25 03/04/2017
1546244 28 03/04/2017
1546247 31 03/04/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1546248 32 03/04/2017
1546249 33 03/04/2017
1546250 34 03/04/2017
1546251 35 03/04/2017
1546252 36 03/04/2017
1546253 37 03/04/2017
1546254 38 03/04/2017
1546255 39 03/04/2017
1546256 40 03/04/2017
1546257 41 03/04/2017
1546258 42 03/04/2017
1546259 1 03/04/2017
1546260 2 03/04/2017
1546261 3 03/04/2017
1546262 4 03/04/2017
1546263 5 03/04/2017
1546264 6 03/04/2017
1546265 7 03/04/2017
1546266 8 03/04/2017
1546267 9 03/04/2017
1546268 10 03/04/2027
1546268 10 03/04/2027
1546270 12 03/04/2017
1546271 13 03/04/2017
1546272 14 03/04/2017
1546273 15 03/04/2017
1546274 16 03/04/2017
1546275 17 03/04/2017
1546276 18 03/04/2017
1546278 20 03/04/2017
1546279 21 03/04/2017
1546280 22 03/04/2017
1546282 24 03/04/2017
1546284 26 03/04/2017
1546285 27 03/04/2017
1546287 29 03/04/2017
1546289 31 03/04/2017
1546290 32 03/04/2017
1546291 33 03/04/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1546292 34 03/04/2027
1546292 34 03/04/2027
1546293 35 03/04/2017
1546294 36 03/04/2017
1546295 37 03/04/2017
1546296 38 03/04/2017
1546297 39 03/04/2017
1546298 40 03/04/2017
1546299 41 03/04/2017
1546300 42 03/04/2017
1546306 99 02/04/2017
1546334 20 03/04/2017
1546416 5 03/04/2017
1546433 25 03/04/2017
1546448 3 03/04/2017
1546569 12 04/04/2017
1546604 25 04/04/2017
1546657 11 04/04/2017
1546659 41 04/04/2017
1546736 29 04/04/2017
1546739 9 04/04/2017
1546766 25 04/04/2017
1547534 9 09/04/2017
1547783 99 09/04/2017
1547846 41 10/04/2017
1548002 21 09/04/2017
1548232 5 10/04/2017
1548361 99 10/04/2017
1548488 25 11/04/2017
1548564 7 11/04/2017
1548570 42 11/04/2017
1548606 35 11/04/2017
1548971 42 12/04/2017
1549354 5 13/04/2017
1549355 5 13/04/2017
1549358 5 13/04/2017
1549359 5 13/04/2017
1549362 5 13/04/2017
1549364 5 13/04/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1549635 3 13/04/2017
1549825 9 16/04/2017
1549843 25 16/04/2017
1549855 23 16/04/2017
1550299 29 17/04/2017
1550300 30 17/04/2017
1550313 35 17/04/2017
1550430 16 17/04/2017
1550590 41 17/04/2017
1550601 3 17/04/2017
1550617 99 17/04/2017
1550731 5 17/04/2017
1551129 14 19/04/2017
1551604 42 20/04/2017
1551895 35 23/04/2017
1551973 40 23/04/2017
1551976 35 23/04/2017
1552022 1 23/04/2017
1552732 99 24/04/2017
1552931 5 25/04/2017
1552973 5 25/04/2017
1553280 99 26/04/2017
1553281 99 26/04/2017
1553342 99 26/04/2017
1553532 3 27/04/2017
1553601 3 26/04/2017
1553603 42 26/04/2017
1553605 5 26/04/2017
1553781 99 27/04/2017
1554068 9 30/04/2017
1554282 6 01/05/2017
1554283 6 01/05/2017
1554306 24 01/05/2017
1554307 5 01/05/2017
1554406 10 03/05/2017
1554407 20 03/05/2017
1554408 11 03/05/2017
1554706 35 03/05/2017
1554707 38 03/05/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1554710 35 03/05/2017
1554712 38 03/05/2017
1554713 16 03/05/2017
1554718 38 03/05/2017
1554912 41 03/05/2017
1554951 41 03/05/2017
1554957 41 03/05/2017
1555071 32 03/05/2017
1555411 24 04/05/2017
1555442 35 04/05/2017
1555605 9 07/05/2017
1555726 1 07/05/2017
1555727 1 07/05/2017
1555730 1 07/05/2017
1555731 1 07/05/2017
1555732 1 07/05/2017
1555733 1 07/05/2017
1555734 1 07/05/2017
1555735 1 07/05/2017
1555736 1 07/05/2017
1555737 1 07/05/2017
1555761 1 07/05/2017
1555762 1 07/05/2017
1555763 1 07/05/2017
1555764 1 07/05/2017
1555765 1 07/05/2017
1555766 1 07/05/2017
1555767 1 07/05/2017
1555768 1 07/05/2017
1555769 1 07/05/2017
1555770 1 07/05/2017
1555771 1 07/05/2017
1555772 1 07/05/2017
1555856 16 04/05/2017
1555857 22 04/05/2017
1556233 32 08/05/2017
1556543 41 08/05/2017
1556626 99 08/05/2017
1556628 99 08/05/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1556797 16 09/05/2017
1556798 21 09/05/2017
1556799 25 09/05/2017
1556800 41 09/05/2017
1556801 35 09/05/2017
1556943 42 09/05/2017
1556970 12 09/05/2017
1557001 99 10/05/2017
1557100 35 10/05/2017
1557193 37 10/05/2017
1557222 25 10/05/2017
1557230 99 10/05/2017
1557231 99 10/05/2017
1557235 36 10/05/2017
1557260 5 10/05/2017
1557727 5 11/05/2017
1557728 5 11/05/2017
1557729 5 11/05/2017
1557847 30 14/05/2017
1557941 41 14/05/2017
1558222 99 14/05/2017
1558400 24 14/05/2017
1558561 1 15/05/2017
1558562 1 15/05/2017
1558563 42 15/05/2017
1558564 16 15/05/2017
1558570 42 15/05/2017
1558586 9 15/05/2017
1558587 16 15/05/2017
1558588 28 15/05/2017
1558589 41 15/05/2017
1558954 14 16/05/2017
1559146 35 16/05/2017
1559250 12 16/05/2017
1559328 3 17/05/2017
1559390 9 17/05/2017
1559391 9 17/05/2017
1559392 10 17/05/2017
1559544 1 18/05/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1560297 35 21/05/2017
1560345 12 21/05/2017
1560346 12 21/05/2017
1560451 5 22/05/2017
1560453 5 22/05/2017
1560454 5 22/05/2017
1560455 5 22/05/2017
1560456 5 22/05/2017
1560483 25 22/05/2017
1560497 5 21/05/2017
1560498 5 21/05/2017
1560499 5 21/05/2017
1560501 5 21/05/2017
1560503 5 21/05/2017
1560507 5 21/05/2017
1560508 5 21/05/2017
1560509 5 21/05/2017
1560656 22 22/05/2017
1560673 12 22/05/2017
1560674 12 22/05/2017
1560860 9 22/05/2017
1560861 16 22/05/2017
1560862 21 22/05/2017
1560863 25 22/05/2017
1560865 41 22/05/2017
1560885 9 22/05/2017
1560886 16 22/05/2017
1560887 21 22/05/2017
1560888 25 22/05/2017
1560889 35 22/05/2017
1560890 41 22/05/2017
1561139 10 23/05/2017
1561195 99 23/05/2017
1561318 99 23/05/2017
1561387 42 23/05/2017
1561388 30 23/05/2017
1561551 29 24/05/2017
1561553 31 24/05/2017
1561816 30 24/05/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1561819 30 24/05/2017
1561820 30 24/05/2017
1561821 30 24/05/2017
1561822 30 24/05/2017
1561824 9 24/05/2017
1561825 11 24/05/2017
1561896 25 25/05/2017
1562268 5 28/05/2017
1562269 5 28/05/2017
1562270 5 28/05/2017
1562272 5 28/05/2017
1562577 99 28/05/2017
1562663 42 28/05/2017
1562664 41 28/05/2017
1562665 38 28/05/2017
1562666 35 28/05/2017
1562667 9 28/05/2017
1562668 16 28/05/2017
1562669 25 28/05/2017
1562670 28 28/05/2017
1562741 25 28/05/2017
1563040 99 29/05/2017
1563044 12 29/05/2017
1563117 41 29/05/2017
1563380 2 30/05/2017
1563494 99 30/05/2017
1563672 29 30/05/2017
1563853 30 31/05/2017
1563984 99 31/05/2017
1563985 99 31/05/2017
1564264 11 01/06/2017
1564266 11 01/06/2017
1564882 99 04/06/2017
1564883 99 04/06/2017
1565016 33 04/06/2017
1565017 33 04/06/2017
1565018 33 04/06/2017
1565020 33 04/06/2017
1565071 12 04/06/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1565524 35 05/06/2017
1565654 18 06/06/2017
1565842 42 06/06/2017
1566498 25 08/06/2017
1566499 25 08/06/2017
1566505 16 08/06/2017
1566506 42 08/06/2017
1566572 29 08/06/2017
1566806 5 08/06/2017
1567094 3 11/06/2017
1567125 6 11/06/2017
1567268 21 12/06/2017
1567443 19 12/06/2017
1567536 39 12/06/2017
1567588 5 12/06/2017
1567743 99 12/06/2017
1568095 30 13/06/2017
1568436 41 14/06/2017
1568437 41 14/06/2017
1568914 5 15/06/2017
1569090 8 15/06/2017
1569218 5 18/06/2017
1569384 5 18/06/2017
1569385 10 18/06/2017
1569460 3 18/06/2017
1569463 9 18/06/2017
1569464 9 18/06/2017
1569471 32 15/06/2017
1569629 9 18/06/2017
1569834 17 19/06/2017
1569835 17 19/06/2017
1570890 99 21/06/2017
1571232 35 22/06/2017
1571526 32 21/06/2017
1571796 5 25/06/2017
1572042 5 25/06/2017
1572399 9 26/06/2017
1572694 5 26/06/2017
1573126 10 27/06/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1573227 9 27/06/2017
1573590 99 28/06/2017
1574270 42 29/06/2017
1574552 35 02/07/2017
1574757 9 02/07/2017
1574758 11 02/07/2017
1574759 14 02/07/2017
1574760 17 02/07/2017
1575759 24 04/07/2017
1575807 41 04/07/2017
1576234 7 05/07/2017
1576235 9 05/07/2017
1576755 99 09/07/2017
1576786 5 06/07/2017
1576787 42 06/07/2017
1576789 42 06/07/2017
1576790 5 06/07/2017
1576791 42 06/07/2017
1576792 36 06/07/2017
1576793 42 06/07/2017
1576795 42 06/07/2017
1576796 5 06/07/2017
1576797 42 06/07/2017
1576799 42 06/07/2017
1576800 42 06/07/2017
1576801 36 06/07/2017
1576802 16 06/07/2017
1576803 5 06/07/2017
1577023 25 09/07/2017
1577024 5 09/07/2017
1577054 35 09/07/2017
1577531 10 10/07/2017
1577719 9 11/07/2017
1577721 3 11/07/2017
1577792 41 11/07/2017
1577793 41 11/07/2017
1577884 5 11/07/2017
1577886 5 11/07/2017
1577887 5 11/07/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1577888 5 11/07/2017
1577890 5 11/07/2017
1577891 5 11/07/2017
1577893 5 11/07/2017
1577895 5 11/07/2017
1577924 5 11/07/2017
1578088 34 11/07/2017
1578093 9 11/07/2017
1578658 7 13/07/2017
1578659 11 13/07/2017
1578872 42 13/07/2017
1578917 24 13/07/2017
1579164 35 16/07/2017
1579317 29 16/07/2017
1580016 7 18/07/2017
1580196 19 16/07/2017
1580252 30 18/07/2017
1580274 7 18/07/2017
1580611 99 19/07/2017
1580782 42 17/07/2017
1580826 42 20/07/2017
1580827 42 20/07/2017
1580829 42 20/07/2017
1580831 42 20/07/2017
1580832 42 20/07/2017
1580833 42 20/07/2017
1581353 3 20/07/2017
1581402 35 19/07/2017
1582884 21 23/07/2017
1583039 34 23/07/2017
1583092 9 24/07/2017
1583568 37 25/07/2017
1583810 29 25/07/2017
1584150 25 25/07/2017
1584305 7 25/07/2017
1584465 3 26/07/2017
1584691 2 27/07/2017
1584697 99 26/07/2017
1584699 99 26/07/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1584700 99 26/07/2017
1585157 12 27/07/2017
1585462 99 30/07/2017
1585754 5 31/07/2017
1586031 3 31/07/2017
1586032 3 31/07/2017
1586033 5 31/07/2017
1586041 6 31/07/2017
1586361 99 01/08/2017
1586545 33 01/08/2017
1587209 5 03/08/2017
1587256 23 03/08/2017
1587257 24 03/08/2017
1587258 25 03/08/2017
1587259 26 03/08/2017
1587260 27 03/08/2017
1587261 35 03/08/2017
1587262 41 03/08/2017
1587538 3 07/08/2017
1587599 5 07/08/2017
1587899 9 07/08/2017
1587926 13 07/08/2017
1588348 5 08/08/2017
1588758 41 09/08/2017
1589050 30 10/08/2017
1589279 5 10/08/2017
1589280 5 10/08/2017
1589281 5 10/08/2017
1589283 5 10/08/2017
1589284 5 10/08/2017
1589364 11 10/08/2017
1589365 9 10/08/2017
1589505 3 10/08/2017
1589570 99 13/08/2017
1589649 41 13/08/2017
1589747 25 13/08/2017
1589821 12 13/08/2017
1590205 5 14/08/2017
1590210 35 14/08/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1590211 38 14/08/2017
1590430 7 14/08/2017
1590431 7 14/08/2017
1590434 3 14/08/2017
1590674 9 16/08/2017
1590675 35 16/08/2017
1590868 5 16/08/2017
1590941 5 16/08/2017
1591081 42 16/08/2017
1591247 19 17/08/2017
1591248 19 17/08/2017
1591788 29 17/08/2017
1592052 29 20/08/2017
1592053 29 20/08/2017
1592054 29 20/08/2017
1592056 29 20/08/2017
1592083 3 20/08/2017
1592084 3 20/08/2017
1592085 3 20/08/2017
1592367 3 20/08/2017
1592368 5 20/08/2017
1592369 3 20/08/2017
1592370 5 20/08/2017
1592371 3 20/08/2017
1592372 5 20/08/2017
1592373 3 20/08/2017
1592374 5 20/08/2017
1592773 35 21/08/2017
1592853 42 21/08/2017
1592939 6 21/08/2017
1592992 16 21/08/2017
1592994 36 21/08/2017
1592995 36 21/08/2017
1593107 99 21/08/2017
1593108 99 21/08/2017
1593109 99 21/08/2017
1593110 99 21/08/2017
1593111 99 21/08/2017
1593265 5 22/08/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1593294 5 22/08/2017
1593295 5 22/08/2017
1593297 5 22/08/2017
1593466 6 22/08/2017
1593920 41 23/08/2017
1593921 30 23/08/2017
1594275 42 23/08/2017
1594346 16 23/08/2017
1594347 16 23/08/2017
1594348 16 23/08/2017
1594349 16 23/08/2017
1594350 16 23/08/2017
1594351 16 23/08/2017
1594352 16 23/08/2017
1594353 16 23/08/2017
1594354 16 23/08/2017
1594355 16 23/08/2017
1594356 16 23/08/2017
1594357 16 23/08/2017
1594358 16 23/08/2017
1594359 16 23/08/2017
1594385 5 24/08/2017
1594390 3 24/08/2017
1594392 5 24/08/2017
1594562 36 24/08/2017
1594563 36 24/08/2017
1594691 1 24/08/2017
1594714 5 24/08/2017
1594715 5 24/08/2017
1594720 5 24/08/2017
1594820 99 24/08/2017
1594821 99 24/08/2017
1594822 99 24/08/2017
1594823 99 24/08/2017
1594824 99 24/08/2017
1594831 9 24/08/2017 17:32:26
1594835 22 24/08/2017
1594839 25 24/08/2017
1594900 4 27/08/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1594901 6 27/08/2017
1594992 2 27/08/2017
1594993 2 27/08/2017
1595037 5 27/08/2017
1595038 5 27/08/2017
1595039 1 27/08/2017
1595069 16 27/08/2017
1595070 35 27/08/2017
1595071 41 27/08/2017
1595072 16 27/08/2017
1595073 35 27/08/2017
1595074 41 27/08/2017
1595086 42 27/08/2017
1595087 42 27/08/2017
1595089 42 27/08/2017
1595090 5 27/08/2017 14:40:28
1595115 21 27/08/2017
1595122 17 27/08/2017
1595141 17 27/08/2017
1595165 42 27/08/2017
1595166 42 27/08/2017
1595201 30 27/08/2017
1595215 30 27/08/2017
1595222 5 27/08/2017
1595264 10 27/08/2017
1595357 1 27/08/2017
1595363 7 27/08/2017
1595364 8 27/08/2017
1595367 11 27/08/2017
1595375 19 27/08/2017
1595377 21 27/08/2017
1595391 35 27/08/2017
1595393 37 27/08/2017
1595548 5 28/08/2017
1595550 5 28/08/2017
1595647 25 28/08/2017
1595698 32 29/08/2017
1595699 35 29/08/2017
1595700 16 29/08/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1595707 5 29/08/2017
1595709 5 29/08/2017
1595711 5 29/08/2017
1595712 5 29/08/2017
1595713 5 29/08/2017
1595714 5 29/08/2017
1595715 5 29/08/2017
1595716 5 29/08/2017
1595753 42 29/08/2017
1595778 17 29/08/2017
1595780 11 29/08/2017
1595782 11 29/08/2017
1595783 25 29/08/2017
1595791 21 29/08/2017
1595803 9 29/08/2017
1595804 9 29/08/2017
1595805 9 29/08/2017
1595825 21 29/08/2017
1595874 42 29/08/2017
1595884 5 29/08/2017
1595885 5 29/08/2017
1595888 5 29/08/2017
1595985 30 29/08/2017
1595993 5 29/08/2017
1596005 5 29/08/2017
1596030 28 29/08/2017
1596046 99 29/08/2017
1596058 1 29/08/2017
1596061 9 29/08/2017
1596062 10 29/08/2017
1596063 16 29/08/2017
1596064 29 29/08/2017
1596065 30 29/08/2017
1596066 32 29/08/2017
1596067 42 29/08/2017
1596097 5 29/08/2017
1596098 5 29/08/2017
1596099 5 29/08/2017
1596100 5 29/08/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1596101 5 29/08/2017
1596102 5 29/08/2017
1596104 5 29/08/2017
1596105 35 29/08/2017
1596130 5 29/08/2017
1596131 5 29/08/2017
1596172 25 30/08/2017
1596204 9 30/08/2017
1596210 5 30/08/2017
1596211 5 30/08/2017
1596212 25 30/08/2017
1596223 42 30/08/2017
1596224 9 30/08/2017
1596234 5 30/08/2017
1596247 33 30/08/2017
1596374 29 30/08/2017
1596443 99 30/08/2017
1596446 9 30/08/2017
1596447 99 30/08/2017
1596448 99 30/08/2017
1596462 34 30/08/2017
1596463 34 30/08/2017
1596464 4 30/08/2017
1596465 4 30/08/2017
1596466 4 30/08/2017
1596467 4 30/08/2017
1596468 4 30/08/2017
1596469 4 30/08/2017
1596471 4 30/08/2017
1596472 4 30/08/2017
1596473 3 30/08/2017
1596474 34 30/08/2017
1596475 34 30/08/2017
1596622 25 31/08/2017
1596627 3 31/08/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 2249217 in class 05 - The name and address of the applicant is amended to read as 

MIYOTA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD., 159, RABINDRA SARANI, 7TH FLOOR, 
KOLKATA-700007 

2 1185930 in class 05 - The name of applicant is amended to read as ALBATROSS 
PHARMACEUTICALS by virtue of TM-16 dated 04.03.2014. 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1792 ,   10/04/2017  
 

PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1903397 - 5, 1883898 - 5, 1883072 - 5, 1882937 - 5: Proprietor Altered to RIVAN 
PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED , 411, Vrundavan Enclave, Near Torrent Power Cross 
Road, Naranpura, Ahmedabad - 380 013, Gujarat - India. 
M/S.RIVAN PHARMACEUTICALS

1673305 - 3: Proprietor Altered to JK LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED. , 1302, LUMIERE, J. P. ROAD, 
VERSOVA, MUMBAI 400 061. 
ZEST4LIFE STUDIOS PRIVATE LIMITED

2233766 - 23: Proprietor Altered to JIMESH HARIBHAI PATEL,Hardik Haribhai Patel,Narmadaben 
Haribhai Patel,Ramjibhai Karamshibhai Patel,Paniben Ramjibhai Patel trading as SHARDA 
SYNTHETICS , Survey No. 63, B/h. Laxminarayan Saw Mill, Netson Compound, Nr. Ring Road 
Cross Road, Odhav, Ahmedabad, Gujarat India 
SHARDA SYNTHETICS

1524553 - 3: Proprietor Altered to CASWELL-MASSEY, LLC , 29 NORTHFIELD AVE, EDISON, NEW 
JERSEY 08837, U.S.A. 
GIANNA ROSE ATELIER, INC.

1414769 - 9: Proprietor Altered to MONISH SUNIL SHAH , 3, Ashwin Society, Fatehpura, Paldi, 
Ahmedabad - 380001, Gujarat, INDIA 
MOH LIMITED

450701 - 2, 386569 - 4, 386568 - 16: Proprietor Altered to HENKEL CORPORATION , THE TRIAD, 
2200 RENAISSANCE BLVD, GULPH MILLS, PENNSYLVANIA 19406, U.S.A. 
HENKEL LOCTITE CORPORATION

1510010 - 99, 1514119 - 25: Proprietor Altered to POMELLATO S.P.A. , VIA NEERA, 37 20141-
MILANO, ITALY. 
LA ROGGIA S.R.L.

1636311 - 8: Proprietor Altered to TARUN JAIN,YASH PAL JAIN trading as M/S. MAHAVEER 
STEEL UDYOG , H-1, 99-B, MANSAROVAR RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN 
M/S. MAHAVEER STEEL UDYOG

1710311 - 19: Proprietor Altered to KRISHNA PRECASTS (I) PRIVATE LIMITED , Block No. 1225, 
Atit Auto Garage Compound, Near Sayan Check Post, Sayan Variyav Road, Variyav, Surat 395 
006, Gujarat - India 
M/S. KRISHNA PRECASTS

1668405 - 6: Proprietor Altered to KIRAN K. BHALODIA,PRATIK N. VADALIA trading as TECHNO 
STEEL INDUSTRIES , KRANTI GATE, PLOT NO. 2224, NEAR SUNRAJ POLYPRINT, METODA 
GIDC, RAJKOT (GUJARAT) 
MECWEL METALS PVT. LTD.

1918425 - 7: Proprietor Altered to JITENDRABHAI BHAGABHAI PATEL,BHARATBHAI 
BHAGABHAI PATEL trading as MAXWELL ENGINEERS , Block No. 75/A, 117, 118 and 119, Opp. 
Harihar mahadev, Vadsar Road, Santej, Kalol, Gandhinagar 382721. Gujarat - India 
MAXWELL ENGINEERS

1761847 - 21: Proprietor Altered to SH. YASHPAL , B-42/10, JHILMIL INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-
110095. 
M/S FINE METALS.

1506649 - 7: Proprietor Altered to JITENRABHAI BHAGABHAI PATEL,Bharatbhai Bhagabhai Patel 
trading as MAXWELL ENGINEERS , Block No. 75/A, 117, 118 & 119, Opp. Harihar Mahadev, Santej 
Vadsar Road, Santej, Ta. : Kalol, Dist.: Gandhinagar - 382721, Gujarat - India 
MAXWELL ENGINEERS

1846928 - 5: Proprietor Altered to DEVESH GHORAVAT , C / 4 /104, GOYAL INTERCITY, OPP. T.V. 
TOWER, DRIVE IN ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT INDIA. 
NCPW PHARMACEUTICALS

563106 - 8: Proprietor Altered to SMT. RAVI KANTA JAIN,SHRI KIMAT RAI JAIN trading as 
MECHANICO INDUSTRIES , B-27, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 22 Godam, JAIPUR-302006, Rajasthan. 
MECHANICO INDUSTRIES.

1707129 - 35: Proprietor Altered to ANKIT CHINUBHAI SHAH , 19, Rushabh Society, Opp. 
Dhanvantari Garden, Shantivan, Paldi, Ahmedabad - 380 007, Gujarat - India 
M/S. CHANDAN MEDICAL STORES

1884523 - 20: Proprietor Altered to SANGHVI RUSHABH RAJENDRAKUMAR,SANGHVI PRITIBEN 
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AJITBHAI,SANGHVI TEJAL RUSHABHKUMAR trading as SIDDHI MODULAR SYSTEM , 17/8, 
Siddhi House, Opp. Kadnawala Factory, B/h. Gujmasol, Nr. Khodiyar Mandir, Narol, Ahmedabad. 
SIDDHI FURNITURE HUB

1746067 - 19, 1853253 - 19: Proprietor Altered to ACE MICA PVT LTD , 12, Agrawal Avenue, Opp. 
Navrangpura Telephone Exchange, C. G. Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA 
ATITH FIBRE PVT. LTD.,

1547524 - 36, 1286667 - 36, 1286667 - 35, 1286663 - 35, 1275513 - 36: Proprietor Altered to 
MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED , 1 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY, NSW 2000, AUSTRALIA. 
MACQUARIE BANK LTD, MACQUARIE BANK LTD., MACQUARIE BANK LIMITED

2247574 - 20: Proprietor Altered to HITESH R. ASODARIYA,SURESH R. SATASIYA trading as 
AAYOZAN INTERIOR ZONE , Plot No. 145, Road No. 5, Kathwada GIDC, Odhav, Ahmedabad 382 
430, Gujarat India. 
AAYOZAN INTERIOR ZONE

2911722 - 11, 1951632 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ASHISHKUMAR JITENDRABHAI 
PATEL,VIKASHKUMAR JITENDRABHAI PATEL trading as SHRI JAY AMBE MARKETING , 1St 
Floor, Arjun Complex, Radhanpur Road, Mehsana - 384002, Ta. & Dist. Mehsana, Gujarat India 
M/S. SHREE JAY AMBE MARKETING., SHREE JAY AMBE MARKETING

1486492 - 17, 1502035 - 17, 1502037 - 17, 1502038 - 17, 1502039 - 17: Proprietor Altered to SH. 
SHARAD AGGARWAL,M/S TIRUPATI STRUCTURAL LTD. trading as M/S PADMAVATI PIPES & 
FITTINGS INC. , PLOT NO.-46, 47, 48, KHASRA NO.-31, 33, 34, SHIV GANGA INDL. AREA, VILL. 
LAKESHWARI, BHAGWANPUR, ROORKEE, HARIDWAR-247661, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA. 
M/S KAVERI TUBES, M/S KAVERI TUBES, M/S KAVERI TUBES, M/S KAVERI TUBES, M/S KAVERI 
TUBES

1520236 - 11, 1520235 - 11: Proprietor Altered to SH. SHARAD AGGARWAL,M/S TIRUPATI 
STRUCTURAL LTD. trading as M/S PADMAVATI PIPES & FITTINGS INC. , PLOT NO.-46, 47, 48, 
KHASRA NO.-31, 33, 34, SHIV GANGA INDL. AREA, VILL. LAKESHWARI, BHAGWANPUR, 
ROORKEE, HARIDWAR-247661, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA. 
TIRUPATI STRUCTURALS LIMITED

1887162 - 20: Proprietor Altered to ATULBHAI VELJIBHAI VIRANI , PLOT NO. 3233, G.I.D.C. 
PHASE-III, NEAR CIRCLE-2, DARED, JAMNAGAR - 361 004, GUJARAT 
M/S.AALISHAN INTERIOR PRODUCTS

1378702 - 30: Proprietor Altered to CHHAGANBHAI DHANABHAI RABARI,Kiranbhai Chhaganbhai 
Rabari,Nareshbhai Chhaganbhai Rabari,Pareshbhai Chhaganbhai Rabari,Urvesh Kiranbhai 
Rabari trading as GUJARAT GRAIN FLOUR MILL , Kadod Road, Post: Madhi - 394 340, Ta: 
Bardoli, Dist : Surat, Gujarat - India 
GUJARAT GRAIN FLOUR MILL

1454860 - 35, 1454859 - 36: Proprietor Altered to KUNTE MODHA SHAH ADVISORS PRIVATE 
LIMITED , 302, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVALIK - 10, OPP. SBI ZONAL OFFICE, NEAR SNEHKUNJ 
SOCIETY, S.M. ROAD, NEHRUNAGAR, AMBAWADI, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 (GUJARAT) INDIA. 
KUNTE & MODHA CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.

2041143 - 5, 2041148 - 5, 2045219 - 5, 2041146 - 5, 2045221 - 5, 2045223 - 5, 2045225 - 5, 2073630 - 
5, 2073633 - 5, 2073634 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ATLINA LIFE SCIENCES (OPC) PVT. LTD. , SCO-
12, 2ND FLOOR, HUDDA MARKET, SECTOR-8, KARNAL-132001, HARYANA, INDIA. 
COSTAS PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD.

2164046 - 2, 2164047 - 5: Proprietor Altered to AJIT INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD. , 414, D MALL, NETAJI 
SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110032, INDIA. 
SUNSIGN & TECHNOLOGIES

1461066 - 31, 1463255 - 31: Proprietor Altered to PRUTHVI HYBRID SEEDS PVT. LTD. , 501, Akik, 
Near Cargo Motors, Opp. Rajpath Club, S.G. Highway, Ahmedabad, Gujarat India. 
PRUTHVI HYBRID SEEDS, PRUTHVI HYBRID SEEDS

1979408 - 9: Proprietor Altered to DINESHBHAI N. SIDAPARA , Survey No. 41-1, Ganesh Industrial 
Area, H R Way-Bridge Street, Near Hotel Krishna Park, Gondal Road, Vavdi, Rajkot- 360004, 
Gujarat, India 
SHRIJI INDUSTRIES

1902829 - 37: Proprietor Altered to HI-BOND INFRA PRIVATE LIMITED , 101, GURURAKSHA 
COMPLEX, VIRANI CHOWK, TAGOR MARG, RAJKOT - 360 002. GUJARAT INDIA. 
HI-BOND INFRA

1892910 - 44: Proprietor Altered to INSIGHT RADIOLOGY PVT. LTD. , C/22, Samprat Residency, 
Behind Bharnirzar, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad- 380015, Gujarat-India 
M/S. SUMIRAN ASSOCIATES

1775797 - 29, 1775796 - 29: Proprietor Altered to PRABHUDASBHAI D. VACHHANI,Manshukhbhai 
D. Vachhani,Rahulbhai P. Vachhani,Vivek M. Vachhani trading as SHREE WESTERN GUM 
CHEMICAL IND. , Plot No. - 411, Phase 4, G.I.D.C., Naroda, Ahmedabad, Pincode 382330, Gujarat 
India 
M/S. SHREE WESTERN GUM CHEMICAL IND.

1336264 - 30: Proprietor Altered to DURGESH SHIVALMAL WADHWANI , NEAR RAMNAGAR BUS 
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STOP, RAMNAGAR, RANDER ROAD, SURAT - 395 005, Gujarat, India 
PRAKASH BAKERY

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1814920 - 40, 1814919 - 37, 1800139 - 42, 1800138 - 40, 1800137 - 37: Proprietor Name Altered to 
NUPOWER RENEWABLES PRIVATE LIMITED 
NUPOWER RENEWABLES LIMITED
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773584 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to NEPTUNE, SOCIÉTÉ PÉR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE 
NEPTUNE S.A.

2265596 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to PAYAL POLYPLAST PRIVATE LIMITED 
PAYAL PETROCHEM (P) LTD

1549612 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to FLOVEL HYDRO TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
FLOVEL MG HOLDING PVT. LTD.

2101921 - 10: Proprietor Name Altered to GOTIZ INFRATECH LIMITED 
GOTIZ INFRATECH PRIVATE LIMITED

1627960 - 7, 1627959 - 7, 1878192 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to REGAL BELOIT AMERICA, INC. 
RBC MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

1470320 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to ARBRO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED 
M/S. ARBRO PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED

584112 - 1, 584113 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to DANISCO US INC. 
GENENCOR INTERNATIONAL, INC.

789385 - 11, 833546 - 7, 833547 - 9, 833548 - 11, 833549 - 12, 883193 - 7, 883194 - 11, 1254019 - 99, 
1302096 - 99, 1302097 - 99, 1302098 - 99, 1312092 - 99, 1312093 - 99, 1313451 - 99, 1317106 - 99, 
1317107 - 99, 1317108 - 99, 1324265 - 99, 1324266 - 99, 1324267 - 99, 1324268 - 99, 1405935 - 99, 
1473480 - 99, 1473481 - 99, 1555141 - 7, 1556238 - 7, 1602265 - 7, 1667990 - 99, 1681845 - 99, 
2029904 - 99, 2029905 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to CONTINENTAL EMITEC GMBH 
EMITEC GESELLSCHAFT FUR EMISSIONSTECHNOLOGIE MBH

1726460 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to CUSTOM S.P.A. 
CUSTOM ENGINEERING SPA

1707353 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED 
COMPUTING 
MS. GEETA GULATI

2380918 - 99, 2380917 - 99, 2362377 - 99, 2332747 - 99, 1989808 - 99, 1943014 - 99, 1943013 - 99, 
1786635 - 99, 1773351 - 4, 1752880 - 99, 1752541 - 7, 1752539 - 7, 1752537 - 7, 1658318 - 7, 1537505 
- 7, 1537504 - 7, 1332965 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to LEYBOLD GMBH 
OERLIKON LEYBOLD VACUUM GMBH

799923 - 20, 799922 - 20, 799921 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to KOHLER INTERIORS 
FURNITURE COMPANY 
BAKER, KNAPP & TUBBS, INC

1768931 - 28, 1768931 - 25, 1762961 - 25, 395358 - 28, 395357 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to 
ALPARGATAS S.A. 
SAO PAULO ALPARGATAS S.A.

1242426 - 36: Proprietor Name Altered to RIGHT RETURNS 
RIGHT RETURNS FINANCIAL PLANNING

1332966 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to OERLIKON LEYBOLD VACUUM GMBH 
LEYBOLD VACUUM GMBH

1253498 - 39: Proprietor Name Altered to FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP LIMITED 
FLIGHT CENTRE LIMITED

744362 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to VERSANT CORPORATION 
VERSANT OBJECT TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

1332966 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to LEYBOLD GMBH 
OERLIKON LEYBOLD VACUUM GMBH

1461580 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to ARBRO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED 
ARBRO PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED

450701 - 2, 386569 - 4, 386568 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to HENKEL NA LLC 
HENKEL CORPORATION

450701 - 2, 386569 - 4, 386568 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to HENKEL CORPORATION 
HENKEL NA LLC

773584 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to NEPTUNE, SOCIÉTÉ PÉR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE 
NEPTUNE, SOCIÉTÉ PÉR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE
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1350057 - 5, 1350058 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to SHIRE-NPS PHARMEUTICALS, INC. 
NPS PHARMACEUTICALS INC

2250047 - 42, 2250050 - 16, 2250053 - 35, 2250048 - 3, 2250054 - 42, 2250055 - 3, 2250057 - 16, 
2250060 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to ENZENE BIOSCIENCES LIMITED 
ENZENE BIOSCIENCES PVT LTD

744362 - 9, 744363 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to VERSANT SOFTWARE LLC 
VERSANT CORPORATION

2369354 - 37, 2369353 - 42, 1870439 - 41, 1870438 - 39, 1870437 - 37, 1870436 - 42, 1870435 - 35: 
Proprietor Name Altered to PAWAN HANS LIMITED 
PAWAN HANS HELICOPTERS LTD.

2029905 - 99, 2029904 - 99, 1681845 - 99, 1667990 - 99, 1602265 - 7, 1556238 - 7, 1555141 - 7, 
1473481 - 99, 1473480 - 99, 1405935 - 99, 1324268 - 99, 1324267 - 99, 1324266 - 99, 1324265 - 99, 
1317108 - 99, 1317107 - 99, 1317106 - 99, 1313451 - 99, 1312093 - 99, 1312092 - 99, 1302098 - 99, 
1302097 - 99, 1302096 - 99, 1254019 - 99, 883194 - 11, 883193 - 7, 833549 - 12, 833548 - 11, 833547 - 
9, 833546 - 7, 789385 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to CONTINENTAL EMITEC VERWALTUNGS 
GMBH 
CONTINENTAL EMITEC GMBH

450701 - 2, 386569 - 4, 386568 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to HENKEL LOCTITE CORPORATION 
LOCTITE CORPORATION

1386622 - 35, 1386623 - 39: Proprietor Name Altered to J B SHAH CONSULTANTS PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
J.B. SHAH CARGO CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,

2179097 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to SPX HEAT TRANSFER LLC 
SPX HEAT TRANSFER INC

1674738 - 9, 1674739 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to SPX TRANSFORMER SOLUTIONS, INC. 
WAUKESHA ELECTRIC SYSTEMS, INC.

2179098 - 37, 2179099 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to SPX HEAT TRANSFER LLC 
SPX HEAT TRANSFER INC

1242426 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 209, UNIQUE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TWIN TOWER 
LANE, PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI-400 025. 
RIGHT RETURNS FINANCIAL PLANNING

792297 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 1271/3, BASEMENT & GROUND FLOOR,NAIWALA, 
KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005 
EXEEL AUTOMOTIVES
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770808 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 1271/3, BASEMENT & GROUND FLOOR,NAIWALA, 
KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI — 110 005 
EXCEL AUTOMOTIVE.

581870 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 5750 Mercury Drive, Dearborn, Michigan USA 48126 
CARHARTT, INC.

1175096 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 441, Nimri Colony, Ashok Vihar Phase IV, Delhi-
110052 
ELECTROMAC INDIA

1464880 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to C 47/1, LAWRENCE ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA 
DELHI-110034 
PEKERS & COMPANY

1253498 - 39: Proprietor Address Altered to Level 2, 545 Queen Street, Brisbane, Queensland, 
4000, Australia 
FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL GROUP LIMITED

2101921 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to A 702, 7th Floor, Mondeal Square, S. G. Highway, 
Prahaladnagar, Ahmedabad 380 015, Gujarat, India. 
GOTIZ INFRATECH LIMITED

1510630 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to VIA NEERA, 37-20141 MILANO, ITALY 
POMELLATO S.P.A.

1891908 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to PEOPLES CAMPUS, BHANPUR, BHOPAL-462037, 
M.P. 
P.G.H INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.

1492429 - 99, 1492428 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 29-30 quai de Dion Bouton, 92817 
PUTEAUX, FRANCE 
HAVAS

799923 - 20, 799922 - 20, 799921 - 20: Proprietor Address Altered to 1105 22nd STREET SE, 
Hickory, North Carolina, 28602, USA 
BAKER, KNAPP & TUBBS, INC

1374034 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to DSS-l, SECTOR-46, HUDA MARKET, GURGAON —
122001 (HARYANA) 
SHUBHAM SUPER MARKET.

915240 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to ARJOHUNTLEIGH HOUSE, HOUGHTON HALL, 
BUSINESS PARK, HOUGHTON REGIS, DUNSTABLE, BEDFORDSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, LU5 
5XF. 
HUNTLEIGH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

663676 - 5, 663678 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to RBC, MAHINDRA TOWERS, 1ST FLOOR 'A' 
WING, DR. G.M. BHOSALE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400 018 
BASF INDIA LIMITED

395358 - 28, 395357 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to RUA FUNCHAL, 160, VILA OLIMPIA, 
04551-903 SÃO PAULO, SP, BRAZIL 
SAO PAULO ALPARGATAS S.A.

770809 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 1271/3, BASEMENT AND GROUND FLOOR, NAIWALA, 
KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI — 110 005 
EXCEL AUTOMOTIVE.

1406976 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 1, PRABHAT NAGAR, GROUND FLOOR & 2ND FLOOR, 
JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400102. 
CIRON DRUGS AND PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

1503036 - 7, 1503035 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 5944 East N Avenue, Kalamazoo, MI 
49048, United States of America 
PRAB, INC.

1515763 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to ASHOKA MY HOME CHAMBERS, FLAT NO.208 & 209, 
2ND FLOOR, H. NO.1-8-201 TO 203, SP ROAD, SECUNDERABAD - 500 003, TELANGANA, INDIA. 
BISCO BIO SCIENCES PVT. LTD.

1572029 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 15 Hoe Chiang Road #12-02 Tower Fifteen Singapore 
089316, Singapore 
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MEDIPURPOSE PTE LTD

1528443 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to 1105 North Market Street,Suite 1300, Wilmington, 
Delaware 19801, United States of America. 
AWI LICENSING COMPANY

773584 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to 42, rue Rieussec, 78220 — Viroflay, Fralnce 
NEPTUNE, SOCIÉTÉ PÉR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE

2087410 - 21: Proprietor Address Altered to K.H. NO. 415, M.G. ROAD, GHITORNI,NEW DELHI - 
110 030 
QUBA KITCHENS (P) LTD.

1530030 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to 16F, N0.738, JHONGJHENG RD., ZHONGHE DIST., 
NEW TAIPEI CITY 235,TAIWAN (R.O.C). 
WELLCARE CO., LTD.

1254019 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to HAUPTSTRABE 128, 53797, LOHMAR, GERMANY 
EMITEC GESELLSCHAFT FUR EMISSIONSTECHNOLOGIE MBH

803833 - 34: Proprietor Address Altered to METALURGIA, 38-42,08038, BARCELONA, SPAIN. 
FLAMIAGAS S.A

1427602 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to B-5, B-BLOC, 1ST FLOOR, BHILWARA TEXTILE 
MARKET, PUR ROAD , BHILWARA - (RAJASTHAN) 
VIMAL SYNTEX PVT.LTD.

915245 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to ARJOHUNTLEIGH HOUSE, HOUGHTON HALL, 
BUSINESS PARK, HOUGHTON REGIS, DUNSTABLE, BEDFORDSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, LU5 
5XF 
HUNTLEIGH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

799923 - 20, 799922 - 20, 799921 - 20: Proprietor Address Altered to 1414 Merchandise Mart, 
Chicago, Illinois 60654, USA 
BAKER, KNAPP & TUBBS, INC

1520777 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 100 East Davie Street, Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, 
USA 
RED HAT INC.

2326575 - 18: Proprietor Address Altered to STREET 8000 MARINA BLVD., SUITE 400, BRISBANE 
CALIFORNIA 94005. THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
STELLA & DOT LLC

1662908 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 55 Network Drive, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803, 
USA 
EXA CORPORATION

736434 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to 7-28, Kitahama, 4-chome, chuo-ku, Osaka, Japan 
NIPPON SHEET GLASS CO., LTD.

1408202 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to 6500 Paseo Padre Parkway, Fremont, California 
94555, United States of America 
CORDIS CORPORATION,

1572029 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 15 Hoe Chiang Road #12-02 Tower Fifteen Singapore 
089316, Singapore 
MEDIPURPOSE PTE LTD
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1768931 - 25, 1768931 - 28, 1762961 - 25, 395358 - 28, 395357 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 
Av. Doutor Cardoso de Melo, 1336, Vila Olimpia, 04548-004 Sao Paulo, SP, BRAZIL 
SAO PAULO ALPARGATAS S.A.

2087409 - 20: Proprietor Address Altered to K.H. NO. 415, M.G. ROAD, GHITORNI, NEW DELHI — 
110 030 
QUBA KITCHENS (P) LTD.

797047 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to PLOT NO. 3, TRIBHUVAN ESTATE, OPP. MARUTI WAY 
BRIDGE,KATHWADA G.I.D.C., ROAD NO. 8 KATHWADA, AHMEDABAD - 382430. 
ANKIT PLASTICS,

1530638 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to Gala No.4, Elite. House, Punjab Foundry, Kashimira 
Behind Asif Patel Bungalow, Inlane Classic Studio, Mira Road (E), dist. Thane 401 104 
ARPIT ENTERPRISES

1572029 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 15 Hoe Chiang Road #12-02 Tower Fifteen Singapore 
089316, Singapore 
MEDIPURPOSE PTE LTD

2677544 - 10, 2677543 - 10, 2677542 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to Suite 3000 — 500 
Palladium Drive, Kanata, Ontario K2V 1C2, Canada 
DNA GENOTEK INC.

1042972 - 1, 1042971 - 1, 1009258 - 10, 502115 - 5, 502114 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to 
Susquehanna Commerce Center, 221 West Philadelphia Street York, PA 17401, USA 
DENTSPLY INTERNATIONAL INC.

915260 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to ARJOHUNTLEIGH HOUSE, HOUGHTON HALL, 
BUSINESS PARK, HOUGHTON REGIS, DUNSTABLE, BEDFORDSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, LU5 
5XF. 
HUNTLEIGH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

2250047 - 42, 2250048 - 3, 2250050 - 16, 2250053 - 35, 2250054 - 42, 2250055 - 3, 2250057 - 16, 
2250060 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to PLOT NUMBER 165/1/26, T-BLOCK, MIDC, BHOSARI, 
PUNE - 411028, MAHARASHTRA INDIA. 
ENZENE BIOSCIENCES LIMITED

759690 - 9, 759688 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 600 SOUTH ROCKFORD DRIVE, TEMPE 
ARIZONA 85281, U. S. A. 
ROCKFORD CORPORATION

1525917 - 42, 1525918 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 19100 Von Karman Avenue, Suite 490, 
Irvine, California 92612, United States of America 
TRILIGENT INTERNATIONAL

462173 - 14, 345018 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to 38, chemin du Grand Puits, Case Postale 
128, 1217 Meyrin 2, Geneve, Switzerland 
SOLVIL ET TITUS SA

1385620 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to A WING 1301, KRISHRAJ TOWERS, PADMA NAGAR, 
OPP. PHOENIX HOSPITAL, CHIKUWADI, MUMBAI-400092, MAHARASHTRA. 
BORIVALI BIRYANI CENTER

1386832 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to CARE OF MRS. SUNITA N. MOTIRAMANI, 
SIDDHACHAL PHASE VI, BUILDING NO. 1C, FLAT NO. 1504, VASANT VIHAR, POKHRAN ROAD 
NO. 02, THANE WEST - 400610. 
R.ADVANTEC COMPUTER EDUCATION.

450701 - 2, 386569 - 4, 386568 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to ONE HENKEL WAY, ROCKY 
HILL, CONNECTICUT 06067, USA. 
HENKEL CORPORATION

1427395 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO. 119,120,127, GALA NO.110, SHIVHARI 
COMPLEX, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE- 411014 
C I M FOODS,

1387464 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 4D, 6TH FLOOR, B3 CEREBRUM COMPLEX, 
VADGAON SHERI, KALYANI NAGAR, PUNE - 411014. 
ZENSOFT SERVICES PVT. LTD.

1454860 - 35, 1454859 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 302, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVALIK - 10, OPP. 
SBI ZONAL OFFICE, NEAR SNEHKUNJ SOCIETY, S.M. ROAD, NEHRUNAGAR, AMBAWADI, 
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AHMEDABAD - 380 015 (GUJARAT) INDIA. 
KUNTE MODHA SHAH ADVISORS PRIVATE LIMITED

1388910 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to PLOT NO. 25/A, ROOM-74, GATE NO. 6, MALVANI 
MALAD-WEST, NR. HOLY ANGEL SCHOOL, MUMBAI-400095 
NEW HAMDARD

2120342 - 26, 2120341 - 24, 2006107 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to A-501/502, LOTUS 
CORPORATE PARK, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, JAY COACH LANE, GOREGAON 
EAST, MUMBAI-400 053. 
GINZA INDUSTRIES LTD.,

569988 - 18: Proprietor Address Altered to 403 A wing,The Qube, CTS no.1498, A/2, MV Road, 
Behind Taj Flight Kitchen, Marol, Andheri (E), Mumbai 400059 
SAFARI INDUSTRIES (INDIA) LIMITED

663676 - 5, 663678 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 1ST FLOOR, VIBGYOR TOWERS, PLOT NO. 
62, 'G' BLOCK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 051 
BASF INDIA LIMITED

1823802 - 5, 1788402 - 5, 1788401 - 5, 1271885 - 5, 1271884 - 5, 1204034 - 5, 290745 - 5, 184431 - 5, 
1204027 - 5, 664128 - 3, 654569 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 24-1, Takada 3-chome, Toshima-
ku,Tokyo, Japan 170-8633 
TAISHO PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.

663676 - 5, 663678 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 3RD FLOOR, VIBGYOR TOWERS, PLOT NO. 
C-62, 'G' BLOCK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 098 
BASF INDIA LIMITED

1454860 - 35, 1454859 - 36: Address for Service is altered to GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, 
SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, 
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

1539874 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)

1668405 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, 
Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

619076 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

774221 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 1ST FLOOR, SATLAJ TOWER, CEMETARY ROAD, 
FOUNTAIN CHOWK, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA.

1533498 - 35: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

1313451 - 99: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1499308 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 111/2, HARSH NAGAR, KANPUR - 208 012

1525917 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1533497 - 35: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
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1500579 - 3: Address for Service is altered to F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL 
MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

2101921 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. 
POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT

1539875 - 11: Address for Service is altered to B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 
(PB)

2840115 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

468804 - 8: Address for Service is altered to GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, 
OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

2798390 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1777732 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1257190 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1475533 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE 
SAKET NEW DELHI-110017

2181885 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

2520531 - 24: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 
6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

742772 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B - 41, NIZAMUDDIN (E), NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1527047 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

799923 - 20, 799922 - 20, 799921 - 20: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, 
SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI 
JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

1476797 - 30: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-
110 048

1472828 - 41: Address for Service is altered to E-48, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-
110095

1828229 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1385646 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1403170 - 30, 1390209 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND 
COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1534609 - 19: Address for Service is altered to A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 
2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

449225 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, 
SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

1398590 - 5: Address for Service is altered to ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, 
CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

1522001 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, 
SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

751760 - 25: Address for Service is altered to S-553-554 B-4 GAUTAMA COMPLEX SCHOOL 
BLOCK SHAKARPUR DELHI 110092

592636 - 6: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 
048

1533009 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
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ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1918505 - 35: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

334010 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, 
DELHI - 110 006.

2464069 - 30: Address for Service is altered to INSIDE RAM BAGH CHOWK, POST BOX NO. 79, 
AMRITSAR, ( PUNJAB ).

469211 - 32: Address for Service is altered to A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, 
SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

1726460 - 9: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

595436 - 9: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 
048

592637 - 6: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 
048

1979408 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, 
Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
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1236585 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1408892 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1550481 - 6: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-
110 048

1584329 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 505, PEARLS BUSINESS PARK, NETAJI SUBHASH 
PLACE PITAMPURA DELHI 110034

590383 - 11: Address for Service is altered to A-250, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-24

1533499 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1173749 - 4: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.

1576435 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF 
DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

266840 - 32: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, 
India

1564794 - 7: Address for Service is altered to INVN TREE IP SERVICES, NO.399, 15TH CROSS 
5TH MAIN, SECTOR 6, HSR LAYOUT, BANGALORE-560102.

915245 - 10: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1180088 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

1559827 - 16: Address for Service is altered to F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL 
MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

449229 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 
ROHINI DELHI 110085

1177319 - 3: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.

1177320 - 1: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.

1636311 - 8: Address for Service is altered to LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR 
CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

1970591 - 99: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1918506 - 30: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

138780 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

1503779 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 120 (OLD) LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME 
COURT NEW DELHI

1475538 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE 
SAKET NEW DELHI-110017

1560965 - 35, 1513379 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 17/103, GEETA COLONY, DELHI-
110031

1174047 - 9: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.

1177318 - 1: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.

588622 - 11: Address for Service is altered to F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL 
MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

1491350 - 42: Address for Service is altered to CHAMBER-303, PATIALA HOUSE COURT, NEW 
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DELHI-1

1472775 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

3007695 - 41: Address for Service is altered to P-504 SEC 21 JALVAYU VIHAR,NOIDA -201301, 
U.P.

753927 - 3: Address for Service is altered to M-21, LGF, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI 110024

906422 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

2181883 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

2034588 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1563294 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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2088190 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

2567871 - 8: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1971517 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

2088189 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

432513 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

692042 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1165594 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, 
Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

3007696 - 43: Address for Service is altered to P-504 SEC 21 JALVAYU VIHAR, NOIDA 201301, 
U.P.

1531864 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 
(PB)

2181882 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

2117552 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1777734 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

733151 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, 
KERALA

1475528 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE 
SAKET NEW DELHI-110017

1520777 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1509166 - 42: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, 
GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181, DARGA ROAD, 
ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043

329214 - 34: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, 
POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

2181184 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1000099 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

2181185 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

753926 - 3: Address for Service is altered to M-21, LGF, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI 110024

563106 - 8: Address for Service is altered to LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR 
CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

1561125 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

1580050 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 505, PEARLS BUSINESS PARK, NETAJI SUBHASH 
PLACE PITAMPURA DELHI 110034

1177321 - 3: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.
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1574649 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

1538375 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. 
MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

1531866 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 
(PB)

1500436 - 33: Address for Service is altered to A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007

614105 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 11 - 6 - 837, 1 ST FLOOR, SANA COMPLEX, ROAD 1, 
RED HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 004.

446015 - 12: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-
110 048

1536849 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 
110 006.

1575796 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 
(PB)

1312093 - 99, 1312092 - 99, 1317108 - 99, 1317107 - 99, 1317106 - 99, 1313451 - 99, 1302098 - 99, 
1302097 - 99, 1302096 - 99, 1324268 - 99, 1324266 - 99, 1324265 - 99, 1324267 - 99, 1254019 - 99: 
Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 
010.
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2227220 - 25: Address for Service is altered to NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, 
SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

1532946 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

1828228 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

2199712 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1506427 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 4279-GALI BHAIRON, NAI SARAK, NEW DELHI - 
110 006.

1529928 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA 
ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

1777735 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

2798393 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1492573 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

746210 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1529452 - 33: Address for Service is altered to A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 
2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

1503774 - 42, 1503775 - 42, 1503776 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 120 (OLD) LAWYERS 
CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT NEW DELHI

1121986 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 15, RAJASTHANI UDYOG NAGAR, IIND FLOOR 
AAZADPUR DELHI-33

1853124 - 99: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1853840 - 99: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1558735 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1470320 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 95-A, BK-I, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088.

1461580 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 95-A, BK-I, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088.

803833 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 1687, Sector 29, Noida

2087409 - 20: Address for Service is altered to F-8 & 9, 1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER OPP. JWALA 
HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063

2087410 - 21: Address for Service is altered to F-8 & 9, 1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER OPP. JWALA 
HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063

2798392 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

2233021 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

754277 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 1ST FLOOR, SATLAJ TOWER, CEMETARY ROAD, 
FOUNTAIN CHOWK, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA.

2034587 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1165594 - 17: Address for Service is altered to B-1/419A, JANAK PURI, N. DELHI-58.

1177322 - 4: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.

797047 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-1, NEAR NIKITA 
PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD ,AHMEDABAD-380061
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1177314 - 3: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.

1394056 - 36: Address for Service is altered to RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. 
ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

2181884 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1412323 - 17, 1406285 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND 
COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1461636 - 3: Address for Service is altered to F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL 
MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

733154 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, 
KERALA
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1777731 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1550698 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1177315 - 1: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.

790389 - 21: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, 
POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

1406976 - 5: Address for Service is altered to RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. 
ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1450596 - 38: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049

1180085 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

2181886 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1777733 - 3: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

592477 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW 
DELHI- 110 001.

1538376 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. 
MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

793223 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

698805 - 27: Address for Service is altered to M/s RSU LEGAL, D/003, VISHAL APPARTMENTS, 
OPP. ANDHERI GYMKHANA, SIR M. V. ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 069.

1534559 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1475525 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE 
SAKET NEW DELHI-110017

1254019 - 99: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1521254 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

915240 - 10: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

915260 - 10: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1970785 - 25, 1970789 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 1A & 1B, Abirami Beverly, New 
No.28, C.V.Raman Road, Alwarpet, Chennai-600018.

1537540 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM 
COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

1722324 - 33: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, 
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

1545627 - 44: Address for Service is altered to SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

1532199 - 41: Address for Service is altered to ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, 
AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

1532200 - 41: Address for Service is altered to ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, 
AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

1552758 - 42, 1552759 - 30, 1552761 - 30, 1552760 - 42, 1552762 - 42, 1552763 - 30: Address for 
Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU 
CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
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2346313 - 99: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

2250047 - 42, 2250048 - 3, 2250053 - 35, 2250054 - 42, 2250055 - 3, 2250057 - 16, 2250060 - 35, 
2250050 - 16: Address for Service is altered to E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand 
Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

718579 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007

1400516 - 5, 1395647 - 5, 1395645 - 5, 1395641 - 5, 1389611 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

1312092 - 99, 1312093 - 7: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

803833 - 34: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1317106 - 99, 1317107 - 12, 1317108 - 7: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW 
DELHI 110001

1302096 - 99, 1302097 - 12, 1302098 - 12: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW 
DELHI 110001
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1324265 - 99, 1324266 - 12, 1324267 - 7, 1324268 - 7: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX 
ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG 
NEW DELHI 110001

1411556 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

2179098 - 37, 2179099 - 7: Address for Service is altered to TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 
3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

1674738 - 9, 1674739 - 9: Address for Service is altered to TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 
3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

1620245 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

663676 - 5, 663678 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 
110 013.

2160438 - 7, 2160439 - 9: Address for Service is altered to AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE 
PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

1800137 - 37, 1800138 - 40, 1800139 - 42, 1814919 - 37, 1814921 - 42, 1814920 - 40: Address for 
Service is altered to AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, 
LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

1179133 - 16, 1179134 - 17: Address for Service is altered to AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA 
CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

717459 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

1369796 - 3, 1369923 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND 
COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

958137 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1390479 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1964539 - 1, 1964541 - 1, 1964540 - 1, 1973710 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD 
FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1424066 - 30, 1424067 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND 
COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1399017 - 9, 1399018 - 9, 1399019 - 9, 1399020 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA 
SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1471317 - 36, 1471316 - 36, 1879467 - 36, 2184368 - 35: Address for Service is altered to AZB 
HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), 
MUMBAI 400013.

1492574 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

569988 - 18: Address for Service is altered to Indiabulls Finance Centre, Tower-2, 11th Floor, 
1103, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400013, India

2179097 - 11: Address for Service is altered to TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD 
FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

1414104 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

827545 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 320 ¿ Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City 
Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).

1418258 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 
018.

1307124 - 8, 1307127 - 42, 1307128 - 8, 1307129 - 16, 1307130 - 21, 1307132 - 42, 1307133 - 8, 
1307134 - 16, 1307135 - 21, 1307136 - 42, 1307137 - 8, 1307138 - 16, 1307139 - 21, 1307140 - 42, 
1307141 - 8, 1307142 - 16, 1307143 - 21, 1307144 - 42, 1568262 - 42, 1568263 - 42, 1619482 - 30, 
1722563 - 42, 1722564 - 42, 1820300 - 30, 1820301 - 42, 1889560 - 30, 1889561 - 43, 2201522 - 29: 
Address for Service is altered to AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO 
KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
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1401554 - 25: Address for Service is altered to D-1/5 DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, 
GURGAON-122 002, INDIA.

1891908 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1392187 - 25, 1415015 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, 
MUMBAI - 400 018.

1398110 - 30, 1388529 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 
IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST 
MUMBAI-400050

2058823 - 35, 2058822 - 38, 2064026 - 41, 2058821 - 41, 1988080 - 44, 1900952 - 44, 2009762 - 44, 
1725353 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI 
STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

2036567 - 35, 2036566 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 1203, ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE, 
TOWER 2, FLOOR 12B, 841, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, ELPHINSTONE ROAD, MUMBAI-400013

2120342 - 26, 2120341 - 24, 2006107 - 25: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, 
S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1409685 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI 
FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

1754143 - 9, 649939 - 7, 1727801 - 9, 656681 - 7, 1346760 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 
STAR BUILDING, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006.

1743275 - 9, 1743276 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH 
COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
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1903397 - 5, 1883898 - 5, 1883072 - 5, 1882937 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 305,Shivalik-
5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, 
Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

1540933 - 41: Address for Service is altered to NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, 
CHENNAI

1540934 - 41: Address for Service is altered to NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, 
CHENNAI

1409239 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1406282 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1414461 - 39: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1356232 - 3: Address for Service is altered to NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, 
DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).

1084821 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

1387721 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 5A, BAKHTAWAR, 5TH FLOOR, BEHIND THE 
OBEROI, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI 400021

1383208 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 17TH FLOOR, NIRMAL BLDG., NARIMAN POINT, 
MUMBAI-400021.

1409971 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1382684 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya 
Pradesh

330653 - 15: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, 
India

1394339 - 5: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

1346949 - 25: Address for Service is altered to "A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FIOOR, 1ST DHOBI 
TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".

1383981 - 10: Address for Service is altered to K-201, 2ND FLOOR, `K" WING, WESTERN CITY 
APARTMENT, NR.L.P.SAVANI SCHOOL, PAL-ADAJAN, SURAT-395009, GUJARAT, INDIA.

1394340 - 5: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

266838 - 29: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, 
India

1402610 - 3: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

1408202 - 10: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

1410137 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1402935 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1427602 - 24: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

559932 - 34: Address for Service is altered to A - 589, INDIRA NAGAR, A - BLOCK, LUCKNOW - 
226016, U.P.

1389036 - 30: Address for Service is altered to RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. 
ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
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1421804 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1410135 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1396998 - 5: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

1515763 - 1: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1383386 - 34: Address for Service is altered to K-201, 2ND FLOOR, `K" WING, WESTERN CITY 
APARTMENT, NR.L.P.SAVANI SCHOOL, PAL-ADAJAN, SURAT-395009, GUJARAT, INDIA.

269074 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1390478 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1421806 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1382682 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya 
Pradesh
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1382623 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya 
Pradesh

267293 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) 
MUMBAI-401203

1410133 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1410134 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

270491 - 9: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, 
India

1394761 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-2/101, OMKAR B BUILDING CHSL, SHIMPOLI 
ROAD, CHIKUWADI, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI 400 092

835391 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

774222 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 1ST FLOOR, SATLAJ TOWER, CEMETARY ROAD, 
FOUNTAIN CHOWK, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA.

1385600 - 28: Address for Service is altered to RAJABAHADUR MANSION, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI 
MARG, (HAMAM STREET), FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

1410136 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1403524 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

759597 - 25, 759596 - 25: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 
ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

14046 - 5, 14050 - 5, 14051 - 5, 14053 - 5, 14054 - 5, 1552973 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

1524676 - 35, 1524677 - 35: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 
ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1520235 - 11: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

746888 - 34: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

764379 - 21, 592948 - 21, 593171 - 21: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. 
LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
380762 23 04/04/2017 15:14:25
502774 5 04/04/2017 15:11:53
1013668 5 04/04/2017 10:07:48
1013750 16 04/04/2017 10:09:26
1013750 16 04/04/2017 10:09:26
1013786 16 04/04/2017 10:13:37
1013787 11 04/04/2017 10:14:49
1013789 5 04/04/2017 10:15:35
1013822 20 04/04/2017 10:16:48
1013825 25 04/04/2017 10:26:32
1013879 34 04/04/2017 10:30:05
1013881 34 04/04/2017 10:54:40
1013988 5 04/04/2017 11:08:09
1014090 9 04/04/2017 11:12:19
1014091 9 04/04/2017 11:14:02
1014094 9 04/04/2017 11:14:37
1014095 9 04/04/2017 11:15:08
1014096 9 04/04/2017 11:15:43
1014097 16 04/04/2017 11:16:18
1014103 33 04/04/2017 11:16:52
1014104 16 04/04/2017 11:17:27
1014107 6 04/04/2017 11:18:41
1014111 4 04/04/2017 11:19:20
1014146 34 04/04/2017 11:20:13
1014147 34 04/04/2017 11:20:56
1014260 24 04/04/2017 11:21:48
1014261 24 04/04/2017 11:22:33
1014264 24 04/04/2017 11:23:55
1014265 24 04/04/2017 11:24:31
1014267 24 04/04/2017 11:25:12
1014268 30 04/04/2017 11:25:49
1014311 24 04/04/2017 11:26:26
1014312 24 04/04/2017 11:27:00
1014314 25 04/04/2017 12:09:41
1014325 16 04/04/2017 11:28:40
1014327 16 04/04/2017 11:29:47
1014328 9 04/04/2017 11:30:37
1014329 16 04/04/2017 11:31:38
1014330 9 04/04/2017 11:33:23
1014331 5 04/04/2017 11:34:53
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1014332 3 04/04/2017 11:35:43
1014339 5 04/04/2017 11:36:41
1014340 5 04/04/2017 11:38:12
1014341 5 04/04/2017 11:39:05
1014343 5 04/04/2017 11:39:34
1014348 5 04/04/2017 11:41:22
1014353 5 04/04/2017 11:42:41
1014354 5 04/04/2017 11:43:33
1014355 5 04/04/2017 11:44:35
1014359 5 04/04/2017 11:45:47
1014361 5 04/04/2017 11:50:27
1014364 5 04/04/2017 11:51:26
1014402 25 04/04/2017 11:52:03
1014409 24 04/04/2017 11:52:40
1014410 24 04/04/2017 11:53:41
1014411 24 04/04/2017 11:55:09
1014413 24 04/04/2017 11:55:57
1014414 24 04/04/2017 11:57:08
1014415 24 04/04/2017 11:57:44
1014416 24 04/04/2017 11:58:20
1014417 24 04/04/2017 11:59:07
1014418 24 04/04/2017 12:01:39
1014420 24 04/04/2017 12:02:36
1014421 24 04/04/2017 12:03:11
1014425 24 04/04/2017 12:03:44
1014426 24 04/04/2017 12:04:16
1014428 24 04/04/2017 12:04:52
1014430 24 04/04/2017 12:05:39
1014431 24 04/04/2017 12:06:11
1014432 24 04/04/2017 12:06:49
1014495 16 04/04/2017 12:15:30
1014496 30 04/04/2017 12:16:00
1014548 9 04/04/2017 12:17:26
1014551 30 04/04/2017 12:28:50
1014552 30 04/04/2017 12:30:55
1014575 30 04/04/2017 14:02:44
1014576 32 04/04/2017 14:03:25
1014577 32 04/04/2017 14:04:01
1014603 9 04/04/2017 14:05:04
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1014632 20 04/04/2017 14:05:41
1014633 21 04/04/2017 14:06:23
1014635 5 04/04/2017 14:07:14
1014642 4 04/04/2017 14:44:07
1014643 5 04/04/2017 14:08:04
1014644 6 04/04/2017 14:08:51
1014645 7 04/04/2017 14:10:03
1014646 8 04/04/2017 14:10:46
1014647 9 04/04/2017 14:11:20
1014648 10 04/04/2017 14:11:53
1014649 11 04/04/2017 14:12:29
1014650 12 04/04/2017 14:12:59
1014651 13 04/04/2017 14:15:34
1014652 14 04/04/2017 14:16:08
1014653 15 04/04/2017 14:16:56
1014654 16 04/04/2017 14:17:38
1014655 17 04/04/2017 14:18:09
1014656 18 04/04/2017 14:18:50
1014657 19 04/04/2017 14:23:02
1014658 20 04/04/2017 14:45:17
1014659 21 04/04/2017 14:24:01
1014660 22 04/04/2017 14:46:18
1014661 23 04/04/2017 14:24:34
1014662 24 04/04/2017 14:25:33
1014663 25 04/04/2017 14:26:02
1014664 26 04/04/2017 14:26:32
1014666 28 04/04/2017 14:27:06
1014667 29 04/04/2017 14:27:38
1014668 30 04/04/2017 14:28:08
1014669 31 04/04/2017 14:28:51
1014670 32 04/04/2017 14:29:26
1014675 4 04/04/2017 14:30:01
1014696 25 04/04/2017 14:30:30
1014701 30 04/04/2017 14:31:05
1014704 33 04/04/2017 14:31:37
1014705 34 04/04/2017 14:32:07
1014762 34 04/04/2017 14:32:56
1014765 34 04/04/2017 14:33:39
1014770 16 04/04/2017 14:34:09
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1014771 5 04/04/2017 14:34:58
1014772 3 04/04/2017 14:36:01
1014795 16 04/04/2017 14:48:20
1014811 16 04/04/2017 14:49:57
1014812 30 04/04/2017 14:50:42
1014813 30 04/04/2017 14:51:12
1014819 21 04/04/2017 14:52:02
1014820 3 04/04/2017 14:52:50
1014825 21 04/04/2017 14:53:33
1014826 25 04/04/2017 14:54:23
1014828 29 04/04/2017 14:54:57
1014829 30 04/04/2017 14:55:29
1014830 32 04/04/2017 14:56:02
1014830 32 04/04/2017 14:56:02
1014836 14 04/04/2017 15:21:21
1014838 24 04/04/2017 15:28:20
1014839 24 05/04/2017 12:03:35
1014848 25 05/04/2017 12:04:14
1014853 20 05/04/2017 12:04:54
1014869 12 05/04/2017 12:05:34
1014893 5 05/04/2017 12:06:23
1014894 5 05/04/2017 12:06:54
1014896 5 05/04/2017 12:08:11
1014901 5 05/04/2017 12:23:43
1014903 5 05/04/2017 12:08:53
1014909 5 05/04/2017 12:11:04
1014912 5 05/04/2017 12:13:08
1014917 5 05/04/2017 12:15:16
1014923 5 05/04/2017 12:16:12
1014925 5 05/04/2017 12:17:13
1014927 5 05/04/2017 12:18:07
1014935 24 05/04/2017 12:18:39
1014943 16 05/04/2017 12:19:28
1014955 9 05/04/2017 12:20:26
1014957 25 05/04/2017 12:20:53
1015001 5 05/04/2017 12:35:31
1015002 5 05/04/2017 12:37:53
1015005 5 05/04/2017 12:38:30
1015029 5 05/04/2017 12:39:37
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1015038 16 05/04/2017 14:05:59
1015039 16 05/04/2017 14:06:49
1015041 16 05/04/2017 14:07:20
1015044 30 05/04/2017 14:08:02
1015045 3 05/04/2017 14:08:33
1015051 17 05/04/2017 14:09:22
1015057 17 05/04/2017 14:10:10
1015064 17 05/04/2017 14:10:53
1015071 17 05/04/2017 14:14:20
1015076 7 05/04/2017 14:14:57
1015082 16 05/04/2017 14:15:34
1015086 7 05/04/2017 14:16:20
1015149 9 05/04/2017 14:18:35
1015168 25 05/04/2017 14:19:10
1015169 5 05/04/2017 14:30:02
1015178 21 05/04/2017 14:30:48
1015179 1 05/04/2017 14:31:22
1015180 9 05/04/2017 14:32:03
1015183 21 05/04/2017 14:32:45
1015185 5 05/04/2017 14:33:22
1015204 29 05/04/2017 14:33:58
1015208 5 05/04/2017 14:34:56
1015216 11 05/04/2017 14:35:34
1015217 16 05/04/2017 14:36:28
1015248 11 05/04/2017 14:37:39
1015249 6 05/04/2017 14:38:36
1015249 6 05/04/2017 14:38:36
1015257 3 05/04/2017 14:39:35
1015258 3 05/04/2017 14:41:06
1015266 3 05/04/2017 14:46:16
1015268 5 05/04/2017 14:50:17
1015270 5 05/04/2017 14:51:12
1015271 5 05/04/2017 14:51:55
1015272 5 05/04/2017 14:52:32
1015274 5 05/04/2017 14:53:32
1015275 5 05/04/2017 14:54:49
1015276 5 05/04/2017 14:56:55
1015313 12 05/04/2017 15:02:04
1015314 12 05/04/2017 15:03:33
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1015315 12 05/04/2017 15:04:25
1015316 12 05/04/2017 15:06:10
1015322 26 05/04/2017 15:08:35
1015327 5 05/04/2017 15:09:24
1015329 5 05/04/2017 15:10:05
1015330 9 05/04/2017 15:11:24
1015373 24 05/04/2017 15:12:28
1015374 1 05/04/2017 15:13:05
1015376 30 05/04/2017 15:14:16
1015403 32 05/04/2017 15:15:12
1015416 16 05/04/2017 15:16:07
1015430 11 05/04/2017 15:16:46
1015434 16 05/04/2017 16:00:09
1015435 12 05/04/2017 16:01:34
1015470 5 05/04/2017 16:03:17
1015472 5 05/04/2017 16:04:39
1015473 5 05/04/2017 16:05:35
1015478 5 05/04/2017 16:06:33
1015490 16 05/04/2017 16:07:46
1015498 16 05/04/2017 16:09:40
1015507 5 05/04/2017 16:11:21
1015508 5 05/04/2017 16:12:06
1015520 30 05/04/2017 16:13:05
1015544 9 05/04/2017 16:15:19
1015546 30 05/04/2017 16:17:00
1015549 17 05/04/2017 16:18:45
1015550 3 05/04/2017 16:22:11
1015551 14 06/04/2017 14:46:23
1015552 20 06/04/2017 14:48:16
1015553 18 06/04/2017 14:49:49
1015554 25 06/04/2017 14:50:50
1015555 9 06/04/2017 14:51:59
1015565 3 06/04/2017 14:52:46
1015566 3 06/04/2017 14:53:27
1015567 3 06/04/2017 14:54:35
1015568 3 06/04/2017 14:55:29
1015569 3 06/04/2017 14:57:06
1015623 14 06/04/2017 15:20:32
1015627 14 06/04/2017 15:21:21
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1015656 16 06/04/2017 15:22:51
1015719 5 06/04/2017 15:24:42
1015726 1 06/04/2017 15:27:16
1015727 1 06/04/2017 15:36:12
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523831 570691 620048 688265 696264
735958 755031 819939 853522 869613
956080 1080690 1080691 1080692 1080694
1120547 1159519 1175627 1194598 1261562
1277435 1371258 1375348 1382132 1396509
1416310 1421745 1425108 1432162 1444310
1450654 1450657 1508282 1509293 1523720
1532169 1548406 1550664 1576383 1587267
1590406 1594277 1602169 1607561 1611658
1615602 1617181 1623569 1627035 1627036
1627039 1627041 1627043 1638213 1643413
1646961 1647642 1652174 1669691 1692586
1715525 1718724 1726088 1734922 1735528
1737237 1755342 1757266 1757305 1772804
1774087 1774464 1777912 1778311 1779658
1779659 1781452 1781764 1781770 1783419
1786471 1786821 1788410 1790752 1790763
1792797 1793313 1793316 1793823 1794698
1795215 1795339 1796456 1801111 1801476
1801894 1804037 1804192 1807819 1809282
1809286 1809495 1810647 1811047 1812272
1812357 1812825 1812871 1816135 1820234
1823041 1824088 1832379 1832380 1834801
1834803 1834815 1834816 1834818 1836976
1840417 1841032 1842630 1842631 1847960
1847961 1847964 1847965 1847966 1848393
1849359 1860444 1862872 1863430 1870088
1875289 1875291 1876248 1877871 1877872
1877873 1877874 1883822 1885579 1887883
1889310 1889408 1890288 1891133 1891174
1892280 1893002 1896177 1897759 1907419
1907420 1908399 1909091 1910784 1911693
1914927 1916793 1920692 1921110 1923251
1924537 1924628 1925557 1926001 1928955
1929093 1930067 1934108 1935503 1935804
1935823 1937987 1939270 1939829 1940907
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1942562 1942840 1944178 1945394 1946258
1947380 1947689 1947887 1947889 1949640
1951000 1952228 1953442 1955460 1956228
1958140 1958851 1959356 1959707 1960474
1964353 1964997 1965923 1967372 1967904
1970252 1970588 1975021 1975022 1975026
1975027 1975040 1976659 1979799 1981096
1981169 1982792 1990732 1992971 1992973
1993340 1995966 1997315 1997777 1998359
2000371 2001276 2001498 2001648 2001723
2002391 2002638 2006157 2006660 2007008
2007210 2008421 2008443 2008904 2009041
2009722 2009978 2010566 2010918 2011028
2011629 2011682 2011884 2012306 2012316
2012496 2012531 2012873 2013640 2014675
2015594 2015600 2016240 2017548 2017572
2017574 2017654 2018476 2020269 2021963
2022161 2023822 2023829 2023832 2024269
2027989 2028474 2028492 2028724 2028785
2028791 2028806 2029317 2030081 2030092
2030165 2031956 2034228 2035340 2036754
2037951 2038940 2041334 2041643 2041645
2047497 2048468 2048470 2048719 2048950
2049167 2049569 2049637 2049750 2049787
2050031 2050162 2051245 2052047 2052271
2052520 2052521 2053292 2053683 2054294
2054561 2054686 2055711 2056432 2056742
2058504 2058505 2059218 2060362 2061282
2061306 2062465 2064354 2064518 2066663
2066664 2066665 2066666 2066668 2066707
2068101 2068189 2068204 2068489 2069222
2069419 2069426 2069653 2069723 2070875
2071192 2071299 2072347 2073561 2073717
2074676 2076376 2076426 2076792 2076987
2077082 2077349 2078144 2078157 2078161
2078162 2078164 2078165 2078166 2078167
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2078168 2078169 2078492 2078493 2078544
2080756 2083504 2084138 2084298 2085638
2086488 2087028 2087029 2088396 2089070
2089198 2090123 2090235 2092071 2093398
2093890 2095631 2096741 2098001 2099909
2101737 2101748 2103407 2104129 2104205
2106484 2106725 2107060 2107375 2107494
2108858 2109764 2115005 2115006 2115007
2118695 2122568 2124087 2124531 2124532
2124535 2124536 2124551 2124552 2124624
2125150 2125215 2125216 2125220 2125224
2126534 2127614 2129122 2134439 2135909
2136776 2136777 2137121 2138983 2139222
2141567 2143554 2144505 2145493 2145582
2146816 2146991 2147140 2149425 2149796
2150794 2151364 2151465 2151497 2154882
2154885 2156074 2156581 2156582 2156584
2156585 2156589 2156591 2156596 2158432
2158631 2159027 2160886 2161035 2161734
2162188 2162297 2162447 2164715 2167107
2167654 2170569 2171537 2176865 2178446
2179386 2179719 2181678 2183403 2184047
2184942 2185392 2185393 2185395 2185400
2185410 2185411 2185412 2185623 2185624
2185625 2185628 2185629 2189786 2189787
2189788 2189789 2190080 2190218 2190627
2190630 2190631 2190633 2190634 2190636
2190637 2190963 2191165 2191710 2191711
2191780 2191784 2191785 2191790 2191795
2191800 2191996 2192506 2194040 2194585
2195673 2197138 2197290 2198488 2198950
2198951 2199023 2199455 2199478 2199580
2200720 2200822 2200885 2200894 2200924
2200925 2201292 2201436 2201762 2202165
2202187 2202549 2203579 2204491 2205929
2205931 2206205 2207992 2208315 2208522
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2208596 2208597 2208599 2208802 2208803
2209242 2210045 2210625 2211210 2211715
2213926 2215247 2215679 2216794 2217646
2218318 2219564 2220614 2220615 2220616
2222427 2223108 2223565 2224429 2224892
2225359 2225479 2226410 2228622 2229032
2229096 2230125 2230339 2230342 2231268
2232931 2233259 2236098 2238457 2240656
2241337 2241416 2242474 2243718 2244455
2247923 2248263 2248774 2250138 2251097
2252017 2252019 2256000 2257229 2257731
2260159 2260193 2260555 2261369 2261931
2262239 2264769 2265285 2266168 2266537
2266539 2267049 2267591 2271743 2271745
2272171 2272285 2276752 2276948 2277027
2277356 2277936 2278000 2278612 2280535
2285639 2286384 2287457 2290255 2292880
2292881 2297987 2298737 2302047 2302529
2303584 2303738 2306077 2306214 2306652
2307037 2308104 2309247 2311292 2311382
2311902 2311923 2312502 2313438 2314085
2314090 2314092 2314093 2315981 2316059
2316769 2316873 2320816 2322587 2322864
2323029 2323455 2323956 2324398 2324442
2325877 2327453 2328245 2328249 2328372
2328439 2328457 2328792 2328869 2329031
2329596 2329715 2329813 2329834 2329835
2329849 2329868 2329982 2329984 2330160
2330312 2330528 2330607 2331253 2331531
2331633 2331760 2331966 2332089 2332140
2332477 2332478 2332479 2332480 2332675
2332902 2332987 2333109 2334135 2334157
2334175 2334183 2334185 2334187 2334298
2334400 2334434 2334459 2336424 2336587
2336588 2336594 2337529 2337769 2338404
2338737 2338926 2339197 2339741 2339853
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2340110 2340974 2341214 2341215 2341217
2341221 2341369 2341370 2341372 2341376
2341377 2341378 2341495 2341576 2342195
2342378 2342993 2343265 2343416 2343569
2343674 2343675 2343676 2343843 2343926
2343928 2344425 2344460 2344630 2345127
2345170 2345535 2345604 2345667 2345891
2345975 2346511 2346514 2346615 2346616
2347119 2347120 2347176 2347192 2347194
2347195 2347343 2347412 2347625 2347629
2347633 2348162 2348225 2348256 2348836
2349210 2349463 2349464 2349465 2349472
2349473 2349656 2349737 2349743 2350011
2350416 2350491 2350497 2350539 2350611
2350805 2351227 2351228 2351284 2351345
2351627 2351787 2353015 2353220 2353488
2353494 2353497 2353498 2353529 2353794
2354503 2354509 2354667 2354825 2355353
2356090 2356551 2356576 2356577 2356713
2356974 2356979 2357332 2357333 2357342
2357343 2357882 2357907 2358276 2358671
2358971 2358976 2360012 2360028 2360093
2360753 2360813 2360821 2361060 2361061
2361063 2361069 2361944 2361945 2362265
2362384 2362389 2362418 2362420 2362421
2362422 2362423 2362425 2362426 2362693
2362903 2363692 2363786 2364268 2364572
2365148 2365565 2365890 2366087 2366092
2366225 2366228 2366304 2366459 2366760
2366815 2366928 2367228 2367292 2367657
2367813 2367821 2367822 2368701 2368953
2369004 2369123 2369355 2369356 2369362
2369567 2369568 2370007 2370187 2370260
2370299 2370541 2370714 2371723 2372114
2372199 2372265 2372804 2372829 2372866
2373791 2373850 2373851 2373852 2374408
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2374541 2374542 2375733 2376869 2377538
2378098 2378099 2378101 2378116 2378794
2379150 2379167 2379292 2380050 2381930
2381934 2382043 2382776 2382874 2384172
2384234 2384270 2385737 2385745 2385892
2386509 2386820 2387232 2387359 2387377
2387463 2388549 2388552 2388553 2388749
2389288 2389580 2389798 2389999 2390355
2390356 2390378 2390561 2390698 2391039
2391119 2392680 2392943 2393199 2393200
2393313 2393534 2393606 2393713 2393988
2393990 2394262 2394473 2394553 2394845
2396461 2396692 2396773 2397570 2397573
2397600 2398264 2399341 2399555 2399585
2399586 2399587 2399676 2399704 2399705
2400078 2400379 2400380 2400381 2400382
2400383 2400384 2400561 2400563 2400565
2400568 2401282 2401289 2401420 2401952
2401954 2402818 2402908 2403022 2403126
2403375 2403381 2403900 2404111 2404991
2405059 2405061 2405063 2405096 2405221
2405254 2405255 2405277 2405496 2405837
2405838 2406093 2406271 2406836 2406837
2408043 2408044 2408891 2409814 2409874
2409987 2409988 2410872 2411073 2411804
2412128 2412180 2412531 2412600 2412601
2412602 2412939 2413087 2413110 2413111
2413112 2413113 2413306 2413331 2413959
2414212 2414213 2414560 2414868 2414869
2415039 2415646 2415647 2415697 2415948
2416258 2416264 2416304 2416885 2416925
2417290 2417605 2417635 2417830 2417924
2418296 2418619 2418703 2418760 2418838
2419157 2419301 2419489 2419530 2419540
2419591 2419617 2419618 2419619 2419721
2419748 2419749 2419750 2419764 2419808
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2419919 2420596 2421127 2421310 2421556
2421749 2421968 2422070 2422075 2422395
2422626 2422732 2422733 2422736 2422738
2422769 2422770 2423168 2423362 2423389
2423542 2423573 2423578 2423600 2423602
2423604 2423610 2423722 2423886 2424439
2424443 2424683 2425114 2425403 2425495
2425499 2425635 2425753 2425854 2425855
2425930 2426136 2426205 2426206 2426250
2426350 2427981 2428044 2428237 2428434
2428438 2428439 2428446 2428527 2428528
2428529 2428530 2428532 2428534 2428580
2428596 2428604 2428630 2428634 2428712
2428819 2428934 2429190 2429193 2429564
2429723 2429724 2429956 2429970 2430068
2430089 2430188 2430435 2430602 2430608
2430610 2430985 2430998 2431165 2431168
2431170 2431171 2431176 2431213 2431214
2431215 2431242 2431282 2431283 2431308
2431311 2431312 2431404 2431519 2431521
2431523 2431567 2431648 2431649 2431679
2431680 2431741 2431830 2431877 2431902
2431924 2431926 2431927 2431967 2431969
2432037 2432051 2432068 2432112 2432178
2432182 2432196 2432197 2432201 2432202
2432205 2432206 2432243 2432244 2432248
2432269 2432314 2432369 2432370 2432400
2432401 2432402 2432444 2432445 2432446
2432512 2432538 2432720 2432721 2432723
2432726 2432727 2432735 2432736 2432738
2432739 2433058 2433059 2433218 2433227
2433228 2433229 2433230 2433231 2433316
2433322 2433323 2433394 2433486 2433487
2433489 2433490 2433504 2433585 2433586
2433587 2433690 2433713 2433720 2433763
2433780 2433804 2433856 2433914 2433963
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2434033 2434036 2434095 2434152 2434153
2434179 2434352 2434371 2434395 2434405
2434406 2434408 2434461 2434532 2434533
2434732 2434801 2434827 2434928 2434929
2434930 2434931 2434932 2434938 2434939
2434942 2434944 2434945 2435032 2435469
2435478 2435480 2435852 2435854 2435864
2435918 2435919 2435957 2436053 2436060
2436065 2436067 2436068 2436145 2436155
2436172 2436186 2436301 2436308 2436359
2436374 2436377 2436378 2436382 2436394
2436402 2436409 2436410 2436411 2436412
2436445 2436498 2436512 2436564 2436640
2436649 2436676 2436697 2436718 2436729
2436738 2436740 2436745 2436807 2436808
2436809 2436810 2436811 2436813 2436825
2436857 2436858 2436860 2436889 2436918
2436919 2436995 2437010 2437030 2437035
2437036 2437037 2437044 2437047 2437048
2437211 2437212 2437213 2437232 2437235
2437239 2437252 2437329 2437345 2437423
2437447 2437465 2437466 2437467 2437474
2437519 2437527 2437605 2437627 2437663
2437704 2437705 2437706 2437736 2437791
2437803 2437804 2437805 2437910 2437966
2438010 2438011 2438012 2438018 2438064
2438178 2438182 2438183 2438254 2438373
2438383 2438387 2438390 2438494 2438495
2438496 2438497 2438498 2438532 2438686
2438762 2438789 2438793 2439015 2439035
2439113 2439150 2439152 2439188 2439258
2439283 2439284 2439285 2439286 2439287
2439288 2439289 2439290 2439291 2439292
2439293 2439363 2439397 2439721 2439783
2439896 2439898 2439899 2439902 2439981
2439984 2439985 2439986 2439987 2439988
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2440057 2440142 2440144 2440160 2440177
2440195 2440272 2440279 2440290 2440293
2440440 2440469 2440473 2440474 2440495
2440496 2440498 2440597 2440736 2440745
2440862 2440875 2440935 2440940 2440967
2440982 2440984 2440990 2440995 2441053
2441054 2441071 2441118 2441122 2441141
2441142 2441233 2441271 2441275 2441286
2441287 2441288 2441290 2441298 2441324
2441376 2441377 2441381 2441383 2441384
2441385 2441386 2441395 2441397 2441398
2441399 2441402 2441405 2441407 2441466
2441467 2441468 2441483 2441528 2441529
2441530 2441531 2441603 2441658 2441659
2441662 2441663 2441665 2441702 2441703
2441705 2441706 2441707 2441708 2441709
2441710 2441711 2441778 2441779 2441792
2441825 2441836 2441861 2441862 2441874
2441898 2441899 2441900 2441921 2441950
2441960 2441962 2441963 2441997 2441998
2442004 2442010 2442023 2442028 2442029
2442030 2442031 2442032 2442048 2442085
2442105 2442156 2442157 2442159 2442160
2442161 2442163 2442221 2442222 2442223
2442225 2442226 2442227 2442228 2442229
2442231 2442232 2442233 2442234 2442235
2442236 2442237 2442238 2442239 2442240
2442241 2442242 2442243 2442244 2442245
2442247 2442249 2442250 2442251 2442252
2442268 2442269 2442270 2442271 2442272
2442273 2442274 2442276 2442277 2442278
2442279 2442280 2442284 2442285 2442286
2442287 2442288 2442289 2442290 2442291
2442292 2442299 2442359 2442487 2442488
2442489 2442491 2442492 2442494 2442495
2442496 2442497 2442498 2442502 2442508
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2442509 2442510 2442511 2442542 2442544
2442648 2442858 2442884 2442980 2443054
2443112 2443194 2443201 2443263 2443282
2443345 2443346 2443347 2443348 2443445
2443501 2443502 2443517 2443615 2443643
2443662 2443730 2443737 2443739 2443742
2443751 2443752 2443755 2443756 2443764
2443843 2443848 2443886 2443888 2443889
2443898 2443964 2443965 2444008 2444042
2444047 2444048 2444052 2444068 2444080
2444090 2444091 2444093 2444096 2444097
2444105 2444111 2444255 2444303 2444306
2444307 2444312 2444378 2444379 2444710
2444851 2444854 2445063 2445120 2445121
2445122 2445123 2445206 2445207 2445227
2445304 2445306 2445360 2445534 2445541
2445608 2445612 2445615 2445618 2445640
2445657 2445658 2445661 2445664 2445665
2445670 2445671 2445970 2446054 2446059
2446062 2446063 2446065 2446169 2446505
2446597 2446907 2446958 2446959 2446960
2447029 2447207 2447224 2447252 2447518
2447523 2447532 2447549 2447581 2447590
2447611 2447730 2447752 2447758 2447795
2448168 2448189 2449151 2449268 2449712
2450372 2450374 2450387 2450397 2450398
2450408 2450414 2450419 2450420 2450475
2450540 2450541 2450759 2450878 2450972
2451226 2451721 2451905 2452034 2452506
2452856 2452857 2452858 2453210 2453330
2453675 2454619 2454667 2454686 2454878
2455427 2455891 2455894 2456273 2456654
2457216 2457800 2458431 2458489 2458938
2458939 2458940 2458971 2460123 2460410
2460469 2460606 2460724 2461382 2462045
2462812 2462815 2462867 2463339 2463765
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2463955 2463956 2464290 2464942 2465669
2465787 2466036 2466357 2466652 2466654
2466815 2466817 2467266 2467269 2467280
2468258 2468866 2468867 2468873 2468874
2469342 2469883 2470159 2470799 2470986
2471098 2471557 2471662 2471762 2472102
2472125 2472454 2472487 2472894 2473033
2473167 2473168 2473641 2474127 2474128
2474135 2474183 2474840 2475762 2476160
2476172 2476561 2476562 2476563 2476805
2477074 2478290 2478470 2478935 2479561
2479717 2480213 2480231 2480541 2481177
2481543 2482173 2483131 2483343 2483366
2483374 2484526 2485016 2485018 2485598
2486398 2486793 2487358 2487872 2487907
2490050 2490301 2491187 2491276 2491916
2492112 2492127 2492128 2492129 2492131
2492132 2492140 2492165 2492221 2492495
2492796 2493116 2494180 2494479 2494776
2494970 2495133 2495147 2495196 2495362
2495559 2496033 2497226 2497342 2497511
2497523 2498293 2498294 2498588 2498686
2499067 2499155 2499156 2499187 2499534
2499617 2499694 2499695 2499696 2499697
2499699 2499700 2499701 2499703 2499704
2499711 2499713 2499714 2499716 2499726
2499728 2499732 2499734 2500053 2500909
2500979 2500980 2501076 2501091 2501097
2501756 2502144 2502210 2502250 2502330
2503393 2503492 2503579 2503667 2503668
2503942 2504131 2504159 2504428 2504524
2504612 2504615 2504994 2505492 2505822
2505855 2505856 2506900 2507085 2507184
2507233 2507917 2508803 2508955 2508969
2509106 2509107 2509320 2509340 2509543
2510403 2510438 2510534 2510538 2510539
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2510540 2510545 2510560 2510561 2510565
2510567 2510590 2510592 2510593 2510598
2510604 2510606 2510607 2510609 2510612
2511338 2512426 2513010 2513027 2513302
2514126 2514319 2514320 2514328 2514376
2514422 2514683 2514830 2515135 2515137
2515138 2515141 2515149 2515150 2515193
2515563 2515567 2516664 2517214 2517399
2517444 2517547 2517548 2517640 2517862
2518252 2518255 2518256 2518257 2518258
2518701 2518801 2519658 2520119 2520829
2520964 2521356 2521619 2521620 2521825
2522560 2522561 2522759 2522760 2522917
2522933 2523162 2523165 2523399 2523719
2523856 2524178 2524463 2524692 2524693
2525088 2525439 2525441 2525699 2526514
2526617 2527211 2527365 2527426 2527429
2528001 2528277 2528381 2528385 2528521
2528530 2528538 2528552 2528597 2528598
2528599 2528668 2528736 2528738 2528741
2528743 2529125 2529129 2529225 2529264
2529267 2529842 2529934 2530085 2530837
2531215 2531226 2531647 2531657 2532115
2532117 2532529 2532541 2533144 2533227
2533231 2533624 2533625 2533998 2534148
2534336 2534603 2535270 2535305 2535307
2535352 2535406 2535407 2535538 2535948
2535950 2535951 2535989 2536092 2536101
2536543 2536544 2536628 2536778 2536975
2537010 2537031 2537456 2537457 2537461
2537508 2537708 2537869 2537956 2537958
2538376 2538770 2538870 2538978 2539221
2539453 2539465 2539570 2539601 2539674
2539676 2539678 2539706 2539796 2540022
2540249 2540267 2540566 2540851 2540852
2540997 2541658 2541659 2541663 2541664
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2541729 2541744 2542099 2542108 2542304
2542363 2542607 2542699 2542702 2542909
2544335 2544620 2544623 2544763 2544764
2544765 2544766 2544767 2544769 2544770
2544771 2544822 2544841 2544892 2544893
2544899 2544901 2546032 2546271 2546346
2546388 2546391 2546401 2546510 2546595
2546597 2546599 2546600 2546601 2546603
2547064 2547134 2547135 2547349 2547350
2547356 2547357 2547358 2547739 2547750
2547912 2548137 2548260 2548389 2548423
2548995 2548996 2549120 2549310 2550460
2550874 2550956 2551167 2551169 2551170
2551172 2551173 2551202 2551278 2551279
2551499 2551501 2551502 2551504 2551505
2551507 2551508 2551509 2551512 2551681
2551706 2551990 2551991 2552037 2552414
2552582 2552912 2552958 2553051 2553231
2553420 2553421 2554601 2554740 2554741
2554941 2555474 2555475 2555723 2555859
2556200 2556207 2556213 2556432 2556816
2556879 2557345 2557346 2557368 2557369
2557466 2557468 2557785 2558101 2558454
2558821 2559755 2559948 2560267 2560438
2560483 2560508 2560517 2560538 2560566
2560749 2560779 2560780 2560852 2561468
2561494 2561657 2561765 2561806 2562109
2563697 2563933 2564045 2564160 2564276
2564382 2564453 2564555 2564700 2564702
2564940 2565306 2565399 2565400 2565401
2565631 2565729 2565888 2566034 2566072
2566543 2566633 2566718 2566719 2566724
2566833 2566836 2567132 2567185 2567553
2567562 2567595 2567600 2567602 2567603
2567696 2567879 2567896 2568101 2568255
2568256 2568257 2568425 2568430 2568472
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2569072 2569073 2569074 2569113 2569266
2569473 2569474 2569475 2569476 2570710
2570850 2570992 2571723 2571746 2571793
2571837 2571971 2572014 2572729 2572731
2572732 2572788 2572789 2572906 2572948
2572988 2572999 2573001 2573003 2573005
2573600 2573603 2573656 2573774 2573796
2573926 2574019 2574038 2574404 2574406
2574407 2574438 2574450 2574480 2574528
2574574 2574802 2574823 2574844 2574859
2574864 2574867 2574875 2574993 2575227
2575334 2575336 2575391 2575422 2575424
2575818 2575819 2576123 2576640 2576779
2576780 2577839 2578142 2578231 2578274
2578334 2578384 2578486 2578511 2578520
2578774 2578851 2579043 2579250 2579577
2579599 2579600 2579628 2579630 2579631
2579785 2579787 2580625 2580646 2580647
2580648 2580650 2580651 2580652 2580879
2581388 2581770 2581958 2582969 2583010
2583011 2583746 2584150 2584953 2584967
2584968 2585338 2585665 2585666 2586205
2586237 2586622 2586723 2586943 2586944
2586945 2586948 2586949 2586951 2586953
2586954 2586955 2586956 2586964 2586965
2587184 2588090 2589051 2589056 2589057
2589059 2589061 2589062 2589063 2589064
2589136 2590522 2590808 2590864 2591428
2591477 2591497 2591938 2592590 2593046
2593180 2593590 2593882 2594095 2594948
2594966 2594980 2595433 2595600 2595607
2595779 2595780 2596142 2596143 2596345
2596356 2596558 2597120 2597493 2597494
2597495 2597496 2597508 2597789 2598210
2598215 2598447 2598945 2599014 2599017
2599018 2599156 2599700 2599849 2600527
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2600797 2601407 2601437 2601577 2601579
2601583 2601584 2601654 2601655 2601658
2601659 2601858 2601860 2601909 2602011
2602059 2602663 2603512 2603610 2603611
2604025 2604348 2604349 2604350 2604351
2604352 2604394 2604531 2604642 2604981
2604982 2604983 2605030 2605032 2605437
2605468 2605651 2605971 2605976 2605994
2605995 2606097 2606267 2606422 2606423
2606424 2606497 2606891 2607374 2607562
2607564 2607697 2607698 2607784 2607950
2608074 2608198 2608528 2608529 2609221
2609222 2609636 2609683 2610559 2610842
2611277 2611370 2611375 2611376 2611499
2611922 2611923 2612153 2612831 2612912
2613003 2613047 2613280 2613370 2613461
2613577 2613578 2613579 2613756 2613757
2613758 2613759 2614182 2614184 2614627
2614681 2614683 2614777 2614778 2614781
2615745 2616318 2616378 2616543 2616544
2617275 2617278 2617468 2617818 2617833
2617910 2618453 2619061 2619583 2620292
2620294 2620295 2620297 2620299 2620300
2620301 2620303 2620304 2620305 2620316
2620317 2620318 2620319 2620498 2620625
2620627 2621461 2621689 2621690 2621691
2621694 2621697 2622023 2622025 2622026
2622035 2622039 2622040 2622042 2622044
2622045 2622047 2622469 2622589 2622591
2622687 2623080 2623081 2623082 2623083
2623291 2623305 2623388 2623389 2623390
2623485 2623764 2623910 2624065 2624224
2624641 2625146 2625634 2625674 2625676
2626459 2626460 2626461 2626463 2626464
2626468 2626469 2626502 2626560 2627243
2627244 2627247 2627248 2627571 2628286
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2628287 2628288 2628289 2628292 2628293
2628294 2628347 2628542 2629597 2629598
2629694 2630077 2630931 2631050 2631186
2631187 2631457 2631546 2632019 2632020
2632053 2632750 2632909 2633876 2634469
2635551 2635626 2635628 2636154 2637786
2638184 2638186 2638289 2638402 2638785
2638905 2639793 2639823 2640158 2641489
2643082 2644868 2645036 2645062 2647675
2647680 2647683 2647685 2647686 2647688
2647727 2648499 2650785 2659929 2664110
2664112 2664120 2666918 2668972 2669849
2670964 2671603 2673420 2673951 2674366
2674866 2676354 2676355 2676356 2676368
2680092 2680138 2682694 2684434 2688185
2689782 2689790 2689793 2689794 2690349
2690944 2690974 2691423 2693418 2693466
2693472 2694584 2695881 2695883 2697701
2698342 2698558 2700242 2700902 2705839
2709776 2709777 2709779 2711649 2712112
2713632 2715064 2715253 2715255 2715259
2719099 2719980 2720990 2722014 2722028
2722337 2722469 2722470 2722854 2723658
2724272 2724338 2724340 2726826 2726831
2727873 2727938 2728581 2730482 2731369
2732443 2732511 2732515 2732517 2732523
2732524 2733203 2735353 2736937 2736941
2736997 2737286 2737919 2738231 2738547
2739284 2739991 2739992 2739995 2740001
2740003 2740995 2742730 2742880 2742903
2743603 2744274 2744724 2744962 2744965
2744966 2745080 2745666 2745668 2745842
2746841 2749014 2749015 2749016 2749017
2749019 2749020 2749602 2750687 2750959
2751138 2751263 2751550 2753814 2754701
2754702 2756252 2756253 2756254 2756255
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2756768 2756970 2757006 2757169 2757382
2757487 2757711 2757712 2757713 2757714
2757716 2757718 2757719 2757720 2757722
2758736 2759250 2760407 2760428 2760527
2760528 2760530 2760531 2761107 2761222
2761818 2761885 2762692 2762693 2762694
2763162 2763164 2763253 2763306 2765071
2765264 2765265 2765266 2765267 2765268
2765269 2765270 2765271 2765984 2766025
2766127 2766128 2766251 2766252 2766254
2767387 2767581 2767598 2767600 2767603
2767604 2767605 2767607 2768061 2768457
2768536 2768692 2769138 2769376 2769490
2769491 2769754 2770043 2770799 2770841
2770848 2770850 2770996 2770997 2771089
2771096 2771122 2771526 2771530 2771531
2771621 2771885 2772061 2772065 2772248
2772389 2772507 2772715 2774754 2774755
2774758 2776335 2776951 2777528 2778854
2779467 2780198 2780894 2781176 2781177
2784059 2784770 2784771 2784772 2784773
2784774 2784775 2784896 2784897 2784898
2784958 2784959 2785951 2786308 2786369
2786437 2787524 2787726 2787744 2787955
2788224 2788278 2790073 2790076 2791500
2791505 2791902 2794195 2794301 2794616
2794617 2794618 2794620 2794621 2794622
2794625 2794626 2794627 2794628 2794629
2794630 2794631 2794633 2795285 2795297
2795302 2795303 2795304 2795346 2795574
2796002 2796005 2796006 2796007 2796008
2799277 2799508 2805598 2807527 2807864
2808398 2808399 2808404 2808405 2808406
2808414 2808527 2808633 2809427 2811660
2812238 2812240 2812735 2812752 2812991
2813139 2813160 2813353 2813585 2813593
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2814705 2814922 2815299 2815401 2815527
2815690 2815701 2816005 2817528 2817599
2817823 2817833 2817885 2817909 2817912
2817921 2817922 2817956 2818551 2818553
2819114 2821310 2822518 2824325 2824558
2828638 2828796 2829158 2829187 2829201
2829204 2829205 2829207 2829209 2829214
2829215 2829216 2829221 2829222 2829223
2829241 2829459 2830235 2830520 2830699
2831087 2831093 2831477 2831965 2832098
2832248 2832619 2832986 2833556 2833558
2833612 2833613 2833615 2833690 2834089
2834090 2834091 2834094 2834095 2834576
2835111 2835455 2835456 2835697 2835698
2835699 2835779 2836151 2837875 2837996
2838360 2838901 2839579 2839580 2840272
2840514 2840586 2840587 2841201 2841203
2841208 2841210 2841212 2841214 2841215
2841216 2841217 2841220 2841222 2841223
2841239 2841561 2841670 2841735 2841736
2842395 2842533 2842535 2843470 2843904
2844224 2844446 2844840 2844866 2844867
2844989 2844990 2845040 2845260 2845559
2845566 2845812 2845869 2846015 2846064
2846142 2846317 2846374 2846513 2846968
2847015 2847062 2847065 2847072 2847073
2847083 2847139 2847149 2847159 2847172
2847937 2847940 2848291 2848406 2848825
2849101 2849127 2849506 2849764 2849766
2849767 2849781 2849782 2850252 2850294
2850295 2851402 2851528 2851533 2851534
2851540 2851778 2851781 2851789 2852143
2852162 2852560 2853180 2854272 2854363
2855067 2855070 2855076 2855081 2855082
2855089 2855090 2856231 2856610 2856750
2856999 2857000 2857001 2857165 2857657
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2857676 2857696 2858032 2858043 2858044
2858045 2858046 2858690 2859560 2860205
2860399 2860649 2860758 2860802 2861041
2861214 2861566 2861579 2861617 2861755
2861766 2862213 2862234 2862342 2862413
2862705 2862713 2863228 2863229 2863234
2863235 2863315 2863344 2863607 2863670
2863906 2864022 2864023 2864070 2864139
2864177 2864420 2864508 2864541 2864769
2864901 2864948 2865105 2865107 2865383
2865384 2865385 2865395 2865446 2865622
2865702 2865714 2865716 2865762 2865979
2865980 2865982 2866112 2866122 2866130
2866469 2866779 2866960 2866971 2867016
2867017 2867057 2867062 2867069 2867074
2867076 2867079 2867080 2867086 2867204
2867260 2867331 2867383 2867396 2867552
2867591 2867720 2867737 2867761 2867820
2867915 2867999 2868137 2868216 2868273
2868276 2868277 2868309 2868557 2868630
2868684 2868726 2868763 2868845 2868847
2869022 2869721 2869723 2869724 2869725
2869739 2869811 2869906 2869907 2870038
2870039 2870040 2870041 2870294 2870299
2870300 2870301 2870302 2870304 2870305
2870308 2870309 2870310 2870311 2870315
2870316 2870844 2870927 2870954 2871032
2871167 2871208 2871228 2871233 2871365
2871385 2871616 2871618 2872215 2872216
2872325 2872887 2872976 2873187 2873236
2873237 2873490 2874139 2874265 2874613
2874614 2875010 2875447 2875799 2875972
2876188 2876627 2876679 2876701 2876727
2877074 2877145 2877446 2877447 2877448
2877449 2877569 2877793 2877894 2878079
2878113 2878114 2878429 2878648 2878892
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2879075 2879077 2879396 2879400 2879604
2879639 2879869 2879937 2879939 2879941
2879943 2879945 2879955 2880020 2880021
2880023 2880037 2880038 2880039 2880040
2880041 2880043 2880045 2880048 2880049
2880051 2880052 2880055 2880056 2880059
2880060 2880062 2880070 2880083 2880084
2880088 2880089 2880092 2880093 2880095
2880096 2880112 2880113 2880118 2880121
2880122 2880125 2880126 2880128 2880129
2880132 2880133 2880136 2880177 2880178
2880181 2880182 2880183 2880184 2880187
2880188 2880192 2880207 2880212 2880214
2880215 2880216 2880218 2880221 2880222
2880223 2880226 2880227 2880228 2880229
2880295 2880296 2880329 2880685 2880790
2880817 2880975 2881066 2881153 2881536
2881591 2881596 2881871 2881922 2881953
2881954 2881955 2881973 2882092 2882209
2882210 2882211 2882215 2882371 2882470
2882472 2882612 2882741 2882742 2882869
2882870 2882871 2882890 2882953 2882954
2882955 2883155 2883206 2883222 2883424
2883425 2883464 2883468 2883470 2883472
2883474 2883527 2883532 2883533 2883542
2883545 2883606 2883622 2883633 2883634
2883638 2883640 2883736 2883808 2884138
2884361 2884370 2884418 2884590 2884714
2884716 2884718 2884719 2884780 2884781
2884789 2884790 2884791 2884792 2884793
2884794 2884796 2884797 2884798 2884800
2884802 2884804 2884806 2884808 2884810
2884837 2884910 2885099 2885325 2885612
2885900 2885902 2885915 2885931 2886374
2886845 2887066 2887180 2887181 2887185
2887375 2887377 2887478 2887555 2888067
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2888321 2888322 2888325 2888372 2888525
2888526 2888577 2888640 2888740 2888742
2888743 2888852 2888941 2889130 2889209
2889422 2889537 2889720 2889758 2890018
2890156 2890198 2890254 2890255 2890318
2890390 2890394 2890399 2890401 2890404
2890482 2890484 2890770 2891003 2891004
2891126 2891224 2891285 2891315 2891327
2891328 2891343 2891455 2891469 2891668
2891723 2891749 2891789 2891814 2891980
2892148 2892276 2892608 2892871 2892872
2892874 2892889 2892947 2893391 2893408
2893774 2893862 2893931 2893965 2894149
2894273 2894274 2894275 2894276 2894277
2894361 2894396 2894650 2894966 2895005
2895008 2895072 2895160 2895413 2895443
2895646 2896497 2896517 2896593 2896736
2896858 2896861 2896946 2896948 2897203
2897213 2897249 2897440 2897595 2897647
2897670 2897672 2897790 2897829 2897838
2898079 2898086 2898087 2898088 2898090
2898091 2898115 2898116 2898118 2898154
2898156 2898158 2898159 2898160 2898163
2898164 2898165 2898168 2898169 2898170
2898175 2898799 2898814 2898827 2898845
2898846 2898847 2898848 2898986 2898996
2898997 2899142 2899298 2899300 2899516
2899552 2900342 2900570 2900795 2901080
2901153 2901272 2901346 2901347 2901348
2901353 2901354 2901374 2901388 2901478
2901536 2901538 2901548 2901551 2901553
2901568 2901571 2901573 2901576 2901578
2901746 2902060 2902061 2902069 2902070
2902075 2902077 2902078 2902083 2902093
2902235 2902236 2902388 2902555 2902673
2902721 2902722 2902723 2902858 2902875
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2902893 2902965 2903195 2903232 2903298
2903346 2903537 2903608 2903706 2903707
2903804 2903805 2903806 2903927 2904069
2904079 2904080 2904082 2904084 2904097
2904159 2904174 2904179 2904183 2904205
2904285 2904287 2904288 2904291 2904292
2904305 2904306 2904307 2904310 2904312
2904450 2904457 2904458 2904462 2904605
2904606 2904607 2904608 2904609 2904622
2904921 2904922 2905034 2905035 2905135
2905191 2905199 2905200 2905312 2905313
2905314 2905315 2905380 2905432 2905433
2905434 2905513 2905709 2905790 2905896
2905897 2905902 2905903 2905905 2905906
2905907 2905908 2905909 2905915 2905916
2906032 2906060 2906064 2906149 2906382
2906503 2906591 2906620 2906672 2906673
2906674 2906675 2906684 2906686 2906695
2906696 2906697 2906707 2906708 2906709
2906710 2906711 2906747 2906759 2906760
2906762 2906763 2906764 2906765 2906786
2906787 2907152 2907479 2907484 2907488
2907497 2907505 2907507 2907509 2907511
2907518 2907882 2907883 2907884 2907974
2908073 2908231 2908449 2908589 2908716
2908717 2908833 2909303 2909408 2909663
2909678 2909729 2909873 2910317 2910318
2910330 2910331 2910332 2910334 2910335
2910336 2910337 2910451 2910657 2910658
2910659 2910660 2910864 2910866 2911114
2911115 2911116 2911134 2911176 2911485
2911487 2911489 2911503 2911504 2911543
2911549 2911552 2911553 2911577 2912022
2912062 2912207 2912229 2912230 2912234
2912273 2912284 2912368 2912470 2912471
2912472 2912498 2912499 2912501 2912529
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2912692 2912694 2912695 2912718 2912799
2912819 2912894 2912897 2912921 2913026
2913121 2913122 2913123 2913124 2913125
2913126 2913128 2913556 2913914 2913915
2913916 2913917 2914515 2914696 2914876
2914896 2915028 2915029 2915032 2915034
2915037 2915051 2915116 2915185 2915206
2915207 2915325 2915466 2915467 2915470
2915489 2915490 2915504 2915610 2915854
2915883 2915908 2915909 2915910 2915911
2915912 2915913 2915914 2915915 2915916
2915917 2916068 2916228 2916229 2916230
2916231 2916232 2916344 2916459 2916507
2916509 2916511 2916520 2916717 2916727
2916976 2917008 2917014 2917049 2917164
2917231 2917343 2917370 2917412 2917463
2917479 2917481 2917556 2917646 2917738
2917936 2917948 2917983 2918120 2918246
2918314 2918472 2918489 2918490 2918491
2918557 2918642 2918643 2918644 2918645
2918646 2918655 2918688 2918841 2918901
2918902 2918903 2918966 2919102 2919105
2919124 2919126 2919253 2919312 2919473
2919474 2919475 2919514 2919615 2919617
2919664 2919665 2919696 2919711 2920049
2920076 2920078 2920095 2920147 2920263
2920265 2920363 2920411 2920459 2920513
2920615 2921086 2921094 2921121 2921122
2921123 2921124 2921125 2921126 2921127
2921128 2921253 2921337 2921424 2921436
2921466 2922075 2922087 2922089 2922093
2922125 2922145 2922392 2922448 2922494
2922495 2922500 2922557 2922558 2922562
2922655 2922656 2922724 2922761 2922812
2922831 2922847 2923115 2923213 2923289
2923504 2923627 2923716 2923725 2923975
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2924275 2924323 2924388 2924399 2924421
2924425 2924441 2924498 2924546 2924547
2924638 2924877 2924883 2924884 2925032
2925033 2925247 2925249 2925279 2925283
2925346 2925352 2925453 2925544 2925549
2925551 2925596 2925658 2925737 2925779
2925807 2925819 2925975 2926096 2926208
2926434 2926435 2926580 2926581 2926584
2926585 2926678 2927131 2927132 2927134
2927137 2927139 2927141 2927142 2927144
2927145 2927146 2927147 2927151 2927152
2927192 2927355 2927356 2927357 2927358
2927359 2927360 2927361 2927362 2927363
2927364 2927365 2927366 2927427 2927440
2927442 2927444 2927446 2927454 2927477
2927608 2927915 2927928 2928112 2928211
2928240 2928277 2928321 2928411 2928432
2928570 2928578 2928617 2928622 2928623
2928624 2928625 2928661 2928662 2928666
2928667 2928668 2928753 2928758 2928815
2928817 2928879 2928880 2928881 2929291
2929304 2929640 2929680 2929683 2929688
2929689 2929696 2929697 2929733 2929962
2930065 2930409 2930410 2930411 2930420
2930421 2930422 2930424 2930425 2930426
2930427 2930428 2930429 2930430 2930431
2930433 2930434 2930436 2930437 2930438
2930442 2930447 2930449 2930450 2930566
2930611 2930648 2930709 2930760 2930980
2931123 2931130 2931157 2931371 2931546
2931654 2931733 2931889 2931915 2932160
2932248 2932324 2932355 2932361 2932367
2932368 2932413 2932424 2932564 2932565
2932566 2932567 2932568 2932572 2932965
2933042 2933043 2933117 2933173 2933174
2933175 2933176 2933574 2933591 2933593
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2933647 2933648 2933724 2933725 2933726
2933727 2933728 2933729 2933791 2933888
2933892 2933917 2934423 2934460 2934501
2934642 2934688 2934689 2934723 2934731
2934997 2935112 2935141 2935266 2935322
2935350 2935375 2935409 2935550 2935629
2935634 2935661 2935760 2936004 2936141
2936145 2936147 2936151 2936152 2936165
2936166 2936167 2936168 2936169 2936170
2936172 2936174 2936230 2936544 2936608
2936656 2936682 2936687 2936743 2936910
2936915 2936962 2936992 2937110 2937112
2937342 2937369 2937679 2937787 2937884
2937885 2937907 2937912 2938019 2938119
2938162 2938270 2938395 2938424 2938428
2938445 2938488 2938492 2938498 2938558
2938559 2938560 2938561 2938562 2938564
2938565 2938682 2938684 2938968 2939181
2939250 2939252 2939308 2939325 2939327
2939331 2939623 2939681 2939685 2939830
2939994 2940090 2940091 2940133 2940134
2940135 2940136 2940138 2940141 2940216
2940356 2940357 2940359 2940360 2940361
2940362 2940400 2940451 2940498 2940565
2940566 2940567 2940568 2940587 2940753
2940842 2940966 2941513 2941677 2941678
2941719 2941724 2941725 2941726 2941727
2941736 2942108 2942131 2942231 2942232
2942235 2942237 2942239 2942240 2942242
2942243 2942334 2942519 2942596 2942728
2942730 2942732 2942861 2943320 2943397
2943432 2943434 2943437 2943441 2943442
2943443 2943495 2943729 2943840 2943939
2944218 2944295 2944297 2944299 2944300
2944414 2944448 2944533 2944565 2944588
2944723 2944859 2944934 2945133 2945150
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2945184 2945329 2945336 2945373 2945661
2945699 2945747 2945748 2945749 2945751
2945971 2946159 2946195 2946515 2946683
2946737 2946782 2946939 2947020 2947228
2947229 2947231 2947233 2947238 2947304
2947404 2947482 2947532 2947543 2947544
2947553 2947771 2947772 2947773 2947973
2947976 2947977 2947978 2947979 2948037
2948160 2948291 2948292 2948364 2948376
2948482 2948674 2948679 2948844 2948990
2948992 2948993 2948994 2948995 2948996
2949013 2949026 2949027 2949028 2949029
2949226 2949263 2949341 2949348 2949365
2949615 2949727 2950017 2950037 2950039
2950076 2950109 2950150 2950301 2950396
2950632 2950794 2950797 2950891 2950900
2950956 2950983 2950993 2951083 2951098
2951187 2951257 2951409 2951425 2951820
2951826 2951845 2952080 2952144 2952168
2952169 2952216 2952222 2952230 2952235
2952275 2952444 2952477 2952615 2952725
2952749 2952751 2952752 2952854 2952855
2952856 2952857 2952858 2952859 2952860
2952861 2952862 2952863 2952864 2952974
2952975 2952976 2952977 2952978 2952979
2953022 2953363 2953386 2953387 2953417
2953494 2953669 2953687 2953702 2953803
2953804 2953865 2954061 2954062 2954249
2954250 2954271 2954289 2954336 2954507
2954513 2954516 2954520 2954521 2954532
2954539 2954553 2954621 2954622 2954625
2954626 2954627 2954628 2954629 2954709
2954761 2954762 2954817 2954844 2954894
2955082 2955344 2955383 2955399 2955577
2955623 2955624 2955919 2955931 2955992
2956151 2956230 2956256 2956257 2956487
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2956488 2956568 2956934 2957170 2957348
2957382 2957438 2957790 2957802 2957804
2958028 2958030 2958100 2958101 2958103
2958105 2958133 2958156 2958183 2958216
2958217 2958218 2958219 2958220 2958328
2958329 2958475 2958551 2958694 2958837
2958863 2958979 2959061 2959110 2959227
2959330 2959452 2959548 2959575 2959586
2959588 2959592 2959713 2959870 2959872
2959874 2959875 2960125 2960230 2960401
2960466 2960635 2960646 2960663 2960669
2960750 2961090 2961155 2961156 2961159
2961160 2961305 2961320 2961511 2961514
2961534 2961834 2961952 2961953 2961954
2962026 2962041 2962043 2962225 2962250
2962251 2962252 2962253 2962254 2962255
2962256 2962257 2962260 2962261 2962262
2962263 2962397 2962493 2962524 2962554
2962569 2962570 2962571 2962573 2962581
2962582 2962811 2963022 2963023 2963227
2963252 2963397 2963449 2963490 2963493
2963502 2963503 2963577 2963579 2963580
2963581 2963582 2963584 2963585 2963586
2963587 2963588 2963589 2963590 2963591
2963592 2963593 2963594 2963604 2963673
2963702 2963762 2963794 2963795 2963822
2963864 2963865 2963872 2964128 2964151
2964152 2964153 2964155 2964233 2964234
2964642 2964671 2964830 2964954 2964968
2965102 2965302 2965331 2965378 2965395
2965486 2965532 2965533 2965621 2965622
2965624 2965625 2965629 2965630 2965709
2966064 2966218 2966240 2966241 2966333
2966334 2966352 2966353 2966354 2966355
2966357 2966369 2966370 2966371 2966372
2966375 2966376 2966391 2966393 2966394
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2966395 2966396 2966397 2966400 2966401
2966495 2966509 2966565 2966566 2966567
2966574 2966575 2966696 2966700 2966727
2966746 2966747 2966776 2966898 2966899
2966901 2966903 2966908 2967075 2967180
2967282 2967285 2967341 2967343 2967355
2967444 2967445 2967447 2967498 2967569
2967617 2967663 2967677 2967748 2967749
2967751 2968187 2968222 2968302 2968500
2968501 2968504 2968526 2968540 2968541
2968598 2968624 2968662 2968723 2968731
2968825 2968858 2968905 2968920 2968962
2968968 2968972 2968997 2969003 2969222
2969223 2969224 2969225 2969229 2969273
2969431 2969503 2969702 2969824 2969990
2969991 2970019 2970270 2970309 2970310
2970311 2970312 2970317 2970318 2970361
2970414 2970521 2970802 2970803 2971132
2971156 2971385 2971386 2971405 2971476
2971664 2971827 2971874 2971878 2971886
2971931 2972096 2972206 2972207 2972208
2972209 2972210 2972215 2972217 2972220
2972221 2972222 2972225 2972228 2972231
2972234 2972237 2972240 2972243 2972261
2972262 2972263 2972266 2972276 2972289
2972332 2972333 2972334 2972335 2972404
2972416 2972466 2972580 2972826 2973134
2973234 2973235 2973242 2973484 2973731
2974030 2974031 2974032 2974033 2974034
2974035 2974064 2974190 2974194 2974196
2974295 2974346 2974347 2974349 2974350
2974351 2974352 2974353 2974354 2974355
2974356 2974357 2974358 2974388 2974602
2974696 2974762 2974873 2974876 2975264
2975289 2975399 2975411 2975460 2975607
2975758 2975759 2975766 2975769 2975803
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2975870 2976253 2976255 2976256 2976259
2976260 2976268 2976269 2976270 2976271
2976272 2976294 2976485 2976563 2976604
2976605 2976831 2976832 2976841 2976842
2976843 2976844 2976845 2976869 2976870
2976921 2976941 2976948 2977007 2977008
2977093 2977119 2977120 2977350 2977427
2977429 2977638 2977878 2977919 2978056
2978057 2978070 2978105 2978123 2978140
2978291 2978426 2978533 2978573 2978747
2978761 2978767 2978777 2978934 2979019
2979036 2979038 2979083 2979096 2979108
2979109 2979110 2979111 2979123 2979124
2979214 2979347 2979348 2979357 2979358
2979413 2979708 2979726 2979799 2979859
2979860 2979865 2979914 2979917 2979936
2979937 2979938 2979939 2979942 2979989
2979990 2979991 2979992 2979993 2979995
2979996 2979998 2979999 2980001 2980002
2980004 2980005 2980052 2980079 2980082
2980083 2980249 2980281 2980399 2980450
2980663 2980664 2980665 2980753 2980793
2980828 2980829 2981252 2981339 2981340
2981342 2981373 2981405 2981568 2981569
2981570 2981571 2981572 2981573 2981581
2981582 2981583 2981584 2981585 2981586
2981588 2981589 2981590 2981599 2981600
2981601 2981602 2981603 2981604 2981605
2981606 2981607 2981679 2981682 2981683
2981685 2982005 2982331 2982565 2982742
2982817 2982818 2982884 2982885 2982886
2982929 2982974 2982985 2983006 2983007
2983008 2983009 2983010 2983011 2983012
2983013 2983014 2983015 2983156 2983160
2983161 2983286 2983591 2983592 2983671
2983723 2983727 2983734 2983855 2983867
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2983905 2983979 2983985 2983986 2984044
2984052 2984098 2984099 2984102 2984173
2984174 2984210 2984446 2984592 2984917
2984945 2985017 2985070 2985087 2985088
2985112 2985138 2985229 2985323 2985363
2985451 2985452 2985453 2985454 2985455
2985456 2985511 2985641 2985823 2985941
2986050 2986051 2986052 2986149 2986150
2986305 2986306 2986308 2986329 2986578
2986579 2986580 2986608 2986705 2986707
2986708 2986718 2986719 2986721 2986722
2986723 2986724 2986736 2986738 2986739
2986753 2986760 2986766 2986924 2987011
2987013 2987101 2987169 2987173 2987174
2987181 2987185 2987214 2987469 2987512
2987684 2987822 2988106 2988107 2988108
2988160 2988162 2988224 2988301 2988358
2988528 2988583 2988738 2988780 2988814
2988925 2988984 2988985 2988986 2988988
2988989 2988990 2988994 2988995 2988996
2989065 2989066 2989067 2989068 2989070
2989071 2989083 2989129 2989130 2989132
2989153 2989154 2989155 2989156 2989157
2989158 2989175 2989178 2989183 2989364
2989403 2989559 2989737 2989908 2989919
2989920 2989921 2989922 2989923 2989924
2989925 2989926 2989927 2989928 2989929
2989930 2989931 2989932 2989933 2989934
2989935 2989936 2989937 2989938 2989942
2989943 2989992 2990053 2990196 2990368
2990471 2990508 2990612 2990961 2991015
2991073 2991085 2991086 2991087 2991112
2991369 2991382 2991461 2991464 2991602
2991607 2991638 2991640 2991654 2991655
2991657 2991658 2991659 2991660 2991661
2991709 2991771 2991772 2991864 2991976
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2991977 2991978 2991979 2991980 2992079
2992291 2992303 2992330 2992438 2992556
2992559 2992567 2992571 2992575 2992578
2992579 2992896 2992914 2992915 2992917
2993208 2993209 2993210 2993211 2993212
2993375 2993377 2993379 2993398 2993399
2993401 2993406 2993408 2993410 2993415
2993427 2993428 2993430 2993432 2993437
2993439 2993443 2993551 2993620 2993759
2993922 2993925 2994090 2994119 2994120
2994121 2994234 2994236 2994238 2994310
2994311 2994327 2994367 2994428 2994549
2994567 2994569 2994570 2994579 2994580
2994581 2994582 2994583 2994584 2994585
2994596 2994602 2994605 2994947 2995058
2995251 2995254 2995521 2995552 2995648
2995651 2995652 2995653 2995663 2995667
2995671 2995672 2995674 2995677 2995685
2995690 2995693 2995694 2995697 2995736
2995868 2995891 2996071 2996073 2996078
2996177 2996250 2996458 2996459 2996460
2996461 2996462 2996542 2996543 2996544
2996571 2996572 2996573 2996731 2996778
2996818 2996827 2996828 2996829 2996875
2996892 2997084 2997094 2997212 2997345
2997386 2997391 2997550 2997722 2997739
2997762 2997802 2997927 2997933 2997934
2997935 2997936 2997937 2997938 2997939
2998111 2998202 2998345 2998386 2998466
2998468 2998469 2998470 2998471 2998520
2998579 2998619 2998729 2998748 2998802
2998811 2998829 2998902 2998906 2998908
2998977 2998979 2998985 2999011 2999287
2999289 2999672 2999673 2999674 2999675
2999676 2999677 2999678 2999679 2999700
2999723 2999800 2999838 2999871 2999975
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3000062 3000063 3000065 3000096 3000131
3000132 3000134 3000135 3000254 3000255
3000280 3000383 3000401 3000505 3000506
3000507 3000508 3000510 3000511 3000512
3000643 3000650 3000652 3000926 3000942
3001075 3001186 3001241 3001242 3001251
3001253 3001255 3001256 3001262 3001264
3001268 3001269 3001273 3001274 3001275
3001277 3001279 3001284 3001386 3001388
3001393 3001739 3001761 3001762 3001810
3001844 3001883 3001888 3001889 3001890
3002131 3002484 3002524 3002572 3002581
3002587 3002745 3002944 3002945 3002947
3003167 3003387 3003388 3003594 3003597
3003599 3003610 3003613 3003787 3004015
3004049 3004050 3004051 3004052 3004115
3004139 3004182 3004186 3004559 3004563
3004564 3004567 3004569 3004570 3004605
3004609 3004611 3004625 3004693 3004720
3004735 3004862 3004872 3004873 3004948
3004952 3004953 3004954 3005017 3005021
3005027 3005028 3005029 3005032 3005033
3005121 3005131 3005132 3005195 3005276
3005277 3005425 3005488 3005489 3005494
3005500 3005693 3005922 3006068 3006104
3006613 3006625 3006697 3006933 3007214
3007281 3007397 3007421 3007432 3007544
3007613 3007614 3007615 3007616 3007904
3007907 3008051 3008066 3008535 3008684
3008686 3008690 3008692 3008743 3008802
3008912 3008913 3009114 3009190 3009193
3009198 3009219 3009264 3009335 3009519
3009520 3009522 3009632 3009633 3009735
3009786 3009788 3009819 3009825 3009850
3009903 3009938 3010053 3010126 3010133
3010269 3010631 3010632 3010633 3010634
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3010635 3010645 3010651 3010652 3010653
3010654 3010662 3010663 3010664 3010665
3010666 3010667 3010670 3010671 3010672
3010673 3010674 3010675 3010676 3010677
3010678 3010679 3010680 3010681 3010682
3010683 3010684 3010686 3010687 3010689
3010690 3010691 3010748 3010849 3010850
3010914 3011025 3011083 3011084 3011141
3011166 3011244 3011245 3011246 3011605
3011612 3011670 3011675 3011687 3011689
3011763 3011785 3011816 3011820 3011822
3012009 3012220 3012224 3012226 3012247
3012248 3012254 3012256 3012259 3012314
3012380 3012382 3012531 3012532 3012616
3012715 3012856 3013007 3013020 3013075
3013077 3013100 3013217 3013294 3013343
3013354 3013355 3013380 3013789 3014034
3014201 3014434 3014587 3014790 3014808
3014843 3014916 3014919 3014921 3014922
3014926 3014930 3014949 3015284 3015286
3015287 3015408 3015409 3015410 3015628
3015631 3015632 3015648 3015649 3015674
3015722 3015723 3015796 3015845 3015912
3015913 3015914 3015915 3016046 3016062
3016201 3016295 3016299 3016361 3016428
3016543 3016544 3016618 3016622 3016708
3016814 3016995 3017052 3017075 3017076
3017077 3017078 3017176 3017255 3017256
3017258 3017259 3017367 3017378 3017494
3017679 3017680 3017846 3017848 3017850
3017952 3018095 3018149 3018229 3018422
3018463 3018488 3018489 3018490 3018498
3018553 3018554 3018555 3018556 3018557
3018558 3018559 3018889 3018989 3019053
3019071 3019081 3019121 3019122 3019124
3019125 3019126 3019128 3019129 3019130
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3019143 3019147 3019163 3019216 3019228
3019415 3019702 3019703 3019728 3019741
3019883 3019886 3019893 3020015 3020016
3020019 3020397 3020398 3020399 3020400
3020402 3020590 3020691 3020692 3020714
3020744 3020964 3020966 3021070 3021129
3021345 3021401 3021402 3021437 3021441
3021458 3021471 3021630 3021632 3021663
3021664 3021765 3021797 3021839 3021843
3021845 3021848 3021960 3022047 3022088
3022089 3022090 3022091 3022092 3022095
3022110 3022112 3022113 3022235 3022283
3022441 3022447 3022463 3022510 3022513
3022547 3022551 3022562 3022825 3022890
3022955 3023010 3023191 3023536 3023538
3023539 3023543 3023544 3023579 3023602
3023617 3023618 3023621 3023639 3023640
3023716 3023965 3023966 3023967 3024134
3024135 3024136 3024137 3024138 3024160
3024192 3024226 3024425 3024550 3024632
3024696 3024902 3025043 3025080 3025081
3025083 3025084 3025085 3025113 3025315
3025338 3025410 3025542 3025543 3025544
3025545 3025546 3025547 3025548 3025549
3025550 3025551 3025552 3025553 3025554
3025555 3025556 3025557 3025558 3025559
3025560 3025561 3025562 3025563 3025564
3025565 3025566 3025567 3025568 3025569
3025570 3025571 3025572 3025573 3025574
3025575 3025576 3025577 3025578 3025580
3025581 3025582 3025583 3025584 3025585
3025586 3025587 3025588 3025589 3025591
3025593 3025601 3025606 3025608 3025609
3025613 3025614 3025806 3025871 3026356
3026408 3026412 3026635 3026636 3026669
3026720 3026809 3026810 3026939 3026953
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3026954 3027040 3027057 3027077 3027131
3027152 3027200 3027511 3027518 3027552
3027569 3027654 3027659 3027938 3028035
3028085 3028105 3028132 3028301 3028303
3028492 3028493 3028620 3028622 3028778
3028780 3028798 3028813 3028879 3028886
3028888 3028971 3028972 3028974 3028975
3028977 3028978 3028979 3028980 3028981
3028982 3028984 3028986 3028987 3028988
3028989 3028990 3028991 3028997 3029001
3029304 3029305 3029428 3029429 3029430
3029519 3029580 3029841 3029842 3029843
3029845 3030099 3030292 3030406 3030429
3030490 3030539 3030540 3030549 3030550
3030673 3030820 3030891 3030895 3030957
3030985 3031000 3031095 3031100 3031102
3031107 3031108 3031109 3031110 3031148
3031347 3031437 3031438 3031446 3031447
3031547 3031588 3031774 3031778 3031912
3031991 3031994 3031995 3031996 3032042
3032068 3032076 3032361 3032371 3032395
3032400 3032410 3032421 3032483 3032536
3032537 3032538 3032540 3032541 3032542
3032543 3032544 3032545 3032551 3032552
3032553 3032554 3032555 3032812 3032814
3032934 3032938 3032953 3032994 3032997
3033061 3033199 3033240 3033370 3033397
3033398 3033400 3033401 3033402 3033403
3033404 3033405 3033432 3033434 3033435
3033436 3033455 3033463 3033513 3033514
3033516 3033656 3033681 3033682 3033707
3033708 3033711 3033713 3033714 3033716
3033733 3033734 3033735 3033736 3033746
3033748 3033787 3033788 3033789 3033790
3033791 3033792 3033793 3033795 3033798
3033800 3033810 3033811 3033814 3033815
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3033816 3033817 3033818 3033819 3033820
3033821 3033835 3033836 3033837 3033838
3033839 3033840 3033842 3033845 3033861
3033862 3033863 3033864 3033865 3033866
3033867 3033868 3033869 3033870 3033871
3033872 3033874 3033905 3033906 3033908
3033923 3033925 3033927 3033974 3033977
3034188 3034361 3034451 3034509 3034528
3034548 3034591 3034595 3034599 3034670
3034684 3034685 3034687 3034688 3034751
3034832 3034835 3034837 3034885 3034930
3035010 3035067 3035490 3035499 3035507
3035530 3035531 3035642 3035643 3035647
3035846 3035847 3035849 3035850 3035852
3035853 3035855 3035856 3035858 3035859
3035909 3035934 3035953 3035954 3035995
3036206 3036246 3036248 3036249 3036250
3036276 3036473 3036492 3036832 3036866
3036940 3036981 3037194 3037365 3037435
3037555 3037766 3037771 3037805 3037892
3037894 3037895 3037897 3037898 3037906
3037993 3038086 3038088 3038278 3038279
3038283 3038311 3038345 3038423 3038474
3038480 3038532 3038585 3038602 3038643
3038674 3038675 3038678 3038845 3038847
3038848 3038849 3038850 3038851 3039143
3039157 3039158 3039159 3039160 3039161
3039162 3039163 3039168 3039174 3039234
3039270 3039353 3039455 3039456 3039458
3039460 3039461 3039462 3039463 3039464
3039465 3039467 3039470 3039471 3039472
3039473 3039474 3039475 3039477 3039627
3039654 3039702 3039706 3039707 3039708
3039759 3039824 3039839 3039889 3039930
3039931 3040029 3040136 3040187 3040207
3040208 3040209 3040210 3040392 3040437
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3040481 3040506 3040669 3040711 3040783
3040840 3040844 3040990 3041013 3041063
3041064 3041065 3041158 3041272 3041275
3041290 3041415 3041416 3041419 3041563
3041567 3041585 3041656 3041959 3042020
3042021 3042049 3042089 3042090 3042108
3042249 3042538 3042917 3043009 3043010
3043085 3043175 3043197 3043353 3043354
3043498 3043773 3043804 3043832 3043833
3043937 3044407 3044408 3044431 3044454
3044541 3044542 3044543 3044592 3044637
3044911 3044924 3044955 3045103 3045143
3045158 3045160 3045528 3045769 3045854
3045858 3045956 3046025 3046026 3046054
3046072 3046149 3046164 3046260 3046376
3046385 3046391 3046396 3046397 3046398
3046400 3046401 3046412 3046469 3046470
3046480 3046535 3046636 3046649 3046693
3046694 3046695 3046792 3046852 3046964
3046978 3046979 3047084 3047093 3047234
3047275 3047481 3047482 3047517 3047518
3047519 3047520 3047521 3047522 3047523
3047524 3047525 3047526 3047527 3047587
3047652 3047745 3047770 3047840 3047855
3048058 3048233 3048236 3048254 3048270
3048271 3048273 3048276 3048279 3048468
3048526 3048528 3048547 3048558 3048588
3048645 3048733 3048825 3048886 3049131
3049193 3049511 3049513 3049515 3049560
3049674 3049847 3049849 3049850 3050304
3050495 3050696 3050697 3050782 3050789
3050867 3051001 3051002 3051004 3051005
3051006 3051007 3051008 3051009 3051010
3051011 3051012 3051013 3051014 3051017
3051019 3051020 3051021 3051022 3051023
3051024 3051025 3051026 3051027 3051028
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3051040 3051041 3051105 3051231 3051235
3051236 3051327 3051370 3051374 3051534
3051573 3051777 3051788 3051797 3051863
3051954 3051972 3052012 3052078 3052082
3052083 3052084 3052085 3052086 3052091
3052317 3052369 3052396 3052397 3052398
3052421 3052428 3052431 3052433 3052480
3052741 3052742 3052745 3052750 3052819
3052885 3052942 3053137 3053252 3053301
3053535 3053767 3054010 3054013 3054022
3054078 3054162 3054190 3054294 3054343
3054344 3054385 3054486 3054488 3054489
3054491 3054492 3054556 3054557 3054575
3054585 3054675 3054767 3054847 3054848
3054849 3054850 3054851 3054852 3054853
3054854 3054901 3055077 3055078 3055085
3055087 3055088 3055089 3055269 3055271
3055284 3055287 3055363 3055400 3055474
3055561 3055562 3055585 3055767 3056070
3056125 3056141 3056150 3056211 3056215
3056386 3056429 3056430 3056431 3056432
3056456 3056459 3056486 3056551 3056592
3056653 3056654 3056655 3056657 3056658
3056659 3057167 3057168 3057177 3057262
3057349 3057442 3057445 3057588 3057754
3057784 3057811 3057812 3057841 3057979
3058175 3058176 3058211 3058212 3058213
3058214 3058215 3058228 3058233 3058389
3058548 3058549 3058576 3058603 3059133
3059257 3059476 3059603 3059616 3059617
3059618 3059633 3059634 3059635 3059638
3059639 3059640 3059828 3059866 3059871
3059999 3060099 3060100 3060101 3060259
3060425 3060492 3060536 3060569 3060572
3060573 3060575 3060576 3060602 3060959
3061056 3061096 3061109 3061114 3061201
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3061238 3061483 3061490 3061507 3061598
3061741 3061951 3062152 3062290 3062307
3062319 3062569 3062882 3062897 3062898
3062899 3062900 3062902 3062969 3062971
3063216 3063269 3063358 3063486 3063638
3063660 3063661 3063662 3063663 3063664
3063675 3063710 3063711 3063781 3063787
3063885 3064112 3064118 3064154 3064315
3064361 3064402 3064409 3064480 3064489
3064493 3064661 3064785 3064849 3064851
3065325 3065327 3065526 3065527 3065528
3065529 3065536 3065568 3065657 3065724
3065808 3065822 3065830 3065889 3065890
3065965 3065966 3065994 3066064 3066098
3066099 3066101 3066115 3066139 3066303
3066461 3066805 3066810 3066811 3067024
3067285 3067297 3067421 3067422 3067423
3067495 3067585 3067711 3067908 3067909
3067921 3068044 3068241 3068242 3068243
3068256 3068312 3068332 3068333 3068339
3068340 3068351 3068352 3068357 3068395
3068396 3068397 3068424 3068437 3068491
3068771 3069132 3069133 3069182 3069573
3069576 3070017 3070021 3070212 3070213
3070214 3070215 3070254 3070257 3070623
3070626 3070661 3070712 3070713 3070714
3070715 3070716 3070717 3070718 3070719
3070720 3070721 3070722 3070723 3070724
3070726 3070727 3070728 3070729 3070730
3070731 3070732 3070733 3070734 3070735
3070736 3070737 3070738 3070739 3070740
3070741 3070742 3070745 3070747 3070839
3071064 3071187 3071238 3071239 3071240
3071339 3071386 3071412 3071415 3071517
3071543 3071628 3071891 3072117 3072173
3072338 3072385 3072439 3072442 3072617
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3072694 3072742 3072934 3072952 3073087
3073268 3073269 3073313 3073347 3073665
3073671 3073703 3073705 3073779 3073837
3073841 3073842 3073843 3073844 3073845
3073846 3073924 3073975 3073986 3074087
3074089 3074199 3074200 3074201 3074202
3074203 3074204 3074205 3074206 3074207
3074209 3074210 3074211 3074212 3074214
3074215 3074216 3074217 3074218 3074219
3074282 3074359 3074360 3074361 3074362
3074363 3074393 3074416 3074451 3074544
3074559 3074565 3074566 3074623 3074829
3075028 3075128 3075129 3075132 3075133
3075224 3075412 3075442 3075443 3075444
3075566 3075598 3075698 3075699 3075733
3075845 3075847 3075964 3075988 3076056
3076200 3076202 3076219 3076355 3076356
3076358 3076359 3076363 3076364 3076365
3076366 3076367 3076371 3076372 3076373
3076374 3076375 3076379 3076380 3076381
3076383 3076730 3077074 3077075 3077104
3077142 3077143 3077244 3077245 3077287
3077305 3077322 3077471 3077472 3077580
3077706 3077707 3077740 3077744 3077757
3077766 3077843 3077844 3077845 3077854
3078227 3078357 3078365 3078366 3078371
3078372 3078374 3078509 3078562 3078564
3078697 3078698 3078699 3078700 3078748
3078749 3078804 3078865 3078878 3078879
3078881 3078882 3078885 3078886 3078887
3078889 3078893 3078894 3078895 3078896
3078897 3078898 3078900 3079015 3079100
3079116 3079159 3079198 3079304 3079367
3079368 3079441 3079560 3079561 3079775
3080164 3080489 3080663 3081124 3081217
3081229 3081256 3081265 3081595 3081956
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3081976 3082220 3082233 3082234 3082244
3082306 3082438 3082439 3082522 3082770
3082924 3082984 3083192 3083271 3083272
3083273 3083281 3083282 3083283 3083410
3083411 3083412 3083413 3083414 3083415
3083416 3083417 3083524 3083595 3083815
3084177 3084395 3084396 3084397 3084398
3084400 3084415 3084428 3084429 3084430
3084467 3084468 3084531 3084622 3084689
3084692 3084693 3084865 3084866 3084867
3084868 3084957 3084988 3084990 3085042
3085043 3085213 3085229 3085242 3085341
3085345 3085416 3085505 3085535 3085611
3085614 3085696 3085710 3085711 3085961
3086086 3086175 3086176 3086256 3086258
3086432 3086461 3086462 3086489 3086531
3086814 3086898 3087016 3087130 3087171
3087172 3087173 3087299 3087300 3087301
3087430 3087481 3087504 3087505 3087617
3087645 3087759 3087761 3087763 3087765
3087774 3087904 3088101 3088124 3088125
3088210 3088366 3088367 3088373 3088404
3088453 3088509 3088510 3088514 3088524
3088552 3088813 3088838 3088960 3088973
3089058 3089059 3089060 3089065 3089093
3089094 3089096 3089097 3089099 3089130
3089338 3089495 3089536 3089580 3089609
3089623 3089767 3089804 3089805 3089806
3089807 3089904 3089925 3090111 3090112
3090209 3090212 3090222 3090250 3090271
3090420 3090421 3090501 3090504 3090520
3090521 3090702 3090717 3090761 3090764
3090821 3090994 3091040 3091044 3091111
3091112 3091145 3091150 3091231 3091430
3091431 3091451 3091453 3091455 3091611
3091697 3091819 3091980 3092085 3092088
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3092089 3092128 3092129 3092132 3092133
3092303 3092431 3092525 3092528 3092548
3092578 3092656 3092665 3092937 3092938
3092939 3093020 3093164 3093165 3093487
3093498 3093890 3093891 3093997 3094146
3094155 3094244 3094328 3094371 3094372
3094373 3094375 3094376 3094377 3094378
3094379 3094380 3094381 3094382 3094383
3094438 3094610 3094621 3094649 3094771
3094772 3094773 3094833 3095026 3095115
3095136 3095196 3095198 3095199 3095326
3095378 3095633 3095634 3095639 3095640
3095641 3095642 3095643 3095819 3095880
3095972 3096221 3096223 3096430 3096494
3096824 3096825 3096826 3096903 3096938
3097108 3097214 3097288 3097416 3097417
3097473 3097570 3097619 3097622 3098024
3098070 3098071 3098219 3098444 3098514
3098762 3098782 3099321 3099322 3099323
3099541 3099756 3099838 3099840 3099979
3099983 3100030 3100093 3100236 3100292
3100355 3100356 3100357 3100358 3100490
3100491 3100492 3100560 3100581 3100646
3100824 3100853 3100976 3100977 3100998
3101209 3101221 3101254 3101255 3101279
3101564 3101580 3101581 3101635 3101800
3101809 3101943 3101951 3101952 3102340
3102346 3102410 3102709 3102765 3102889
3102910 3102911 3102912 3102932 3102933
3102934 3102935 3102941 3103079 3103080
3103081 3103085 3103086 3103087 3103091
3103092 3103093 3103097 3103098 3103099
3103104 3103105 3103109 3103110 3103111
3103115 3103116 3103117 3103129 3103135
3103136 3103137 3103141 3103144 3103273
3103282 3103290 3103291 3103366 3103370
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3103371 3103372 3103376 3103377 3103378
3103380 3103382 3103383 3103395 3103396
3103528 3103556 3103595 3103598 3103608
3103674 3103678 3103784 3103874 3103887
3103895 3103896 3103897 3103979 3103993
3104027 3104063 3104065 3104066 3104067
3104068 3104069 3104070 3104071 3104072
3104073 3104263 3104281 3104282 3104323
3104347 3104348 3104350 3104352 3104480
3104511 3104587 3104640 3104891 3104892
3104902 3104951 3105123 3105357 3105384
3105385 3105386 3105387 3105388 3105389
3105390 3105391 3105392 3105546 3105612
3105645 3105646 3105673 3105911 3106092
3106097 3106335 3106361 3106411 3106412
3106464 3106514 3106559 3106562 3106575
3106576 3106597 3106598 3106599 3106600
3106637 3106638 3106639 3106640 3106641
3106642 3106643 3106644 3106645 3106646
3106647 3106648 3106649 3106650 3106651
3106652 3106653 3106654 3106655 3106656
3106657 3106658 3106659 3106660 3106661
3106662 3106663 3106664 3106665 3106666
3106667 3106668 3106669 3106670 3106671
3106672 3106673 3106674 3106675 3106693
3106761 3106769 3106773 3106808 3106845
3106846 3106874 3106878 3106881 3106889
3106890 3106891 3106892 3106893 3106894
3106895 3106896 3106897 3106898 3106899
3106902 3106904 3106905 3106906 3106907
3106926 3106927 3106928 3106930 3106937
3106938 3106939 3107065 3107189 3107253
3107254 3107267 3107302 3107396 3107413
3107414 3107600 3107601 3107603 3107604
3107605 3107607 3107609 3107858 3107859
3107958 3108031 3108061 3108299 3108301
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3108303 3108389 3108390 3108391 3108392
3108393 3108394 3108395 3108396 3108397
3108398 3108399 3108400 3108401 3108402
3108403 3108404 3108405 3108406 3108407
3108409 3108410 3108411 3108412 3108413
3108414 3108415 3108416 3108417 3108418
3108419 3108420 3108421 3108422 3108423
3108424 3108425 3108426 3108427 3108428
3108429 3108528 3108629 3108630 3108631
3108632 3108633 3108634 3108635 3108636
3108637 3108638 3108660 3108661 3108684
3108686 3108832 3108931 3109012 3109034
3109037 3109038 3109077 3109078 3109079
3109109 3109188 3109189 3109195 3109196
3109291 3109449 3109593 3109907 3109914
3109941 3109993 3110013 3110014 3110235
3110312 3110317 3110318 3110319 3110320
3110396 3110499 3110705 3110748 3110769
3111132 3111134 3111136 3111261 3111389
3111397 3111421 3111422 3111627 3111665
3111706 3111707 3111884 3112043 3112155
3112156 3112218 3112344 3112348 3112363
3112364 3112374 3112378 3112379 3112479
3112480 3112482 3112799 3112907 3112972
3112974 3112983 3113120 3113121 3113123
3113124 3113127 3113128 3113129 3113130
3113133 3113134 3113135 3113136 3113137
3113138 3113139 3113140 3113141 3113142
3113153 3113156 3113157 3113162 3113163
3113164 3113165 3113166 3113167 3113169
3113170 3113171 3113172 3113173 3113174
3113175 3113176 3113177 3113178 3113179
3113180 3113181 3113184 3113185 3113186
3113187 3113188 3113189 3113191 3113194
3113195 3113196 3113197 3113198 3113199
3113200 3113203 3113206 3113211 3113279
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3113340 3113702 3113704 3113723 3113828
3113835 3113871 3113902 3113903 3113984
3113985 3114039 3114068 3114069 3114070
3114074 3114075 3114077 3114078 3114079
3114096 3114147 3114255 3114323 3114325
3114385 3114710 3114774 3114901 3115113
3115140 3115243 3115248 3115303 3115307
3115329 3115330 3115361 3115440 3115444
3115467 3115746 3115747 3115748 3115749
3115750 3115751 3115752 3115753 3115767
3115812 3115816 3115817 3115818 3115819
3115820 3115821 3115822 3115823 3115824
3115825 3115881 3115955 3115990 3116056
3116059 3116063 3116065 3116066 3116068
3116133 3116161 3116166 3116331 3116363
3116609 3116610 3116635 3116636 3116637
3116638 3116639 3116719 3116725 3116726
3116866 3116875 3116885 3116908 3116909
3116910 3116911 3116912 3116913 3116915
3116916 3116934 3116935 3116936 3116937
3116938 3116939 3116940 3116941 3116942
3116943 3116944 3116945 3116946 3116947
3116948 3116949 3116950 3116951 3116952
3116953 3116954 3116955 3116956 3116957
3116958 3116959 3116960 3116961 3116962
3116963 3116964 3116965 3116966 3116967
3116968 3116970 3116971 3116972 3116986
3116988 3116991 3116992 3116994 3116995
3116996 3117030 3117031 3117032 3117033
3117034 3117035 3117036 3117038 3117039
3117040 3117041 3117042 3117043 3117044
3117045 3117046 3117047 3117048 3117049
3117050 3117051 3117052 3117053 3117054
3117055 3117056 3117057 3117058 3117059
3117060 3117061 3117062 3117063 3117064
3117065 3117066 3117067 3117068 3117069
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3117070 3117071 3117072 3117074 3117279
3117430 3117445 3117446 3117480 3117915
3117929 3118078 3118233 3118308 3118358
3118422 3118496 3118507 3118508 3118509
3118510 3118521 3118522 3118523 3118529
3118530 3118539 3118540 3118541 3118542
3118543 3118544 3118547 3118558 3118621
3118622 3118624 3118684 3118834 3118897
3118911 3118928 3119007 3119008 3119009
3119010 3119011 3119012 3119013 3119014
3119015 3119016 3119037 3119038 3119039
3119040 3119041 3119042 3119043 3119044
3119045 3119055 3119056 3119058 3119059
3119060 3119063 3119065 3119068 3119069
3119071 3119072 3119073 3119074 3119075
3119077 3119078 3119079 3119080 3119084
3119095 3119096 3119097 3119098 3119102
3119103 3119104 3119105 3119106 3119107
3119108 3119109 3119110 3119111 3119112
3119113 3119114 3119115 3119116 3119117
3119118 3119119 3119120 3119121 3119122
3119123 3119124 3119125 3119126 3119127
3119128 3119129 3119130 3119131 3119133
3119140 3119141 3119142 3119143 3119198
3119221 3119537 3119794 3119932 3120265
3120323 3120851 3120855 3120856 3120857
3120858 3120859 3120860 3120861 3120862
3120863 3120864 3120865 3120866 3120867
3120868 3120869 3120881 3120882 3120883
3120884 3121012 3121014 3121015 3121023
3121024 3121025 3121026 3121028 3121029
3121030 3121148 3121150 3121568 3121695
3121697 3121698 3121699 3121700 3121701
3121702 3121703 3121704 3121705 3121706
3121707 3121708 3121821 3121976 3122007
3122105 3122223 3122250 3122295 3122407
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3122598 3122622 3122623 3122708 3122787
3122818 3123008 3123011 3123318 3123344
3123385 3123424 3123599 3123820 3123982
3124176 3124185 3124193 3124197 3124301
3124305 3124307 3124421 3124622 3124640
3124875 3124889 3124893 3125057 3125058
3125059 3125060 3125125 3125314 3125315
3125486 3125589 3125656 3125670 3125671
3126079 3126272 3126370 3126381 3126507
3126508 3126509 3126510 3126519 3126522
3126525 3126528 3126529 3126688 3126700
3126880 3127017 3127149 3127163 3127174
3127177 3127178 3127318 3127321 3127576
3127593 3127715 3127793 3127811 3127874
3128017 3128023 3128070 3128116 3128170
3128243 3128296 3128524 3128624 3128785
3128786 3128787 3128839 3128841 3128983
3128984 3128989 3129030 3129069 3129070
3129071 3129073 3129101 3129183 3129184
3129187 3129188 3129193 3129250 3129400
3129404 3129651 3129703 3129761 3129888
3129889 3129946 3130025 3130058 3130076
3130146 3130193 3130237 3130238 3130349
3130350 3130351 3130590 3130609 3130620
3130674 3130698 3130700 3130703 3130769
3130920 3131184 3131388 3131489 3131493
3131495 3131496 3131644 3131675 3131692
3131708 3131709 3131734 3131745 3131748
3131834 3131884 3131969 3131970 3132070
3132071 3132072 3132073 3132075 3132076
3132077 3132078 3132168 3132169 3132170
3132171 3132172 3132173 3132175 3132177
3132188 3132189 3132190 3132191 3132192
3132193 3132194 3132195 3132197 3132198
3132199 3132200 3132201 3132202 3132203
3132207 3132229 3132236 3132313 3132314
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3132315 3132387 3132396 3132397 3132603
3132604 3132639 3132656 3132825 3132828
3132829 3133049 3133055 3133072 3133074
3133075 3133078 3133082 3133083 3133086
3133087 3133090 3133091 3133093 3133096
3133097 3133098 3133099 3133100 3133101
3133102 3133108 3133110 3133540 3133601
3133753 3133754 3133755 3133756 3133757
3133759 3133760 3133761 3133763 3134104
3134129 3134157 3134287 3134298 3134312
3134313 3134314 3134315 3134484 3134524
3134534 3134611 3134734 3134881 3134965
3134992 3135070 3135093 3135135 3135136
3135166 3135213 3135248 3135455 3135611
3135860 3135901 3136049 3136099 3136184
3136240 3136241 3136356 3136661 3136829
3136831 3136942 3137257 3137263 3137315
3137317 3137449 3137697 3137698 3137699
3137700 3137703 3137704 3137790 3137796
3138001 3138049 3138135 3138203 3138204
3138236 3138237 3138239 3138240 3138241
3138310 3138472 3138495 3138692 3138736
3138925 3138935 3138985 3138986 3138987
3138988 3138989 3138990 3138991 3138992
3139006 3139110 3139128 3139210 3139227
3139401 3139412 3139417 3139419 3139420
3139423 3139469 3139483 3139539 3139565
3139569 3139570 3139571 3139572 3139573
3139574 3139582 3139584 3139607 3139608
3139678 3139680 3139731 3139797 3139817
3139818 3139819 3139821 3139822 3139849
3139893 3139898 3139899 3139980 3140072
3140080 3140353 3140429 3140490 3140497
3140498 3140507 3140518 3140520 3140539
3140555 3140556 3140768 3140776 3140821
3140914 3141060 3141061 3141063 3141081
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3141082 3141106 3141115 3141125 3141152
3141255 3141299 3141304 3141307 3141309
3141313 3141316 3141317 3141318 3141320
3141321 3141384 3141385 3141418 3141423
3141426 3141434 3141435 3141436 3141437
3141530 3141606 3141607 3141609 3141611
3141619 3141626 3141627 3141635 3141640
3141641 3141643 3141644 3141645 3141646
3141651 3141652 3141724 3141734 3141798
3141899 3141900 3142027 3142029 3142181
3142182 3142276 3142301 3142437 3142447
3142449 3142451 3142452 3142472 3142497
3142518 3142585 3142660 3142671 3142695
3142731 3142806 3142807 3142809 3142813
3142814 3142815 3142843 3142844 3142845
3142847 3142848 3142956 3143121 3143153
3143162 3143173 3143190 3143246 3143268
3143269 3143270 3143280 3143440 3143505
3143514 3143521 3143615 3143795 3143796
3143985 3143996 3144027 3144159 3144183
3144219 3144225 3144239 3144241 3144243
3144244 3144248 3144259 3144260 3144323
3144374 3144375 3144385 3144404 3144425
3144442 3144562 3144563 3144564 3144574
3144578 3144700 3144734 3144735 3144788
3144867 3144890 3144951 3144983 3145019
3145184 3145187 3145256 3145361 3145412
3145447 3145503 3145647 3145650 3145651
3145782 3145783 3145808 3145859 3146069
3146133 3146141 3146186 3146213 3146232
3146233 3146234 3146235 3146243 3146244
3146246 3146309 3146319 3146321 3146323
3146327 3146329 3146330 3146343 3146344
3146345 3146346 3146347 3146348 3146349
3146350 3146351 3146353 3146354 3146355
3146364 3146366 3146368 3146370 3146371
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3146372 3146373 3146374 3146375 3146399
3146404 3146405 3146406 3146407 3146433
3146475 3146511 3146529 3146532 3146565
3146835 3146836 3146866 3147248 3147249
3147250 3147256 3147261 3147267 3147269
3147270 3147271 3147274 3147275 3147276
3147277 3147310 3147402 3147500 3147541
3147569 3147578 3147581 3147617 3147618
3147619 3147620 3147621 3147622 3147623
3147624 3147657 3147745 3147746 3147807
3147812 3147902 3147942 3147978 3148068
3148069 3148070 3148193 3148231 3148232
3148233 3148234 3148235 3148248 3148349
3148351 3148437 3148459 3148560 3148609
3148666 3148825 3148846 3148887 3148897
3148980 3148981 3149099 3149132 3149362
3149363 3149364 3149711 3149743 3149770
3149857 3149913 3149944 3149974 3149991
3150026 3150029 3150046 3150111 3150123
3150124 3150141 3150470 3150577 3150578
3150677 3150687 3150704 3150707 3150708
3150963 3150994 3151001 3151089 3151116
3151144 3151323 3151481 3151482 3151557
3151565 3151590 3151625 3151626 3151691
3151692 3151736 3151834 3151835 3151923
3151926 3152235 3152244 3152431 3152473
3152474 3152475 3152476 3152477 3152478
3152479 3152480 3152481 3152482 3152483
3152484 3152485 3152486 3152487 3152488
3152491 3152496 3152507 3152508 3152509
3152510 3152511 3152512 3152513 3152514
3152515 3152516 3152517 3152518 3152519
3152520 3152521 3152522 3152523 3152528
3152532 3152533 3152534 3152535 3152536
3152537 3152538 3152539 3152540 3152541
3152548 3152550 3152551 3152552 3152561
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3152571 3152572 3152573 3152574 3152575
3152576 3152577 3152578 3152579 3152580
3152592 3152593 3152597 3152598 3152600
3152601 3152602 3152603 3152604 3152605
3152606 3152607 3152608 3152609 3152610
3152611 3152612 3152613 3152614 3152615
3152616 3152617 3152618 3152619 3152620
3152621 3152622 3152623 3152624 3152626
3152627 3152628 3152629 3152636 3152640
3152641 3152642 3152643 3152644 3152645
3152646 3152647 3152648 3152649 3152650
3152760 3152935 3152936 3153020 3153071
3153143 3153232 3153233 3153376 3153408
3153438 3153470 3153698 3153718 3153719
3153720 3153721 3153722 3153748 3153763
3153765 3153766 3153768 3153769 3153791
3153792 3153793 3153794 3153805 3153806
3153869 3153870 3153928 3153929 3153930
3153933 3153934 3153935 3153942 3153943
3154146 3154184 3154185 3154186 3154187
3154188 3154189 3154190 3154191 3154192
3154284 3154520 3154530 3154650 3154725
3154801 3154859 3154869 3154979 3155026
3155027 3155037 3155038 3155039 3155045
3155106 3155107 3155119 3155120 3155136
3155137 3155138 3155160 3155171 3155309
3155316 3155645 3155646 3155648 3155649
3155677 3155734 3155749 3155784 3155785
3155801 3155940 3155971 3155972 3156102
3156181 3156208 3156218 3156293 3156295
3156472 3156473 3156508 3156511 3156512
3156513 3156514 3156515 3156518 3156520
3156535 3156580 3156583 3156584 3156610
3156639 3156640 3156642 3156822 3156834
3156835 3156867 3156944 3157020 3157037
3157167 3157306 3157386 3157426 3157479
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3157480 3157521 3157598 3157626 3157642
3157730 3157733 3157834 3157955 3157959
3157976 3157977 3157978 3157979 3157981
3157982 3157983 3157985 3158059 3158083
3158206 3158230 3158311 3158323 3158343
3158352 3158396 3158408 3158409 3158418
3158479 3158501 3158544 3158551 3158578
3158601 3158602 3158663 3158669 3158672
3158687 3158853 3158979 3159024 3159243
3159325 3159347 3159449 3159450 3159451
3159456 3159501 3159532 3159582 3159599
3159625 3159651 3159726 3159763 3159800
3159809 3159816 3159864 3159920 3159926
3159927 3159929 3160063 3160064 3160067
3160105 3160171 3160173 3160174 3160175
3160176 3160220 3160221 3160222 3160227
3160228 3160231 3160264 3160265 3160334
3160337 3160397 3160408 3160410 3160509
3160510 3160511 3160512 3160513 3160514
3160515 3160516 3160562 3160607 3160608
3160609 3160610 3160775 3160784 3160842
3160850 3160946 3161072 3161073 3161074
3161151 3161178 3161186 3161190 3161206
3161228 3161229 3161342 3161364 3161367
3161409 3161410 3161427 3161516 3161635
3161643 3161663 3161781 3161785 3161786
3161894 3161895 3161949 3161950 3161951
3161957 3161992 3161993 3161994 3162030
3162075 3162096 3162097 3162098 3162099
3162101 3162102 3162104 3162105 3162123
3162124 3162184 3162185 3162188 3162189
3162190 3162192 3162194 3162199 3162349
3162350 3162359 3162371 3162372 3162375
3162377 3162378 3162379 3162406 3162480
3162541 3162581 3162609 3162616 3162649
3162666 3162668 3162669 3162670 3162671
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3162672 3162673 3162674 3162675 3162676
3162677 3162678 3162679 3162680 3162681
3162682 3162683 3162713 3162793 3162794
3162886 3162888 3162893 3162895 3162898
3162899 3162900 3162901 3162902 3162904
3162905 3162907 3162908 3162909 3162910
3162911 3162913 3162914 3162915 3162917
3162918 3162919 3162920 3162921 3162927
3162929 3162930 3162957 3162961 3162962
3162963 3162964 3162965 3163104 3163106
3163107 3163110 3163111 3163328 3163433
3163481 3163556 3163570 3163577 3163623
3163624 3163796 3163815 3163816 3163884
3164004 3164005 3164006 3164007 3164293
3164294 3164308 3164538 3164539 3164540
3164544 3164575 3164634 3164658 3164659
3164660 3164663 3164664 3164665 3164666
3164667 3164671 3164692 3164694 3164696
3164703 3164812 3164881 3164949 3164950
3164951 3164952 3164953 3165023 3165037
3165038 3165073 3165167 3165287 3165320
3165321 3165322 3165323 3165386 3165388
3165394 3165503 3165603 3165615 3165633
3165712 3165743 3165785 3165822 3165883
3165910 3165912 3165913 3165916 3165917
3165918 3166002 3166005 3166006 3166011
3166012 3166158 3166374 3166511 3166556
3166558 3166562 3166564 3166565 3166580
3166670 3166775 3166794 3166795 3166878
3166881 3166885 3166889 3166890 3166901
3166914 3166984 3166987 3166993 3166999
3167000 3167219 3167254 3167343 3167344
3167345 3167346 3167347 3167358 3167422
3167464 3167465 3167467 3167468 3167483
3167485 3167487 3167488 3167489 3167500
3167501 3167503 3167504 3167505 3167507
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3167508 3167512 3167513 3167514 3167515
3167517 3167518 3167519 3167537 3167539
3167542 3167546 3167547 3167575 3167590
3167591 3167592 3167593 3167594 3167595
3167596 3167597 3167598 3167599 3167600
3167601 3167602 3167603 3167604 3167605
3167606 3167617 3167618 3167619 3167620
3167621 3167622 3167623 3167624 3167625
3167626 3167627 3167628 3167629 3167630
3167631 3167632 3167633 3167634 3167635
3167636 3167690 3167691 3167692 3167693
3167694 3167695 3167696 3167697 3167698
3167699 3167731 3167769 3167785 3167787
3167814 3167852 3167853 3168003 3168004
3168005 3168008 3168010 3168011 3168012
3168017 3168258 3168259 3168260 3168272
3168328 3168329 3168331 3168343 3168344
3168371 3168373 3168380 3168422 3168433
3168542 3168579 3168645 3168654 3168657
3168815 3168856 3168857 3168885 3168996
3169026 3169161 3169196 3169264 3169285
3169289 3169337 3169338 3169339 3169506
3169522 3169528 3169529 3169531 3169532
3169533 3169535 3169536 3169537 3169541
3169567 3169568 3169569 3169601 3169612
3169628 3169631 3169632 3169679 3169680
3169681 3169682 3169721 3169722 3169730
3169891 3169893 3169946 3169979 3170129
3170146 3170153 3170154 3170174 3170176
3170177 3170258 3170263 3170288 3170289
3170294 3170296 3170307 3170309 3170310
3170321 3170339 3170468 3170517 3170676
3170701 3170702 3170716 3170739 3170760
3170761 3170776 3170805 3170892 3170895
3170953 3170954 3170956 3170957 3171071
3171078 3171081 3171082 3171087 3171124
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3171127 3171134 3171197 3171247 3171248
3171270 3171334 3171371 3171372 3171394
3171511 3171512 3171567 3171568 3171569
3171585 3171586 3171588 3171591 3171632
3171636 3171644 3171689 3171690 3171720
3171891 3171962 3171974 3172031 3172033
3172078 3172181 3172255 3172412 3172441
3172442 3172480 3172499 3172524 3172537
3172541 3172560 3172563 3172591 3172606
3172727 3172728 3172729 3172730 3172749
3172754 3172817 3172854 3173112 3173113
3173169 3173171 3173173 3173174 3173292
3173293 3173296 3173340 3173356 3173386
3173431 3173434 3173521 3173524 3173539
3173542 3173614 3173648 3173685 3173811
3173843 3173844 3173846 3173928 3174037
3174038 3174053 3174054 3174055 3174106
3174163 3174164 3174165 3174168 3174169
3174326 3174374 3174385 3174388 3174392
3174479 3174480 3174481 3174571 3174622
3174623 3174624 3174626 3174681 3174683
3174687 3174719 3174819 3174821 3174822
3174842 3174849 3174909 3174910 3174912
3174930 3174989 3175065 3175145 3175233
3175263 3175282 3175284 3175285 3175286
3175373 3175378 3175379 3175380 3175505
3175539 3175595 3175666 3175732 3175856
3175893 3175896 3175897 3175927 3175951
3175971 3176082 3176190 3176193 3176267
3176268 3176281 3176334 3176355 3176601
3176603 3176767 3176769 3176770 3176771
3176772 3176773 3176774 3176775 3176776
3176777 3176778 3176780 3176781 3176783
3176784 3176786 3176789 3176790 3176791
3176792 3176793 3176886 3176990 3176991
3177009 3177027 3177088 3177090 3177091
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3177092 3177093 3177094 3177095 3177096
3177154 3177296 3177306 3177476 3177477
3177479 3177480 3177493 3177502 3177577
3177634 3177641 3177648 3177685 3177705
3177998 3178031 3178032 3178055 3178355
3178356 3178369 3178480 3178535 3178542
3178584 3178690 3178702 3179001 3179081
3179118 3179119 3179162 3179181 3179232
3179279 3179384 3179387 3179392 3179398
3179401 3179403 3179404 3179405 3179406
3179407 3179408 3179409 3179410 3179411
3179413 3179562 3179595 3179649 3179650
3179651 3179652 3179653 3179667 3179716
3179717 3179753 3179776 3179862 3179891
3179949 3179954 3179958 3179959 3179977
3180031 3180032 3180033 3180034 3180035
3180036 3180037 3180038 3180039 3180044
3180047 3180059 3180071 3180072 3180073
3180074 3180075 3180076 3180081 3180095
3180153 3180155 3180245 3180246 3180248
3180249 3180278 3180316 3180322 3180495
3180547 3180623 3180624 3180678 3180685
3180714 3180718 3180725 3180806 3180807
3180909 3180985 3180986 3181000 3181059
3181142 3181211 3181283 3181290 3181295
3181296 3181311 3181400 3181433 3181599
3181747 3181757 3181847 3181860 3181911
3181914 3181915 3181927 3181928 3181940
3181941 3181942 3181943 3181944 3181945
3181946 3181947 3181963 3182027 3182086
3182087 3182089 3182090 3182093 3182094
3182109 3182111 3182112 3182141 3182142
3182149 3182226 3182268 3182269 3182287
3182288 3182296 3182366 3182367 3182453
3182455 3182466 3182555 3182599 3182678
3182751 3182761 3182762 3182763 3182764
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3182766 3182767 3182849 3182855 3182867
3182869 3182870 3182887 3182908 3182961
3182970 3182997 3182999 3183001 3183205
3183214 3183216 3183246 3183247 3183270
3183382 3183383 3183384 3183410 3183411
3183412 3183413 3183474 3183479 3183568
3183636 3183674 3183756 3183835 3183851
3183918 3183919 3183938 3183939 3183940
3183997 3183999 3184004 3184009 3184010
3184011 3184012 3184013 3184014 3184016
3184030 3184031 3184042 3184044 3184045
3184046 3184047 3184049 3184060 3184114
3184218 3184219 3184237 3184268 3184269
3184355 3184356 3184411 3184414 3184448
3184449 3184450 3184568 3184937 3184968
3185026 3185040 3185041 3185042 3185043
3185044 3185045 3185048 3185049 3185050
3185051 3185053 3185054 3185055 3185057
3185058 3185059 3185060 3185061 3185062
3185063 3185064 3185066 3185067 3185068
3185071 3185073 3185074 3185075 3185211
3185212 3185221 3185222 3185279 3185422
3185555 3185642 3185644 3185645 3185646
3185732 3185874 3186207 3186208 3186209
3186212 3186213 3186214 3186215 3186216
3186219 3186220 3186228 3186231 3186304
3186308 3186463 3186481 3186484 3186485
3186486 3186566 3186596 3186625 3186749
3186824 3186826 3186830 3186831 3186856
3186857 3186858 3186876 3186887 3186889
3186976 3186977 3186987 3187022 3187049
3187050 3187123 3187152 3187154 3187209
3187214 3187217 3187221 3187249 3187324
3187488 3187550 3187555 3187586 3187600
3187601 3187602 3187603 3187604 3187607
3187608 3187609 3187669 3187672 3187673
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3187685 3187686 3187687 3187690 3187691
3187692 3187693 3187695 3187696 3187697
3187699 3187700 3187769 3187807 3187815
3187865 3187872 3187909 3188045 3188193
3188225 3188226 3188237 3188238 3188240
3188275 3188277 3188341 3188475 3188479
3188547 3188549 3188623 3188668 3188669
3188670 3188671 3188735 3188901 3188917
3189020 3189123 3189124 3189155 3189273
3189324 3189341 3189397 3189398 3189399
3189401 3189403 3189473 3189474 3189475
3189509 3189596 3189597 3189598 3189599
3189600 3189601 3189602 3189603 3189604
3189605 3189666 3189667 3189668 3189669
3189670 3189671 3189672 3189673 3189675
3189701 3189737 3189769 3189866 3189936
3189941 3190018 3190019 3190031 3190116
3190173 3190181 3190210 3190212 3190241
3190303 3190398 3190515 3190542 3190551
3190592 3190717 3190718 3190925 3190926
3190927 3190984 3190985 3191177 3191239
3191344 3191345 3191346 3191347 3191348
3191349 3191350 3191420 3191595 3191626
3191628 3191661 3191707 3191708 3191749
3191759 3191803 3191804 3191805 3191809
3191889 3191890 3191891 3191893 3191918
3191922 3191923 3191978 3192008 3192010
3192017 3192044 3192125 3192126 3192128
3192169 3192258 3192259 3192279 3192324
3192330 3192331 3192341 3192348 3192389
3192390 3192443 3192527 3192596 3192597
3192598 3192599 3192618 3192696 3192703
3192741 3192771 3192772 3192773 3192810
3192811 3192815 3192865 3192866 3192901
3192913 3192914 3192918 3192933 3192934
3192935 3193158 3193184 3193235 3193280
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3193315 3193361 3193414 3193417 3193439
3193440 3193445 3193449 3193543 3193564
3193590 3193692 3193731 3193732 3193733
3193734 3193735 3193736 3193794 3194121
3194195 3194238 3194296 3194297 3194418
3194419 3194420 3194422 3194423 3194424
3194427 3194430 3194443 3194460 3194461
3194462 3194463 3194464 3194465 3194466
3194467 3194468 3194470 3194498 3194499
3194600 3194621 3194631 3194657 3194697
3194698 3194699 3194700 3194705 3194706
3194761 3194912 3194913 3194944 3194994
3195048 3195049 3195050 3195092 3195093
3195273 3195306 3195307 3195316 3195386
3195400 3195608 3195640 3195642 3195645
3195661 3195690 3195706 3195708 3195837
3195838 3195839 3195840 3195841 3195842
3196003 3196005 3196060 3196155 3196168
3196274 3196303 3196311 3196421 3196422
3196423 3196434 3196714 3196730 3196733
3196772 3196889 3196901 3196902 3196932
3196965 3196968 3196969 3197079 3197080
3197198 3197206 3197217 3197300 3197444
3197445 3197464 3197510 3197535 3197541
3197543 3197544 3197545 3197546 3197552
3197553 3197556 3197557 3197559 3197560
3197561 3197562 3197563 3197565 3197566
3197567 3197568 3197569 3197570 3197580
3197581 3197582 3197583 3197584 3197585
3197587 3197588 3197589 3197608 3197635
3197667 3197671 3197685 3197692 3197697
3197744 3197746 3197747 3197748 3197749
3197750 3197756 3197763 3197785 3197891
3197892 3198001 3198114 3198253 3198305
3198306 3198307 3198411 3198413 3198438
3198453 3198461 3198484 3198548 3198549
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3198718 3198772 3198774 3198860 3198877
3198889 3198899 3198903 3198936 3198966
3199001 3199017 3199038 3199040 3199041
3199042 3199075 3199076 3199129 3199181
3199260 3199522 3199546 3199669 3199672
3199797 3199822 3199883 3200080 3200115
3200116 3200131 3200166 3200287 3200288
3200289 3200322 3200326 3200327 3200331
3200332 3200333 3200367 3200387 3200487
3200601 3200617 3200684 3200685 3200690
3200720 3200767 3200847 3200870 3200871
3200909 3200992 3201120 3201236 3201249
3201250 3201254 3201293 3201296 3201299
3201325 3201344 3201466 3201647 3201660
3201663 3201666 3201669 3201670 3201718
3201733 3201751 3201787 3201788 3201816
3201880 3201882 3202046 3202047 3202048
3202081 3202083 3202085 3202290 3202349
3202362 3202407 3202412 3202414 3202432
3202459 3202485 3202653 3202727 3202770
3202771 3202772 3202791 3202832 3202849
3202932 3202934 3203005 3203009 3203054
3203062 3203063 3203064 3203116 3203148
3203162 3203205 3203207 3203208 3203326
3203496 3203510 3203514 3203515 3203519
3203520 3203576 3203607 3203608 3203609
3203610 3203613 3203614 3203615 3203619
3203620 3203624 3203625 3203626 3203627
3203628 3203629 3203630 3203631 3203632
3203634 3203635 3203637 3203638 3203639
3203640 3203641 3203642 3203643 3203644
3203645 3203646 3203647 3203648 3203649
3203650 3203651 3203665 3203666 3203678
3203718 3203776 3203798 3203852 3203853
3203854 3203855 3203856 3203858 3203859
3203860 3203861 3203880 3203889 3203951
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3204083 3204090 3204179 3204228 3204254
3204255 3204256 3204366 3204392 3204410
3204427 3204465 3204574 3204593 3204596
3204648 3204693 3204696 3204712 3204870
3204871 3204872 3204962 3204986 3205123
3205169 3205309 3205365 3205475 3205479
3205492 3205507 3205542 3205557 3205558
3205559 3205567 3205670 3205678 3205690
3205771 3205772 3205773 3205851 3205969
3206006 3206027 3206060 3206138 3206139
3206265 3206312 3206324 3206326 3206327
3206328 3206329 3206340 3206342 3206344
3206443 3206448 3206449 3206450 3206452
3206453 3206465 3206466 3206467 3206468
3206469 3206470 3206471 3206472 3206473
3206474 3206476 3206477 3206527 3206550
3206742 3206761 3206763 3206764 3206766
3206814 3206815 3206833 3206838 3206888
3206900 3206959 3206960 3206961 3206962
3206963 3206964 3206965 3206966 3206967
3206969 3206970 3206971 3206972 3206973
3206974 3206975 3206976 3206977 3206978
3206979 3207083 3207376 3207534 3207535
3207536 3207537 3207538 3207539 3207540
3207541 3207542 3207543 3207544 3207545
3207546 3207547 3207548 3207549 3207550
3207551 3207552 3207553 3207554 3207555
3207556 3207590 3207616 3207617 3207618
3207619 3207659 3207660 3207662 3207664
3207695 3207697 3207731 3207750 3207801
3207818 3207833 3207893 3207894 3207895
3207896 3207898 3207899 3207900 3207901
3207944 3207954 3207960 3207962 3208033
3208051 3208062 3208063 3208087 3208092
3208137 3208226 3208252 3208253 3208255
3208257 3208259 3208261 3208264 3208268
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3208286 3208287 3208288 3208294 3208295
3208296 3208297 3208298 3208300 3208301
3208302 3208303 3208304 3208308 3208311
3208313 3208315 3208317 3208472 3208536
3208622 3208632 3208634 3208636 3208644
3208731 3208771 3208797 3208798 3208842
3208843 3208887 3208888 3208913 3208932
3208933 3208943 3208947 3208949 3208950
3208952 3208953 3208954 3208955 3208956
3208957 3208958 3208959 3208960 3208961
3208962 3208963 3208964 3208965 3208966
3208967 3208968 3208969 3208977 3208978
3208981 3208982 3208983 3208985 3208987
3209273 3209277 3209301 3209327 3209328
3209332 3209334 3209339 3209340 3209402
3209413 3209456 3209465 3209486 3209493
3209506 3209507 3209543 3209892 3209893
3209958 3210085 3210109 3210203 3210207
3210242 3210383 3210412 3210414 3210415
3210417 3210443 3210539 3210540 3210560
3210585 3210596 3210610 3210645 3210651
3210652 3210653 3210686 3210765 3210862
3210892 3210893 3210899 3210938 3211003
3211017 3211098 3211131 3211133 3211227
3211249 3211269 3211270 3211273 3211274
3211275 3211310 3211312 3211313 3211318
3211384 3211408 3211758 3211786 3211787
3211836 3211837 3211887 3211985 3211986
3212080 3212081 3212082 3212117 3212118
3212142 3212168 3212185 3212211 3212212
3212216 3212218 3212219 3212221 3212223
3212224 3212225 3212226 3212227 3212228
3212229 3212230 3212231 3212232 3212233
3212236 3212238 3212240 3212251 3212252
3212325 3212359 3212360 3212361 3212362
3212365 3212366 3212368 3212369 3212370
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3212379 3212380 3212390 3212391 3212392
3212393 3212394 3212395 3212396 3212397
3212398 3212457 3212496 3212524 3212574
3212657 3212658 3212713 3212805 3212819
3212834 3212924 3212987 3213052 3213117
3213119 3213123 3213141 3213153 3213166
3213174 3213179 3213221 3213341 3213347
3213357 3213414 3213415 3213435 3213445
3213452 3213491 3213505 3213514 3213621
3213622 3213624 3213625 3213627 3213628
3213629 3213631 3213632 3213634 3213695
3213696 3213701 3213702 3213704 3213705
3213706 3213707 3213708 3213709 3213713
3213714 3213715 3213766 3213770 3213772
3213832 3213918 3213932 3213943 3213944
3213945 3213946 3213947 3213948 3213949
3214074 3214077 3214078 3214079 3214083
3214084 3214089 3214161 3214163 3214227
3214232 3214244 3214350 3214407 3214437
3214438 3214499 3214524 3214600 3214601
3214602 3214612 3214685 3214712 3214720
3214754 3214755 3214757 3214760 3214966
3215047 3215091 3215257 3215258 3215260
3215290 3215449 3215451 3215458 3215681
3215708 3215712 3215729 3215731 3215763
3215764 3215774 3215787 3215788 3215903
3215904 3215936 3215938 3215969 3215970
3215971 3215972 3216061 3216081 3216085
3216089 3216091 3216105 3216134 3216144
3216165 3216167 3216205 3216218 3216220
3216304 3216325 3216459 3216518 3216528
3216545 3216572 3216727 3216731 3216744
3216816 3216905 3216912 3216932 3217025
3217026 3217032 3217033 3217071 3217072
3217131 3217133 3217135 3217146 3217147
3217148 3217150 3217153 3217154 3217156
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3217157 3217160 3217201 3217202 3217203
3217204 3217205 3217206 3217207 3217208
3217209 3217210 3217225 3217247 3217248
3217249 3217250 3217251 3217252 3217253
3217254 3217255 3217256 3217257 3217258
3217259 3217260 3217261 3217282 3217283
3217284 3217285 3217286 3217287 3217288
3217290 3217293 3217294 3217295 3217296
3217297 3217298 3217299 3217300 3217301
3217336 3217384 3217395 3217396 3217550
3217557 3217558 3217583 3217584 3217585
3217586 3217686 3217735 3217800 3217903
3217904 3217906 3217911 3217912 3218017
3218019 3218058 3218121 3218131 3218219
3218430 3218431 3218558 3218565 3218566
3218567 3218568 3218617 3218618 3218620
3218639 3218664 3218686 3218725 3218756
3218825 3218830 3218936 3218937 3219086
3219094 3219156 3219191 3219198 3219270
3219294 3219469 3219570 3219580 3219584
3219586 3219587 3219636 3219655 3219718
3219726 3219815 3219816 3219929 3219940
3219977 3220024 3220153 3220154 3220173
3220335 3220355 3220378 3220425 3220494
3220514 3220515 3220614 3220615 3220623
3220670 3220697 3220700 3220703 3220704
3220705 3220710 3220711 3220860 3220868
3220872 3220873 3220874 3220887 3220942
3220974 3221046 3221048 3221049 3221080
3221166 3221179 3221180 3221310 3221313
3221342 3221343 3221344 3221439 3221460
3221588 3221641 3221704 3221741 3221849
3221897 3221903 3221982 3222032 3222033
3222034 3222049 3222050 3222097 3222152
3222157 3222343 3222372 3222375 3222405
3222413 3222417 3222419 3222421 3222422
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3222424 3222447 3222450 3222451 3222481
3222484 3222506 3222531 3222539 3222695
3222697 3222707 3222708 3222709 3222722
3222723 3222840 3222844 3222857 3222858
3222861 3222889 3222893 3223003 3223059
3223081 3223091 3223132 3223213 3223215
3223244 3223283 3223287 3223298 3223299
3223478 3223579 3223592 3223596 3223601
3223619 3223634 3223778 3223815 3223816
3223817 3223818 3223819 3223855 3223856
3223859 3223861 3223863 3223908 3223914
3223976 3223977 3223982 3224133 3224134
3224136 3224143 3224146 3224147 3224149
3224150 3224151 3224248 3224346 3224386
3224387 3224410 3224413 3224414 3224459
3224463 3224475 3224494 3224527 3224586
3224590 3224591 3224592 3224593 3224596
3224599 3224600 3224601 3224602 3224603
3224604 3224605 3224606 3224736 3224805
3224824 3224869 3224892 3224926 3224973
3224974 3224981 3225022 3225051 3225093
3225097 3225103 3225107 3225109 3225112
3225127 3225129 3225131 3225135 3225144
3225149 3225150 3225154 3225206 3225227
3225239 3225242 3225362 3225363 3225364
3225476 3225555 3225565 3225618 3225637
3225676 3225762 3225845 3225884 3225903
3225905 3226121 3226129 3226131 3226136
3226137 3226138 3226140 3226141 3226142
3226143 3226144 3226146 3226148 3226149
3226230 3226257 3226258 3226259 3226260
3226261 3226262 3226263 3226264 3226265
3226266 3226267 3226268 3226269 3226270
3226271 3226272 3226273 3226274 3226275
3226277 3226278 3226279 3226280 3226281
3226282 3226283 3226284 3226285 3226286
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3226287 3226288 3226289 3226290 3226291
3226292 3226293 3226294 3226295 3226296
3226297 3226298 3226300 3226301 3226302
3226303 3226305 3226472 3226473 3226474
3226475 3226476 3226477 3226478 3226489
3226527 3226528 3226529 3226530 3226532
3226533 3226534 3226535 3226536 3226537
3226538 3226539 3226540 3226542 3226543
3226544 3226545 3226546 3226547 3226548
3226549 3226550 3226552 3226553 3226554
3226557 3226558 3226559 3226560 3226561
3226562 3226563 3226564 3226565 3226566
3226567 3226569 3226578 3226605 3226659
3226673 3226675 3226678 3226698 3226699
3226700 3226726 3226744 3226745 3226754
3226755 3226756 3226757 3226758 3226759
3226760 3226761 3226762 3226763 3226764
3226765 3226781 3226794 3226795 3226832
3226833 3226885 3227007 3227058 3227099
3227108 3227132 3227158 3227188 3227205
3227210 3227244 3227265 3227419 3227420
3227459 3227461 3227462 3227465 3227467
3227470 3227471 3227472 3227476 3227554
3227566 3227576 3227586 3227588 3227644
3227698 3227710 3227713 3227716 3227769
3227774 3227796 3227798 3227838 3227840
3227842 3227866 3227897 3227900 3227921
3228026 3228040 3228102 3228103 3228126
3228143 3228144 3228147 3228383 3228499
3228555 3228746 3228767 3228805 3228808
3228857 3228858 3229117 3229124 3229131
3229158 3229192 3229236 3229249 3229286
3229372 3229435 3229436 3229446 3229558
3229559 3229564 3229565 3229566 3229610
3229682 3229691 3229739 3229740 3229741
3229767 3229768 3229816 3229880 3229907
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3229937 3229939 3229952 3230057 3230058
3230060 3230061 3230062 3230063 3230064
3230065 3230067 3230069 3230151 3230205
3230206 3230235 3230240 3230272 3230273
3230308 3230309 3230311 3230312 3230377
3230401 3230422 3230458 3230485 3230486
3230487 3230503 3230522 3230585 3230606
3230610 3230619 3230704 3230738 3230741
3230742 3230782 3230856 3230857 3230858
3230859 3230860 3230861 3230929 3230951
3231151 3231168 3231169 3231170 3231172
3231173 3231174 3231175 3231209 3231512
3231520 3231529 3231530 3231531 3231532
3231541 3231543 3231549 3231550 3231551
3231552 3231586 3231587 3231687 3231708
3231728 3231743 3231749 3231750 3231751
3231752 3231779 3231781 3231807 3231812
3231853 3231855 3231890 3231951 3232013
3232018 3232020 3232021 3232057 3232058
3232059 3232061 3232062 3232104 3232206
3232230 3232340 3232345 3232447 3232449
3232450 3232606 3232607 3232608 3232609
3232635 3232638 3232639 3232642 3232643
3232651 3232655 3232658 3232659 3232704
3232710 3232712 3232737 3232783 3232784
3232785 3232790 3232896 3232898 3232903
3232910 3232913 3232927 3232958 3232959
3232960 3232969 3232971 3233013 3233048
3233052 3233056 3233240 3233322 3233326
3233407 3233419 3233456 3233457 3233488
3233490 3233501 3233507 3233523 3233524
3233535 3233548 3233549 3233551 3233552
3233559 3233563 3233576 3233597 3233655
3233656 3233661 3233711 3233712 3233737
3233746 3233802 3233803 3233828 3233883
3233990 3234037 3234041 3234042 3234081
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3234091 3234098 3234100 3234145 3234147
3234160 3234176 3234254 3234255 3234256
3234268 3234273 3234358 3234360 3234446
3234447 3234448 3234449 3234450 3234480
3234481 3234482 3234483 3234484 3234563
3234564 3234627 3234655 3234663 3234664
3234666 3234767 3234796 3234806 3234863
3234864 3234865 3234866 3234867 3234868
3234869 3234870 3234871 3234872 3234879
3234918 3234952 3234998 3235024 3235043
3235045 3235047 3235050 3235051 3235121
3235123 3235184 3235271 3235378 3235438
3235439 3235463 3235523 3235524 3235556
3235572 3235574 3235580 3235581 3235592
3235598 3235646 3235647 3235648 3235649
3235650 3235651 3235652 3235653 3235654
3235655 3235660 3235661 3235669 3235697
3235740 3235741 3235742 3235744 3235757
3235758 3235759 3235760 3235761 3235823
3235824 3235867 3235957 3235961 3235962
3235963 3235993 3236018 3236031 3236049
3236050 3236103 3236127 3236267 3236423
3236424 3236460 3236461 3236474 3236479
3236499 3236502 3236510 3236615 3236672
3236675 3236796 3236812 3236830 3236831
3236832 3236833 3236953 3237012 3237123
3237125 3237137 3237138 3237139 3237146
3237153 3237194 3237197 3237205 3237270
3237294 3237296 3237349 3237367 3237371
3237400 3237424 3237553 3237558 3237644
3237645 3237668 3237670 3237681 3237694
3237756 3237958 3237982 3237995 3238039
3238056 3238100 3238101 3238102 3238115
3238193 3238240 3238241 3238283 3238400
3238403 3238484 3238488 3238489 3238522
3238525 3238538 3238557 3238562 3238575
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3238673 3238678 3238681 3238684 3238687
3238688 3238812 3238819 3238823 3238824
3238825 3238826 3238827 3238863 3238871
3238872 3238894 3238901 3238917 3238918
3238920 3238923 3238924 3238925 3238956
3238998 3239031 3239054 3239057 3239105
3239106 3239107 3239108 3239109 3239110
3239111 3239112 3239113 3239114 3239212
3239278 3239322 3239334 3239360 3239364
3239369 3239372 3239373 3239513 3239573
3239631 3239638 3239678 3239683 3239702
3239708 3239711 3239712 3239714 3239728
3239748 3239749 3239786 3239824 3239840
3239862 3239865 3239869 3239888 3239889
3239906 3240055 3240115 3240117 3240124
3240144 3240145 3240146 3240147 3240148
3240149 3240151 3240164 3240216 3240288
3240291 3240303 3240322 3240323 3240333
3240336 3240337 3240433 3240467 3240506
3240513 3240552 3240554 3240556 3240557
3240579 3240593 3240640 3240693 3240695
3240697 3240721 3240756 3240775 3240812
3240869 3240899 3240915 3240917 3240918
3240919 3240941 3240942 3240943 3240944
3240947 3240948 3240949 3240992 3241033
3241034 3241036 3241066 3241085 3241089
3241090 3241106 3241107 3241110 3241111
3241112 3241115 3241117 3241238 3241281
3241324 3241417 3241419 3241421 3241422
3241438 3241513 3241522 3241559 3241583
3241598 3241600 3241601 3241608 3241611
3241658 3241713 3241726 3241759 3241775
3241784 3241790 3241907 3241908 3241909
3241910 3241958 3241983 3242015 3242037
3242050 3242143 3242177 3242201 3242224
3242283 3242324 3242351 3242352 3242354
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3242355 3242356 3242360 3242363 3242383
3242401 3242406 3242468 3242497 3242503
3242515 3242542 3242562 3242576 3242586
3242681 3242685 3242686 3242687 3242688
3242689 3242690 3242691 3242692 3242693
3242694 3242695 3242696 3242697 3242713
3242715 3242738 3242835 3242836 3242837
3242872 3242874 3242876 3242891 3242903
3242904 3242913 3243011 3243017 3243033
3243034 3243035 3243037 3243038 3243039
3243040 3243161 3243163 3243180 3243181
3243479 3243518 3243519 3243571 3243573
3243582 3243584 3243619 3243674 3243681
3243684 3243686 3243687 3243706 3243730
3243736 3243753 3243807 3243849 3243876
3243888 3243944 3243951 3243973 3243999
3244020 3244026 3244027 3244036 3244037
3244050 3244067 3244114 3244155 3244159
3244160 3244174 3244182 3244183 3244184
3244194 3244198 3244200 3244258 3244262
3244290 3244309 3244319 3244356 3244357
3244410 3244412 3244423 3244425 3244426
3244427 3244428 3244451 3244452 3244476
3244496 3244498 3244500 3244516 3244541
3244614 3244727 3244758 3244769 3244777
3244785 3244800 3244843 3244850 3244858
3244892 3244898 3244945 3244957 3244958
3244983 3244994 3244995 3244997 3245009
3245020 3245021 3245050 3245146 3245162
3245178 3245179 3245180 3245181 3245198
3245235 3245264 3245400 3245481 3245493
3245494 3245506 3245513 3245514 3245540
3245541 3245575 3245576 3245577 3245635
3245636 3245637 3245638 3245683 3245745
3245746 3245792 3245895 3245940 3245958
3245960 3245990 3245996 3245998 3246087
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3246102 3246107 3246164 3246529 3246544
3246568 3246616 3246621 3246631 3246644
3246658 3246661 3246712 3246900 3246924
3246959 3247097 3247137 3247148 3247188
3247205 3247246 3247247 3247248 3247249
3247258 3247259 3247267 3247268 3247269
3247367 3247368 3247369 3247370 3247371
3247417 3247418 3247419 3247444 3247474
3247476 3247512 3247527 3247536 3247554
3247600 3247607 3247613 3247631 3247633
3247635 3247636 3247655 3247656 3247657
3247677 3247678 3247679 3247680 3247682
3247683 3247701 3247757 3247820 3247832
3247846 3247862 3247915 3247916 3247917
3247927 3247971 3247972 3247973 3247975
3247994 3248029 3248031 3248032 3248033
3248034 3248036 3248072 3248114 3248115
3248121 3248187 3248195 3248196 3248197
3248200 3248214 3248218 3248225 3248231
3248241 3248243 3248250 3248280 3248319
3248347 3248374 3248375 3248417 3248418
3248419 3248420 3248421 3248433 3248476
3248543 3248567 3248571 3248592 3248709
3248714 3248751 3248908 3248984 3248985
3248986 3248989 3249031 3249032 3249054
3249086 3249102 3249103 3249104 3249105
3249111 3249118 3249119 3249137 3249170
3249176 3249177 3249178 3249182 3249194
3249196 3249197 3249233 3249266 3249305
3249311 3249326 3249358 3249361 3249385
3249427 3249456 3249458 3249460 3249530
3249532 3249533 3249557 3249598 3249600
3249602 3249720 3249801 3249802 3249815
3249816 3249863 3249912 3249930 3249947
3249950 3249959 3249989 3249993 3249994
3249995 3249997 3249998 3249999 3250004
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3250005 3250008 3250009 3250010 3250011
3250021 3250057 3250061 3250076 3250124
3250136 3250180 3250191 3250231 3250235
3250237 3250243 3250294 3250311 3250363
3250364 3250365 3250399 3250418 3250434
3250440 3250467 3250500 3250501 3250502
3250506 3250569 3250570 3250583 3250601
3250602 3250615 3250617 3250652 3250657
3250658 3250664 3250666 3250772 3250775
3250781 3250782 3250784 3250787 3250792
3250794 3250821 3250836 3250847 3250855
3250856 3250895 3250896 3250898 3250924
3251057 3251058 3251107 3251110 3251112
3251113 3251201 3251211 3251220 3251221
3251269 3251299 3251327 3251368 3251411
3251429 3251458 3251468 3251469 3251471
3251472 3251473 3251474 3251475 3251482
3251490 3251491 3251495 3251518 3251539
3251556 3251560 3251567 3251576 3251577
3251592 3251664 3251667 3251668 3251669
3251689 3251700 3251704 3251739 3251740
3251744 3251749 3251805 3251863 3251868
3251872 3251875 3251879 3251915 3251939
3251949 3251997 3251998 3252002 3252003
3252022 3252023 3252061 3252062 3252063
3252064 3252070 3252071 3252072 3252108
3252124 3252125 3252145 3252146 3252152
3252153 3252158 3252190 3252248 3252291
3252296 3252355 3252430 3252484 3252485
3252504 3252511 3252583 3252629 3252630
3252637 3252688 3252700 3252701 3252702
3252705 3252742 3252788 3252797 3252813
3252839 3252840 3252843 3252862 3252889
3252953 3252964 3252967 3252969 3252980
3253026 3253033 3253036 3253038 3253039
3253101 3253107 3253166 3253168 3253169
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3253170 3253174 3253176 3253180 3253183
3253192 3253193 3253194 3253195 3253196
3253206 3253209 3253247 3253359 3253390
3253426 3253476 3253522 3253523 3253524
3253525 3253555 3253590 3253592 3253593
3253594 3253600 3253691 3253769 3253770
3253858 3253859 3253861 3253862 3253863
3253864 3253867 3253878 3253879 3253880
3253881 3253882 3253883 3253884 3253885
3253886 3253887 3253888 3253889 3253890
3253891 3253892 3253893 3253894 3253895
3253896 3253897 3253898 3253924 3253925
3253955 3253956 3253963 3253964 3253973
3253980 3253987 3253988 3253989 3253990
3253991 3253995 3253996 3253997 3253998
3253999 3254000 3254003 3254004 3254015
3254016 3254017 3254018 3254019 3254020
3254021 3254022 3254023 3254024 3254025
3254026 3254027 3254028 3254029 3254030
3254033 3254051 3254052 3254054 3254083
3254085 3254111 3254179 3254180 3254181
3254182 3254218 3254255 3254291 3254292
3254302 3254312 3254317 3254333 3254334
3254341 3254365 3254393 3254394 3254395
3254417 3254420 3254425 3254426 3254430
3254448 3254461 3254466 3254467 3254468
3254469 3254470 3254471 3254472 3254473
3254476 3254493 3254521 3254527 3254611
3254612 3254664 3254665 3254681 3254696
3254705 3254709 3254720 3254795 3254801
3254846 3254872 3254967 3254972 3254973
3254975 3254986 3255041 3255078 3255080
3255081 3255082 3255084 3255087 3255130
3255171 3255241 3255257 3255259 3255261
3255262 3255263 3255264 3255265 3255286
3255307 3255337 3255383 3255434 3255435
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3255444 3255455 3255480 3255493 3255495
3255513 3255522 3255523 3255525 3255574
3255590 3255641 3255651 3255692 3255693
3255695 3255701 3255726 3255740 3255758
3255765 3255766 3255767 3255773 3255774
3255776 3255806 3255808 3255892 3255903
3255917 3255921 3255957 3256104 3256109
3256123 3256125 3256149 3256157 3256158
3256162 3256163 3256164 3256173 3256258
3256260 3256272 3256273 3256283 3256298
3256299 3256300 3256303 3256305 3256318
3256329 3256386 3256392 3256402 3256403
3256406 3256476 3256539 3256550 3256581
3256652 3256665 3256712 3256719 3256758
3256762 3256764 3256765 3256766 3256776
3256811 3256819 3256846 3256907 3256908
3256917 3256935 3256936 3256937 3257007
3257009 3257010 3257011 3257012 3257019
3257020 3257021 3257022 3257030 3257052
3257113 3257149 3257178 3257218 3257234
3257273 3257274 3257276 3257284 3257298
3257301 3257303 3257319 3257341 3257356
3257428 3257430 3257451 3257469 3257471
3257618 3257627 3257642 3257673 3257683
3257707 3257766 3257771 3257777 3257789
3257791 3257792 3257802 3257819 3257822
3257831 3257832 3257833 3257838 3257856
3257863 3257864 3257871 3257907 3257942
3258044 3258084 3258160 3258191 3258235
3258236 3258254 3258270 3258325 3258329
3258334 3258363 3258392 3258411 3258446
3258464 3258465 3258466 3258467 3258468
3258477 3258487 3258493 3258494 3258546
3258548 3258559 3258616 3258634 3258672
3258707 3258721 3258745 3258754 3258757
3258758 3258789 3258791 3258792 3258793
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3258794 3258797 3258798 3258804 3258809
3258875 3258887 3258888 3258909 3258932
3258940 3258950 3258952 3258964 3258965
3258993 3259010 3259023 3259024 3259025
3259031 3259045 3259046 3259047 3259051
3259067 3259070 3259114 3259124 3259126
3259137 3259138 3259151 3259153 3259155
3259167 3259168 3259169 3259171 3259172
3259174 3259175 3259176 3259177 3259178
3259179 3259181 3259182 3259187 3259190
3259191 3259192 3259194 3259220 3259221
3259228 3259303 3259335 3259353 3259354
3259409 3259434 3259441 3259454 3259455
3259456 3259457 3259458 3259463 3259474
3259482 3259483 3259484 3259495 3259519
3259522 3259537 3259555 3259557 3259590
3259726 3259766 3259824 3259842 3259843
3259844 3259849 3259853 3259872 3259896
3259936 3259942 3259996 3260036 3260038
3260050 3260051 3260060 3260063 3260065
3260073 3260077 3260087 3260088 3260089
3260090 3260091 3260092 3260093 3260094
3260118 3260153 3260191 3260193 3260253
3260255 3260261 3260286 3260288 3260340
3260344 3260368 3260406 3260458 3260473
3260481 3260484 3260487 3260492 3260502
3260503 3260526 3260557 3260560 3260678
3260767 3260774 3260796 3260899 3260903
3260919 3260923 3260934 3260935 3260936
3260937 3260938 3260939 3260944 3260946
3260949 3260950 3260952 3260954 3260956
3260958 3260962 3260964 3260965 3260990
3261007 3261031 3261034 3261111 3261150
3261151 3261163 3261166 3261178 3261179
3261213 3261215 3261216 3261217 3261244
3261259 3261262 3261264 3261300 3261307
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3261317 3261319 3261371 3261384 3261401
3261440 3261441 3261442 3261443 3261473
3261476 3261478 3261480 3261561 3261572
3261574 3261575 3261576 3261579 3261584
3261591 3261596 3261601 3261602 3261604
3261607 3261608 3261618 3261721 3261797
3261814 3261819 3261864 3261871 3261872
3261873 3261875 3261889 3261950 3261951
3261952 3261982 3261987 3261988 3261990
3262001 3262002 3262005 3262009 3262042
3262043 3262044 3262045 3262061 3262062
3262064 3262066 3262076 3262111 3262112
3262182 3262184 3262185 3262211 3262221
3262222 3262223 3262251 3262256 3262264
3262271 3262296 3262306 3262314 3262318
3262329 3262331 3262332 3262336 3262337
3262338 3262349 3262353 3262386 3262468
3262476 3262582 3262593 3262602 3262619
3262668 3262671 3262687 3262695 3262701
3262702 3262710 3262748 3262752 3262753
3262758 3262767 3262795 3262828 3262832
3262835 3262839 3262895 3262901 3262911
3262913 3262914 3262947 3262974 3262981
3263030 3263033 3263034 3263038 3263039
3263134 3263136 3263138 3263215 3263238
3263242 3263278 3263281 3263304 3263315
3263318 3263319 3263334 3263335 3263336
3263338 3263339 3263340 3263363 3263400
3263432 3263435 3263436 3263460 3263485
3263488 3263526 3263535 3263554 3263557
3263558 3263567 3263571 3263580 3263584
3263604 3263606 3263636 3263720 3263749
3263752 3263758 3263769 3263778 3263781
3263782 3263783 3263784 3263786 3263788
3263798 3263799 3263805 3263806 3263810
3263831 3263846 3263852 3263865 3263890
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3263907 3263934 3263959 3263979 3263980
3263982 3264006 3264016 3264023 3264042
3264048 3264050 3264058 3264060 3264063
3264074 3264080 3264096 3264105 3264129
3264136 3264182 3264184 3264186 3264231
3264234 3264235 3264236 3264238 3264248
3264251 3264252 3264298 3264299 3264300
3264301 3264302 3264304 3264306 3264312
3264317 3264323 3264324 3264327 3264328
3264329 3264330 3264344 3264359 3264361
3264372 3264373 3264374 3264393 3264394
3264395 3264402 3264405 3264445 3264446
3264447 3264448 3264449 3264450 3264451
3264454 3264455 3264480 3264481 3264496
3264499 3264503 3264504 3264507 3264509
3264516 3264517 3264518 3264519 3264520
3264528 3264529 3264549 3264562 3264571
3264572 3264573 3264576 3264578 3264579
3264584 3264619 3264630 3264649 3264650
3264678 3264679 3264681 3264713 3264714
3264715 3264756 3264794 3264796 3264823
3264855 3264871 3264875 3264883 3264900
3264901 3264952 3264953 3264955 3264956
3264957 3264958 3264959 3264960 3264961
3264971 3264972 3264984 3264992 3264997
3265004 3265013 3265014 3265016 3265019
3265040 3265049 3265051 3265056 3265074
3265081 3265096 3265098 3265100 3265101
3265103 3265104 3265106 3265112 3265125
3265126 3265130 3265179 3265181 3265212
3265225 3265246 3265263 3265266 3265280
3265284 3265287 3265298 3265359 3265367
3265386 3265422 3265455 3265460 3265461
3265464 3265499 3265500 3265503 3265504
3265506 3265507 3265510 3265513 3265539
3265540 3265541 3265542 3265552 3265553
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3265554 3265555 3265564 3265573 3265582
3265584 3265585 3265591 3265617 3265623
3265626 3265627 3265632 3265648 3265657
3265668 3265669 3265678 3265691 3265709
3265710 3265717 3265721 3265729 3265730
3265735 3265744 3265745 3265746 3265747
3265748 3265749 3265776 3265781 3265782
3265783 3265794 3265808 3265809 3265810
3265811 3265812 3265813 3265814 3265815
3265849 3265876 3265882 3265886 3265892
3265893 3265894 3265906 3265907 3265909
3265910 3265912 3265925 3265928 3265951
3265957 3265974 3265987 3265989 3265992
3265994 3266011 3266025 3266027 3266117
3266120 3266142 3266143 3266144 3266148
3266149 3266150 3266156 3266166 3266167
3266168 3266193 3266210 3266212 3266235
3266237 3266242 3266243 3266246 3266250
3266306 3266315 3266324 3266334 3266337
3266345 3266346 3266352 3266353 3266354
3266355 3266365 3266393 3266424 3266457
3266545 3266547 3266576 3266577 3266634
3266636 3266639 3266645 3266649 3266653
3266657 3266703 3266705 3266706 3266707
3266708 3266709 3266710 3266713 3266717
3266718 3266721 3266723 3266725 3266726
3266727 3266728 3266729 3266730 3266731
3266732 3266733 3266738 3266749 3266759
3266768 3266770 3266798 3266799 3266800
3266807 3266811 3266812 3266855 3266882
3266904 3266908 3266911 3266921 3266925
3266926 3266928 3266931 3266936 3266939
3266942 3266943 3266944 3266949 3266952
3266955 3266957 3266958 3266973 3266974
3266975 3267003 3267006 3267034 3267041
3267046 3267048 3267051 3267061 3267063
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3267064 3267178 3267179 3267200 3267201
3267203 3267204 3267206 3267209 3267210
3267211 3267212 3267233 3267235 3267236
3267241 3267242 3267245 3267259 3267262
3267266 3267280 3267288 3267292 3267306
3267312 3267316 3267346 3267347 3267348
3267349 3267350 3267351 3267363 3267399
3267428 3267429 3267459 3267463 3267464
3267465 3267467 3267468 3267479 3267557
3267559 3267570 3267585 3267589 3267590
3267591 3267592 3267605 3267609 3267610
3267616 3267672 3267697 3267698 3267700
3267701 3267702 3267703 3267704 3267708
3267710 3267721 3267727 3267728 3267729
3267731 3267741 3267784 3267789 3267790
3267808 3267834 3267838 3267880 3267881
3267882 3267883 3267890 3267893 3267899
3267917 3267918 3267919 3267928 3267938
3267944 3267945 3267946 3267947 3267950
3267951 3267954 3268032 3268039 3268040
3268051 3268052 3268071 3268074 3268078
3268112 3268114 3268115 3268116 3268118
3268136 3268139 3268140 3268151 3268160
3268162 3268168 3268170 3268171 3268172
3268176 3268177 3268181 3268188 3268189
3268210 3268212 3268222 3268228 3268236
3268247 3268250 3268254 3268258 3268259
3268266 3268285 3268299 3268300 3268324
3268325 3268327 3268329 3268333 3268334
3268338 3268344 3268345 3268347 3268348
3268370 3268371 3268374 3268391 3268396
3268418 3268437 3268438 3268440 3268441
3268442 3268443 3268444 3268445 3268449
3268478 3268503 3268505 3268517 3268529
3268551 3268557 3268574 3268585 3268691
3268698 3268699 3268706 3268713 3268716
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3268717 3268720 3268726 3268730 3268731
3268732 3268733 3268734 3268736 3268737
3268738 3268766 3268768 3268770 3268771
3268772 3268778 3268782 3268801 3268813
3268821 3268828 3268832 3268834 3268836
3268843 3268847 3268848 3268855 3268856
3268861 3268862 3268863 3268864 3268866
3268867 3268890 3268891 3268904 3268912
3268919 3268920 3268949 3268953 3268978
3268980 3268982 3268990 3268991 3269013
3269014 3269023 3269025 3269029 3269049
3269051 3269066 3269105 3269113 3269114
3269139 3269143 3269144 3269186 3269196
3269198 3269200 3269202 3269220 3269225
3269226 3269238 3269239 3269243 3269292
3269351 3269358 3269359 3269360 3269361
3269381 3269382 3269390 3269393 3269399
3269400 3269401 3269402 3269421 3269425
3269477 3269478 3269479 3269488 3269489
3269499 3269505 3269532 3269533 3269551
3269581 3269584 3269590 3269591 3269598
3269602 3269603 3269604 3269605 3269606
3269609 3269612 3269613 3269615 3269616
3269617 3269618 3269619 3269620 3269628
3269641 3269642 3269643 3269660 3269686
3269687 3269695 3269696 3269697 3269704
3269708 3269712 3269717 3269718 3269754
3269763 3269773 3269779 3269781 3269782
3269785 3269786 3269808 3269819 3269820
3269821 3269839 3269847 3269859 3269873
3269874 3269876 3269877 3269879 3269881
3269884 3269886 3269890 3269891 3269973
3269992 3269993 3270021 3270036 3270040
3270047 3270048 3270053 3270055 3270060
3270065 3270066 3270067 3270083 3270084
3270103 3270118 3270120 3270143 3270174
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3270175 3270189 3270190 3270195 3270222
3270230 3270231 3270241 3270243 3270244
3270263 3270276 3270283 3270284 3270286
3270292 3270295 3270316 3270324 3270346
3270363 3270367 3270368 3270382 3270385
3270394 3270398 3270401 3270404 3270405
3270408 3270410 3270411 3270413 3270415
3270440 3270448 3270450 3270457 3270458
3270460 3270462 3270466 3270468 3270469
3270470 3270472 3270473 3270485 3270499
3270504 3270505 3270506 3270508 3270510
3270512 3270517 3270518 3270520 3270522
3270535 3270536 3270537 3270538 3270539
3270540 3270541 3270542 3270543 3270558
3270591 3270593 3270594 3270625 3270633
3270634 3270647 3270654 3270656 3270657
3270658 3270662 3270664 3270678 3270686
3270687 3270688 3270689 3270690 3270693
3270700 3270703 3270704 3270705 3270707
3270708 3270709 3270710 3270716 3270721
3270729 3270734 3270741 3270757 3270758
3270766 3270776 3270789 3270790 3270793
3270804 3270811 3270820 3270827 3270830
3270832 3270899 3270906 3270916 3270918
3270920 3270921 3270934 3270935 3270936
3270942 3270964 3270988 3270991 3271002
3271006 3271008 3271014 3271062 3271082
3271095 3271112 3271117 3271119 3271133
3271146 3271150 3271151 3271178 3271179
3271180 3271182 3271183 3271184 3271185
3271186 3271195 3271196 3271197 3271233
3271238 3271247 3271258 3271263 3271265
3271280 3271281 3271289 3271290 3271291
3271292 3271294 3271314 3271325 3271326
3271329 3271330 3271335 3271336 3271360
3271364 3271365 3271375 3271377 3271380
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3271401 3271406 3271424 3271429 3271431
3271450 3271454 3271459 3271460 3271461
3271462 3271463 3271464 3271465 3271469
3271470 3271471 3271472 3271473 3271474
3271476 3271477 3271478 3271479 3271480
3271580 3271581 3271582 3271641 3271652
3271653 3271657 3271673 3271731 3271745
3271749 3271757 3271771 3271775 3271776
3271781 3271806 3271809 3271810 3271811
3271814 3271815 3271819 3271820 3271823
3271828 3271845 3271866 3271867 3271868
3271879 3271892 3271902 3271914 3271967
3271968 3271974 3271980 3271983 3271984
3271993 3271995 3271997 3271999 3272009
3272013 3272034 3272054 3272057 3272058
3272069 3272079 3272080 3272081 3272098
3272131 3272132 3272145 3272159 3272160
3272163 3272172 3272175 3272195 3272203
3272204 3272219 3272220 3272222 3272223
3272226 3272228 3272234 3272235 3272236
3272254 3272255 3272256 3272257 3272281
3272306 3272308 3272309 3272310 3272316
3272336 3272348 3272351 3272361 3272382
3272383 3272391 3272395 3272396 3272397
3272407 3272409 3272411 3272423 3272425
3272429 3272450 3272455 3272459 3272463
3272470 3272471 3272475 3272476 3272488
3272492 3272500 3272523 3272525 3272529
3272562 3272564 3272573 3272574 3272575
3272576 3272577 3272579 3272583 3272586
3272599 3272618 3272619 3272620 3272621
3272622 3272641 3272648 3272663 3272674
3272681 3272682 3272687 3272689 3272692
3272721 3272753 3272754 3272762 3272771
3272791 3272794 3272795 3272799 3272828
3272837 3272847 3272854 3272855 3272859
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3272860 3272862 3272864 3272865 3272880
3272886 3272888 3272889 3272890 3272891
3272893 3272926 3272927 3272953 3272974
3272978 3272980 3272981 3272982 3272983
3272984 3272985 3272998 3272999 3273022
3273023 3273030 3273031 3273037 3273041
3273051 3273054 3273055 3273056 3273069
3273079 3273095 3273111 3273128 3273129
3273131 3273133 3273140 3273141 3273144
3273176 3273191 3273192 3273194 3273206
3273212 3273214 3273216 3273227 3273229
3273230 3273231 3273261 3273262 3273263
3273268 3273275 3273331 3273358 3273395
3273396 3273403 3273410 3273411 3273419
3273428 3273438 3273439 3273440 3273453
3273456 3273458 3273467 3273471 3273495
3273511 3273512 3273515 3273523 3273524
3273525 3273529 3273532 3273534 3273535
3273536 3273537 3273557 3273559 3273560
3273572 3273573 3273575 3273613 3273616
3273617 3273618 3273622 3273623 3273626
3273627 3273628 3273635 3273637 3273638
3273641 3273643 3273647 3273650 3273651
3273652 3273653 3273658 3273714 3273785
3273801 3273840 3273841 3273868 3273870
3273873 3273919 3273920 3273928 3273943
3273953 3273954 3273965 3273971 3273972
3273974 3273975 3273976 3273977 3273979
3273998 3273999 3274000 3274001 3274002
3274003 3274005 3274077 3274078 3274080
3274081 3274083 3274084 3274085 3274096
3274097 3274098 3274099 3274100 3274101
3274102 3274103 3274104 3274106 3274107
3274108 3274109 3274111 3274112 3274115
3274118 3274120 3274123 3274124 3274126
3274128 3274131 3274132 3274133 3274159
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3274160 3274161 3274163 3274172 3274174
3274228 3274230 3274248 3274252 3274268
3274269 3274271 3274274 3274276 3274277
3274278 3274287 3274297 3274300 3274310
3274316 3274319 3274321 3274350 3274354
3274359 3274360 3274361 3274362 3274363
3274367 3274368 3274378 3274379 3274384
3274386 3274396 3274434 3274435 3274449
3274454 3274456 3274469 3274470 3274475
3274476 3274478 3274497 3274501 3274503
3274506 3274517 3274519 3274525 3274526
3274561 3274588 3274601 3274611 3274612
3274618 3274622 3274631 3274632 3274637
3274659 3274664 3274668 3274669 3274672
3274701 3274724 3274729 3274731 3274736
3274746 3274749 3274789 3274791 3274808
3274816 3274819 3274820 3274822 3274824
3274826 3274828 3274829 3274841 3274843
3274845 3274846 3274854 3274856 3274870
3274872 3274873 3274875 3274886 3274891
3274893 3274898 3274906 3274918 3274930
3274931 3274934 3274938 3274941 3274942
3274943 3274946 3274952 3274954 3274973
3274978 3274979 3274980 3274981 3275014
3275015 3275020 3275040 3275042 3275043
3275044 3275045 3275048 3275049 3275072
3275073 3275074 3275075 3275076 3275077
3275078 3275093 3275099 3275100 3275101
3275109 3275110 3275113 3275127 3275142
3275151 3275171 3275176 3275194 3275197
3275201 3275208 3275210 3275211 3275212
3275213 3275214 3275234 3275247 3275248
3275256 3275257 3275258 3275259 3275260
3275266 3275268 3275269 3275275 3275276
3275294 3275297 3275311 3275318 3275326
3275363 3275369 3275372 3275380 3275381
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3275383 3275400 3275411 3275415 3275421
3275423 3275431 3275434 3275438 3275458
3275469 3275471 3275474 3275477 3275483
3275536 3275537 3275562 3275568 3275569
3275570 3275573 3275574 3275599 3275619
3275628 3275634 3275635 3275638 3275639
3275641 3275645 3275646 3275681 3275686
3275693 3275697 3275701 3275702 3275711
3275721 3275728 3275731 3275732 3275748
3275749 3275759 3275765 3275770 3275772
3275784 3275787 3275789 3275802 3275818
3275819 3275821 3275825 3275846 3275878
3275887 3275902 3275903 3275904 3275909
3275911 3275912 3275913 3275914 3275915
3275921 3275933 3275936 3275938 3275940
3275941 3275945 3275946 3275949 3275950
3275976 3275978 3275979 3276007 3276008
3276017 3276018 3276019 3276068 3276069
3276070 3276071 3276072 3276073 3276076
3276086 3276088 3276092 3276094 3276103
3276104 3276105 3276106 3276107 3276108
3276110 3276111 3276112 3276123 3276124
3276125 3276126 3276127 3276134 3276137
3276138 3276158 3276172 3276189 3276190
3276192 3276195 3276196 3276200 3276205
3276210 3276213 3276214 3276218 3276220
3276223 3276224 3276239 3276256 3276279
3276284 3276303 3276304 3276317 3276318
3276320 3276327 3276331 3276334 3276339
3276341 3276342 3276343 3276352 3276355
3276356 3276358 3276370 3276371 3276376
3276377 3276378 3276380 3276383 3276384
3276389 3276404 3276405 3276406 3276407
3276408 3276410 3276411 3276422 3276423
3276436 3276489 3276514 3276520 3276524
3276525 3276527 3276528 3276539 3276551
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3276556 3276589 3276599 3276609 3276618
3276622 3276648 3276651 3276676 3276679
3276686 3276710 3276716 3276753 3276759
3276767 3276789 3276790 3276832 3276900
3276909 3276935 3276936 3276944 3276963
3276987 3276993 3277008 3277009 3277010
3277011 3277027 3277033 3277035 3277038
3277059 3277060 3277064 3277068 3277083
3277085 3277090 3277094 3277095 3277096
3277097 3277099 3277100 3277101 3277102
3277103 3277104 3277106 3277109 3277110
3277112 3277115 3277118 3277119 3277122
3277123 3277148 3277149 3277155 3277167
3277168 3277171 3277172 3277173 3277174
3277225 3277226 3277227 3277228 3277229
3277230 3277231 3277232 3277233 3277234
3277235 3277236 3277237 3277238 3277239
3277240 3277241 3277242 3277243 3277244
3277254 3277282 3277283 3277290 3277291
3277292 3277297 3277300 3277309 3277312
3277313 3277314 3277315 3277316 3277318
3277319 3277327 3277334 3277337 3277338
3277348 3277386 3277395 3277402 3277403
3277404 3277441 3277442 3277447 3277448
3277453 3277457 3277462 3277479 3277501
3277507 3277508 3277509 3277512 3277513
3277514 3277515 3277518 3277531 3277542
3277543 3277548 3277555 3277569 3277577
3277580 3277591 3277592 3277593 3277595
3277596 3277623 3277624 3277625 3277626
3277647 3277650 3277691 3277693 3277696
3277698 3277699 3277704 3277733 3277748
3277749 3277750 3277751 3277756 3277774
3277777 3277778 3277788 3277800 3277809
3277835 3277836 3277837 3277838 3277839
3277840 3277841 3277874 3277875 3277876
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3277878 3277898 3277899 3277909 3277912
3277916 3277917 3277920 3277921 3277924
3277925 3277927 3277936 3277937 3277938
3277951 3277952 3277968 3277981 3277992
3278046 3278047 3278048 3278049 3278050
3278051 3278052 3278053 3278054 3278055
3278056 3278057 3278058 3278059 3278060
3278061 3278063 3278064 3278066 3278067
3278069 3278070 3278071 3278072 3278073
3278074 3278075 3278076 3278077 3278078
3278079 3278080 3278081 3278082 3278083
3278084 3278085 3278086 3278087 3278088
3278089 3278090 3278116 3278117 3278141
3278194 3278196 3278200 3278204 3278213
3278227 3278229 3278247 3278248 3278258
3278261 3278277 3278280 3278284 3278290
3278291 3278292 3278293 3278295 3278313
3278352 3278360 3278361 3278362 3278367
3278368 3278381 3278393 3278402 3278404
3278416 3278444 3278452 3278453 3278454
3278455 3278462 3278468 3278475 3278480
3278487 3278493 3278496 3278507 3278511
3278512 3278513 3278531 3278536 3278537
3278544 3278556 3278561 3278564 3278574
3278575 3278587 3278606 3278608 3278616
3278617 3278623 3278653 3278668 3278681
3278699 3278700 3278702 3278703 3278722
3278726 3278727 3278728 3278729 3278730
3278731 3278732 3278733 3278734 3278735
3278736 3278737 3278738 3278805 3278808
3278854 3278868 3278877 3278878 3278882
3278907 3278914 3278931 3278932 3278941
3278942 3278954 3278960 3278975 3278993
3278994 3278995 3278996 3278997 3278998
3278999 3279000 3279004 3279006 3279020
3279022 3279037 3279041 3279043 3279044
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3279077 3279089 3279121 3279123 3279124
3279128 3279138 3279144 3279145 3279146
3279149 3279160 3279168 3279172 3279190
3279191 3279224 3279225 3279226 3279230
3279231 3279233 3279234 3279249 3279250
3279251 3279252 3279253 3279254 3279255
3279256 3279257 3279259 3279260 3279261
3279262 3279263 3279264 3279265 3279267
3279268 3279300 3279304 3279322 3279330
3279331 3279337 3279348 3279350 3279357
3279359 3279367 3279392 3279395 3279397
3279398 3279415 3279416 3279417 3279418
3279419 3279430 3279431 3279447 3279448
3279449 3279468 3279472 3279489 3279493
3279543 3279544 3279545 3279554 3279594
3279595 3279596 3279641 3279642 3279645
3279646 3279647 3279650 3279654 3279664
3279666 3279669 3279691 3279696 3279726
3279727 3279729 3279730 3279731 3279732
3279740 3279742 3279759 3279764 3279765
3279766 3279767 3279768 3279769 3279770
3279776 3279777 3279781 3279782 3279795
3279809 3279813 3279814 3279817 3279840
3279863 3279864 3279865 3279866 3279868
3279885 3279887 3279888 3279889 3279890
3279893 3279902 3279912 3279913 3279927
3279931 3279939 3279941 3279942 3279943
3279972 3279981 3279984 3279985 3279986
3280003 3280005 3280024 3280026 3280027
3280028 3280029 3280035 3280037 3280038
3280039 3280040 3280042 3280043 3280045
3280046 3280052 3280065 3280068 3280069
3280085 3280086 3280087 3280126 3280134
3280142 3280162 3280167 3280170 3280173
3280176 3280179 3280180 3280182 3280191
3280194 3280202 3280203 3280207 3280213
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3280215 3280216 3280217 3280218 3280238
3280240 3280241 3280243 3280246 3280249
3280253 3280260 3280285 3280287 3280308
3280310 3280313 3280318 3280319 3280320
3280321 3280337 3280355 3280356 3280363
3280365 3280380 3280393 3280394 3280395
3280397 3280399 3280400 3280411 3280444
3280447 3280461 3280462 3280495 3280554
3280556 3280572 3280592 3280594 3280644
3280645 3280649 3280667 3280668 3280698
3280704 3280705 3280706 3280736 3280740
3280741 3280742 3280744 3280745 3280754
3280765 3280766 3280767 3280768 3280769
3280770 3280798 3280799 3280814 3280815
3280819 3280837 3280857 3280862 3280867
3280868 3280872 3280917 3280918 3280921
3280928 3280929 3280930 3280935 3280950
3280966 3280967 3280968 3280969 3280970
3280971 3280972 3280973 3280976 3280977
3280978 3280980 3280982 3280983 3280984
3280986 3281001 3281002 3281003 3281012
3281015 3281022 3281026 3281054 3281057
3281058 3281073 3281078 3281082 3281090
3281098 3281099 3281102 3281103 3281104
3281111 3281112 3281113 3281114 3281116
3281117 3281118 3281119 3281120 3281132
3281141 3281183 3281195 3281197 3281200
3281205 3281207 3281222 3281223 3281226
3281228 3281247 3281249 3281253 3281254
3281255 3281297 3281301 3281302 3281303
3281307 3281313 3281317 3281318 3281321
3281322 3281336 3281340 3281343 3281345
3281355 3281357 3281359 3281360 3281371
3281389 3281390 3281391 3281395 3281423
3281424 3281429 3281435 3281444 3281445
3281446 3281454 3281455 3281456 3281457
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3281458 3281464 3281481 3281482 3281497
3281498 3281519 3281521 3281522 3281523
3281524 3281528 3281533 3281539 3281543
3281544 3281571 3281573 3281577 3281578
3281581 3281585 3281593 3281610 3281613
3281614 3281615 3281617 3281620 3281634
3281640 3281643 3281644 3281645 3281646
3281658 3281659 3281668 3281671 3281672
3281687 3281688 3281692 3281704 3281717
3281718 3281734 3281748 3281749 3281750
3281751 3281752 3281754 3281756 3281757
3281758 3281759 3281763 3281772 3281822
3281823 3281843 3281902 3281906 3281913
3281924 3281952 3281953 3281970 3281971
3281972 3281973 3281979 3281980 3281981
3281983 3281984 3281986 3281988 3281989
3281991 3281992 3281994 3281995 3281996
3281997 3282015 3282029 3282036 3282043
3282070 3282071 3282079 3282092 3282096
3282103 3282106 3282110 3282111 3282125
3282127 3282166 3282168 3282170 3282182
3282203 3282204 3282205 3282206 3282207
3282208 3282209 3282210 3282211 3282217
3282218 3282220 3282221 3282233 3282234
3282236 3282237 3282238 3282239 3282240
3282248 3282250 3282251 3282259 3282264
3282265 3282266 3282267 3282278 3282279
3282280 3282286 3282288 3282303 3282304
3282305 3282306 3282307 3282325 3282326
3282351 3282373 3282374 3282375 3282377
3282386 3282388 3282390 3282394 3282449
3282470 3282519 3282520 3282527 3282532
3282534 3282552 3282553 3282554 3282559
3282560 3282565 3282566 3282571 3282597
3282609 3282610 3282612 3282613 3282616
3282617 3282633 3282646 3282652 3282660
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3282661 3282663 3282665 3282666 3282673
3282675 3282684 3282685 3282696 3282709
3282711 3282712 3282746 3282749 3282751
3282762 3282763 3282764 3282768 3282788
3282801 3282806 3282813 3282814 3282815
3282849 3282850 3282864 3282883 3282884
3282892 3282893 3282894 3282901 3282905
3282906 3282913 3282917 3282931 3282932
3282944 3282946 3282954 3282957 3282958
3282982 3282986 3282989 3283011 3283013
3283015 3283027 3283029 3283030 3283031
3283039 3283067 3283068 3283070 3283072
3283073 3283074 3283075 3283076 3283170
3283192 3283198 3283235 3283299 3283311
3283343 3283380 3283381 3283382 3283383
3283384 3283387 3283398 3283402 3283431
3283432 3283433 3283444 3283461 3283465
3283477 3283488 3283489 3283524 3283525
3283526 3283527 3283557 3283571 3283578
3283579 3283624 3283655 3283660 3283667
3283671 3283672 3283674 3283679 3283695
3283706 3283708 3283709 3283710 3283711
3283712 3283714 3283715 3283718 3283719
3283720 3283722 3283723 3283724 3283725
3283736 3283739 3283787 3283790 3283797
3283802 3283817 3283818 3283819 3283820
3283822 3283823 3283828 3283852 3283869
3283870 3283871 3283872 3283875 3283881
3283883 3283898 3283901 3283902 3283908
3283909 3283910 3283951 3283984 3283985
3283986 3284005 3284018 3284023 3284033
3284063 3284065 3284066 3284068 3284070
3284071 3284073 3284075 3284076 3284081
3284098 3284110 3284112 3284149 3284154
3284155 3284166 3284167 3284170 3284171
3284172 3284173 3284196 3284200 3284208
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3284209 3284210 3284211 3284212 3284213
3284225 3284226 3284231 3284274 3284293
3284294 3284296 3284329 3284397 3284410
3284411 3284438 3284439 3284441 3284445
3284473 3284479 3284480 3284482 3284484
3284485 3284486 3284487 3284488 3284489
3284490 3284491 3284504 3284505 3284507
3284546 3284587 3284592 3284593 3284595
3284598 3284599 3284611 3284612 3284613
3284614 3284615 3284616 3284617 3284618
3284619 3284620 3284623 3284626 3284630
3284631 3284633 3284636 3284652 3284653
3284655 3284656 3284659 3284703 3284709
3284711 3284716 3284718 3284720 3284724
3284729 3284734 3284741 3284753 3284764
3284794 3284795 3284803 3284839 3284889
3284891 3284898 3284902 3284909 3284915
3284916 3284918 3284930 3284932 3284935
3284938 3284948 3284954 3284963 3284964
3284965 3284969 3284970 3284972 3284973
3284974 3284975 3284976 3284977 3285001
3285003 3285008 3285009 3285123 3285125
3285131 3285136 3285160 3285166 3285220
3285230 3285237 3285300 3285302 3285304
3285305 3285316 3285317 3285334 3285335
3285395 3285414 3285416 3285420 3285421
3285422 3285440 3285476 3285508 3285524
3285525 3285526 3285541 3285642 3285643
3285645 3285647 3285757 3285764 3285768
3285769 3285772 3285773 3285775 3285840
3285842 3285857 3285862 3285863 3285864
3285865 3285866 3285867 3285879 3285888
3285919 3285921 3285948 3285949 3285996
3285997 3286004 3286006 3286009 3286012
3286040 3286041 3286042 3286043 3286062
3286063 3286064 3286070 3286087 3286088
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3286097 3286098 3286100 3286106 3286120
3286122 3286123 3286133 3286135 3286136
3286142 3286143 3286145 3286146 3286147
3286148 3286149 3286151 3286152 3286153
3286154 3286157 3286159 3286160 3286163
3286186 3286292 3286313 3286351 3286352
3286354 3286355 3286360 3286368 3286370
3286372 3286374 3286375 3286380 3286381
3286388 3286420 3286428 3286462 3286470
3286471 3286474 3286520 3286531 3286552
3286627 3286628 3286633 3286634 3286677
3286696 3286698 3286699 3286705 3286707
3286713 3286720 3286730 3286731 3286742
3286762 3286763 3286765 3286773 3286806
3286828 3286856 3286878 3286883 3286899
3286903 3286923 3286927 3286929 3286931
3286941 3286964 3286967 3286975 3286989
3286990 3286991 3286994 3286999 3287022
3287024 3287025 3287027 3287028 3287031
3287032 3287036 3287038 3287047 3287057
3287062 3287069 3287072 3287077 3287092
3287111 3287113 3287133 3287136 3287142
3287152 3287160 3287188 3287190 3287192
3287193 3287201 3287204 3287206 3287208
3287211 3287294 3287358 3287359 3287365
3287391 3287392 3287395 3287396 3287399
3287400 3287406 3287407 3287408 3287410
3287464 3287465 3287466 3287470 3287478
3287480 3287550 3287551 3287567 3287571
3287572 3287573 3287601 3287628 3287631
3287632 3287635 3287697 3287698 3287708
3287720 3287721 3287725 3287737 3287738
3287740 3287757 3287824 3287825 3287852
3287853 3287854 3287895 3287896 3287898
3287922 3287930 3287945 3287947 3287949
3287956 3287999 3288000 3288001 3288002
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3288006 3288008 3288028 3288029 3288031
3288040 3288041 3288044 3288050 3288051
3288052 3288059 3288062 3288092 3288094
3288106 3288125 3288126 3288185 3288186
3288225 3288258 3288259 3288265 3288280
3288284 3288285 3288286 3288287 3288289
3288290 3288291 3288292 3288300 3288345
3288351 3288481 3288489 3288506 3288525
3288526 3288529 3288530 3288531 3288532
3288533 3288534 3288535 3288536 3288537
3288539 3288540 3288551 3288552 3288553
3288559 3288563 3288593 3288595 3288622
3288626 3288627 3288628 3288629 3288635
3288643 3288663 3288665 3288667 3288699
3288701 3288709 3288711 3288718 3288829
3288830 3288831 3288918 3288932 3288933
3288934 3288935 3288938 3289033 3289044
3289048 3289049 3289062 3289071 3289116
3289148 3289149 3289150 3289197 3289198
3289210 3289211 3289213 3289221 3289260
3289269 3289270 3289287 3289288 3289294
3289295 3289297 3289323 3289329 3289377
3289403 3289436 3289441 3289442 3289444
3289447 3289516 3289587 3289620 3289624
3289631 3289643 3289644 3289752 3289753
3289754 3289770 3289774 3289780 3289781
3289782 3289784 3289798 3289802 3289803
3289824 3289880 3289927 3289958 3289968
3289979 3289981 3289989 3290037 3290038
3290170 3290241 3290242 3290243 3290266
3290352 3290353 3290355 3290356 3290358
3290359 3290360 3290361 3290362 3290377
3290378 3290491 3290493 3290494 3290495
3290496 3290515 3290579 3290585 3290619
3290627 3290633 3290641 3290645 3290851
3290852 3290867 3290893 3291033 3291034
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3291036 3291038 3291039 3291040 3291041
3291042 3291044 3291046 3291047 3291048
3291051 3291072 3291073 3291074 3291075
3291103 3291118 3291152 3291154 3291216
3291217 3291218 3291219 3291247 3291249
3291269 3291318 3291319 3291333 3291340
3291341 3291342 3291343 3291365 3291444
3291478 3291534 3291536 3291537 3291538
3291539 3291567 3291568 3291569 3291570
3291572 3291573 3291575 3291583 3291674
3291715 3291721 3291731 3291732 3291733
3291778 3291814 3291816 3291850 3291881
3291945 3291947 3291948 3291956 3291957
3291958 3291959 3291960 3291961 3291962
3291963 3291970 3292026 3292028 3292034
3292167 3292177 3292221 3292224 3292225
3292231 3292257 3292280 3292281 3292282
3292287 3292294 3292318 3292323 3292325
3292409 3292412 3292448 3292465 3292466
3292467 3292473 3292644 3292733 3292779
3292906 3292907 3292927 3292928 3292947
3292979 3292993 3292996 3292999 3293000
3293001 3293168 3293169 3293213 3293226
3293307 3293358 3293359 3293361 3293414
3293442 3293480 3293523 3293524 3293525
3293526 3293527 3293528 3293529 3293530
3293531 3293532 3293549 3293613 3293614
3293708 3293719 3293721 3293723 3293803
3293804 3293870 3293871 3293878 3293881
3293883 3293900 3293931 3293933 3293946
3293949 3293961 3293962 3293963 3294058
3294063 3294199 3294238 3294243 3294244
3294247 3294248 3294249 3294304 3294374
3294397 3294398 3294399 3294556 3294558
3294559 3294646 3294670 3294672 3294715
3294718 3294724 3294725 3294726 3294727
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3294729 3294758 3294797 3294883 3294904
3295080 3295082 3295104 3295193 3295222
3295225 3295266 3295356 3295418 3295428
3295567 3295579 3295588 3295816 3295863
3295920 3295923 3295924 3295941 3296105
3296502 3296530 3296532 3296536 3296538
3296609 3296610 3296611 3296652 3296662
3296678 3296820 3297222 3297448 3297909
3297924 3298050 3298474 3299437 3299450
3300079 3300167 3300244 3300462 3300468
3300506 3300510 3300606 3300878 3301184
3301243 3301514 3301917 3302473 3302639
3302690 3303033 3303982 3323075 3325581
3325582 3332385 3332386 3332387 3332388
3341609 3344633 3349733 3349734 3350833
3350834 3350835 3350836 3350837 3351947
3353424 3353425 3356238 3373391 3375478
3375480 3382782
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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